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King, Government, and Ccrrrnnity in Cumberland and Westmorland
c.1200-c..1400. 	 Sarah J.P. Howarth.

National politics impinged on the NDrth West of England in
particularly direct fashion in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. The Scottish claim to a kingdctn reaching into the heart
of the Lake District, and the outhreak of the ng10-Scottish war
under Edward I, gave an idiosyncratic twist to the region's history.
How far matters of national political consideration actually shaped
northern society, or ware suhnerged in regional issues; hc ', nuch
resemblance government ann caiinunity here bore to other areas:
these form the subject of the thesis. What the exercise of power
revealed about local allegiance is thscuss: did administrative
methods and sense of criiimunity in any way correspond?

That there shou]n frequently have been to kings - or Scots, one
English - bidding for influence on the Border, was a force for
instability. Its effects were no less obvious under the first three
Edwards than under the rmans and Angevins. The English dilenina,
irore marked in Cumberland than Westnorland, was to foster local
power sufficiently to defend the realm, whilst preventing its
degeneration into licence. Various governmental experiments were
conducted during the period under review. Barony and honour, local
potentate and royal appointee, the county, March, realm, and their
cclriTtunities, each osne under scrutiny.

War-time provincial administration developed only gradually.
Fran an early date, great onus had been thrown cii to the northern
baron, lord of extensive powers, and on to his barony. Baronial
significance, evident in the era of reform and rebellion, underwent
subtle change under the influence of war, royal patronage,
inheritance and marriage. Under Edward II, Cumbria lacked
leadership, the effects of curial politics ccinpounded by local
mortality. The county cxxrununity in Cumberland seemed to evolve in
response to this. At its most active, the cauinunity was a political
affair. Wherever it was found, it was a concept open to
manipulation, a tool readily employed by faction. When the March
ccinnission attained maturity at the end of the fourteenth century,
the structure of seigneurial influence in the region had altered
radically, xiv'1er and office increasingly monopolized.

?&ich recent historical work has been devoted to the county and
its canmunity; this study draws attention to a number of other
factors. Regional chronology is particularly emphasized. Norman
influence, county boundary and county ccimninity alike, were
ccmparative latecaners in O.imbria. Whilst Northumberland
experienced social change early in the 1nglo-Scottish war, Cumbria
waited longer for ccinparable events. Such phencinena demonstrated
regional diversity, b.it many gentry careers showed camn forces at
work. The ambitious here followed paths similar to those followed
in other parts of the realm. They owed little to war on the West
March. War, however, did brir change. It not only kindled local
identity; it also helped to merge the locality into the realm, the
crucible in which were formed major changes in O.imbrian government
and criTmunity.
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Introduction

Arnold Bennett's novels of the Five Towns show hint to have had

clear ideas about the rtion of ixitinunity, recently the subject of

much historical inquiry. At the beginning of The Old Wives' Tale he

was explicit;

the usual daily life of the county was
proceeding with all its ininense variety and
iniportarice; but though Constance and
Sophia were in it they were not of it.

The fact is, that while in the county
they were also in the district; and no
person who lives in the district, even if
he should be old and have nothing to do but
reflect upon things in general, ever thinks
about the county.'

After the district came the town and the Square, which ignored the

Five Towns 'as perfectly as the district ignored the county.' (1)

Here indeed is a hierarchy for the historian reflecting on things in

general to ponder.

The area which today forms the county of Cumbria - Cumberland,

Westnorland and part of north Lancashire - makes for particularly

interesting pondering. Although its creation in 1974 encountered

sane vehement opposition, these places have always had much in

carn, regardless of the old county boundaries.

The name 'O.imbria' was given to the sub-Rcznan kingdcin of

Strathclyde, and was revived in the twelfth ntury under David I of

1) A.Bennett, The Old Wives' Tale, ed. J.Wain (Harnindsworth, 1986),
pp.38-40.
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Scotland. It denoted land stretching frcin Stainrrore in Yorkshire,

and fran Dunmail Raise, to the north of Grasmere, into Scotland, an

ancient boundary which the map of medieval England was to disregard.

(2) The realm and its constituent shires c,.it across its lines.

These things give a unique flavour to the study of Cumberland and

Westuorland in the Middle es.

Proximity to Scotland was of irse of aranount importance. As

the Border region was closely - fiercely - defined, to becane a

frontier, so its inhabitants were severed fran each other.

Fourteenth-century chauvinism replaced earlier co-existence. Yet

while cross-Border antagonism was r'i pert of a national struggle,

the place of the West March in the nation remained sanewbat

ambiguous. Although war helped to form national consciousness, it

also meant acquiescence in considerable northern autonctny. Sciretimes

this involved the county, scxnetimes not.

This work is about place, about notions of camiunity; the

barony, the county, the March, the realm. Although nost of the

characters to be encountered in these pages are of knightly or

baronial stock, it is rot a study of the gentry as a class. It does

not attempt to define who the gentry were, to chart their rise or

count their ranks. Nor is it fortuitous that the title does not

refer to a county carmunity. This would be to assume that it

daninated local loyalty when the present intention is to determine

its place in Bennett's pyramid.

The frequent administrative association of Cumberland and

2) The term 'Cumbria' will be used in these pages as a term of
linguistic convenience, a synonym for the West March, roughly
equivalent in area to the ncdern county.
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Westmorland imnediately sounds a note of caution in assessing the

shire ' s iiiportance. It also poses certain problems. What was the

relation of one county to another? 'The county requires scrutiny not

only fran belcM, in terms of its constituent elements, bit frctn

above, in terms of regional and national frameworks. As there were

carinunities within the shire, there were larger polities which also

demanded allegiance. The population of the shire had divided

loyalties. How cUd it reconcile them?

Sane of the imst recent county studies have expressed

reservations about the concept of the county xitrrtunity. Dr Nigel

Saul' s examination of knightly families in Sussex leads him to

conclude that 'the familiar picture of a county cxziinunity nay have

to be discarded, in this case at least, in favour of that of a

county of citutuinities.' (3) A study of the Derbyshire gentry of the

fifteenth century suggests that 'there was ... no ctherent county

social group or "ccirirunity" '. (4) Like an earlier study of

Leicestershire, it stresses instead the role of the landed estate in

forming social relationships. (5) The cxncept is thus undergoing a

process of refinement. It is hoped that this work will make a

contritution to that process.

The themes to be developed are those of local isolation and self-

sufficiency, carniunications and integration into the kingdcin. bove

3) N.Saul, Scenes fran Provincial Life: Knightly Families in Sussex
1280-1400 (Oxford, 1986), p.60.

4) S.Wright, The Derbyshire Gentry in the Fifteenth Century
(Derbyshire Record Society, viii, 1983), p.58.

5) G.G.Astill, 'The Medieval Gentry: A Study in Leicestershire
Society 1350-99', (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of
Birmingham, 1977).
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all, the demands of war and their influence on camnunal identity

will be examined.

The first two chapters address the issue of chronology. H did

cctrrnunal develoiint in Oimberland and Westnorland tally with that

in other places? The introduction of the shire in the wake of the

Norman Conquest and the importance of smaller, nore ancient units

are discussed hare. The events of the era of reform and rebellion

are then considered, with suggestions about the catiparative strength

of seigneurial and county loyalty. Finally, the impact of the

nglo-Scottish war on regional organization and identity is

examined. Hc q did it affect the individual shire? What was the

reaction of the March as a whole? Did it alter outsiders'

perceptions of the NDrth?

Chapters three and four turn to the county's involvement in local

and national concerns. When the shire purported to speak, whan did

it represent? To what extent did local politics impinge? Did war -

both a local and a national cause - unite it? Or was the shire a

partisan body manipulated by faction? Political alignments during

the reign of Edward II make an illuminating case-study.

The last three chapters look at the forces of change under the

three Edwards. War has often been regarded as a catalyst to social

nobility, but recent historical works have expressed doubt on this

point. The scope for gain on the anglo-Scottish Border is assessed

in chapter five, and ranked alongside the perennial, chance shifts

in fortune produced by death and escheat, the subjects of chapter

six. Chapter seven emphasizes the importance of prosperity won

outside the West March in changing local society.

Finally, we ask h:y i the West March of 1377 differed fran the West
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March of 1272. As far as the nurture of ccxrmunal identity was

concerned, war was certainly the primum nobile. In other ntters,

however, cause and effect were nore varied. War kept men at hae,

hit also sent them further afield. It integrated populations and

divided them; engendered both obedience and treason. Riches and

poverty follcMed in its wake. Death and war carpeted as the

mainsprings of change, as baronial lines fell into extinction,

creating a society in which rrer was the preserve of a few.
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County cznni1y pgths

Canmunities of various sizes and sorts have latterly becane

objects of enthusiastic historical study, sanetimes with the tacit

justification that it is the logical extension of the work of

previous generations of administrative historians, sanetimes with

nre contentious apologetics. Sane ni seek to establish the

existence of corporate identity within the regions, in particular at

county level. It is a phenanenon which n3J.evalists view as a

beneficent by-product of John and Henry III' s intransigence.

Students of the early rrx1ern era, however, have recently hedged

about with caveats the guest for the county canrnunity, sanething not

yet fully assimilated by their nieval colleagues. In examining

not one, but tw shires on the confines of England, it is hoped to

evaluate the ideas of cxzrurn.mity and local consciousness - beds of

Procrustes to fit which evidence must be topped and tailed?

Cumberland and Westnrland are particularly interesting

candidates for such a study. In Professor Holt's words, 'the Border

had created a tradition and practice of independent political and

military action'. It might be anticipated, therefore, that the

counties' strategic position wDuld determine that local independence

wonid be found here if anywhere. (1) Secondly, the custanary

1)	 J. C. Holt, The Northerners: A Study in the Reign of King John
(Oxford, 1961), p.210.
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association of the to shires in administrative policy fran the days

of the Norman Conquest until their union as Cumbria in 1974

discounts shire particularisrn. Is it correct thus to minimize the

importance of the county 1:oundary? Thirdly, the shire was a late-

caner to the West March, another fact with implications for the

concept of the shire <xinrnunity. Finally, when Westurland did ne

within the purview of shrieval administration, it looked to a

hereditary sheriff. What repercussions did this have upon its

independence and political developiient? What was the county

canmunity in such a milieu?

This chapter will address itself to the early history of the two

counties fran the Conquest to the era of reform and rebellion,

canparing developnents here with those in the rest of the kingdan.

It will be suggested that the slcM evolution of county institutions

retarded the growth of cannon identity and political aspirations on

the March, and that the focus of both administration and loyalty was

the barony; not the shire.

J.R. Maddicott's essay on the county ainmunity rrost succinctly

describes the signs which the medievalist believes to have indicated

the presence of cxtnmunity within the shire: considerable political

acumen; acquaintance with statute law and royal proclamation;

truculent petitioning; an intimation that the interests expressed

were not absolutely those of an oligarchy. Michael Bennett's study

of Lancashire and Cheshire society shows a similar preoccupation

with canmunity. Here the concept is described irore dramatically, in

terms of 'the boundaries of social identification and the existence

of cauplex networks of social relations which transformed mere
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localities into cohesive catununities'. (2)

The quest for catTnunity treads old ground. The study of

individual counties inevitably includes study of its ruling

families, and the employment of the genealogical and heraldic skills

of the nineteenth-century gentleman-antiquarian whan it had becane

fashionable to denigrate. The focus, however, is now wider.

H.P.R. Finberg cited the story of Sir George Sitwell's view over

particularly populous and industrialized acres • He

'turned and spoke in the wistful, nostalgic tones of
a castaway, yet of a castaway who was reconciled to
his solitude. "You see," he said "there is no one
between us and the Locker-Lampsons".' (3)

If the works of the old school were of unequal value, heirs to their

potential have amply redeemed their heritage.

Study of the gentry has provided an acceptable pursuit for the

early rrcdernist for at least a generation, although even before the

Tawney-Trevor-Roper debate, medievalists had begun to discuss the

rise of a new class, R.F. Theharne's knights of the period of reform

and rebellion. (4) At this time interest tended to centre on

administrative and political problems. To investigate the personnel

of local office or the Canrrons was a natural progression fran

2) J.R. Maddicott, 'The County Ccirrnunity and the Making of Public
Opinion in Fourteenth Century England', TRHS, 5th ser., xxviii
(1978), 27-45; M. J.Bennett, Canniunity, Class and Careerism: Cheshire
and Lancashire Society in the Age of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
(Cambridge, 1983), p.15.

3) H. P.R.Finberg, 'The Local Historian and his Theme', Local
History; Objective and Pursuit, ed. H.P.R.Finberg & V. Ski (Newton
Zbbot, 1973), p.19.

4) H.R. Trevor-Roper, The Gentry 1540-1640, EcHR Supplement I, 1953;
R.F.Theharne, 'The Knights in the Period of Reform and Rebellion: A
Critical Phase in the Rise of a New Class', BIHR, xxi (1946), 1-12.
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institutional studies like that of jrris on the county court. It

also shorqed continuing preoccupation with the origins of

parliament. (5) J.S. Roskell's statement that 'the importance of a

study of the personnel of parliament, the official and unofficial

capacity and propensities of the individual knight of the shire and

burgess, his activity cut of parliament in the locality, must be

recognized as equal to the importance of the agenda of parliament',

eloquently represented this school of thought. (6) Work such as

K.B. McFarlane's on bastard feudalism, with its emphasis on lordship

similarly began to track the medieval ]ight of the shire back to

his bcine. It was not until catiparatively recently, however, pan

passu with the study of the inflation of the late twelfth century,

and as a cxxa to vrk on derrography and estate-management, that

probing ccirniienced into the econcxnic condition of the county

landowner. (7)

Such are the perspectives fran which the knight has been viewed.

Now it is his shire which attracts attention. The emphasis given to

the notion of crinmunity reveals the influence of Finberg' s classic

exposition of the raison d'tre of local history. (8) The

5) W.A.Morris, The rly English County Court (Berkeley, 1926); The
Madieval English Sheriff to 1300 (Manchester, 1927).

6) J.S.Roskell, The Knights of the shire for the County Palatine of
Lancaster 1377-1460, Caetham Soc., 96 (Manchester, 1937), p.vii.

7) K.B.McFanlane, 'Bastard Feudalism', BIHR, oc (1943-45) ,1 61-81;
P.D.A.Harvey, 'The English Inflation of 1180-1220', P & P, lxi
(1973), 3-31; E. King, 'Large and &nall Landowners in .Thirteenth
Century England; The Cese of Peterborough 2J±ey', P & P, xlvii
(1970), 26-50, began the debate.

8) 'The business of the local historian is to re-enact in his own
mind, and to portray for his readers, the Origin, Growt.h, Decline
and Fall of a tica1 Canmunity.' (Finberg, tocal Historian, p.1.)
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medievalist is in his debt, as he is also to contemporary research

into the early rrcxern era. Alan Everitt' s tenet that the shire is

'a self-conscious and coherent ccznmunity with a distinct life of its

own ... in which politics played merely an intermittent part', that

the gentry' s 'primary sphere of activity ... was the local

cctuiiunity; their "country" was the shire', states the position.

Such a tenet underlies Dr John Morrill's examination of Cheshire

government and society. It has been fruitful in prarpting regional

studies, (9) and no less fruitful in feeding historical controversy.

Debate now turns upon the degree of isolation experienced by the

shire, and its self-sufficiency. Everitt' s pronouncements are

extreme. His idea of a conflict between the demands of the state

and those of the locality finds an echo airong sc medievalists.

P.R. Coss, for instance, suggests that at the end of the thirteenth

century the Crown lost control over the 'appointments and behaviour

of its local agents', but that 'what the Crown lost was gained by

the ccinmunitas, the shire ccznmunity'. (10) This is to begin to

establish a dichotciny between the interests of the two, a dichotany

now contested in early modern circles. dive Holmes protests that

Everitt laid 'undue emphasis upon the localism of the county

ccinmunity', turning his own attention to the shire's ken of wider

horizons, and divisions within the locality. Others are

9) A.Everitt, Suffolk and the Great Rebellion 1640-1660, Suffolk
Record Soc., 3 (Ipswich, 1960), p.7; J.S.Morrill, Cheshire 1630-
1660: County Government and Society durir the English Revolution
(Oxford, 1974), p.330.

10) A.Everitt, The Local Canmunity and the Great Rebellion,
Historical Association panhlet, G70 (1969), p.5; P.R.Coss, The
Langley Family and its Cartulary: A Study in Late Medieval 'Gentry',
Dugdale Soc., Occasional Paper, 22 (Oxford, 1974), pp.5-6.
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investigating the means by which the governing and governed

ccxnniunicated, and to localism as menta1it, capable of both

encouraging and discouraging national involvement. (11)

All this suggests lines of inquiry for the earlier period which

it would be churlish to ignore. But there are problems in too

sanguine a sailing in the early nx1ern wake. The medievalist finds

the origins of the county cciwnunity in the first half of the

thirteenth century; the early n3ernist in the Thdor era. It is a

discrepancy which indicates the difficulties of tailoring a nel to

fit historical circumstances, a reminder that loyalties caine and

went; the historian is too apt to regard the past teleologically.

Dr. cCulloch's recent study of Suffolk under the Thdors has

emphasized this point, for whilst fifteenth-century Suffolk

displayed signs of county-consciousness, these disappeared during

the sixteenth century, when the area was daninated by members of the

nobility. It was ixt to re-emerge until the late sixteenth century.

(12) With this as a lodestone, let us turn to the importance of the

county in the West March.

I) Pre-Shire Courts ar CaTinunities

The shire was a late arrival in Curnberland and Westirorland. The

area had been but imperfectly assimilated to the nglo-Saxon kingclan

11) C. Holmes, 'The County Cainunity in Stuart Historiography', IBS,
xix (1979), 54-74; D.Harris Sacks, "Bristol's Little &isinesses",
1625-41', P&P, c (1986), 69-106.

12) J.R.Maddicott, 'Magna Carta and the Local Canmunity 1215-1259',
P & P, cii (1984), 25-66; D.MacCulloch, Suffolk and the Tudors:
Politics and Religion in an English County 1500-1600 (Oxford, 1986),
pp.1 05-7.
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before the Norman Conquest, and was as slow to cane under the

influence of the Confessor' s irrinediate successors as under the

influence of his forebears. The only parts of the region to appear

in Dcinesday were the southern-most reaches of the later county of

Cumberland - the vicinity of Millan: a scattering of hamlets along

the river Kent in what was to becane Westinorland: and the Frness

and Cartrrel peninsulae - later Lancashire. AU these were tersely

included in the Yorkshire survey. The remainder was under Scottish

sovereignty. William I made no enduring mark here, it falling to

his son, Rufus to establish a stronghold at Carlisle in 1092, and to

expel its ruler, Doif in. According to the Anglo-Saxon Cironicle,

he then 'sent thither very many English peasants with wives and

stock to dwell there to till the ground', which colonization is

attested by the Continental personal name element in a number of

place names near Carlisle, and to the north of Penrith. The

progress of Anglo-Norman power did not go unchecked, however. The

war which followed Henry I's death was to jeopardize the Normans'

sway and disposition of territory, a peril incurred at other ntents

of political crisis until the mid-thirteenth century.

In the North, the Scottish clalin to the ancient kingdcin of

Cumbria, its lx)undary on the river Duddon, Dunmail Raise, and the

Rere Cross on Stairinore, gave an additional dimension to political

struggles which elsewhere appeared to be a clash between two

opposing sides, thereby producing the uneasy atmosphere of a manage

In 1237, Alexander II and Henry III reached an agreement

by which Scotland was finally to renounce its claim, and receive

instead 200 librates of land in Currüerland and Northumberland. It
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took sate years more to assign these. (13)

The area's allegiance was thus sanewhat chequered. The Stephen-

Matilda era found David of Scotland and his son exercising power at

Carlisle, confirming the charters of local religious houses, playing

an important part in the foundation of a Cumberlath abbey, and with

the men of Carlisle among their troops at the Battle of the

standard. (14) The dissent between Henry II and his eldest son was

ccmplicated in the rth by the presence of William the Lion, to

whcin the Young King pranised Carlisle and Westrnorland. Under

King John, a number of the canons of Carlisle did hariage to

Alexander II, no doubt explaining the subsequent appointment of the

trusted Walter Mauclerc as bishop. Carlisle was a very minor see;

Henry III ccinplained in 1217 that no one would take it. (15)

The vicissitudes of sovereignty meant that settled shire

toundaries and administration were slow in arriving. This

ultimately produced the ironic spectacle of the Normans, true heirs

to the West Saxon dynasty, introducing units of local administration

originally intended to help obat their Viking ancestors. The

process of enfeoffment shows the units out of which the two shires

were to develop.

13) A(nglo) S (axon) C(hronicle), trans. G.N. Garmonsway (London,
1972), p.2Z1; Place Names of Cumberland, Part III, ed.
A.M. Armstrong, A.Mawer et al. (Cambridge, 1952), pp.xxxi-ii;
Anglo-Scottish Relations 1174-1328: Satte Selected tcuments 	 ed.
E.L.G.Stones (London, 1965), pp.19-25.

14) Early Scottish Charters Prior to A.D. 1153, ed. A.C. Lawrie
(Glasgow, 1905), nos.1 23-26; 'Richard of Hexham', Chronicles of the
Reigns of Stephen, Henry II, Richard ed. R.Howlett, R.S. (4 vols,
1884-90) 3, pp.158, 170; Holrnecultram, no.260.

15) Lancashire Pipe Rolls ... and Early Lancashire Charters, ed.
W.Farrer (Liverpool, 1902), series iv, no.x; 'Chronique de Jordan
Fantosme', Chronicles, ed. Ibwlett, 3, pp.227, 257.
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Rariulf Meschin, who became earl of Chester after the fatalities

of the White Ship, was the first whose work and position at

carlisle can be established. In the foundation charter of Wetheral

Priory, he addressed the inhabitants of his pDtestas of Carlisle, a

description emphasizing the amorphous organization of the lands over

which he held sway. His creation of two baronies athwart the

Border, at Liddel and Burgh by Sands, and his failure to establish

his brother at Gilsiand, as much as the territorially-compact sphere

of his authority, betrayed his vulnerability. The potestas extended

into parts of what was to beccire Wesbnorland - and was crystallized

in ecclesiastical form in 1133 as the boundary of the see of

Carlisle. Although the ecclesiastical settlement was the more

enduring of the two, both dnstrate the early administration of

land by lordship. (16)

The first use of the names Cumberland and Westmorland appears to

have been in the tenth century, at which time they denoted areas

smaller than the later shires; the nglo-Saxon Chronicle' S

reference to Westirorland, sub anna 966, is to the area of the Eden

Valley, rather than to a larger region. Although Henry I

occasionally despatched charters to the faithful of Cumberland and

Westmorland, they were as frequently hailed as the faithful of

Carlisle. Even ale of Evid of Scotland's charters was addressed to

the men of Curnberland and Westmorlancl, but shire names were not

continuously used at this period.

The first extant Pipe Roll of 1130 has entries for 'Chaerliolium'

16) Wetheral, nos.1, 3, 4. The places excluded frcii the see of
Carlisle were also those which had been entered under Yorkshire in
Domesday, in which allegiance they were to continue as part of the
archdeaconry of Richmond.
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and 'Westmarieland', and provides the first glimpse of tv sheriffs

at work. Only one had been active in the time of Meschin. (17)

Such shrieval sway was not conprehensive, however. Caiirnenting that

it was not until 1178 that the name Cumberland denoted an accounting

area on the Pipe Roll, W.A. Morris added that it was 'clearly

regarded as a county with a firma oimitatus earlier'. In fact,

although the sheriff of 'Carlisle' accounted at the exchequer frcn

1158 until 1174, his authority did not extend to the west

Cumberland area of Copeland until 1177-8. When, in 1158-9, the

sheriff accounted for sixty marks as the gift 'of the knights of

Cumberland', and sixteen marks as the debt of the 'clergy of

Curn.berland', the area implied was not the saire as the Omberland of

1180.

William the Lion's bid for the region disrupted accounting in

1174. In that year the account for the mines of Carlisle was

rendered on the Pipe Roll for Northumberland. The sheriff of

Carlisle failed to account, claiming to have received nothing

because of the war. Not until 1177-8 were outstanding debts dealt

with, and the accountants pardoned certain sums lost in the

destruction. But if it was this affray which imperilled county

administration in the short term in Curnberland, it also gave the

impetus to its reconstitution in its final form. Ultimately the

shire enccmpassed Copeland, its greater scale suggested by its

rechristening as Curaberlarid rather than Carlisle on future Pipe

Rolls. (18)

17) VcH 2, p.228; aDS 1, no.26.

18) Morris, Sheriff, p.123; P.R.S, o.s., 1, p.32; 21, p.107; 27,
pp.124-6.
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This early history is of importance to the student of conmunity,

for if the shire made a late appearance on the March, the same was

true of the shire court, forum and sine non of the county

cciiimunty. It is here, say its advocates, that the divide is

breached between the shire as a mere regional cog - a convenience

for the purpose of king, chancery, and exchequer - and the shire as

a oinmunity with impetus of its own. Thus Maddicott, 'the county

canrrn.inity, where the gentry found a voice, predated the Conquest and

had long given corporate expression to local cpinion'; Bennett, the

county cczrinunity 'early assumed institutional form', and Helen Cam,

'the shire is rt a ocnmunity which has ne into existence by a

voluntary act of association, for it has been in existence since

before the NDrman Conquest'. (19) Did the delay in Qimberland and

Westmorland affect their political develoçAnent or their sense of

corporate identity?

Before the Danesday and in-Dcnesday lands were brought under the

sane national jurisdiction; before Cumberland' s reconstitution in

1178; before the Eden Valley was joined with Kentdale and Lonsdale

to form Westriorland, the unit of paraxrount administrative importance

was the barony or lordship, as Meschin' s career has already

suggested. The to known pre-Conquest administrative regions which

survived not only into the Norman era bat into the shire era -

Allerdale and Westmorland - were baronies. The Gospatric writ,

c.1067-72, mentions that Allerdale had recently passed fran Cumbrian

19) Maddicott, 'Magna Carta', 25; Bennett, Careerism, p.2l;
H.M.Cam, 'The Cctrimunity of the Shire and the Payment of its
Representatives in Parliament', Liberties and Canmunities in
Medieval England: Collected Studies in Local Administration and.
Topography, ed. H.Cam (Cambridge, 1944), p.245.
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to Northumbrian jurisdiction; the Testa de Nevill records that

Alice de Ruinelly held it as the descendant of Henry I's feoffee, one

Waitheof, son of Gospatric. The WestrrKrland of the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle survived as the barony of Appleby or Westmorland, a tenure

different fran that of Kendal. (20) The Border barony possessed

idiosyncratic characteristics, to establish the pre-Conquest and

pre-shire nature of which, it is necessary to work back fran

thirteenth- and fourteenth-century evidence.

Sidney 's emphasis on the fluctuating contemporary

definition of the barony could hardly accord better with West March

evidence. The Barons' Letter to the Bope of 1301, for instance,

reveals the titles chosen by a number of Ombrian grandees. It was

sealed by John de Ibddleston as lord of Milicin, a rnesne tenure.

John de Greystoke sealed as lord of Morpeth, Northumberland - so

much for the caput fran which his title derived. Thcxnas de Multon

of Egrencnt emphasized his Dimberland dignity rather than

his Lincoinshire interests. Robert de Clifford sealed as castellan

of Appleby; John de lancaster as lord of Barton, a tenure held in

chief of the king, if by the service of a mere twentieth part of a

knight's fee. (21) The Parliamentary Roll of Arms eleven years

later rrde t distinctions amongst those it ranked above county

knights: the bannerets - who included Fitz William of Greystoke,

Clifford, Multon, Lancaster, Wigton, Huddleston, and Vipont of

20) H. Davis, 'Cumberland before the Norman .Conquest', EHR, cc
(1905), 61-65; Fees, 1, p.198.

21) S. Painter, Studies in the History of the English Feudal
Barony (Baltimore, 1943), pp.l5-i 6; O.Barron, 'The Barons' Letter
to the Pcpe: III: The Seals', The Ancestor, viii (1904), 100-10.
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Aiston: and the great lords, now deceased, axrongst whcxn seven

Cumbrian names appeared, only Tilliol having leen thus separated

fran the goats before. Further suggesting that diverse criteria

were in operation, the jurors of the Cumberland eyre of 1278-9

referred to ten baronies in the county, one of which, Houghton, was

not thus designated in any other source. The Quo Warranto

proceedings, on the other hand, enumerated five baronies, one

honour, and the 'land of Copeland' in Cumberland, arid found nothing

to distinguish one Westrrorland tenure fran another. (22)

The Quo Warranto trials pranpted particularly detailed

descriptions of the Border baron's liberties, and, ually important

given the paucity of pre-Conquest evidence for this area, emphasized

their antiquity. Existence time out of mind was a medieval

leitmotiv. To find it used here, when other circumstances also

imply pre-Conquest origins for baronial power, is especially

interesting. The claims led R.R. Reid to suggest that 'in England

north of the Thent barons ... simply as barons had within their

baronies the powers, judicial and administrative of a sheriff', and

that these pers were inherited fran the Anglo-Saxon thegn.

In place of the shire court of the south of England,

instrumental in fostering corporate spirit and. forming the shire

canmunity, are we then confronted in the North by an eially

enduring baronial court? Was this the nother of criiuminity in pre-

shire Cumberland and Westitorland? F.M. Stenton, propos of the

honorial court, posited for it a role analogous to that claimed for

the shire by the apologists of the county canmunity. If true of

22) W 1, p.1410 ff; as 2, no.146; £, pp.112-32.
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honour and shire, why not of the barony? (23)

During the eyre in O.imberland in 1278-9, the jurors stated that

'all holding of the king of Scotland by barony have gallows in their

land except Geoffrey Tilliol, frcirt what time they know not'. This

found an echo in 1292, when Robert Brus' claim to have gallows, and

infangthef in his lands of Gamblesby and Glassonby perturbed the

Justices. Brus contended that these 'a tempore quo non extat

nerroria semper fuerunt annexe et pertinentes ... manerio', the jury

concurring. The earliest charter proffered in support was King

John's, which granted the vills to an ancestor of Brus' wife, 'with

all liberties'. It is possible to trace the tenure into Banry I' s

reign, when the King notified Walter Espec, Eustace Fitz John, O.ard

the sheriff, and all lieges, Franks and 1ngles, of Cumberland, that

he had given the lard of Garnel and Glassain, to drengs, to Hildred

of Carlisle and his son, Odard. (24) They were to hold by paying

the annual toll of animals, as other freemen holding in chief in

Cumberland, and were to perform the other services of free men. The

charter referred to no specific liberties. Possibly their

succeeding the drengs cerried powers tacitly understood.

D.W. Sutherland noticed the northern peculiarity whereby every

lord in Cumberland and Northumberland claimed to bold the assize of

ale for their tenants, but other, nre important rights of lordship

had also been assumed. At Cockeruouth, described here as an honour,

Thanas de Lucy and the countess of Albemarle claimed infangthef and

utfangthef; pleas of withernam; to take the chattels of felons

23) R.R.Reid, 'Barony and Thanage', EHR, XQCV (1920), 161-99;
F.M. Stenton, ng10-Saxon England (Oxford, 1943), pp. 636-7.

24) aDS 1, no.470; 2, no.146; P, p.124.
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condemned in the court of Cockerticuth and beheaded; to have a

coroner; to hold Crown pleas, and to proceed to cxitlawry in appeals

of felony. In justification they looked back to the early twelfth

century, and William Fitz Duncan, their owron ancestor. He, they

maintained, was seised of these liberties in the area between the

Cocker and Derwent, 'tanquam annexis et pertinentibus ... ab

antiquo'. The jury elaborated further, explaining that the office

of coroner was performed by Albemarle' s constable of Cockerifouth

castle, that whenever a plea of the Crown arose, the Lucys'

seneschal suld sit with the coroner, sharing whatever profits

arose. The Albemarle bailiff saw to the return of writs and made

execution. If he was amerced, the fine was also shared. (25)

The aspect which particularly exercised the Justices was the

right to the goods of felons. They cast aspersions on whether the

lords of Cockermouth had been granted this by the Crown, pointing

out that the general eyre ordered inquiry into this very issue. It

was, however, a claim encountered time and tine again during the

proceedings. Thanas de Multon claimed to take the chattels of

fugitives and felons condemned and executed 'per totam terrain de

Coupland' - except in six villages. A day was given to determine

the issue. John de Greystoke made the same claim 'per totam

baroniam de Graystok', John Wake in the villages of Levington,

Arthuret, Stubhill and Easton, Thctnas de Multon of Gilsland in the

barony of Gilsland, and John de I&iddleston in Millan.

Extensive liberties were claimed which escaped censure, subject

25) D.W.Sutherland, Quo Warranto Proceedings in the Reign of
Ezlwaxd I (Oxford, 1963), p.70; PçW, pp.112-3.
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only to minor criticin and alteration. Multon of Egremont was found

to have arrogated the right to amends of the assize of broken nets

in the Derwent without warrant. On the other hand there was no

demur regarding his right to the assize of bread and ale; free

chase; wreck of the sea; weyf; infangthef; utfangthef; pleas of

withernam; all pertaining to the office of coroner and sheriff;

the return of writs; to lx)ld pleas of the Crown; to custody of

prisoners caught in Copeland; to make attachments of appeals of

felony; to prosecute to ontlawry; to various sorts of toll. In

Cumberland, Brus, Wigton, Wake, Greystoke, Multon of Gilsland,

Huddleston, the barons of Burgh and Kirklinton; in Westmorland,

Greystoke, the baron of Kendal, Lancaster of Barton, the mayor and

ccinrnunity of Appleby, all claimed gallows and infangthef. R.R.Reid

suggested that

'the rxssession of a court to which these rights
belonged viz "the rights of public justice
included in the formula sac and soc, toll and
team and infangthef" was ... the essence of
barony',

a definition which appears perticularly cogent in the North, where

other criteria, such as tenure by knight service, are inapplicable.

The ircderate climate in which the Conquest was implemented when

it eventually reached the North gives further weight to the

hypothesis that baronial power and cxxirt alike were at least of

nglo-Saxon origin. (26) Henry I's reign was typified not just by

increasing Norman penetration of the North, bet also by its

26) Reid, 'Barony and Thanage', 191-4; I. J. Sanders, English
Baronies: A Study of their Origin and Descent 1086-1327 (Oxford,
1960) classifies 'probable' and 'actual' baronies on the basis of
the payment of baronial relief and obligation to military service.
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tolerance of the existing population. FM. Stenton' s contention

that the North hused those few Anglo-Saxons to survive the new

dynasty without having to disgorge their lands is borne out by some

of Henry s s baronial creations in Qirnberlath. Allerdale and

Greystoke both went to ma.n of old families. The Normans'

disposition to patronize and co-operate with native Cumbrians is

shown by the fortunes of Ketel, son of Eldred, both at Kendal and in

Copeland. Under William Rufus, a Norman had been granted Kendal;

by Henry's day, Ketl was lord there, as well as being the Meschins'

tenant in Workington and elsewhere in Copeland. (27) Other Norman

patronage of Anglici - a singularly inappropriate title for such a

racially hybrid population - included Henry' s enfeoffment of Adam

and Henry, the sons of Suan, Hildred of Carlisle and his son, Odard.

It can also be seen in William schin' s charters to the priory of

St. Bees, witnessed by Waitheof, Ketel, and Cormac Gille becoc. It

is impossible to determine the scale of dispossession, to knor,,

whether Norman feoffees were new man, or simply those confirmed in

the tenures of an earlier period. Certainly Hildred and Odard's

promotion involved ousting previous tenants, as did the

establishment of the Vaux family at Gilsland. A charter of Robert

de Vaux giving lath to Lanercost elaborated on the difficulties in

displacing the former incumbent, whan death finally rved.

'per has divisas per quas Gille filius Bueth illam
malius et plenius in vita sua tenuit et per quas

27) F.M. Stenton, 'English Families and the Norman Conquest', TRHS
4th ser., xxvi (1944), 1-12; Fees 1, pp.197-8; St Bees, Illustr.
Docs, xix; Lancs Pipe Rolls, p.vii.
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dominus Henricus rex secundus Huberto de Vaflibus
patri ireo et mihi dedit'. (28)

Further evidence that the new Norman broom did not sweep quite

clean comes from the continuance of pre-Conquest ntdes of tenure.

According to the Testa de Nevill, all the baronies of Curnberland and

Westrnorland except Gilsiand and Copeland re held by cornage. It

has been suggested that Copeland's inclusion amid the feudal tenures

was mistaken; that its quota of service in fact referred to Millan,

a mesne tenure, not to the barony itself. In this case, only

Gilsiand remains, and significantly this was a creation of

Henry II's, earlier attempts to establish Norman influence there

having failed. (29) The inquiry into fees in the 1278 eyre listed

seven baronies held by cornage, one held by frankalrroigp, and to by

military service. In Westmorland both the baronies of ppleby and

Kendal ware held by 1iight service; their lords had been acquitted

of the payment of cornage, although not until the reign of John and

Richard I, respectively. (30) Payment at under-tenant level continued.

There are indications that old rcdes of tenure were sometimes

altered.	 Thus, when in 1195 one Henry de Wichenton sought

servicium drengagii' fran nine bovates of land in Lowther, a fine

was made by which the land was to be held for homage and service,

and a pound of pepper per annum, in fee and heredity. This is one

example of the imposition of feudal uniformity. Others are provided

28) CR0, (r1is1e, Lanercost Cartulary, fol. ir; St Bees, nos.1-2;
Wetheral, nos.14, 196; Fees 1, p.199; CDS 1, no.470.

29) Reid, 'Barony and Thanage', 182; Wetheral, pp.65, 195, 469.

30) Payment temporarily suspended in 1179, 'ad se sustentardum in
servitio suo', P.R.S, o.s, 29, p.l76; n.e, 17, no.81; 	 1PM 5,
no.238; 11, no.312.
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by references on the Westnorland Pipe Roll of 1177 to a rent

formerly paid by drengs, which Iigh de Mrvil1 had turned into free

service. In the following year there is a reference to quittarice of

32d. fran land held in drengage in return for a yearly payment of

six shillings. There are, however, many signs that later, mere

widescale attempts to make ornage tenure approximate feudal tenure

still closer were fiercely resented. (31)

All these phencmena - continuity of baronial boundaries and

personnel, continuity of idiosyncratic tenure - render ziore cogent

the claim for the pre-Conquest origin of the baron's jurisdictional

powers and court. What possibility is there that the barony vaunted

ccirimunal identity and activity, its lord's court its focus?

The right to alienate land in perpetuity was given iitpetus in the

inmadiate post-Conqjiest years by the establishment and patronage of

religious houses. It in part depended on local knowledge of - and

consent to - such gifts. The baronial court had a role to play

here, sanething which the evidence of the first few generations of

Normans and Norman-influenced individuals on the West March amply

suggests.

It was Ix)t rhetoric which led Alan, son of Waitheof, feoffee of

Henry I and William Meschin, to salute 'annibus axnicis et haninJbus

suis Francis et Angus', or 'his men of Allerdale and Copeland t when

granting land in fee and heredity. In the event of dispute it would

be to these men that appeal was made, whether in court, or mere

informally. A nui±er of early Wetheral charters particularly

illustrate the link between oznunity and alienability. The lord of

31) P.R.S, o.s. 17, pp.58-9; 27, pp.74-6; 28, p.29
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Corby made a gift tassensu et consilio amicorum meorum'; his

brother made one 'consilio et assensu ... uxoris ... et amicorum

rneorum', and others with the consent of his lord, local free men,

his son, and so on. (32) In his charter to lanercost, Robert de

Vaux was spurred to confirm whatever his men had already given, or

might afterwards give. William Maschin had sone years before

conceded to St Bees 'quicuinque ex militibus meis aliquod incrementum

terre de suis propriis terris dare voluerit'. The reference to

Meschin's knights is particularly interesting, hinting as it does at

the existence of the I-norial court, usually glimpsed but rarely.

The Pipe Roll of 1184 refers to a court of knights in Copeland; an

account of 1316 to such a court in Cockernouth castle.

The standard formula to begin charters of the period was the

clause tj] legentibus vel audientibus'. The forum in

Cumberland and Westnorland in which the hearing and reading went on

was the baronial court. The need to provide publicity and withesses

to acts in a pre-literate age led Hildr&1 of Carlisle, c. 1130, to

make a quit-c laiiii to Wetheral in the presence of the monks, knights,

and bargesses of Carlisle. (33)

The baronial court at Kendal in the early thirteenth century was

a particularly close-knit assent)ly. A quit-cla.tm made to the baron,

in full court, in the presence of the seneschal and other good man,

demonstrates this. Its twelve witnesses are likely to have been

suitors at the court; they were certainly men praninent in local

32) St Bees, fllustr. Docs, xiii, no.454; Wetheral, no.35.

33) CR0, Carlisle, Lanercost Cartulary, fol. 2d; St Bees, no.1;
P.R.S. o.s, 34, pp.183-8; PRO, SC6/824/18; Wetheral, no.72.
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affairs, four of whan had to provide hostages on the baron's behalf

in 1216. Also suggesting a cxurt milieu is the quit-claim of a

villein made by William de Boyvill, the witness list to which is

headed by the baron, and ends with the rds 'coraxn quibus hic

factum fuit'. (34)

Ties of marriage and patronage hound baron and good man together

at Kendal. Members of the Redrnan family of Levens served as

seneschal for William de Lancaster II, for his son-in-law, Gilbert

Fitz Reinfrid, and received land fran hoth men. Gervase de Eyncurt

was enfffed at Natland by William II; his son served as one of

Fitz Reinf rid' s knights, and was with his heir at the siege of

Rochester castle. Alexander de Windsor, given land at Bavershain,

Grayrigg, and Morland by William I, married the baron's daughter;

their son was to many Fitz Reinfrid's niece. Both William II and

Fitz Reinfrid had illegitimate sons whan they provided with land

locally, further instances of relationships which extended the

influence of Kendal. Fitz Reifrid's son, for example, made a

settlement about mon pasture with one of his tenants, which

stipulated that such cases 'inpiacitentur in curia de Barton

secundum consuetudinem de Kirkeby in Kendal'. Genealogical detail

does not se establish the existence of fellcw feeling, but that

a spirit of sane amity was felt at Kendal is suggested by the

patronage of Cockersand Abbey by Roger de Burton, Henry de Redman,

dam de Yealand, and other Kendal tenants, for the spiritual good

34) Lancs Pipe Rolls, ser. 21, no.3; CR0, Kendal, WD/D, Lancs and
Yorks deeds, unplaoed.
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of their lord and his wife. The abbey had been founded by William

de Lancaster I. (35)

The barony thus seems to resemble the 'patriarchal' community

which Everitt believes to have existed within the shire - and to

which dive Holmes takes exception. Camiunities and sense of

ccmrunity abound; shire, honour, barony. r1 of course, a halcyon

picture of village life has long prevailed. It is difficult to lay

bare the reality behind this facade, but in all of these examples,

it is iaportant not to cxnfound administrative determinism with

spontaneous activity. The address of demands to the lieges of a

particular shire does not rran they voluntarily assembled thus, nor

that they bestowed their loyalty here rather than on any greater or

smaller unit. Sir Frank Stenton' s emphasis upon the institutional

role of the honour, in a context: in which the student of the

nineteen-eighties would be quick to assert the presence of

ccxrntunity, is a salutary warning. The impress of the administrative

machine is ever upon the evidence, and suggests such institutional

qualities as permanence, organization, stability, lack of dispute.

Were these also the hallmarks of cxxnmunity? We now thrn to evidence

of administration and conflict, to try to determine whether

canmunities existed independently of administrative commands, or

whether the concept is an ignis fatuus. Did cciiinunities exist at

many levels, in town and village, shire and borough? If so, what

hierarchy of loyalty accompanied them?

35) CR0, Carlisle, D Ions L5, ER 8, 3, 10, 18; Sizergh Castle
munirnents, nos. 2,3; Cockersand, 3, 1, no.8; ii, nos 1, 5; Lancs
Pipe Rolls, ser. 16, rios.2-4, ser. 21, no.5, pp.252, 258-9.
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Keeping the peace was one sphere of ccirrnunal activity. Entries

on the Pipe Rolls, such as the two mark fine for an affray with men

of the canons of Carlisle in 1170, or the ten marks which the county

of Cumberland had to render in the previous year for concealing a

fire, make it clear, however, that it was an obligation enforced by

royal and seigneurial authority as much as a duty voluntarily

assumed. Barbara Hanawalt-Westman' s work suggests that infraction

of the peace by family groups was perhaps a rmre natural pursuit

than its grudging maintenance by village officials.

Northern idiosyncracies in keeping the peace re noticed by

Morris, and extensively described by R. Stewart-Brown. The system

involved the local populace serving as peripatetic land-sergeants,

bearing witness to their acts, providing hospitality and

accannodation. The duties were ancient. They appear in the

Gospatric writ, and survived for many centuries. (36) In 1281

Margaret de Ros conceded to one of her tenants of the barony of

Kenclal that his lands henceforth be quit of puture of both foot and

rounted land-sergeants, of witnessmari, and the provision of land-

sergeants. During the eyre of 1278, the abbot of St Mary' s, York,

sumnned Gilbert de Workington, contending that the latter should

acqu.it him of services frcn a tenement in Salter, which included the

provision of witnessman, being intendent to the lord of Egreront' s

bailiff, and making attachments in his turn. The lord of Millan

acquitted Furness bbey of piture and witnessman at the sama time

36) B.Hanawalt-Westman, 'The Peasant Family and Crime in Fourteenth
Century England', JBS, xiii (1974), 1-18; R. Stewart-Brown, The
Ser-jeants of the Peace in Medieval England and Wales (Manchester,
1936); P.R.S. o.s, 16, pp.79-81.
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that the abbey was contesting with the lord of Kirk.by Irlith its

right to a number of services ) including 'servitium vocatum

sergeantfode videlicet inveniendt et ministrando ballivo ... abbatis

honeste et c1grue esculenta et poculenta'. These examples show the

system at work late in the thirteenth century.

But there is earlier evidence also. In 1203 the lord of E#9rennt

was embroiled in a dispute over the services due fran his tenants in

Ccpeland. The terms by which it was resolved further illustrate the

system, and emphasize the baronial boundaries within which it

operated. The men of his tenants re to find witness for the

lord's foresters, according to the custan of Copeland; to testify

to wrong-doing and prosecute the culprits until the plea be hrought

to npletiori in the 's court; to give hospitality to the land-

sergeant; and to provide them with a witness as far as the next

settlement. The lord's land-sergeants are described as 'custodes

pacis patrie'. (37)

The patria is very local; it appears to have been the barony in

this instance. Other examples of a similarly narrow definition can

be cited. What, for example, was the unit which the baron of Kendal

had in mind when he onplained that the sheriff - baron of Appleby -

hindered the men of the patria fran caning to market at Barton?

The Miracles of St Bega best exhibit the tendency to find the

patria on a scale smaller than that of the shire. Canpiled in the

middle of the thirteenth century, these tell of the manifestations

of the patron saint of the priory of St Bees, all of 'which were

37) CR0, Kendal, WD/D; PRO, Just 1/130B, m.lOd; St Bees, no.374;
Furness, 2, i, no.39; P.R.S., ri.s. 16, p.256.
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post-Conquest and specific to Copeland. Naturally she championed

the priory, and had a special concern for its territorial integrity.

The deserts meted out to Walter Espec, Ranulf Meschin, and other

patrons whose generosity abated, lend the stories the quality of

cautionary tales. The story of Godard, keeper of Egremont castle,

who gave a meadow to atone for the insolence of his servants, is cie

justifying the priory's land-holding. The name of the protagonist

of another story can be identified with a priory benefactor of the

mid-thirteenth century. (38)

Bega was thus a very local saint. The Miracles give the

impression of a carefully delimited area whose inhabitants joined

together for p.rposes other than the exigencies of administration.

The temerity of a Gallowidian in plundering 'terra sancte Beghe' is

described, as is the desire of the lords of the 'terra' of Copeland.

to extort as much as they could frou their tenants' payment of

cornage. Copeland is called a 'provincia', the populace of which

attested the Saint's miracles, and particularly revered her because

of them; 'tocius fere patrie annium testinnia cr±Lbilia facta

nimis in medium produximus'. The Saint chastised a would-be

adulterer, less, it seems, because of his endeavour to corrupt a

virtuous matron, than because it occurred on the anniversary of sane

of Bega' s Irost spectacular manifestations. 'Hanines illius terre

signa ibidem perpetrata solent solernpnizare et ecclesiam illius

visitando ... honorare'. The emphasis on her importance in the

locality - 'annes fere patriote illud signum ins igne predicent et

38) CRR 11, no.2732; St Bees, no.74, pp.509-17.
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clartnt', is borne out by the evidence of gifts to the priory. Land

was given to sustain a light before her image, and corn fran a local

mill was to be paid eight days before her feast. (39)

It was a cult -'fnich it was obviously in the interests of the

religious to foster. Hence the records of oaths to preserve gifts

of land, taken on her nctorious bracelet-relic - 'ad maj orem huj us

rat stabilitatem et securitatem', as one charter put it. To

perjure on the bracelet brought terrible retribution in the

Miracles. (40) The stories reveal the priory th have been fearful,

defensive, wary of its neighbours, local potentates, the Scots. The

Saint was cast in the role of an avenging champion. In a sense,

therefore, the cult was as much an attempt at riwilpulation and

control as Richard de Lucy's judicial struggle with his Copeland

tenants in 1203; the riphasis on the importance of the locality in

the Miracles as much evidence of the priory's emphasis on the sphere

of its authority as it was of its neighbours' parochial allegiance.

If, however, it was a medieval opiate, it must have responded to

popular needs beyond those of the prior and his religious, and may,

therefore, be construed as the witness of local identity. Gifts to

the priory specifically honouring Bega ware mnde by iran of ODpeland

in pazticular, although the charter of Robert de Vipont of ppleby

and his wife, made in the early twelfth century, with its reference

to 'the church in which the bracelet was kept', shows Bega' S fan

39) St Bees, nos.415, 226.

40) The bracelet is probably all that ever existed of the lady,
bega a medieval malapropism for beage, bracelet. St Bees, p.xxxii-
iv, nos.362, 304, 342, 474, 488; J.M.Todd, 'St Bega; Cult, Fact
and Legend', G7 2, lxxx (1 980), 25-36.
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was known at least as far away as Westmorland.

The local cult was a local affair :bdeed. R.C. Finucane's study

of the attraction of various saints hears this out. The devotees of

William of Norwich, for example, were drawn mostly fran Norwich

itself. Godric of Finchale' s came frau a forty mile radius.

Although Westrrorlarid vaunted no locally-bred saint, there are signs

that St Laurence, to whan one of ppleby' s two churches was

dedicated, was of sane stature there. His role as a figure-head is

suggested by a number of charters stipulating that rent be paid on

his feast day; for tenements in Broughain, Lowther, Whale arid

Hartley, to name but a few. Whereas in Copeland, St Bees had an

interest in upholding Bega's sanctity, rx such interest was at stake

in Westmorland. By such acts of religious appropriation, the

establishment of occasions of significance in the local calendar, a

population might hecane a ccxmiunity. (41)

Bega's other primary concern - and here th sane extent we are

back in the realms of 3ministration - was the rraintenance of her

peace. The would-be adulterer was castigated as 'pacis sancte Bege

violator'. The Gaflowidian' s mother warned him

ne in. hoc negocio quod perpetrare proponis in
terra sancte Beghe furtum vel rapinain vel
violentiam ... catimittas nec pacn eius
ullaterius violare presumas'.

It is not absolutely certain that St Bees possessed the same

extensive rights of sanctuary as Wetheral, another daughter house of

41) R.C.Finucane, Miracles and Pilgrims: Popular Beliefs in
dieval England (London, 1977), p. 120-7; M.James, 'Ritual, Drama

and Social Body in. the late !dieval English Thwn', P & P, xviil
(1983), 3-30; CR0, Carlisle, D Lons L5, EM 4, 14, 38, ER 17, WH 4,
CL 1, LU la, 10; D Mus H 18, M 9, Soulby 2.
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St Mary's, York - but sure elements in the Miracles strongly suggest

that it did. The tale of Bega rescuing four men iitrisoned in

EgrelmDrxt castle for murder, taking them to the church of St Bees,

asilum meum', the general emphasis on the land of her peace are

particularly telling. So too is the description in one of the

charters of the boundaries of the franchise being marked with

crosses 'signuin sancte Bege inscuiptum in lapide'. (42)

spiriting away the incarcerated implies a degree of tension

between lay and ecclesiastical authority in the iraintenance of law

and order, an affair traditionally regarded as uniting the

ccirmunity. Perhaps the maintenance of order was a rvton aim; on

the other hand, signs of dissent have a hint of authenticity. At

any rate, the indications of the religious loyalty of Copeland

supplement the administrative and legal evidence provided by the

contests of Camberland and Westnrland lords with their tenants.

This permits us to entertain the suspicion that when Richard de Lucy

referred to the onus to support the itinerant land-sergeant and his

horse on their wanderings which 'the cczrrnunity of (his) fee between

Egrerront and Derwent' had to shoulder, it was zt just a fiction

created to do his bidding. (43)

This is not to imply that seigneurial demands did not create

opposition. The Lucy Cartulary preserves a mid-thirteenth-century

42) J.C.Cox, The Sanctuary and Sanctuary Seekers of Medieval
England (London, 1911), pp. ix, 151-81; their rights were much wider
than the right to stay safely in any cxnsecrat&1 church ,or chapel
until abjuring the realm.

43) Historical Manuscripts Canmission, National Register of
Archives, Lucy Cartulary, nos.45, 237; CPR 1272-81, pp.121, 180-1;
Select Cases in the Court of King's Bench 1, ed.G.O.Sayles, Selden
Soc., no.53.
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covenant between the lord of Egreiront, his free men of Copeland, and

their tenants, in resolution of aie such disagreement. It was

sealed by the grantor and four of the free men 'for themselves and

the cronalty of the country'. At a similar period, Roger de

Burton, Gilbert de Whithy, and Gilbert de Burneside brought a case

in King' s Bench 'pro se et orununitate baronie de Kendale' against

their baronial lord. This concerned the number of bailiffs to be

employed by the sheriff, and their entitleint to hospitality.

Carmissions of oyer and terminer were issued on the canplaints of

'many of the barony of Kendal', on behalf of the 'men of the

baronies of Westiiorland', and for 'the baronies of I<eza1 and

WestnDrland'. The tenants' emphasis on the onmunity of the barony

amid such turm,il is of interest; the fact that it was fissile, a

ccirmunity pitted against its lord has nre authority than the

suggestion that everything was for the best in the best of all

possible worlds. It is evidence to set alongside examples of

solidarity within the barony. Richard de Lucy's ability to find

fran his Egreiront and Millan tenants nearly all the guarantors

necessary for him to make fine and enter his inheritance in 1200,

for instance, might have reflected coercion as 'ruch as cooperation.

Opposition to the local lord perhaps stirtuilated the growth of the

local ccmmity as nuch as its traditionally-emphasized role in

administration. (44)

Military service performed within the framework of local units

might also have kindled corporate identity and loyalty. .But as was

44) W.Farrer, 'Notes on a Charter of Richard de Lucy (about 2 John)',
G 2, ii (1902), 329-34.
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the case with the other eviden reviewed, the importance of the

barony rather than the importance of the shire often seems to be

implied. A number of pieces of evidence give this impression.

There is the exchange of land made sane time before 1179, between

the baron of Kendal and Gospatric, son of Orm, which gave the latter

holdings in st Onnberland and the thligation to perform forinsec

service at Egrernont castle. There is Gospatric' s charter to the

abbey of Hoirne Cultrarn in which he undertook to perform various

services to the lord of Allerdale - including castle work. The

Praestita Roll of 1212-16 features payments to Gilbert Fitz Reinfrid

for the 1iights of his constabularia. Pn inquisition post mortem of

a Kendal tenant in 1323 tells of his service of a third pert of ten

pence for castle guard. A fifteenth-century Clifford feodary

describes services ced to Brougham castle. The organization to

array men f or war under Edward I employed the county divisions of

Eskdale, Cilsiand, Cumberland, Copeland and Cockermouth, Allerdale,

Lyth, Westnorland and Kendal. Of these only Lyth and (Imberland

were not baronies. (45) Evidence of this nature led R.R. Reid,

surveying the origins and early history of the office, to conclude

that the local grandees' monopoly of the custody of the March

stemmed fran the necessity of suimoning baronial tenants by writs to

their lords, the corollary of the region ' s baronial franchises.

Early modern historians have emphasized the role of the county and

its levy in inspiring man ' pro patria rrori', suggesting that the

45) St Bees, Illustr.Docs, xix; Holme Cultram, no.49; 'The
Praestita Roll of 14-18 John', ed. J.C.Holt, P.R.S., n.s, 37, p.97;
1PM 6, no.497; CPR 1301-07, p.509; F.W.Ragg, 'The Feoffees of the
Cliffords fran 1283 to 1482', CVJ 2, viii (1908), 280.
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county was the patria for which they fought. The medieval West

March stress upon the aller seigneurial unit is interesting in

this context. (46)

Caribined with this evidence, emphasis a-i the judicial role of

neighbours, of the men of a particular locality, canmunities even

smaller than the baronial fee, has implications for the hypothesis

that the shire was the daiiinant ccirirrnnity. Significantly, the men

who chose this mode of informal adjudication were those of

importance in county administration, lords of manors, knights,

strenuous and otherwise. They wuld a-i any iteria have ranked

arrongst the most praninent individuals of the shire. (47) Such

was William de Furness, lord of Aldingham, who agreed with the abbot

of Furness in the mid-thirteenth century that if their cattle

strayed and caused damage on the other' s land 'emendabitur ex

utraque parte secundum Birelag'. Richard de Cantsfield ended a

quarrel with the abbey 'de consilio amicorum' giving land 'pro bono

pacis', and sutinitting to the abbey' s jurisdiction. A dispute about

wood and pasture in Martindale was settled between the lord of

Barton and his tenant 'de consilio convicinum arnicorum'. Others

availing themselves of the services of sufficient men of the

neighbourhood in arbitration included Thanas de Lucy, John de

Eaglesfield, John de Barnpton, Matthew de Whitfield, John de

46) R.Reid, 'The Office of the Warden of the Marches; Its Origin
and Early History', EHR, xxxii (1917), 479-96; Everitt, Local
Canmunity, pp.8-10.

47) E. Powell, 'Arbitration and the Law in the Late Middle Ages',
TRHS, 5th ser., xxxiii (1983), 49-69; C.Rawcliffe, 'The Great Lord
as Peace-Keeper; Arbitration by English tbblemen and their Councils
in the Later Middle Ages', Law and Social Change in British History,
ed. J.A.Guy & H.Beale (London, 1984), pp.34-54.
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Harrington, William de Dacre and John de Huddlleston, none of them

nonentities. (48)

A number of agreements oncerned pasture rights and livestock,

spheres demanding very local knowledge, in which therefore, it might

be anticipated that friends and neighbours vuld be called upon. At

the beginning of the fourteenth century, shortly before he was due

to go overseas, William de Dacre had clashed with Furness about

carn pasture arid enclosure. It was agreed that on his return they

would pit the question to six 'arbitrours', namely two 'ten of the

law ('hans de leie') and four, each party to select three

men. If Dacre defaulted the abbot might go to law. In the

meantime, Dacre undertook not to erect further enclosures. A

chirograph of 1292 made by the abbey and the lord of Millan about

stray cattle stipulated that amends be made 'per visum utrorurnque

vicinorum ad boc electorum'. The cattle were not to be impounded;

instead simple pledge would be accepted until the damage was

surveyed. Arrends were then to be made within fifteen days. Similar

terms were adumbrated in an agreement of 1301 between Furness and

the lady of Hornby. The limitations placed by the statute of

Marlborough on the lord's power of distraint, arid the concamitant

potential for delay arid disorder in replevin, have been described

by Sir Maurice Powicke. Local arrangements at Furness could have

been intended to circumvent such problems - for example the proviso

that simple pledge would suffice to free imparked cattle until the

abbot sent sctneone to survey the damage. Then 'per visum legalium

48) Furness 1, ii, nos.286, 289; Lucy Cartulary, nos.157, 161;
cR0, Carlisle, D tons L5; BR 18; D/Ay, 47.
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haninum quantitatem dampni. corrigendum'. At Lanercost the penalties

stipulated for stray cattle 'si ... argentum non habeatur prarrptum'

might be delayed for eight days on giving pledge for double the sum

involved. The inclination of Cumbrian religious bouses to employ

informal methods of arbitration is striking. (49)

It was not used exclusively to determine boundaries or punish the

owners of wayward cattle. In 1349 the lord of Tarraby, in a dispute

about multure and services, made a quitclaim to his opponent

'cciruiiunibus amicis et parentibus intervenientibus'. Two years

before this, a lease of lands for life in Tarraby had provided that

if the lessor was unable to pay the rent because of the war, he must

pay in proportion to his ability to profit fran the land, 'par agard

de quatre bones gentz et leales qe serrount esliez'. It was a

procedure which could be used to supplement the process of the

cannon law. Thus after the parson of Bentham in Yorkshire had

brought an assize of novel disseisin against Prness in 1344, both

parties placed themselves 'en arbitration'. Two men were appointed

on behalf of each; the verdict of a majority of three would be

binding. If such consensus was not forthcaidng the verdict of

Richard de Aldeburgh - presumably the Justice of that name - would

be final. As it fell out, an agreement was reached by the

arbitrators 'par bone et plener discuscion'. Thatas de Lucy of

Cockeriruth used the procedure to establish nixles of tenure in 1359.

Furness and the lord of Aldingham employed it in a dispute about

49) Furness 2, i, no.7; ii, no.39; M.Powicke, The Thirteenth
Centuxy 1216-1307 (Oxford, 2nd edn, 1962), p.368; 'sine placito
emendare faciernus per visurn legalium haninum vicinorum,' (St Bees,
no.344); 'quad justum fuerit secundum visum patrie,' (no. 303);
'arbitri ... canmuniter electi,' (Wetheral, no. 46.)
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rent in 1352. (50)

Although a number of these are fourteenth-century examples, the

practice of using sworn men or legal men of the neighbourhood to

make decisions was deeply rooted. One of the earliest of Furness'

charters referred to thirty sworn men dividing land between the

abbot of Furness and the heron of Kendal. The activity of the

thirteenth and fourteenth-century arbitrators like those 'ccirmunibus

amicis pro utraque parte intervenientibus' who settled the quarrel

of Richard de Salkeld and the priory of Wetheral in 1342, therefore

represented continuity.

A plea of 1230 involved the surnrrons of eight knights and others

'de visneto de Kirkesby Lonesdale' to determine the airunt of land

held by Richard de Copeland in that town. nother, of 1234 surnrroned

knights and free legal men of the neighbourhood of tJlvesby to

inquire into theft and breach of the peace. Both serve to underline

that legal and administrative process depended on canponents of the

shire as nuch as ai the shire itself.

Such examples act as reminders of the role of men of localities

sulxnerged in the shire. Clive Iblmes drew attention to the fact

that the buTh of the administrative work performed by the Stuart

gentry was carried cut in units smaller than the county, and that it

could thus be argued that these units were the foci of their

loyalty, rather than the shire. He intended this argument to

illustrate the fragmented nature of the larger unit, not the

importance of the smaller, but in the earlier period the latter's

50) CR0, Carlisle, D/Ay 47, 41; 	 Furness 2, ii, no.4;	 1, ii,
no.226; Lucy cartulary, no.157.
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consequence deserves further exploration. (51)

ii) The Era of Reform and Rebellion

The later Lord.sh;p was a unit of administrative and judicial cower

which pre-dated the Norman Conquest. It demanded military,

sometimes religious, loyalty; suit of aDurt; participation in

keeping the peace. Given that these seen to have engendered some

sense of a:iruion identity, what was the role of shire and shire court

in Cui±erland and Westnorland under John and Henry III, those years

which are believed to have withessed the birth of the aztutminity of

(ect(m	 of England?

There is no doubt that here as elsewhere in the country, the

shire had been nurtured by the forces of central government, as a

unit indispensable for the pirposes of administration. As a body

capable of undertaking financial responsibility, it was dear to the

royal heart. Thus, hoping no doubt to avoid amercement, four

knights 'pro CCIrLitatu de Cumberland' were despatched to bear record

in a case in the early years of King John, in .inich the county was

accused of having brought false judgment in a plea of debt. 'lb what

extent did such rtoval to the king' s court entail the fostering of

a sense of identity, of belonging to a particular shire? To what

extent did it represent merely the expedient - an. arbitrary division

of the king's lieges? Did the ccimiand to the bishop, abbots,

priors, knights, freemen and others of the county of Oimberland to

51) Furness 1, i, p.2;	 2, pp.266, 358, 559; Wetheral, no.244;
Holmes, 'County Cciiimuriity', 61-71; CRR13, no.250; 15, no.960.
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carry tirrilDer fran Inglewood forest to Carlisle in 1256 recognize the

existence of ccirununity, or siitiply seek to impose a burden? This is

the crux of the problem. (52)

The shire t s role in giving iblicity to the rrore cataclysmic

occurrence - Magria Carta for example - demonstrates traditional

historical perspective. The focus of attention is now its

importance as a local forum, and its political baptism in the first

half of the thirteenth century. Cumberland and Westmorland do yield

examples of the role of the county court in this pericx:1. n

agreement about Wetheral marsh was witnessed 'et amitatu Karleoli'

in 1230. A charter to the abbey of St Mary' s, York, of the same era

contains the clause 'tam in oiriitatu guam in capitulo et in

burgainoto de Appleby coram omnibus pupplice lectuin feci'. The

remainder of this chapter, however, will suggest that the chronology

of the development of the politically-minded county differed in this

area, lagging behind the rest of the country. (53)

The county' s proffer in return for grants of liberties has

generally been interpreted as a sign that it was a vocal body,

sufficiently organized to request and pay for patronage. There are

such instances among Cumberland annals and, to a lesser extent, fran

those of Westmorland. In 1231, Henry III granted that the men of

the county of Omberland should be allowed to make walls, ditches

and houses as they had in the past, conceding also that hencefarth

the shire be kept by four bailiffs only. Dr J.R. Maddicott takes

such grants not only to imply the existence of a coninunity in th

52) 1, pp.277, 295; 10, pp.61, 63; cPR 1247-58, p5O9

53) Wetheral, nos.56, 223.
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recipient shire, but also its growing political ambitions,

particularly when, as here, they point towards exasperation with the

sheriff. The employment of Cumbrian material however, requires a

number of caveats. The case cited by Dr ddicott of a nplaint by

the 'knights and worthy men of Westmorland' about baronial

reluctance to diminish the forest, for example, reasserts the

significance of the barony. Indeed, it is conceivable that it

refers to the barony of Westmorland, rather than the shire. (54)

Groups smaller than the shire are found championing their

liberties more often than the county, in Cumberland and Westmorland.

The miners of Aiston, who had acquired a canplex set of liabilities

by the time of Quo Warranto, received confirmation and protection

fran Henry III. The bargesses of Appleby received a charter of

inspeximus fran him, having proffered 100 marks to hold their vill

in chief and to maintain their liberties under John. (55) The men

of Brough on Stainmore gave twenty-five marks and a pa ifrey that

they might have a weekly market and annual fair. The 'ten of Penirith

paid to have the vill in their own hand. The men of Scothy, SaBeld

and Langwathby trade similar offers. The citizens of Carlisle were

particularly articulate and tenacious of their privileges. In 1 201

they owed forty marks to hold the town at farm, although John

subsequently gave it to William de Stutevill. In 1231 the citizens

were allowed to hold the city at fee farm. In 1234 the sheriff was

instructed to uphold their liberties and to have their charter read

54) CCR 1227-31, p.526; 	 PR 1225-32, p.456; Maddicott, 'Magna
Carta', 26-7, 53n.

55) 02R 1231-34, p.502; 	 CPR 1225-32, p.249; 1KW, p.117; QS 2,
no.146; cX.hR 1, p.152; P.R.S., n.s, 12, p.33.
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in full county. In 1237 he was forbidden to intermeddle on the

occasion of the grant to the citizens of the right to their own

coroners. (56)

The particularistic energies of these minor groups raise doubts.

If the shire was a caruunity, was it fissile? Did a degree of

prosperity rather than a sense of identity pranpt the negotiation of

privilege? The county suffered amercement as a whole frcm time to

time, and fell prey to taxation; was it, then, only a financial

fiction? The county of Omberland owed ten marks for concealment of

a fire in 1169. In the same year, the sheriff owed £6 8s. 3d. on

its behalf for mercy and default. In 1202 Westuorland owed sixty

marks for concealment and fifty marks for aruion aid of the county.

But even evidence of this nature reveals the brittle reality of the

county. Cberland 'preter Copland et quinque villatas' owed sixty-

two and a half marks to be quit of cann mercy in 1201, whilst in

1184 the sheriff rendered account for the pleas of Copeland

separately fran those of the 'men of Cumberland'. As late as 1231

an account for taxation described the fortieth of 'Oinber1and and

Copeland'.

Nor did the two shires evince the political concerns we have been

led to expect. Certainly they displayed none of the political

precocity of Lancashire. In 1171 the county of Lancaster accounted

for 200 marks to have the view of the forest put in respite. The

knights and thegns of the honour of Lancaster accounted for

£239 7s. lid, and ten horses in 1202 in return for confirmation of

their charters of forest liberties. In 1206 the men of the county

56) P.R.S, n.s. 14, pp.253-7; cXhR 1, pp.142, 363; cPR 1225-32,
p.483; CR 1231-34, p.539; ccR1234-37, p.416.
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owed 100 marks that they might have Richard de Vernun as their

sheriff. (57) Ambition on such a scale the denizens of the West

March appear not to have had. The greatest heights of corporate

endeavour which they scaled are symbolized by a fine for respite

made in 1198 by the knights and free tenants of Cumberland, and the

fine for quittance of rumn mercy already mentioned. Measured

against the criteria of the shrieval clauses of the Provisions of

Oxford, accepted by historians as the bait to attract knightly

support in particular, only Cumberland' s concern with regard to the

number of the sheriff' s bailiffs appears to portend satisfactorily

for its inclusion as a politically-minded ccinmunity. Md it is a

piece of evidence which runs counter to the general Cumberland

trend.

Westmorland's pre-Provisions history fails to reserve it a place

arrongst the corporate bargainers. Far fran a display of concord and

unity crystallized in the shire court, in 1244 the barons of Appleby

and Kendal were to be found coram rege, the former charged to show

why he vexed William de Lancaster, baron of Kendal, and his men,

demanding suit at county and handred despite their charters of

exemption. William's offer to throw himself on the country

stipulated that it comprise 'vicinos xnitatus extra potestatem

Roberti'. It was finally resolved that William would perform suit

on behalf of his knights and. other men. The entire episode points

to the praninence of the barony rather than the shire, to the

perennial importance of lordship in Westmorlard. By raising the

57) P.R.S., o.s, 15, pp.31-3; 18, p.65; 34, pp.183-8; n.s, 9,
pp.142-3; 15, pp.157, 160, 257; 20, p.71; 44, p.65.
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issue of exemptions, it questions the notion of the county as a

gecgraphically-representative body, just as Dr Robert Palmer has

recently queried the notion of its social representativeness. (58)

If the baron of Appleby, hereditary sheriff, in whose direct

interest it was to muster the attendance due, had difficulties, it

was unlikely to have been achieved in less favourable circumstances.

Implicit in Dr Maddicott' s contention that the shire 'embraced mote

than the relatively small elite of mights who headed it', is the

idea that the vocal, political few in sure degree represented the

rest. Yet his references to the 'onerous arid ro less disliked'

obligation to attend the courts of shire and hundred, arid to the

baronial practice of withdrawing suit from public courts to

transfer it to their own, would appear to reduce the opportunities

for the few to oczmanicate with the many. (59) A compranise of 1223

between Lancaster and the abbot of Furness shows the baronial

reluctance which Dr ddicott describes. The abbot had insisted

that suit was due to help make judgement whenever the king sent a

writ to his cxxirL, or in any case of plea without writ. Lancaster

eventually agreed to attend, by sumions, when j udgerrent was

required, or in order to af force the court. The agreement was still

binding in the fourteenth century. (60)

58) P.LS, n.s, 9, pp.142-3; cRR 11, no.2732; R.C.Palmer, The
County Courts of Medieval England 1150-1350 (Princeton, 1982),
pp.88, 130-1.

59) Maddicott, 'Magna Carta', 26, 57-9; As late as 1278 there is
evidence of withdrawal of suit from two Cumberland villages (PRO,
Just 1/131, m.13.)

60) 11, pp.224-5; 1PM 8, no.462.
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Whilst thirteenth-century evidence thus suggests sane conni:on

ground hetween Cumberland, Westrrorlard and the rest of the kingdaii,

what of concern over the shrievalty? The lodestone by which the

county ccinniunity is said to have judged that the reform was on

course was the provision for a worthy shrievalty in the future.

Vavasours of the county in question, loyal and worthy, were to hDld

office for one year only, receiving neither bribe nor payment fran

the shire. The king was to ensure that the proffer was set at a

level which would not lead to the muicting of the county. Of such

matters, and of the abuse of the sheriff's tourn, the Petition of

the Barons had ccinplained in 1258 - but to what degree were they

felt as grievances on the March? (61)

k)rris' claim that the thirteenth century saw the apex of

shrieval peace-keeping authority, for example, requires m3ification

in respect of the North. There was no frankpledge system here for

him to supervize; his power was everywhere refracted through

baronial bailiffs. Despite this, there were attempts to extend his

power during the period under review, and signs that such innovation

was zruch resented.

During the Lancashire eyre of 1246, the jurors of Leylandshire

presented that William de Lancaster's deputy sheriff

toto tempore suo fecit surnnnire bis per annum
totam patriam tam liberos guam villanos et cepit
misericordias pro defaltu. Et similiter vice-
canes gui nunc est'.

This, they alleged, had never been the aistan before. In defence,

61) Documents of the Baronial bvement of Reform and Rebellion
1258-67, ed. I.J.Sanders & R.F.Treharne (Oxford, 1973), pp.82-5,
108-9.
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Lancaster's bailiff replied

'quad ante ultimum itinerem in imitatu isto
nunquam fuit talis consuetudo in comitatu isto
sed ad illud itinerem precepit R de Laxinton
ut viceccines faceret duos turnos per annum pro
pace domini Regis servanda et inquirenda'.

The matter was reserved for discussion with the king, but clearly

the eyre had been used to impose uniformity on a wayward region.

This evidence also has its importance for Westitorland, since

Lancaster, sheriff of Lancaster from 1232 until his death in 1246,

was baron of Kendal, and the sheriff 'qui nuric est' was Matthew de

Redman, tenant of that barony.

Complaints of the tourn' s introduction to Northumberland were

voiced by a juxy from Cumberland and Yorkshire in 1268, adding

weight to the hypothesis that it was a novelty cmronly-disliked in

the North. The inquisition of 1 268 stated that before the advent of

the tourn, the sheriff and coroners vuld inquire about matters

'touching the Crown ... by certain sufficient persons and not by the

county', amercing the sufficient persons if they did not appear.

The main cause of irritation seems to have been that now all

freeholders and townships were liable to anrcement 'of his (the

sheriff's) own will'. (62) In 1275 men of the barony of Kendal

complained that the sheriff of Westmorland' s bailiffs held tourn on

their own authority where it was not the custom. In 1276 the men of

the baronies of the shire grumbled that they were compelled to

attend 'certain assemblies which they allege to be a sheriff's tourn

to which they have rver been accustatd to be called'. In 1292 the

62)	 PRO, Just 1/404, m.17; I2PR 1232-47, pp.239, 250;	 G41 1,
no.364.
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jurors of Furness recalled Henry III's reign as the time of the

tourn' S origins, Matthew de Redmari having held them twice a year,

'according to the custari of the reaim'. (63)

A paradox is presented here. Can the defence of past local

custan which sought to preclude the whole shire assembling be

construed as the activity of a dynamic shire cannunity? Whilst

Cumberland and Westnorland men received their share of the pardons

extended to the culpable of the years of rebellion, the conccinitant

of their rebellion was not the desire for radical reform, nor was it

the sign of county cx]rmiunities anxious to cane into their own. It

represented the bellicose protection of the area' s characteristic

tenures and customs; not, perhaps, a standard to which Simon de

Montfort would have instinctively rallied.

Tenacious northern maintenance of cornage tenure is attested even

by the miraculous. The Miracles of St Bega include a tale of

perjury punished by demonic possession, the perjury ccimnitted during

a controversy atout the amount of cornage due to the lords of

Copeland. The law suit of 1203 between Richard de Lucy of Egremont

and his tenants suggests that be had tried to assimilate the tenure

to others, for the defence suhnitte:i by dam de Lainplugh, insisted

that he held by cornage, not by forest sergeanty. In 1256 seven men

describing themselves as 'Robert de Vipont' s men of Westmorland',

made a fine with the king so that they should not be distrained to

take knighthocx3 because they were cornage tenants. (64)

The motives for Henry III's introduction of distraint of

63) cPR 1272-81, pp.121, 180; cPR 1334-38, p.50.

64) St Bees, Illustr. Docs, xxix, pp.514-15; CDS 1, no.2067.
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knighthood, and its military and financial :Lmplications, have been

widely discussed. (65) Not so its impact in the North - in

Westmorlaiñ in particular.. The negligible number of feudal tenures

at baronial level here has already been noticed. The same wes true

at under-tenant level. In 1255 the sheriff of Westmorland's return

of names of those holding fifteen librates of land hore only eleven

names. Two held baronies, eight were tenants by cornage, one held

by military service. During the eyre of 1256 the jurors presented

that nine esquires he either a whole fee or twenty librates of

land, and ought therefore to take knighthood. (66) Had distraint

been a matter of fendal tenure alone, the shires would have been

little vexed, but its application on econcinic criteria drew them

into its toils.

Dr Michael Powicke quotes the example of John de Denton, granted

exemption after the first general distraint of November 1224,

because he held no land by military service. He also mentions

Robert de Laruplugh - a Cumbrian, like Denton - one of only two in

whose favour writs to halt distraint were issued in the surrurer of

1241. In March 1242, however, the possession of twenty librates in

demesne sufficed. It opened up vistas of distraint, the necessity

of seeking cut the king to receive arms - as at Easter 1253, or the

payment of fines. Searching inquiries were made in the general eyre

65) M.Powicke, Military Obligation in Medieval England: A Study in
Liberty and Duty (Oxford, 1962), ch. 4; M. Prestwich, War, Politics
and Finance under Edward I (London, 1972), pp.67-91.

66) EO, C47/1 /1, m. 4. The return for Cumberland does not survii
See also inquiry in Just 1/979, m.11.
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fran 1254. (67)

To judge frcin the purchase of respite, the prospect of taking

arms was not popular. Between 1240 and 1260, eleven Westmerians

and the same number of men fran Curnberland vre sufficiently anxious

to pay to be rid of the obligation. Among these were the seven who

had fined in 1256 - a proffer which followed the verdict of the

jurors during the Appleby eyre that t of these cornage tenants

held the requisite anount of land to qualify for distraint. (68)

The connection between cornage and the protest against distraint is

clear.

The protest presents little surprise in the context of northern

insistence that tenure by cornage was not the equivalent of military

tenure, and that various feudal incidents were therefore

inappropriate. In 1223, the earl of Albemarle, summoned to shad why

he detained land in Cumberland which should have pertained to the

king by reason of custody, responded that as no part of the land was

held by military service, custody was not due. He held 'imno per

cornagiuin'. Similar discontent had lain behind the fine made by

seventeen Westnorland drengs ne trarisfretent in 1201. The Pipe Roll

for Cumberland for the same year has a section entitled the 'fine

of knights' and is a list of payments rendered for the saire purpose.

Despite the beading, the individual payrrents are all followed by the

words 'pro terra guam tenet de cornagio'. Richard de Levington' s

67) Powicke, Obligation, pp.72-3; 0R 1234-37, p.156; cXR 1237-
42, p.239; IXR 1242-47, p.70; I'XIR 1251-53, p.430; CCR 1254-56,
p.293; CCR 1259-61, pp.171, 220.

68) ccR 1237-42, pp.343, 359, 362, 433; CR 1251-53, pp.426, 467;
XR 1259-61, pp.184-5, 216; CCR 1268-72, p.71; Supplementary 1244-
66, pp.10, 14, 17; cPR 1247-58, p.5O5, 522.
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objection to service at the siege of Bedford in 1224 also

derronstrated hostility tc 'iards the way in thich cornage was being

loaded with unaccustcined obligations.

The paynent of scutage was another contentious issue.

Illustrating the way that the tenant might experience pressure

brought to bear upon his lord, a plea coram rege in 1224 heard one

of Robert de Vaux of Gilsland's tenants demur at his lord's demand

for twenty-four shillings as scutage. He avcMed that he owed only

the tenth part of a knight. (69) But scutage was exacted not only

fran those owing feudal service. The Pipe Rolls for (lim.berland

under King John list the sums paid by cornage tenants on a number of

occasions. As in the case of the paymant to avoid overseas service

in 1201, the renders were described as being made by knights. Thus

in 1203, the sheriff accounted for sums between two and twenty marks

'pro cornagio' fran seven men of the county. In 1204 he accounted

for two marks fran ()lo de Botcherby, and ten marks fran Adam de

Levingtcn as cornage tenants, and for twenty shillings each fran two

tenants in drengage. (70)

Rolls of aims of the period generally reveal only baronial names.

That preserved by Matthew Paris includes those of the earl of

Albemarle, Eustace de Balliol, William de Lancaster and

Thanas de Multon. The Glover Roll, c. 1253, gives the arms of Vaux

of Gilsland, Brus of Kendal, Vipont of Appleby and Multon of

Gilsland in addition to these baronial coats. One version of the

69) RR 10, nos.1131, 1223;	 11, no.1519; cDS 1, no.309; P.R.S,
n. s, 14, pp.255-7; Holt, Northerners, p.92.

70) P.R.S, n.s, 16, p.256; 18, p.144.
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Roll also gives the arms of two Cumbrian gentry, John de Lamplugh

and tthew de Redman, bet it is likely that these were added in the

early fourteenth century. (71) This reinforces the impression that

the man of the North were little inclined tc .iards knightly rank and

display, those signs of increasing self-consciousness and confidence

which the historian has found in other contemporary gentry.

Professor Rodney Hilton's research on the West Midlands, for

example, finds that in the twelve-thirties and twelve-forties

charter witness lists began autnatically to record knightly rank.

Such description in the North lags behind this and was used with

particular indifference in Westmorland. (72)

Of those who prchased respite of knighthood in Westrrorland, the

majority - seven out of the eleven - rebelled. Five of the rebels

were cornage tenants who had paid for life exemption. Curnberlarid

furnishes only two instances. Although the numbers in themselves

are fairly snall, it is possible that the defence of cornage had

wider appeal than is suggested simply by the purchase of respite

and subsequent rebellion. Fifteen of the thirty-two received to

peace were the baron of Appleby's cornage tenants. When, a few

nonths later, these man and four nore received protection as the man

of the baron, the cornage tenants numbered eighteen of the thirty-

six involved. Even this figure is an underestimate, as scine of

71) Chronica Maj ora ?v tthaei Parisiensis Mnachi Sancti Albani,
ed. H.R.Luard, R.S.(1912), vi, Appendix 1; the roll is believed to
have been canposed before 1259; CE4RA, p.1; 'Glover' s Roll', ed.
H. S .London, Aspilogia II: Rolls of Arms: Henry III (Oxford, 1967),
pp.89-204.

72) R.H.Hiltofl, A ieval Society: The West Midlands at the end
of the Thirteenth Century (London, 1 966Tp. 53; CR0, Indal,WD7
Yorks, Lancs, unpiaced; Carlisle, D Lons L5, AB 19, 21, 47, 23.
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those concerned were obscure and left no further trace of themselves

or their tenure. (73)

The conclusion drawn so far seems to be that it was defence of

local idiosyncracy against feudal encroachments which gave a fillip

to rebellion in the North. Protection of cornage tenure against

distraint of knighthcxxl, the payment of scutage and imposition of

feudal incidents; irritation aver the introduction of the sheriff's

tourn and rigorous judicial scrutiny of local custciit; these

appeared to halLiark the opposition. (74) This could be broadly

classed with opposition to the King elsewhere in the country, but

the latitude which this would demand would perhaps obscure irore than

it would reveal. But what of the issues which mattered in other

counties?

The Lariercost Chronicle's hasis on the wretched outcome of the

parliament of Oxford of 1259 can certainly be attested from

Cumberland and Westnorland evidence. In 1261 the bishop of Carlisle

complained that Thomas de Milton had tyrannized aver neighbouring

Lanercost Priory for over a year. Further south, Roger de

Lancaster' s son had occupied Beetham church, again an instance of

manipulation of disorder for private ends. It is easy to speculate

that nore than the fear of its distance and climate lay behind the

desire of one itinerant justice to avoid the eyre 'in partes

Curnberlandiae' in 1262.	 Where are the signs of nore altruistic

73) 1PM 5, no.533; Ragg, 'Feoffees', 268-95.

74) ' ... utrum ad ... dominum Regem pertinet vel ad ali qj.iem alium
ponere servientem ad pacem custodiendam in canitatu isto gui
vulgariter appellatur Gritseriaunt,' (Lancs eyre 1246), PRO, Just
1/404, m.15d.
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anxieties about administration, shrieval abuse and, the like,

believed to have notivated the men of the counties? (75)

A measure of indifference or hostility towards participation in

shire administration is at once suggested by the obtaining of

exemption frcm service. Of these there were nore Curnberland. than

Westitorland recipients; five before 1258 to Westmorland's two, five

between 1267 and 1271 to Westinorland' s three. The roughly-

equivalent figures for the period before and after the years of

rebellion imply that reluctance to serve was grounded on personal

rather than political considerations, that it did not represent

service withheld in protest against the political and administrative

milieu. It perhaps denoted nothing rrore than apathy. That fewer

exemptions were sought fran service than fran distraint may also

indicate that shire ixisiness was not a matter to ironopolize local

attention. Yet this was the era of the knightly class' much-

vaunted 'accepted role in local government'. Is the conclusion

therefore that these men simply did not want to serve their county?

(76)

How little one major political issue - the nature of the

shrievalty - inflamed passions in Cuinberland and Westnorland is

further illustrated by their apathetic response to the opportunities

to procure new appointees. No change was wrought in Michaelmas 1258

after the parliament at which had been received the results of local

75) Royal Letters 2, dxliv, dcx; Lanercost, pp.66-7. See the
breaJcdown of accounting at exchequer, Cumberland having .cnly five
attendances in these years, M.H.Mills, 'Adventus Vicecanitum 1258-
72', EHR, xxxvi (1921), 481-96.

76) CCR 1247-51, p.6;	 CR 1256-59, p.85;	 PR 1247-58, pp.427,
505, 536, 574, etc; cPR 1266-72, pp.58, 64.
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inquiries into administrative abuse. Rertrj de Pocklington continued

to serve as the deputy of the earl of Albemarle in Cumberland,

remaining in office until Michaelmas 1259. Even then the only

alteration was that Albemarle served in person. In Westirorland

Robert de Vipont lasted until 1261. The royalist reaction of July

1261 had instant effect in Cumberland, where Eustace de Balliol,

lord of Kirklinton, was appointed, although his predecessor

continued to account until Michaelmas. At this time Vipont was

reImz)ved frcin Westilorland in favour of his tenant, Richard de

Musgrave, a loss of face which must greatly have provoked him.

Knowles found no evidence of baronial anti-sheriffs in the autumn of

this year in either county, nor &)es Henry's letter to various

shires1 expressing his displeasure on hearing of the appointment of

keepers, number them among its addressees. The provision of the

conference of Kingston of October 1261 for the shire to elect four

knights, fran whan Henry sould select a sheriff1 nude no change in the

West March. Neither did the mi unction of June 1 264 to Thcinas de

Multon that when a sheriff had been elected in Cumberland1 his name

be entered in the letters patent sent by the king so that he might

be informed of the rw appointee. Westrorland did receive a new

sheriff that month, but only because of Vipont's death. (77)

Reflected in equal measure were the unassertiveness of the Cumbrian

gentry, the extent of baronial control in the shires, and a lack of

involvement with the principles of political reform as these were

77) CR 1258-66, pp.149, 163-4, 328, 322; Royal Letters 2, dlvii;
C.H.Knowles, 'The Disinherited 1265-80: A Blitical and Social
Study of the Supporters of Sincn de Montfort and the Resettlement
after the Barons' War' ) (unpublished Ph.D thesis, Univ. of Wales,
1959), p.107.
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understoed in other counties.

Whilst Henry III's conscience was sanewhat plagued in the matter

of whether to maintain his oath to uphold the Provisions of Oxford,

such scruples apparently did not trouble his northern lieges. The

stipulation that the sheriff hold office for one year only, was a

dead letter. From 1255 until 1272 Cumberland had bjt seven changes

of sheriff. WesrtrlarK1 had four between 1257 and 1275. The king

granted county and castle to the bishop of Carlisle in 1270 for a

term of five years, although the appointment was terminated in 1272.

(78) Other stipulations sent unexecuted. Only three appointees

could be said to have fulfilled the criterion of the worthy

vavasour; ncaster and Dacre in Curnberland, and Musgrave in

Westrrorland. In the key years of rebellion, appointments were

alnist entirely beronial - Albar1e, Balliol, and Vipont. Only in

1261 was a member of the knightly class set over each shire. Of the

sheriffs appointed during the rnainder of the reign, Layburn was a

newner to the area, one fattened on lands forfeit as a result of

rebellion. (79) epping and John Fitz John appear riot to have had

any local influence, vanishing without trace or posterity fran the

March, and the bishop of Carlisle was hardly the knight of the shire

envisaged in the Provisions. Cumulatively the evidence suggests

little preoccupation with the Provisions, their implications or

their flouting.

The vavasour was not, hci .iever, utterly excluded from

78) PR 1266-72, pp.470, 498, 649.

79) OCR 1266-72, p.47; 1PM 1, no.758; CChR 2, p.56.
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administrative experience. The sphere within which he was active

was baronial service. The employment of baronial under-sheriffs had

accustomed Cumberland and Westrrorland men to the execution of

shrieval office in fact, if not in name, for many years. Their

names and dates of office are not always easily discovered, private

charters revealing a number who ao nt appear in central records.

Robert de Ashy in the twelve-forties, William de Ireby c. 1230 in

Westnrland, Richard le Brun in the twelve-thirties in Curnberland,

cane to light thus. (80) Alan de Caldbeck served Robert de

Courtenay in 1203 as under-sheriff, and was similarly employed by

Robert de Ros, and bishop Mauclerc. Thanas Fitz John served as

sheriff 1230-33, having formerly been Vipont's bailiff in Appleby.

Occasionally Cumberland knights were loyed as sheriffs in their

n right. William de Dacre, who accounted with John de Mora 1236-

48, was the epitc of the local vavasour. Westmorland gentry had

served the baron of ppleby as sheriff before the rebellion under

Henry III, although their names are less consistently preserved,

giving the impression - possibly false - that local men were not

employed as early as in Cumberland.

such service, and its persistence in the reform era, oculd imply

a number of different things about the relationship of the northern

baron with his knightly tenant; that it was an extremely efficient

means of caiulsion and one which repressed any instinct of

political independence, to pose the nost pejorative interpretation.

It may reflect solidarity between the two. It perhaps. indicates

80) CR0, Carlisle, D Lons L5, AS 18, CG 1, KE 8, AS 1; Sizergh,
fol.3, no.1.
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that rather than curbing the knightly class, baronial service

adequately catered for its limited ministrative ambition; that

the northern barony, with its unusually sweeping authority,

rronopolized gentry energy. Certainly Dr Palmer's recent study of

the shire couit has emphasized baronial datiinance in that forum, and

its manifestation by the presence of the gentry as baronial

representatives rather than in their own right.

Of shires imre politically-thrusting than O.imberland and

Westnorland seem to have been, Dr Maddicott suggests

'the assertiveness of local qDinion was rx)t merely
a reaction to pressure fran above. It possessed an
internal dynamic of its own, derived largely fran
the strength of the local canmunity and fran the
leadership provided by a powerful knightly class'.
(81)

These two counties indeed emphasize the strength of the local

carinunity - that of the barony - and by their constant revelation of

the interdependence of baron and gentry, serve as a reminder of the

importance of the pace of local developnent, of regional chronology,

the element central to Finberg' s rationale.

It is thus of significance that a number of exemptions fran

administrative work were granted at the request of local magnates.

The king of Scotland, lord of Penrith and Tyndale, interceded on

behalf of Robert de Strickland. Peter c3.e Brus, lord of Kendal, acted

for William de Strickland, Robert de Vipont for Thanas de Seagrave,

and Margaret of Scotland for John de Swinburn. (82)

The baron's prestige in the local canmunity and his part in

securing its loyalty were crucial. Knowles crznmented that the N3rth

8) Pci rne, Couflt COW'kS ) pp. 3-3 Mo4di.Cofrt 'Mgr'Q Ccto' ,3.

82) cPR 1247-58, pp.574, 578; CPR 1266-72, pp.64, 216, 511.
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played a much less dominant role in the opposition to Henry III

than it had under John. This was the ireasure of baronial influence.

Only Vipont arid Multon of Gilsiand seem seriously to have strayed

frau the path of allegiance. Vipont' s defection was mirrored in his

barony, where thirty-two men were received to peace in June 1265.

Multon' s was reflected on a smaller scale in the rebellion of his

son Hugh, and possibly in that of others in Cumberland. (83) The

stalwart loyalty of Albemarle, Balliol, M.ilton of Egrerrcnt and Brus

must have been appreciated as much by Henry III as its importance

was realized by lesser men. 'Favor et auxilium dcinini Petri de Brus

potentis in illis partibus ... sint mihi valde necessaria' as one

expressed it. (84) Even Mcntfort's appoirthrent of a keeper for

Westnorland in June 1264 could be represented as an attempt to

maintain the bold on the shire jeopardized by Vipont' s death.

Provisions for the area' s pacification also recognized baronial

dominance. Henry' s insertion of Clifford and Layburn into Vipont' s

place illustrates this. So too does the reception to peace of a

host of Westmerians described as the 'men of Roger de Clifford and

Roger de Layburn', to whose return to allegiance Brus arid the two

Balliol brothers testified. It was perhaps such strong seigneurial

sway which had militated against shrieval flux earlier. (85)

The issues which prompted the Marchers to rebel seem not to have

83) Knowles, 'The Disinherited', p.112; Trebarne, Docs, no.38;
CPR 1258-66, pp.599, 554, 607; Royal Letters 2, dcxvi; PRO,
SC8/323/E573.	 -

84) Royal Letters 2, dcxii; Treharne, Docs, nos.5,7,44.

85) ccR 1264-68, pp.131, 218, 220, 223; 'PR 1247-58, pp.645-7;
CPR 1258-66, pp.45O , 452; Knowles, 'The Disinherited', p.76.
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been the issues of national political concern - protest against the

forest, shrieval excess, increasing exactions by the eyre - which

Dr Maddicott suggests were the subjects of attack elsewhere. The

impression given by the part played by the Cumbrian gentry in the

rxvennt of baronial reform is not altogether cciipatible with the

notion of a confident class intent on asserting its place in shire

administration. The picture is rather of a rebellion within a

rebellion, of local custan championed within a national novement,

the aims of the locality only imperfectly assimilated within the

wider sphere. Even this is to en&1 '1 the past with irore unity than

it possessed. The surviving evidence suggests that the barony of

ppleby was infinitely nore rebellious than the barony of Kendal or

any part of O.irnberland. Their rebellion, their grievance was

unequal, and does not appear to have noulded the shires into

political coninunities. The shire, introduced by the Normans, was

still fissile; the lines on which it cracked re those of the pre-

Norman barony.

As a final indication of Cumbrian obliviousness to the events of

Henry III's reign, the Lanercost thronicle's attitude to his passing

is worthy of note. No fulsaie tribute, nor even an energetic

denunciation; he nrely fades fran its pages. A contrast indeed

with the passions roused by his two successors, whose reigns were to

witness what that of Inry had not - the birth of vociferous county

camunities on the March.
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-2-

County Cairnunity: Growth

The participation of Cumberland and Westnorland in the national

events of Henry III's reign does not sees to suffice for their

inclusion in the turgeoning ranks of the politically-inspired crunty

cctrrriunity. The ties of lordship, rronopolizing talents and

administrative energy, and instrumental in determining allegiance,

appeared too strong to permit the growth of loyalty to a larger

ccinmunity. This chapter will deirKnstrate the way in which the

demands of the .nglo-Scottish war were partially to overne local

particularism, pranpting increasingly independent-minded ntry to

act in concert. In the March, war, not rebellion under MDntfort,

cradled the county crmnunity.

The call made ty war upon allegiance and administration meant

that national politics impinged upon the life of the inhabitant of

Curnberland and Westmorland as rver before. Affairs of great pitch

and ninent were forced upon the attention of the North, much as, it

has been suggested, the Civil War thrust itself upon local

consciousness in the seventeenth century. (1) Response was demanded

of the region, and carried irore weight when presented as corporate

opinion. It will be argued that the growth of the county catinunity

1) A. Fletcher, 'National and Local Awareness in the County
CcLrnnunities', Before the English Civil War, ed. H.Tomlinson (London,
1983), pp.151-75.
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was essentially a reaction to the exigencies of war, that it

represented the Cumbrians' attempt to defend themselves as best they

could. Their assertiveness and political role within the wider

ccirnnunity of the realm was a 1w-product of this. To substantiate

such a hypothesis, this chapter will emphasize the fact that the

cciiinunity of Cumberlaixi was nuch nore voluble than Westirorland. The

latter was riot only further fran the Border, but also, encumbered

with the Clifford seigneurial and shrieval presence, was provided

with a hierarchy of caiinand, organization well-suited to martial

endeavour. Although Oimberland temporarily came under Clifford

military sway, it usually lacked such a clearly-defined source of

authority. Royal military 1ministration, as yet anorphcxis, posed

its n problems. The county carinunity evolved to fill this void,

bit it was cnly me response to the reed for vernance and defence.

The history of the area again illustrates the need for caution in

the employnent of the concept of the county cxiwnunity. For if it

was isolation in tine of war which was largely responsible for

fostering self-government at the king s s crzrrriand in the two shires,

isolation was rio less a feature of internal county ccoinunications.

To what extent did this very hasic enczrenon hamper the activity

and identity of the carinunity? To these questions we n turn.

i) Authority in Time of r

It was undoubtedly the Anglo-Scottish war which gave the greatest

impetus to large-scale corporate organization in the March counties.

An indication of this is given by the rxers afforded to Robert de

Clifford as captain of the garrison of (krlisle, in 1297. Writing
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to Richard de Abingdon, the king's receiver locally, Clifford asked

for payment for a number of additional troops in accordance with

bingdon' s carmissicn to deliver and disb.irse the king's rroney 'per

preceptum' of Clifford. &reover Clifford mentioned that the

decision to retain the men - 300 knights arid esquires with 100 foot-

men - had been taken 'par levesque de Cardoyl et les chevalers de

pals et nous ' . It appears that the shire was selected as the basis

of local organization rot cnly because of responsibilities imposed

fran outside - Edward I's delegation of authority to Clifford - but

also because it was empioyed by the local carinunity as the

appropriate forum for counsel and negotiation. (2)

The sama blend of external arid internal influences can be seen

bringing the shire to praninence at various times during the war.

The shire was the foundation of meny defence arrangements, as the

order of 1299 to Robert de Tilliol in Cumberland, and Hugh de Multon

in Westnorland, to select footmen and lead them to Berwick

denonstrates. Such royal canmands accustaned the county to work as

a unit. They sanctioned its nDbilization. They did rrore than this,

for they demanded local consultation on defence matters, and again

the county was the basis of organization. In 1308 the sheriffs arid

two men fran each of the counties of (limberland, Westmorland and

Lancashire re ordered to meet at Carlisle to discuss the approach

of the Scots, ordaining whatever seemed necessary for their repulse

and the protection of the March. It is likely that the decision to

take on additional forces described by Clifford was reached in an

assembly of this kind. Shire assembly was assumed by the king's

2) ERO, E101/6/30, rrrn.1, 13.
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camdssicil to Robert de Laybum to speak to the barons, knights arid

free tenants of Westnorland on certain defence natters in 1315, as

much as by the despatch of a messenger to court on its behalf by the

ccimninity of Cumberlarid in 1313.

Spontaneous rcher 1oyment of the rrechanisms of the shire cn

be cited in a variety of circumstances. In 1314 for example, the

audit of ironey paid to the Scots for a truce by the 'ccmionalty of

the county' of Cumberlarid was ordered. In 1359 Bishop Welton of

Carlisle and Thcas de Lucy of Cockernouth in their capacity as

keepers of the West March, gave instructions for the array of

fericible men in Gilslarid and elsewhere, ccirrnanding them to patrol

the Border for wrongdoers. They referred to a penalty 'ordained

before us by cxmton assent of all the county of O.imberland'. In the

following year they wrote to the sheriff ordering hiin to procure the

attendance of all knights and other honest men of the county at a

meeting (tractatum et colloquium) in Carlisle, there to treat with

them 'super bus que tunc ibidem ad utilitatein ipsarum rchiarum de

carrnuni consensu contingent ordinari'. (3)

It is perhaps surprising that nore evidence of local ad hoc

assemblies does not survive; the tw ahove are the only such

instances to be gleaned fran the pages of the Carlisle bishops'

registers between Haltcn and ppleby' s day, 1292-1395. Possibly the

milieu was no more conducive to the keeping of meticulous records

than it was to their survival, although historians have been

impressed by the existence of local colloquia on the Border 1iever

scant their traces.

3) CCR 1296-1302, pp.323, 538; CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/2, fol.42; CPR
1313-17, p.240; PW 2,ii, pp.420, 460.
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Evidence of the takir of local counsel elsewhere on the March

adds further to the picture painted by the available Oimberland

sources. A suions issued by the bishcp of Durham and archbishcp of

York in December 1314 to clerics and rregnates of the region, ordered

them to ccire and treat 'pro defensione patriae ac vestra et camuni

utilitate'. It reminded them that it only was an enemy attack

iniiiirient, but also that, as the king's envoys to Scotland had

returned hczne with rthing acccinplished, it behaved them to ordain a

remedy until royal forces cane to their aid. A similar council

appears to have been held at York in the folldng year. (4)

Under Edward I there was a mixture of local initiative and royal

pressure in the calling of these rreetings, a sense that the North

was not acting in a void, that it was enccinpassed in a wider

strategy. Under his son, royal authority fell into abeyance. The

nervous tone of the 1314 suniions is thrown into sharp relief by

Edward I' s confident mandate to such northern potentates as

Clifford, and the earls of March and Angus in 1299, orderir them to

neet at York, and ordain with regard to the king's Scottish castles

and the custcxly of the March. This ccinpares with his address to the

man of Annandale and the March, informing them that he had appointed

John de Saint John as his lieutenant and instructing them to

assemble and perform whatever he charged them. Edward III also

harnessed local energy, as withess his injunction in 1345 to the

archbishop and his two suffragans to assemble the clergy, earls,

4) Powicke, Obligation, pp.xi, 240-1; J.Campbell, 'England,
Scotland and the Hundred Years War in the Fourteenth Century',
Europe in the Late Middle Ages, ed. J.R.Hale et al. (London, 1970),
p.193; J. Scanmell, 'Robert I and the North of England', EHR, lxxiii
(1958), 385-403; Maddicott, 'County Coninunity', 29; LZR, ci,
clviii.
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barons, knights an:1 others of the North as often as necessary. They

were to ordain and cxxisent in the king' s name to whatever seemed

desirable for their protection. However, this also represented

abdication of royal responsibility, albeit of a different order frau

Edward II's. Preoccupied with the Continent as Edward III became,

the North held increasingly little attraction for him. (5)

The role of the local assembly vis a vis the county petition

invites speculation. Could it be that here we have an intimation of

what, for example, was discussed at Carlisle in 1360, the things

thought by the Marchers to be needful for their defence and

tranquillity? Dr Maddicott surmises that such a link ces exist.

Certainly O..unberland - and to a lesser extent Westnrland - can, on

the criterion of the petition be listed arrng the counties concerned

with politics and national issues, where they could not earlier on

the criterion of the prchase of shire privilege.

It is here that local consciousness may best be glimpsed,

together with issues of local concern. The war prctnpted many

petitions. They related the savagery of war, telling of burning and

destruction, and the naed for royal charity. They were freguently

attributed not merely to the ccirinunity of the shire, but to the poor

men of the shire. This was the guise in which Cumberland presented

itself to parliament in 1347 - ' les povres gentz del counte' - in a

petition asking for a writ to the exchequer to pardon certain

taxation. The county's emphasis on its misfortunes and its great

readiness to publicize its plight is manifest. In the Good

Parliament of 1376 the ccimonalty of the county of Cumberlarxl sought

5) PRO, SC1/14/4; Stevenson, Docs 2, 572; Rot.Scot., pp.663, 670.
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to draw attention to dilapidations in Carlisle castle - its bulwark

against the Scots. The Vita Fdwardi had stressed the importance

of the city' s defences, suggesting that the castle was detested by

the enemy since it offered the only source of resistance this side

of Newcastle; the men of the MDrth ri painted a lurid picture of

the fate about to befall it. The city gates could not be shut, nor

the bridges raised, whilst the citizens were so impoverished that

little could be expected of them. As for a remedy, the ccirrronalty

was not lacking in advice. It asked that the bishop of Carlisle and

the lords Percy, Clifford, Brian, Scrope and Ferrers, who had

examined the city, be questioned about the extent of the 'mischief'.

The petition went on to deplore the lack of governance on the March;

ils sont sanz governayl de seigneur cii de Gardeyn de March demurant

entre eux deinz le ... counte, par qi ils rront estre eidez et

mayntenez'. As it was, 'pur defaute des Seigneurs ... la March

est tout destruyt'. (6)

The role of Jeremiah, predicting the downfall of a city, had been

played by the ccxrniunity of Oimberland on other occasions. In May

1313, before Edward II departed for Aquitaine, Henry de Malton,

delivering letters of credence frcn the earls, barons, knights,

freemen and all of the carnalty of the cxinty, had told of their

plight and asked for protection. In 1355 a petition asserted in

scr exasperation that the county had frequently reminded the

chancellor and council of the perilous state of the March, city and

castle 'which it appears to them are too little weighed and known'.

Begging credence for the bearer, Thomas de Allonby - at one time

6) Rot.Parl.2, pp.176, 345; Vita Edwardi Secundi 	 the so-called
Monk of Malmesbury, ed. N.Denholrn-Young (London, 1957), p.61.
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mayor of Carlisle, the carironalty warned that it would discharge

itself of the consequences unless a remedy was ordained, as the

danger was greater than ever before. (7) But the cctrrnunity was not

simply caicerned with defence, although it was without a doubt the

major preoccupation. The administration of war had attendant

problems of authority, pirveyance, and array. In these matters the

caiinunity became embroiled in issues of nore general import. They

were issues affecting all parts of the kingdari, opposition to which

cou] be said to have had constitutional repercussions.

This was the background against which a number of Omberland

petitions should be seen, particularly those presented during the

parliament of 1305. These included the cxxrrnunity' s canplaint that

the sheriff, ordered to amass victuals against the king's arrival on

campaign, had taken livestock fron the populace without paymant.

Paynnt was still wanting, although he had r.i received allance in

his account at the exchequer. Pinother stated that the cxzrrminity had

provided cereals to sustain the king, having been pranised

satisfaction fran the collectors of the Fifteenth, bit no recanpense

had been made, despite the collectors having claimed the appropriate

charge on their revenue. The Close Roll of 1314 shcis that the men

of Westuorland had criticized the abuse of a prise of victuals by

ii1rew de Harcla and Gilbert de Brcinley, receiver of the king's

victuals at Carlisle, misgivings illustrating the grievances

expressed in crntemporary satire. Of the sheriffs and Justices, one

song suggested

7) PRO, SC1/42/41; CR0, Carlisle, D/Ay, 55,57; Tesamenta
Karliolensia 1353-86, ed. R.S.Ferguson (Kendal, 1893), no.61; CPR
1307-13, p.590.
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Hii kunrien of the faire day make the derk niht';

March experience hore this cut.

War gave ample opportunities to those with talents for

administrative abuse. &ith abuse was probably never brought to

light. The trial of Contrariants at Wigan forced nuch clandestine

activity into the open; it is likely that other administrative

operations would have fared ill rer such scrutiny. Edmund de

Nevill' s muicting of individuals who preferred others to serve in

their stead in Scotland, appears to have been representative of the

chicanery of a war-tine demi-rronde berated in the political songs.

(8) n inquiry of 1317 into the state of Cockernouth castle

attributed its decay and that of the surrounding area to the

unreasonable prises made by the men of the forrrer keeper, Sir Thcinas

de Richnond, as much as to Scottish incursions. The Lanercost

Cironic1e went so far as to canpare the wardens of the March with

the enny; 'like the Scots they destroyed all the goods in the

land'. The author of the Vita Edward! echoed the note of

denigration. 'Magis riocebat populo oppressio custodum guam

persecutio inimicori.mi ... hii gui ad tutelam prepositi videbantur

cotidiane exactione j ugiter vacabant', contrasting the natives with

the Scots who had the courtesy to leave once they had levied

tribute. (9)

Whereas during the reform years of Henry III the ccxrinunity of

Curnberland appeared unruffled by administrative issues, it was very

8) MemoParl., nos.137-9; CCR 1313-18, p.127; Tupling, Lancs,
p.62; The Political Songs of England fran ... John to... Edward II,
ed. T.Wright, Carrden Soc., (London, 1839), p.336.

- 9) CII 2, rR.297; Lanercost, p.195; Vita Edward!, p.103.
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much less neutral during the Anglo-Scottish war. It spoke out with

temerity, prepared to assert its opinion and criticize the king and

his ministers. Under Edward II, it was particularly truculent. It

deplored the sheriff' s infringement of the statute of Winchester bY

his attachment of men on suspicion of a bailiff, without indictment,

and asked to be governed by law and custan of the realm, and in

accordance with the statute. This led to rebuke of sheriff and

coroners alike, and the injunction that they henceforth hold

inquisitions as elsewhere in the kingdan. It was a bid which

denonstrated that the county was conversant with the eddies and

currents of mainstream national concerns, and that it was

politically-thoughtful to the extent of beim able to manipulate the

rigours of ministration against its officials, phenomena signally

lacking under Henry III. The interest expressed in purveyance was

not exclusively a Marcher prepossession; one Cainbridgeshire juror

at a proof of age in 1318 found the year of birth merx)rable because

it fell on a day when two hogs ware taken fran him without payment.

It was to regulate this sort of abuse that parliament turned its

attention to the matter in 1330. (10)

A quirk of its rapidly-developed political maturity in time of

war and enforced reliance on its aqn resources, faced at worst with

Edward II's sloth, and at best with the problems of maintaining

carinunications with the centre of government, was the North's desire

for airrost boundless competence. The truculence noted above was bit

one manifestation. Jealous regard for the area' s customs was

another. Thus a petition of the middle years of Edward II's reign

10) 1PM 6, no.197; Fraser, NP, no.62; Rot.Parl. Inediti, p.225.
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fran the lieges of (Imberland and Westnrlan1 reminded the kirq that

military service only between Stainrrore and Solway was due fran

them. It also demanded that other service should not form a

precedent. It was an issue which had aroused intransigence earlier.

Robert de Clifford and Henry de Percy had had to obtain letters

patent for the men of the two counties in 1297 to assure them that

service in Scotland would not prejudice them in the future. The

runour which reached Edward I in 1300 that the inhabitants of

(Imberland, Westriorland and Lancashire would not aid John de Saint

John in his defence of the rch might also have been a result of

this debate. Such insistence on local particularin would not have

been unusual in Henry III's day, b..it under his grandson, the

Cunibrian nenr)randum of custanary service was acoanpanied by requests

of a less traditional kind. Extremely disconcerting it nust have

been to that ruler to learn of the (Imbrian suggestion that he

a1lc them to be at war or truce with the Scots
according as they see nost for his honour or
their n profit, by alvice of his officers in
those parts, without hindrance or challenge
henceforth'. (11)

What extent of regional self-government could the king regard

with equanimity? It was problematic. In 1327 an order was given in

the name of Edward III to the sheriff of Cumberland to levy £20 fran

the men of the county carinunity and deliver it to one Robert le

Brun; his father had pledged it on their behalf for pranpt payment

for sufferance with the Scots sate tine earlier. It is a story in

which the cxiiirnunity's unofficial activity was tacitly accepted by

the CrcMn, and official administrative procedure put in notion in

11)	 DS 3, no.716; 2, nos.899, 1133.
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its support. The unofficial, the tacit, the covert - these elenents

characterized the exercise of authority at the start of the Anglo-

Scottish war.

Just as royal propaganda with regard to taxation during the war

justified itself on grounds of necessity, similar appeal to the

nother of invention provided an apology for the latitude allowed to

the authorities of the North in tine of war. The petition of Bishop

Halton of Carlisle, bmDaning destruction of his property in

Newcastle by its burgesses, was endorsed in words which fully

explain the king's dilenrna. An inquiry was to be set afoot to

reveal whether the destruction occurred 'ex necessitate pro

salvatione yule contra inimbcos Regis an propria auctoritate

burgensium'. The distinction between necessity arid own authority

was, however, by r rreans obvious. For example, whilst the paynent

made to Archibald Douglas in 1383 by the abbot of Holme Cultraxn to

ransan his church was pardoned by Richard II ' par cause q' ils 1 'ont

fait de necessite', such activity was as frequently prohibited.

Writing to the bishop of Durham in 1315, the king waxed eloquent on

the perils inherent in 'singulares particulares treugas' and

prohibited them; unless they were made by ccsruron assent of the

keepers, constables and shire caniunities of the March. As he

pointed out in sanewbat cavalier fashion to the ixrthern clergy when

demanding financial aid in 1316, the war 'vous touche plus pres'

than their southern counterparts. The powers to accctnpany this

state of affairs, were, however, Undefined. (12)

As a result, self-goverrinent at the king's cxinmand was an ad hoc

12) PRO, 928/38/1856; CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/i, fol.221d; CCR 1327-
30, p.61; Rot.Scot., p.151; Halton 2, p.129; Rot. Parl.3, p.181.
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business, liable to challenge and reversal. An inquiry in a case

of disseisin in Northumberland in 1342 illustrates the point. As

far as Walter de Selby, the plaintiff, was concerned, the case

turned on the issue of whether his tennts were forfeit by his

adherence to the Scots. Regarded fran another perspective it

concerned the ability of the keepers of the March to receive rebels

to peace in the king's name, and to restore their lands. On this

occasion their authority was upheld. 'The king, considering such

arrangements useful for the safety of those parts', ordered that

Selby be reseised. The exercise of political responsibility was

curtailed and aflce:1 with equal prerogative caprice. In april 1319

Edward II urged northern ecciesiastics to forbid certain secret

negotiations for peace beir carried on, although in the same period

he acquiesced in the local pirchase of respite frcin hostilities, and

even made provision for the collection of the money involved.

Financial responsibility, the concanitant of political

responsibility, helped to preserve subordination in the shires.

Bishop Halton pleaded in vain for expenses incurred during his

sojourn in Newcastle to negotiate with the Scots. His petition was

endorsed with the blunt message that as he had gone for the mnon

good of the king, and his own bishopric, and had not been far frcin

the latter, he must bear the cost himself. (13) On another

occasion, having paid £100 to men of Percy' s retinue to defend

Carlisle, his request for an a1lciance of the sum referred to

clerical taxation made for the protection of the March ' a leur

volente' • He further justified himself by mention of the good men

13) CCR 1341-43, p.642; 	 CDS 3, nos.707,715,743; 	 LNR, clxxvii,
clod.
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of the country, present at the time, who knew of his action.

tubtless to some extent the enhanced role of the county asserthly

during the war represented the desire for as many as possible to

bear political arxl financial liability; Halton's statement of the

part of the gocx men and true was as much an endeavour to inculpate

them and exonerate himself, as an ackrlcMledgement of their local

status. (14)

Halton' s appeals revealed the problems of the NDrth. The war

catapulted the shire into praninence; Edward II left it floundering.

The Cumberland request for

'a sheriff of their in choice as will be for
the good of him and them, for whan they will
answer, as they have suffered many grievances
before n fraB the whims of sheriffs. This
election would be annual by timn assent of
the county',

suggests that politically it had at last reached Lancashire' s stance

under King John. It cannot have been particularly pleasing to

Edward. This developint discloses Marcher anxiety about local

organization and the exercise of authority in tine of hostilities.

The petition, endorsed to the effect that it was contrary to the

ordinances, has further importance for the historian, for it lay

scirewhat apart frctn those of other shires. The interest in the

shrievalty which Cumberland had not manifested under Henry III, was

atypical by the time of his grandson. Dr Saul has pointed ait that

Edward I ' s grant in the Articuli Super Cartas of 1300 that the

sheriff be elected in the counties was so little esteemed that only

Shropshire made use of it; certainly it did nDt interrupt William

de ncaster's term of office in Cuniberland, which lasted fran June

14) PRO, SCB/82/4071.
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1298 to December 1303. While the county enj eyed virtually annual

appointments between 1307 and 1310, the longer, more contentious

shrievalties after 1310 presumably pranpted the petition, raising

the question of faction and politics within the carimunity. To this

we shall return.

For the time being it will suffice to note that Cumberland's

assertion of local ambiticn with regard to the shrievalty put it at

odds with prevailing feeling, underlining the fact that its aims and

embroilment with affairs touching the camumity of the realm alike,

were born out of the needs of defence. (15) The importance of

defence in relation to the shrievalty was recognized even amid the

disarray of curial politics. The rival of all sheriffs ordered by

the parliament of York of 1318 excluded O.imberland, Westnorlaril and

Northumberland, just as the rrovals of autumn 1314 failed to

dislodge Henry de Warcop fran Westmorland or Andrew de Harcia frci

Cumberland. Albeit for different reasons, therefore, central

politics in the time of F,iwazd II wi:ought as little change in the

West March shrievalty as those of Henry III's day.

The heightened importance of the shire was rather ironic, given

that this era is traditionally described as a time of decline in

shire institutions. By 1300 the county court's civil jurisdiction

in personal actions was limited to causes in which the amount

involved was forty shillings or less, whIle the sheriff's military

and peace-keeping responsibilities were simultaneously whittled

away and encroached upon by the appointment of such officials as the

15) CDS 3, no.716; N. Saul, Knights and Esquires; The
Gloucestershire Gentry in the Fourteenth Century (Oxford, 1981),
pp.107-li.
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keepers of the peace. Even the generic northern sen eant of the

peace had passed the zenith of his powers by the beginning of the

fourteenth century. (16) The March emphasis on the ccininunity of

the shire both ccinpensated for the senescence of traditional

authority and attenpted to weld into a whole an area which had never

fully succumbed to it. In 1303, for example, when Richard le Brun

was appointed to lead all those of Cumberlarid capable of bearing

arms to the king at Roxburgh, the men of Copelarid were exc1ed fran

his ken. They were to be led by their lord and none other. In order

best to meet the threats of war, nore was required than the

harnessing of shire energy. (17)

This was at the root of shire arid individual demands for wider

ccinpetence. The desire for protection had various results, of which

the prcininence of the shire arid shire cximiunity was bit one. In

many respects the first half of the fourteenth century was a

transitional era in which a rrcdus gubernaridi was worked ait. In the

process many tensions were manifest - in the relationship between

king and subject, and in relationships within the shire itself, as

new and old overlapped, arid spheres of authority were gradually

defined.

Royal ministers - the wardens of the March - were introduced. In

time their dcininance would becc so great that the king would have

to struggle to assert his prerogative.

'We woll not be bound of a necessitie to be served
with lordes. But we woll be served with such men
what degree soever as we shall appointe to the same',

16) r&rnis, Sheriff, pp.221, 234-5; County, pp.118-9; Stewart-
Brown, Serjeants, pp.23-32.

17) ccR 1302-07, p.85.
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as Henry VIII expostulated. Ci the West March in the opening

decades of the ng10-Soottish war, however, there was rio such over-

weening seigneurial influence. The provisicii of leadership was

consequently contentious.

Until Robert de Clifford's death at Bannockburn, Westnorland had

no problem in kncMir where to bestcw its allegiance. It was a

measure of Clifford cimipresence not only that the shire carrnunity

presented far fewer petitions than Curnberland, but also that those

it did frama often hore witness to Clifford power - and its abuse.

The men of Westnorlath ccinplained that the sheriff and his staff

took piture cxxitrary to custcin, seriously inccmding men already

weakened by enemy attacks. They were overblessed with lordship.

They had leadership; many of his tenants followed Clifford into

battle. They had a hereditary sheriff - a force for stability -

and rrne of the shrieval dog-fighting which characterized Cumberland

in the reign of Edward II. And whereas the inhabitants of the nxre

northerly county reveal themselves to have been engrossed by the

minutiae of war, those of Westnorlaiil had a little respite in which

they could became absorbed in such issues as changing the keeper of

Appleby, the proliferatic of unauthorized markets in church yards,

and the loss of market dues. These factors perhaps account for the

unpronounced role of its county caiunity. (18)

Clifford's martial proclivities also gave direction to the men of

Cumberland. He appeared to awaken their loyalty and enthusiasm as

much as he did the herald of the Carlaverock Roll of Arms'. His

18) PRO, sC8/90/4470, 317/E268; M.E.Jarnes, 'The First Earl of
C..imberland 1493-1542 and the Decline of Northern Feudalism', NH,
(1966), 43-70; Rot.Parl.Inediti, p.159.
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appointment as captain of the king's munition in Omber1ard in 1297,

and successive posts as keeper of the March, king' s lieutenant in

Cumberland, Westuorland, Lancashire and Anriandale, added weight to

his local position. His letters hint at a tendency tcMards

benevolent despotism. One written from Brougham in 1 29 to the king
pendchoses

avced him to have 'nut a fere a Loundr • pur pir noy e mes gens'.
I'

Others asked for protection for his men, and stressed his refusal to

countenance insubordination. A sheriff of York who had failed to
-Ilexecute an order earned his displeasure. j"e .Iøtter u ..asA a renu.nder of

the necessity of obedience 'en totes choses tochantz fait darmes en

la defense de lur pals'. (19)

After Bannockborn the situation changed, to leave sarthing of a

pcer vacuum on the West March. Unlike Northumberland, which

already vaunted considerable Percy influence, O.imberlami and

Westirorland ni lacked clear seigneurial daninarice. It is this

which helps to explain the assertiveness of the Cumberlaxil county

cariminity, the political endeavours of the bishop of Carlisle and

the enmity encountered by Harcla. War demanded leadership; these

men stepped into the breach.

Contemporaries gave voice to the need for leadership. In doing

so they emphasized that the county ccmiunity was only one means of

organization to fill the void. The role of the keeper of the March

was in theory ackniledged to be vital. In May 1313 keepers were

appointed in O..imberland lest 'pro defectu custodie' the people fall

into grave poverty and oppression. In practice there were problems

19) PRO, SC1/16/42, 16/43, 25/42, 25/180, 25/41; The Roll of Arms
of the ... Siege of Carlaverock in 1300, ed. T.Wright (London,
1864), pp.11-12; PW 1, pp.294, 301, 318.
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with regard to the keeper' s acinpetence, qualifications and

ruisdemeanours. Bishop Halton defended the payment of £100 on his

own authority to troops of Percy's retinue by stating that 'ii

navoit autre Chevetaigne r.e Gardein dedenz le chastel re la vile

a cele houre fors lui'. The Marchers desperately sought help and

guidance fran their captains and keepers. The archbishop of York

turned to 'les ... grauntez seigneurs de ceo pais ' in 1314. The

county catirn.mity itself pointed out the reed for a figure-head.

Cumberland presented Anthony de Lucy' s excuses for not attending

parliament in 1339, explaining that there was 'nulle altre grant' in

the region so willingly followed into battle. Later it equated the

lack of a keeper of the March or Marcher lord with being 'sariz

governayl'. Another petition requested a noble presence to uphold

the truce, and referred to the bishop as 'nostre especiale Seignur

apres nostre Seigneur le Roy'. That the county cciTrnunity should

thus have pleaded for the exercise of seigneurial authority

suggests, quite clearly, that the two played canpiementary roles in

the defence of the March for sate time. The eclipse of the former

was, however, foreshadowed by its acknowledgement of the value of

more autocratic organization in time of war. (20)

The aggrandizement of the county carinunity and seigneurial power

in Cumberland, then, were both by-products of war, - existing in

equilibrium, not without dissent. As usual Edward II's reign

provides abundant evidence of acrimony. It is possible th construe

this as rivalry between the n and the old, although it also

exemplified the working of faction, in sthich light it will be

20) PRO, SC8/82/4071;	 SC1/42/18;	 PW2, ii, p.420;	 LNR, ci,
clviii; Fraser, NP, no.3; Rot.Parl. 2, p.345.
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considered below. Ralf Fitz William of Greysthke - presumably in

his capacity as warden of the March - with the advice of the 'best

men of the country' had arranged a foray into Scotland, for which

the sheriff was to raise the posse comitatus. The sheriff's

lieutenant, however, countentiarided the orders, proclaimir that Fitz

William' s authority 'sould soon be over' • Here a mixlure of

baronial power bolstered by the new cainission of March peace, and

the *tuiiunity of the shire - or at least a section thereof - was

thwarted by the emulous use of shrieval office. (21) Similar

rivalries are suggested by the cxinplaint of a Cumberland warden of

the peace that the sheriff had released a man whan he had ordered be

brought before him for trial, and by a March petition saying that

the warden's cannissicn was useless. Even when there was no hint of

personal anirtosity between the parties involved, the exigencies of

war required sanetimes unobtainable administrative co-ordination.

Thx collectors in Cumberland in 1306 lamented that they had no

assistance fran the sheriff or his staff who were preoccupied with

purveyance. (22)

Thus, for all the writs de intendendo which ware issued in favour

of the new para-military March officials, routine shire

administration was not easily put in abeyance. Although centrally-

inspired circumvention of county and liberty authority was intended

as a nore efficient means of defence, failure to delimit the powers

of each resulted in uneasy coexistence. The jurisdiction of the

wardens fluctuated. In 1308 the king allowed that they might take

21) Rot.Scot., pp.113, 140; cDS3, no.675.

22) CDS 3, no.799; Fraser, NP, no.69.
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truces fran Robert Brus as they had done previously 'of their own

power or by cclTnnission' in order to garrison and victual royal

castles, but we have seen already how such power was liable to

alteration. The antithesis of own power and caiinission was

particularly significant. There in a single phrase lay the problem

of the rth as the Thdors vuld inherit it. Under the first three

Edwards there was problem enough in acccirrrcdating the shire and the

carinission within the same framework. (23)

In 1316 the prior of Crlisle related a number of grievances to

king and cxuncil, sare of which also reveal the problem of the

exercise of authority in tine of war. Wlo had authority, and within

what hierarchy? He told of prveyance made by a specially-appointed

royal official under Edward I, and by the sheriff of Cumberland in

1309, for which he bad yet to receive payment or tally. The sheriff

of Westnorland had taken wheat for the garrison of Brougham castle.

Wardens of the March bad taken, for the p.irposes of a raid into

Galloway, rroney lodged with him at the priory, although they had at

least given him an acxiuittance 'to keep him right with the king' in

return. (24) The officials of whom he ccinplained were involved in a

tangled skein of jurisdiction which would take time and pragmatism

to unravel.

Writing of the office of the warden of the March in 1917,

R.R. Reid did so in terns of the sheriff's complete supersession by

the new official, suggesting that by 1315 he bad 'full control er

and responsibility for the defence of the Marches'. The emphasis on

23) aDS 3, no.47.

24) CDS 3, no.524.
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the steady accretion of powers fran 1346 until the ccmnissiori

attained its final form in 1399, however, implies that the creation

of the wardenship was a slower, less revoluticxiaty affair than might

at first appear. (25) The keeper of the West March in 1366, for

example, had authority in Qirnberland and Westuorland, both inside

and outside liberties. He was to keep truce with the enemy; had

the power to grant safe conducts to Scots caning into the country;

to distrain and çunish contrariants; and to elect, arm and array

fencible men of the area. The sheriff and other royal ministers

were to be intendent. Earlier in the century things were very in.ich

less defined, in 1296 Edward I addressed the knights, frern and

all the cmnunity of Cumberland, telling them of the appointment of

captains of the peace in the shire - the embryo fran which the

warden of the March was to grow. Obedience was enjoined upon them

arid the sheriff. Later in the year Robert de Clifford was appointed

as captain of the king' s nnmition 'in partibos Cumbriae', loose

phraseology denoting both Cumberland and Westitorland. Again

sheriff s, bailiffs and all the faithful were to be obedient, ready

to attend with horses, arms, and the posse if needed.

That autumn Clifford arid t other local men were appointed as

captains of the March of Scotland in the county of Cumberland, to

whan the sheriffs of Cumberland, Westmorlard and even Lancashire

were. to be intendent. In 1298 Clifford held office as captain arid

royal lieutenant in these three shires, in nnandale arid as far as

the boundaries of Roxburghshire. In 1302 the keepers of the March

in Qimberlarid and Westnorland were subordinate to Clifford' s

25) Reid, 'Warden', 32.
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successor. This is not the place for a full rehearsal of the ebb

and fl'i of men and office; a few examples serve to shos' that the

warden' s pcsiers and his place in local and national, administrative

and military castes, evolved cnly gradually. (26)

Yet if the shire was thrcn into turnoil by these manoeuvres, and

ordered to sulinit to gwerninent by men of extespore authority, its

position with regard to the military officials was by no means

irredeemable. Harcia, appointed to the custody of the city of

Carlisle and adjacent parts in 1315, was subsequently reb..ked by the

king for negligence, and told to act 'de avisamento proborum 1tiinum

earundem partium'. It was perhaps as a result of taking better

advice that he was responsible for the decision to drolish sane of

John de k)rpeth's houses in the city for timber; John canplained

that it had been &ne by Harcia, Sir Robert de Swinburn ' and the

coninune'. The men of the county still had a role to play, although

the general decline of shire institutions and their ad hoc

circumvention on the March, rendered it less straightforward than

an uncritical assimilation of the concept of the county cormiunity

fran the early nodern historian would lead us to anticipate.

But it was not only the insertion of royal military appointees

which clouds the picture. Just as it gave impetus to county

organization, war also prcmpted provincial assemblies - a framework

transcending the individual shire.

n episode f ran the early nonths of 1315 displays the various

forces at work: king, military officials, seigneurial influence,

northern assembly. Edward II announced to all-caners that northern

26) CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/2, fol.8d; Rot.Scot., p.213; P 1,
pp.278, 294, 301, 318, 364.
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bishops and magnates, having debated March security at York on

3 January, had unanirrously agreed that Ros of Hamlake, Mwbray,

Mauley and Fitz William of Greystoke be appointed captains and

keepers beyond Trent, and that he was happy to consent. 'Nos

deliberationem et consilium ... acceptantes'. He went on to

adumbrate the pc .zers they were to receive as though it was a p.rely

autocratic appointment. Other royal orders hinted at the role of

the northern assembly. Edward's cr.zrinand that the prelates, barons,

knights et al. of Yorkshire, Northumberland, Cumberland, Westnorland

and Lancashire give credence to the chancellor and two others sent

to them in 1313, his cxmnissicn to Sir John de Bensted and Robert de

Woodhouse in 1315 to treat with all the men of the North, both

implied a forum in which they would be present en masse.

Instructed to distrain the collectors of clerical taxation in his

diocese to render acoount in 1319, Halton replied that there bad

been no collection because the entire diocese had been wasted by the

enemy. Collectors had not even been appointed. The devastation was

notorious; 'gucxl pb1icum est et notorium in canitatibus Qimbrie et

Westrrorlandiae'. (27) War forced the two shires to make catnon

cause - not that there were not already many factors militating

in favour of this. (28) The imprint of war was clearly visible

upon their joint petitions, the product, no doubt, of Border

colloquia in time of emergency. Again it frequently happened that

those gathered took issue with the exercise of authority. The poor

lieges of the two shires reported that local castellans were

27) Rot.Scot., pp.113, 137, 139, 147, 149, 152; Halton 2, p.205;
CDS 3, no.464.

28) These will be dealt with in the follcMthg chapter.
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exacting such unreasonable sums fran those who took refuge with them

that man were being driven to leave their lands. They cbjected th

demands for unaccustczned military service. They asked for wages

within the realm; suggested that those who did not attend the

muster should be fined and the spoils shared anr those who did

They asked that those 'ruined by the war' should be retained

in pay. They pressed for peace and asked for pardon of trespass and

felonies.

In cx)ncert with Tbrthumber1and, the two counties drew various

matters to the attention of king and council. At the close of

Edward II's reign they thanked him for the respite of debt granted

because of the impact of war and murrain. They were not always so

fortunate. One petition, of 1320, deploring Scottish attacks - 'us

nount dont vivre ne lour terres gagner' - and begging for respite,

was endorsed with a n orandum to the effect that the debts would be

levied irrmediately on expiry of the respite. Later in the century

they cxxnplained of infringemants of truce, alleging that these were

nore harmful than a state of open war. They told of the ruinous

condition of the castles of rlisle, Newcastle, Berwick and

Roxburgh which deprived them of their 'sovereign safety'. They

pleaded for remission of taxation. The lieges of Westnorland and

Northumberland warned that unless concessions of this sort were

made, rchers wculd abandon the area in droves. (29)

Such corporate activity suggests that the Northerners were

oblivious to neither the need for unity in the face of attack, nor

to the possibility of exerting political pressure thereby. This is

29) PRO, SC8/82/4086; Fraser, NP, nos.112, 102, 113, 114, 118-20;
3, no.716.
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underlined by the fact that the laity were not alone in adopting

these methods. The poor clergy of the see of Carlisle petitioned

the king for relief fran taxation, ' desiccre la verte cire a

aunciens deites sont pardonez a la ainunalte de neisme la rnarche',

clearly revealing their source of inspiration. The clergy of

Carlisle, joining with those of the archdeaconry of Richnond, also

asked for reassessment. In 1330, the clergy of the bishopric of

Durham, the archdeaconries of Richnond, Clevelanl, York, the East

Riding, and those of Cumberland, Westuorland and Northumberland, had

to press for its maintenance, the collectors having tried to

reintroduce the earlier rates. Bishop Kirkby of Carlisle conferred

with the bishop of Durham about levying clerical taxation in 1334,

bent not merely on mutual camiseraticn but ccimi action. (30)

The question therefore arises of the extent to which a ccirinunity

of the shire which was the main focus of men's loyalty can truly be

said to have arisen during the war. If corporate organization and

the assertiveness evinced in the petitions are its hallmarks, must

it rot be cxxicluded that a provincial ciiinunity of ual vigour also

existed? In what relationship did they stand? And finally, given

that war aears to have been the fons et origo of both, ought we to

give credence to the suspicion that they were temporary phenanena,

expedient for a while, in the absence of clearly-defined military

leadership? Later chapters will explore these questions fran a

number of different perspectives. We shall r'i examine contemporary

awareness of environment, and the impact made by war upon it.

30) cR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/1, fol.159; PRO, SC8/54/2687, 18/871;
Fraser, NP, no.109.
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ii) Caiinunicatici,s arid Identity

'lb what extent did cxirimunications rexTnit any of the larger local

units - shire or ccinbinaticn of shires - to function as cciiinunities?

What was the geographical reality behind protestations that the

whole county or the whole March was at work? Had consciousness of

these larger units permeated local thought, or were they a political

facade, useful for purposes of confrontation with kir and council,

exchequer and foe? Arid Ii did outsiders perceive the northern

counties? The answers to these questions may provide as close an

evaluation of the importance of the county to the fourteenth-century

Marcher as it is possible to obtain.

A dispite of the late thirteen-thirties about the boundary

between Westnorlarid and Yorkshire does not appear to bode well for

the search for x*nty identity. (31) If the shires were imperfectly

delimited and required perambulation, hcw wou]ñ their inhabitants

kncri where to direct their loyalties? The issue went unresolved for

over	 years. C the one hand confusion; on the other, division,

suggested by the presentation of in pleas during the Cumberlarid

eyre of 1278. (32) Those of Lyth, Eskdale and the corpus ccxitatus

were presented together, those of the bailiwicks of Cumberland and

Allerdale, 'que est de altera parte cxinitatus' separately. (33)

Confusion and division recognize the realities of oontorary

31) cPR 1334-38, pp.445, 577; cPR 1338-40, pp.66, 186, 279.

32) PRO, Just 1/131, rmi.9, 12.

33) See also chapters three and seven.
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catniunicaticns. 'lb exert influence, to issue orders, required both

effort and the propitiation of the elenierits. This was the franwork

within which a county catinunity operated. The Gough Map marked no

routes to the west of the road linking Lancaster and Carlisle; to

reach the settlements shown at Beetham, Cartmel, Keridal, Millczn,

Workington, Bowness or elsewhere, demanded enterprise. One way was

to follow the coastline, crossing Morecanibe Bay between Cartmal and

Lancaster, then the Duddori Sands, and other intervening stretches of

estuary - an accepted and ancient route, bet perilous for all that.

The prior of St Bees paid a pension of half a mark 'pro carterlo vel

coriductore ad aquam si necesse sit', a tradition continued on the

Bay to this day, and enshrined in the names Cart Lane and Carter

Road at Kents Bank. The jurors of the wapentake of Lousdale' S

presentments during the eyre of 1246 were typical; Gilbert of

Ulverston 'sul:xnersit de quodam equo super arenas mans. Et equus

simi. liter sutiersit a.im ' • In 1337 the abbot of rness painted

an equally lurid picture of the dangers of the journey; 'cane la

terre ... soit environe de eawe, outre quele eawe nul hane poet

passer pair divers perils et subersion des gentz'. (34)

As for the rapidity with which men or information could traverse

the region, the arrangements to muster at Berwick in 1298 are

particularly interesting. The men of Cumberland were to take five

days, setting off on 9 February fran Carlisle, taking one day to

reach Haltwhistle, approximately sixteen miles away, and another to

reach Corbridge. The men of Lancashire were to take eight days, one

34) PRO, Just 1 / 404, tin. 24-5. Others drowned in the Lune and Leven.
St Bees, p.147; Furness 2, iii, p.695; Rot.Parl.1, p.436.
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to reach Kendal fran Lancaster, another to Appleby, then to Alstcri,

Corbridge and so on, staging posts sane twenty miles apart. On the

other hand, it took only ten days for letters fran Ireland to reach

the bishop in Carlisle castle after lunch on 7 March 1298, a very

much speffer affair, especially view in juxtaposition to

canplaints about the difficulties about the nost local journeys. In

the early fourteenth century Haltcxi granted parochial rights to

Newton Arlosh church

'on aocount of the ... river, the tides of the
sea and freshwater floods in winter, and also
on account of the Scottish raiders,
ccnanunications had been difficult to keep up'

and this with the abbey of Iilrne Cultrani, all of three or four miles

away. A petition by the abbot in 1305 referre:1 to 'le Isle de

Hoincoltran'; in a sense it was an island, being well-watered with

rivers, bit his choice of words expressed an attitude of mind as

much as the facts of geography. (35) In 1348 and 1349 graveyards

were consecrated at Grasmere and Winderinere; before this corpses

had been taken to Keudal with 'cruel roughness' and sanetimes worse

befalling then as their bearers contended with rocks, woods, water,

stoi:ms and nountains.

The length of a journey, the route taken, neither necessarily

denoted the quickest way between two points. When, in 1294, the

archbishop of York travelled through (lmberland and Westnorland on

his way to Hexham, his itinerary reflected pastoral concerns and the

hospitality proffered by his flock. He passed fran Kendal to Orton,

Ortcn to Lowther, where he stayed at the invitation of the rector,

35) PRO, E101/6/30, m.3; Halton 1, pp.110-12; Hoirne Cultrarn, p.148;
Memo.Parl., no.82.
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and finally, a journey half as long again as these twelve or

thirteen mile stretches, fran Lowther to Linstock at the request of

Bishcp Halton. (36)

If cxxtinunications within the March itself posed their cy.qn

problems, enforcir a very local perspective, to what extent was it

also isolated fran the rest of the kingdan? A sense of isolation

might have contributed to the growth of rional identity as well as

to the increasing self-reliance and local autoriany noted above.

The North was a peripheral area both in fact and fiction, its

climate and inhabitants long awakening a sarewhat superstitious

dread in outsiders. In Piers Plciman, Larigland intimated that Satan

had an affinity with the North. Eleanor of Provence was nore

noderate in expressing anxiety about a plan to take her grandson on

a tour of the area, but her disapproval was manifest.

'We feel uneasy about his going. When we were
there we could not avoid being ill, on account
of the bad climate. We pray you therefore,
deign to provide sare place in the south where
he can have a good and temperate climate, and
dwell there while you visit the north'.

Similar misgivings were experienced by the archdeacon of Ricbnond

endeavouring to reach Copeland 'per loca sab.ilosa et aquarum

inur3ationes et varias tempestates', and by the itinerant Justice

encountered in the last chapter who objected to his circuit in

Cumberland. This perception of the North lingered a long while.

Wyllughby in 1600 remarked that if he could only get away fran the

Cheviots and 'fran this accursed country whence the sun is so far

36) A.Hainilton-Thartpson, 'The Pestilences of the Fourteenth Century
in the Diocese of York', Pzchaeological Journal, ser. 2, cci (1914),
97-155; Halton 1, pp.6-7.
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renoved' he would be content with the 'hanlyest hermitage'. (37)

What knowledge of the area did outsiders have? There were,

unsurprisingly, problen of distance and mutual ignorance. In 1383

Furness was described on the Patent Roll as an island, suggesting

Westminster's mistakes with regard to an c*itlying region and the

North's position on the outerirost confines of southern

consciousness. The Patent Roll of 1345 wrongly located the Clifford

estates at Frt and Hertnesse in Cumberland instead of on the East

March. For the thirteenth century, Pegolotti's list of wool-

collecting nonasteries wrongly referred to Furness in

Northumberland, but accurately placed Shap in Westnorland, and

Calder in Copeland, for all that the latinate spelling is difficult

to reconcile with the native. (38)

The Gough Map, believed to have been produced c. 1360, suggests

heightened awareness of the North. Of the five main lines of

cxrnunication depicted, two terminate at Carlisle. Dr. B.P. Hindle

has pointed out that fifteen sites in the diocese of Carlisle are

named on it, in ozxnparison for example, with four in thester. The

map may represent the perspective of an outsider - one doubtless

influenced by )wledge of nglo-Scottish warfare, or it might have

been the product of local consciousness, the work of an inhabitant

of the N3rth-West. This Sir Frank Stenton proposed, on the grounds

37) A.L. Kellogg, 'Satan, Langland and the NDrth', Speculum, xxiv
(1949), 41 3-14; H.Johnstone, Edward of Carnarvon 1284-1307
(Manchester, 1946), pp.23-4; St.Bees, pp.147, 222; D.L.W.Tough, The
Last Years of a Frontier: A History of the Borders During the Reign
of Elizabeth (Oxford, 1 928), p.26.

38) PR 1381-85, p.329; PR 1345-48, p.11; Francesco Balducci
Pegolotti La Pratica della Marcatura, ed. A. Evans (Cambridge,
Mass, 1936), pp.260-4.
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that Carlisle, not Berwick, was given as the terminus of the main

road fran London. Either interpretation is significant in its

implication of growing contemporary acquaintance with the region.

Again the role of the war was seminal. (39)

In the fifteenth century, William of Worcester' s penetration into

west Cumberland, well away frau the main rth-South thoroughfare,

to marvel at Keswick salir and Workingtai harbour, was particularly

intrepid. Pegolotti and Worcester's gazetteers are reminders of the

importance of the personal, ad hoc element in the broadcast of

information. If Northerners were perceived as limbs of Satan, it

was not so startling; isolation and limited curuninications enforced

reliance on hearsay, creating a milieu in which suspicion and

superstition could thrive. War cc*npounded the problem. The

Lanercost (ronicle digresses fran a narrative of Anthony de Lucy's

exploits in Scotland under Edward III to castigate 'a certain noble

in the north country' rumoured to be informing the Sooth when it was

safe to invade. 'If it be true, may God make known to king and

country these cunning traitors'. That such cunning traitors did

exist is evident frau the gaol delivery rolls of the period, but

that fear of them existed to an even greater degree is shown in the

chronicles, which exhibit a tendency to associate any discredited

figure with treasonable activity. (40)

39) F.M. Stenton, 'The Road System of Medieval England', Preparatory
to Anglo-Saxon England, ed. D.M. Stenton (Oxford, 1970), p.243;
B. P. Hindle, 'Medieval Roads in the Diocese of Carlisle', G 2,
lxxvii (1977),94-5.

40) William Worcestre Itineraries, ed. J.H.Harvey (Oxford, 1969),
pp.71 -3; C.A.J.Armstrong, 'Sane Examples of the Distribution and
Speed of News in England at the tine of the Wars of the Roses',
Studies in Medieval History Presented to F.M.Powic]ce, ed.
R.W. Southern et al. (Oxford, 1 948), pp. 429-54; Lanercost, p.308;
PRO, Just 3/1OA, m.ld.
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Even unsubstantiated rurrour could cause consternation. Bishop

Kirkby wrote to treasury officials in 1337, many of the diocese

having stopped their contrthitions to the recent Tenth, 'quia audito

dudum runore ... de revocacione'. On 18 January 1334, it was

speculation about the pope's death which exercised him. 'Verum

rurror rrultus ap.]d ros est de norte danini Papae', although by this

time Benedict XII, the nei pontiff, had already been consecrated.

The local cinrrainity xxild generate hearsay and scandal of its in,

as in the case of Sir Thanas Erigleys, defair1 for attacking his

pregnant wife, 'cuius diffamacionis et eius opino prius illeser

multipliciter gravantur et leduntur guam plurimurn', a story

illustrating the problns of laying rurrour to rest. The bishop

proclaimed hint to be of gocx fame, exccirinunicating his detractors

for their 'false, malicious' tale. Engleys' repitation was riot

altogether unjustified, since he and his wife were subsequently

divorced, Alice claiming to live in daily fear of his violence, and

alleging the bishop's indifference to her plight. (41)

The isolation of the North demarked special administrative

consideration frczn tine to time. The law suit between the earl of

Devon and Anthony de Lucy about the patronage of Brigham church in

Ornberland, finally resolved in favour of the former in 1341,

provoked the statement that record and process thereof must be kept

in the royal archives, not 'transmitted to renote places'. The

rerrote place would receive the news of the judgernent 'in words of

truth by these presents', suitably sealed. Later in the century

41) CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/1, fol.184d, 160r, 213r, 230-1. John XXII
died 4 Dec .1 334. Benedict XII was elected 20 Dec., and consecrated
8 Jan.1335.
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the abbot of Furness was allowed to appoint general attorneys to sue

and defend on his behalf in all courts of the county because of life

lost on Mzrecambe Bay 'by the swift ebb and flow of the sea'. He

was allowed to appoint a coroner for the same reason.

Such problems were not peculiar to the March. In 1315 the county

ccirltu.]nity of Berkshire took great rains to explain to the king the

b.irden imposed on then by the location of the county gaol in Windsor

- 'a rte part of the county'. Gaol delivery was irksarE; many

neglected to attend at all since it took eight or nine days to

travel there; others cinitted to present felonies to avoid bringing

suspects to gaol. Isolation was a question of mentality as much as

a geographical enaenon. (42)

The distance between London and Carlisle is 301 miles. On

15 pril 1294 the bishcp of Carlisle, in the priory church at the

time, received a letter fran Edward I dated at Westminster on 18

February. Royal administration clearly had to brook delay, although

cciturunication even within a smaller area could take an inordinate

time; it took eight days for Haltcn to receive a letter penned by a

fellow visitor to london later that year. In 1309 the bishop's

proctor excused himself fran attending parliament at Westminster for

a variety of reasons, including the shortness of time involved - one

iwnth. News of Edward I's death at Burgh by Sands on 7 July 1 307

reached London on 25 July, until which time the chancellor continued

to seal writs de cursu. (43)

Whilst it took priority news well over a fortnight to travel

42) (PR 1340-43, p.250; cPR 1374-77, p.205; cPR 1313-17, p.328.

43) Halton 1, pp.9, 14, 315; (PR 1272-1307, p.558.
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south, routir administrative matters proceeded itore slowly. The

writ of ectent on the death of the Cumberland tenant in chief, Peter

de Til].jol, was issued on 18 November 1246, the extent made on

5 December. The writ on the death of Belewise de Levington was

issued on 1 October 1272, the inquisition post nortem dated in

Westirorland on 21 November; In Cumberland on 23 November. In each

shire the date was 1culated as a regnal year of Benry III although

he had died on 16 November. C the death of Gilbert le Franceys in

1278, the writ was issued on 7 March; the inquisition held in

Omberland on 2 May, six days before that he]ñ in Derbyshire. The

writ for the proof of age of Gilbert de aitheyk was issued on

18 February 1292; the apprcriate action was taken in Qimberland on

9 April.

The norm thus seemad to be a period of about six weeks between

the king's carinand and his subjects' hearing and obeying. The

vagaries of war could disrupt the pattern, although this was

exceptional. At the end of the thirteenth century the speed of

escheathrial administration was perticularly erratic. The writ of

17 October 1299 on the death of John Gerbed of Carlisle was not

followed by the taking of an inquisition until 3 July; it had much

to say about Scottish destruction of his property in the city and

suburbs.	 Beatrice de Leversdale's inquisition was held on

10 February 1300, three rronths after the writ; Thanas de Weston' s

on 6 January, eight nonths later. Tardiness of this order was rare,

even in tine of war. What was perhaps as remarkable, was that the

issue of writs fran the chancery at York during Scottish campaigns

did riot appear to hasten the process. Thus the writ for Hubert de

Multon's inquisition, dated at Carlaverock on 10 July 1300, resulted
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in inquiry in O.imberland on 10 September and - by contrast - in

Norfolk on 16 August. (44)

Did the problems of cimiunications add to the Cumbrians' sense

of identity as the Gcxigh Map hints? The fourteenth century

certainly withessed an increasing tendency for Cumbrian charters to

name the county in which the land in question lay. One of the

earliest instances dates fran 1210, Robert de Vipont' s grant of the

menor of Maulds Meaburn, in the county of Westmorland, to John le

Franceys - but it was an isolated example. Fran C. 1286 it became

itore camon; for instance the grant in that year of his lands in

Westnorland and Yorkshire by Robert de Yanwath to his daughter and

son-in-law. It was mentioned in charters fran various social

strata. Vipont was of beronial rank, Yanwath a knight; their

confrres provided a number of instances. In 1344 Hugh de Lawther

granted to Thanas de ?&isgrave his menor of Hartley, Westrrorland.

Three years before Henry de Harcia bad also described it thus in his

grant to Ralf de Nevill. (45) It was also used by the mercantile

population of Carlisle. William Barde and his wife granted to

William de lionby land in the hamlet of Boursted, Burgh by Sands,

in the county of Cumberland, and Idonea Tailor of Carlisle granted

to ?ilam de 1ionby all her lands in the same county.

In sate cases the formula could be explained away as a notarial

nicety, or perhaps the charter's production in distant rarts. This

possibly accounts for Vipont' s deed of 1210, mentioning that

Franceys performed hznage at the exchequer, the witnesses to which

44) 1PM 1, ros.115, 811; 2, no.246; 3, nos.56, 559, 557, 561, 594.

45) CR0, Carlisle, D Loris L5, I1 4, ER 24, D Mus H 10, H 8.
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were men of central administration. Similarly, a power of attorney

of 1325, drawn up in London, by which the daughter of John de

Ftitheby required her father to receive land in Threlkeld,

Cumberland and Crosby Ravensworth, Westn3r1and. For the rrost tart,

however, they were xirely local deeds, conveyir lard between two

inhabitants of the same shire, Richard de Qindal to Roger de Cundal,

Michael de Tirril to (ristopher de Lancaster of Sockbridge, Matthew

de ?thitfield to his son-in-law. (46)

Petitions by individuals reveal the same trend. John de Denum

informed the king that his castle was 'on le cxuntee de Cumberlard';

Adam de Bowes made a request with regard to his land in Newbiggin,

Cumberland; the widow of Richard de Cleator told of her a11uction

fran her manor of Ellenborough in the sane shire. (47) Others who

pit eiiphasis on the location of their lands in this way included the

heirs of Robert de 4incaster in 1324, the prior of (.rlisle in 1316,

the bishop in 1338, the foresters of Allerdale in 1319, and one

Robert de Onyten in 1318. These examples of individuals placing

stress on the county add weight to the rrore predictable corporate

precision, such as the petition of the ccimionalty of Appleby in the

county of stnrland. (48)

Stress on location suggests that consciousness of shire

boundaries had permeated quite deeply, addir to the impression of

growing regional identity. But before concluding that the shire was

46)CR0, Curlisle, D/Ay, old ref.59, 62, 39, D Ions L5, T13, 4 57,
BR 48.

47)Fraser, NP, rs.104, 60, 65, 66; 	 ImD.Parl., rs.92, 465, 482.

48) , SC8/38/1858, 235/11704, 317/E287, 88/4375, 317/E268,
81/4042; Rot.Parl. 1, p.426.
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the exclusive focus of cairnunal allegiance, one further caveat. It

again axicerns the impact of war.

Just as evidence of shire activity has been matched by evidence

of supra-shire activity, so shire consciousness appears to have been

matched by a broader regional spirit, an awareness of being an

inhabitant of the March. In 1387 the Cai:nris in parliarrent, asking

for pert of a national subsidy to be pit towards the defence of the

North, mentioned that they spoke on behalf of 'les Seigneurs

Marchers del North'. Here was external recognition of March

identity - bit it lagged behind its evolution.

The March - in both local and royal eyes, was a sprawling area

paying no respect to county boundaries. The Lariercost CI-iralicle

tells of Robert Brus' exaction of tribate fran the 'whole March' -

the bishopric of Durham, O.mberland, Westuorland, Copeland and

Northumberland. Edmund de Nevill, accused by Edward II of freeing

Scottish prisoners ai }brnby Moor in the tnne valley, in return for

a sum of nney, appealed to the custan of the March, and was ueld

by the jury. Henry UI, in 1257, had referred to the Marchers of

Northumberland, Cumberland, Westnrland, Copeland, Cartirel, Kendal

and Gus land. At Horriby and Cartmel the March extended into

Lancashire, saithing reflected by periodic injunctions to its 'Ten

to obey March officials and those appointed to the custody of

Carlisle. (49)

The March was the focus of considerable local feeling, as the

Lanercost Chronicle shows. The chronicler lamented that while

Gaveston rronopolized royal and baronial attention 'the March of

49) Rot.Parl.3, p.251; Lanercost, p.200; Thpling, Lancs, ip.64-5;
CDS 1, no.2103.
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England had r defender', a contrast with affairs under Edward I, a

king who disbanded a force of r±ility and undertook to guard the

March hi.inself in 1298. The Impression is conveyed that this was the

ultimate criterion of od kingship. (50) The Scalacronica, too,

emphasizes the importance of March defence. Edward II who left 'ses

marchies en grant tribulacioun' was the antithesis of the lords

Percy and Nevill 'qi graunt eide firent as marches'. Such royal

negligence provoked are.r anong local gentry concerned about 'lestat

dez marchies'.

Reference to the Marchers, a formidable body, is characteristic

of the chronicle, and consonant with a steady growth of northern

identity at the time Gray wrote. He reported that Middleton' s

rebellion was aided by 'dez autres dez marchies'; that they urged

the yonng Edward III to attack the Scots at Stanhope Park in 1327;

that they followed Percy on a raid into Scotland at a similar date.

They are airrost always mentioned in connection with martial

activity. Their opposition to Isabella and r"brtimer at the time of

Lancaster's rebellion, for example, took the form of an attack on

the eneny who were 'uortz et descoun.fitz par cestes ... marchies'.

They were later involved in the nurder of sctnecne reputed to bear

the same surname as one of Edward II's executioners, a rare

championing of that king's cause. Their usual role was less

dramatic -

'les marchies dez Erigles ... furent lessez p.ir
gaxder la marche dereir lez gardeyns et
chevetains qi furent chevauche en ost en
Escoce.' (51)

50) Laneroost, pp.166-7, 198.

51)Scalacronica	 Sir Thciias Gray of Heton, ed. J. Stevenson
(Edinburgh, 1836), pp.144, 147-8, 154-5, 157, 165, 168.
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The Marchers were not merely creatures of the chroniclers'

Jiiagination. The men of the Border aunties themselves used the

title. Inhabitants of Oimberland and Westnorland presented

themselves as 'dwellers on the Marches' in a petition in 1322.

Under Edward III the lieges of Cumberland, Westnorland and

Northumberland asserted that 'the March dwellers in this perliament'

could testify to the dire state of Border defences. Northern clergy

referred to the 'iunalte de ... la marche' as their lay

counterpart. One Benedict de Eaglesfield described himself as 'un

povers home de la Marche'. (52) Enpbasis on the March indicated

the caiirai plight of the Border; war brought the March cciinunity

into being.

In jurisdictional terms the March had long been an idiosyncratic

and quasi-autoncirous region. The first codification of March law in

1249 attempted to respond to problems of cross-Border criminality, a

problem which the Anglo-Scottish conflict only exacerbated. The

existence of March law reflected the isolation and self-government

of the North; its enforcement must have contribited to March

identity. Confronted by March oustan, even the lawyers of Edward I

to temper the royal desire to do justice; they were unable to

proceed until the king had visited (rlisle to discover nre of

local practice. March law predicated a role for the shire, as

revealed by Henry III's injunction to the sheriff, coroners, knights

and freeholders of O.]mberland in 1250 to go to the 'usual' place in

Scotland to proceed in an appeal according to the aistan of the

March. The shire court had been involved because of an appeal made

52) PRO, SC8/54/2687; CDS 3, no.799; Fraser, NP, nos. 114, 83.
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by the supporters of one party in order to evade justice; this

appeal was to be p.it in respite. The history of March law perhaps

also contrth.ited to the greater vigour of the shire in Cumberland

than Westirorland. During the war, hry'iever, regulation of March

jurisdicticn becaire the preserve of the warden. In 1366 one wrote

to the king of Scotland deploring the past practice of taking

revenge 'en manere de guere pur checun menu trespas fait sur les

marches'. March law had beccine lx*ind up with truce mechanisms,

subsumed in the exercise of military authority. Thus in 1324 the

sheriff of Cumberland was ordered to bring Scots arrested by the

keeper of the Solway to the keepers of the truce at their days of

the March - glorified love days. (53) In the interests of war, the

custcin of the March had ozine to be written in terms of the exercise

of viceregal powers. A keeper was sent to court in the - part

of the fourteenth century with news of the March of Carlisle -

chiefly that he had held 'une jour suz vostre ... marche e Sire par

la vertu de une lettre vous ire maundaste nadguers cje la ttjwe

fuse mairitenue en touz pointz'. For all this, distance and royal

involvement on foreign battlefields dictated that March aistcn long

continued the mark of considerable regional independence. (54)

The use of county administrative machinery, like other

organizational experiments in the North - the introduction of a

military hierarchy, the bolstering of seigneurial authority - was

53) GO, Carlisle, DRC 1/2, fol.8r; CDS 1, nos.1765, 1776; 2,
no.381; ccR 1323-27, p.113.

54) o, SC1 /38/165; Rot. Scot., p.713, appointment of keepers of
truce with judicial xwers to inquire into its flouting in 1348. If
the misdeed was ccirinitted in England or by an Englishman, it was to
be judged according to the law and aistcin of England; if by a Scot,
according to the law of the March.
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intexxI1 to provide defence. AU pranpted the grcwth of corporate

spirit. But the patria which iron defended varied. Ease of

axnrnunications and kncMledge of ci.itside areas did not absolutely

determine local identity, but they certainly made their

contribution. The March and the village no less than the shire

demanded allegiance. Bound up with all these was the notion of

patriotism - in whatever terms that was perceived. Ovinunity ai the

Border was a cariplex phenomenon.
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-3-

County Catirunity: Cinposition.

Like other characteristics of the county caiinunity, its

cxxnposition has given historians focx for thought in generous

measure. Was it a primitive dencracy, a benevolently hierarchical

organization dciuinated by the barons, or sanewhere between the two,

the preserve of knights and esquires? Questions which have

interested the early ix,dernist for sai time, they have recently

to preoccupy the nievalist.

Thesis and antithesis are presented by Dr Malicott and

Dr Palmer. The fonrr, while denying derrocracy to the shire court,

emphasizes, for example, the role of the reeve as nainpernor for his

superiors, and the role of the man 'of no particular social

importance'. The litter, heir to Maitland' s cern to tip the

balance away fran the traditional vi of the shire as a pop.ilous

and Iirespun assembly, asserts the court's subordination to the

shire baronage. (1) The March counties have a contribution to make

to the debate. Firstly in a general sy, the value of the enquiry

lying in attention to detail. What is revealed about the county

cctrtnunity by ccinparing its petitions with those frarr by

individuals? Whose interests did it champion and why? Secondly,

1) Maddicott, 'unty Carinunity', 29-36; Palmer, County Courts,
pp. 87-8; F.W.Maitlaiil, 'The Suitors of the County Court', EHR,
iii(1888), 417-22.
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and here the choice of the t shires is rrore germane, did war,

issues of leadership and national identity influence cczflposition?

And thirdly, what implications had the fact that tenure and other

factors gave Qimberland and Westnorland a crniposition in oXITron?

i) A Representative Ozmrniniy.

Hci'i catholic was the shire petition? Whan does it suggest

ccxnposed the county ccniiunity? Did it take up the cause of those

unable to speak for thenselves, or nrely express the views of the

influential few? Here we broach the issue of the shire as a

representative forum. HcMever cblique the maans by which the voice

of the mute and inglorious was made known, if it appears that the

shire did play such a role, it wuld imply that irembership of the

county ccniiunity was not exclusively a matter of suit at shire

court, that it overstepped purely legal status. Doubtless sate

mambers were riore equal than others; it may be, therefore, that

examination of the evidence will suggest that distinctions be made

anong those oc1nprisir the ccirinunity. Could it have been that the

county cxtutu.nity neant different things at different times?

Cumberland' s absorption in war has been illustrated in the

preceding chapter. For whan did it speak? The preoccupation with

purveyance shown at the parlianerit of 1305, for instance,

articulated a truly iruon concern. Alan de Helbeck, a cleric, who

petitioned in 1321, represented one weak link in an administrative

chain. His example allows us to glimpse the plight of 'des rovers

et autris du pays'. Helbeck had been cxnpelled by Ralf Fitz William

of Greystoke, keeper of the former Clifford lands and castles in
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Westxx,rlarid, to raise victuals in the neighbourhood. Although Fitz

William had been paid by the king, Helbeck had rt received anything

to reimburse his fellcis, who plagued him daily for payment.

nother individual sought an arder to coerce the former victualler

of Carlisle's executor to account with him, while the lieges of

Carlisle cxinplain& that the keepers of provisions would rt settle

their accounts. In sane cases criticism was directed at shire

personnel. In 1316 the prior of Carlisle accused the sheriffs of

both counties of failir to pay for puxveyances made. Ciarges

brought at the trial of Contrariants at Wigan after the battle of

Boroughbridge against Robert de Layburn, former sheriff of Lancaster

and scion of a WestrrlaM gentry family, suggested systematic

malpractice. Ordered to purvey 1000 quarters of oats and 500 hogs'

carcasses and send them to Newcastle, Layburn took supplies without

payment and demanded rtoney if victuals were unavailable - five

shillings for a quarter of oats and two shillings for a bacon. But

it was as frequently the incumbent of a position in military

administration who was the object of local censure. n iruisition

of 1317 attrth.mted the poor state of Cockernuth castle and its

environs to the 'unreasonable prises' of a former keeper and his

men. Later in the reign, John de Harcia was said to have an

unsatisfied claim of 200 imarks against the local victualler. (2) On

this point criticism by the shire carinunity seems to have been

grounded in oruron March experience. Far fran representing local

off iclaldan, the county petition sanetimes berated those in

authority.

2) Rot.Parl.1, pp.382, 400; cES 3, nos.675, 524; cXt 2, no.297;
Fraser, NP, no.81; Tupling, Lancs, pp.62, 135.
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Provision of victuals for the civilian poilation - a problem

linked to p.irveyance - also struck a rnon chord. In 1331, a time

when many Qimbrians were arranging terTns for the repayment of debts

f or food bought six or seven years before, the nuns of rmathwaite

petitioned for remittance of their debt. Delays in ocirrrnjnications

and administration played no small pert. A petition of the post-

Bannockburn years by a householder of rlisle pressed the council

to send food as previously arranged, as be and his neighbours c.ld

not long survive. In another petition, Benedict de Bglesfield

asked that a debt be had incurred in b.iying victuals fran royal

supplies at Holme Cultram be off-set against the sum owed to him for

victuals provided for the rrison of Carlisle. (3)

The problems of war pranpted unity on a variety of other matters.

The presentation of the case for royal charity, and mitigation of

taxation - these were things on which the county could speak as one.

Ibiding forth as the poor men of the county, the xxrrminity was the

embodiment of individual petitioners such as the poor lieges of

Appleby and Kendal. Without royal aid the prospect was bleak, said

individual and corporate petition alike. They shared the language

of pathos. One begged 'pir dieu on rn de charitee qar sire

autrement ...', another 'pur le aimir de dieu e pur la salvacion de

la ... yule'. (4)

As tiuch as enemy incursions, problems engendered by the financial

administration of the war had caused this situation. Even members

of the royal 1iseho1d were reduced to Jiriportunity by their service

3) O, SC8/45/2230; E101/16/33.

4) ERa, sC8/81/4042, 90/4470, 38/1857, 54/2686, 233/11610, 45/2230.
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n the March. In 1405 John of Lancaster renK)nstrated that without

speedy payment for victuals and the wages of his men, the king's

cause would be lost. He, too, had th resort to the 'on outrenent'

refrain. In 1403 no less a man than the earl of Westnor1ar1

demanded swift payment 'car autrement' he would be unable to

preserve the honour of the kingdan. (5) Finance, accountability,

and the despatch of funds, continually troubled the Northerners.

They were not çenaina restricted to Edward II's reign, problematic

though his reign undoubtedly was. Sane of Bishop Halton' 5

difficulties in obtaining allcMance at the exthuer for his

expenditure on defence have already been described. They were

similar to those of the lieges of Carlisle in recovering the cost of

defending the city in 1320, and the garrison of Carlisle' s in

getting wages in 1315. The latter were eloquent - 'nous ne poumes

plus longement endurer', demanding that Robert de Welle be ordered

to account with them. As for victuals, they stated that a supply

had recently been shipped to Whitehaven, others sent fran the

churches of Workington and Wigton, yet they were prevented fran

obtaining them. One Richard de Maldebourne recounted the losses he

had suffered in the king's enploy, and the privation he n

experienced - not just because of misfortune on the battlefield, b..it

p.ir defaut de ces gages'. The problem was administrative as

well as military, and extended to occupied land in Scotland, as

Robert de IayJrn discovered at Ayr castle. Lack of ironey and

allied embarrassments caused the county of OirnberlaxiI and other

5) Anglo-Norman Letters and Petitious fran All Souls 149 182, ed.
D.Legge, Anglo-Norman Text Society 3 (Oxford, 1941), no.288;
S.Chrimes, 'Scine Letters of John of Lancaster as Warden of the East
Marches tards Scotland', Speculuin, xiv (1 939), 3-27.
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corporate groups within the shire to be particularly active at the

tine of Neville's Cross and. in the cening years of Richard II's

reign. (6)

In requesting reaitipense for war damage, the shire reflected

another local concern. As Roger de Wilton asked for custody of a

local heir in view of his losses, Richard de Denton asked to be

appointed forester of Inglewocxl arid eldebourne keeper of the quay

at Scarborough. The lieges of Cumberlaiid and Westuorland asked

Edward II that those 'ruined' by the war should be retained in pay,

and for other favours. (7) John de Swinburn asked for land in

Tyndale to reward his faithful service in 1306; Thanas Wake wanted

lighter terms in paying tack a debt in 1325 because Fe had served at

Berwick at his an cost ard been taken prisoner. Bishop Kirkby

asked for clemency for a local knight who could not pay his ransan;

the prior of Carlisle for the repeal of a ccinnarid to give a corrody

to a royal rininee, 'qe aie us seient destruitz par les gerres

descoce e en grauntz meschiefs par arson de lour meson e autres

divers grevanz'. (8)

corporate petitions ware less specific. The clergy of the see of

Carlisle referred merely to 'lour eglises' in asking for relief fran

taxation in 1324. When they joined forces with clergy of the

archdeaconry of Richnond, they contented themselves with mention of

'plusors benefitz ... taxez a grant values des queux Ixxrie re pout

6) ]D, SC8/54/2686, 276/3764, 82/4063; Rot.Parl.2, pp.176, 218,
345; 3, pp.30, 181; Rot.Scot., p.66.

7) PRO, SC8/275/13703, 82/4063; Fraser, NP, ros.79, 83, 97-8; CDS 3,
no.716.

8) PRO, SC8/169/8409 , 8/1857; Rot.Parl.1, pp.193, 439.
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rien prendre pur la destruccion fet sur eux'. The shires outlined

the riton plight simply. They were 'destrutz' by war. (9) In a

sense the shire had undertaken the task of representing all its

inhabitants, conveying regional information without respect to

status. Yet even remission of taxation presupposed an econanic

threshold of influence which excluded ri tax-payers on the margin

of subsistence.

Another area in which the county massage resembled the

individual's and the small group's, was defence. The city of

Carlisle was a frequent petitioner. In 1347 its citizens outlined

repairs needed to the city wall, emphasizing their inability to

perform then 'saunz graunt eide', a petition to cinpare with the

county's in 1376 and that of canbined northern shires in 1377. In

tima of wer Carlisle's acerns necessarily influenced the county's

perspective strongly, another indication that sate parts of the

shire were nore equal than others.

The rather ambiguous role of the 'private' stronghold was

scirething else exercising the shire. While royal prerogative was

assertive - witness the prolonged custody of Cockeirrouth beginning

under Filward I, and custody of Clifford estates after Bannoc]chirri

and Boroughbridge - finance was a consideration to reinforce the

mutual dependence of king and subject. Anthony de Lucy's account of

garrisons in the king's peels on the fall of Harcla in February

1323, for instance, included Carlisle, Egrenont, Cockernt&ith,

Ml1erstang, Brougham, Appleby and Naworth. Carlisle had

traditionally been regarded as a royal castle, bit Egrenont and

9) PRO, SC8/54/2687, 18/871, 82/4086.
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CockerITKxith were viewed proprietorially by the &ilton and Lucy

families; Mallerstang, Brougham and Appleby by the Cliffords.

Naworth, constructed on the Multcn of Gilslarxl estates during the

opening decades of the war, was a fine example of the Janus face of

military organization. Edward II and Thanas de Fetherstanbaigh

entered inth indentures cxicerning its construction, the latter

receiving £100 for his work. On the expiry of his custody, however,

a number of royal paynents for victuals, timber and stone were still

pending. On the death of the 14ilton heiress in 1361, the peel was

valued as part of her possessions in her irKjuisition post nortem.

(10)

A miorandi.mi of various rth garrisons during the earl of

AruxiIel' s wardenship in 1316, listing the troops to be provided and

paynents due, also derronstrated the way in which war forced the king

to rely on his subjects and their fortifications, forcing them to

rely on his financial aid. Under these arrangerrents the keeper of

two Clifford castles was to receive prise of horses for thirty man-

at-arms - roughly two thirds of the total he was to retain; a propos

of which custody J.E. r&,rris remarked that he could not call to mind

any other case where the Crown paid the wages of rrore than half

the garrison of a 'private castle'. The menorandum showed

Robert de 1lio1 receiving the same terms at his peel at Scaleby,

William de Dacre at Dunmallard, and Lucy at Naworth. (11)

Both shire and individual petition pointed cut the anaMlies of

10) O, E101/16/9; Fraser, AP, no.21; ]B4 11, no.317.

11) O, El 01/68/2, no.39; J.E.rbrris, 'Omberlarid and Westnorland
Military Levies in the tine of Edward I and Edward II', CW 2, iii
(1903), 307-27.
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the situation. In 1327 the keeper of Brougham castle asked to be

alled his expenses. A few years before, John de Denum expatiated

on his need for assistance to maintain a garrison at Melmerby; 'qar

graunt peril et graunt pert serroit a tait le pays entonr si ele

feust pris e perdu ... par defaut de garde'. While Brougham had a

royal oustodian and naturally looked to the king for aid, Melinerby,

as the Close Roll of 1315 noted, belonged to the lord of Wigtcri.

His death left a disputed inheritance, into which breach the king

stepped, with an order that the peel be victualled arid guarded. (12)

Denum's responsibility derived fran his marriage to Wigton's

finally-vindicated heiress, by which juncture it might have been

anticipated that royal liability ild have been over. Obviously

pragmatin demanded otherwise. Denuin's petition was endorsed to the

effect that sane aistody, farm or marriage ild be looked out for

him. In 1323 the abbot of Thrness was tok to deliver .his peel,

well provisioned arid nrined, to the sheriff of Lancashire when so

required. In 1383 the sheriffs of Cumberlarid arid Westirorland were -

at Clifford's expense - to see to repairs in his castles, 'which are

useful. as a refuge for the king's subjects'. These examples

dronstrate the blurred distinction between royal and private

strongholds. (13)

Ozunty petitions were considerably critical of the

unscrupulousness of the keepers of such fortifications. The 'poor

lieges' of Cumberland arid Westrrorland in the first half of the

fourteenth century condemned the castellans' exaction of

12) Rot.Parl.2, p.431; Fraser, NP, no.104.

13) CCR 1313-18, pp.237, 627; cPR 1381-85,p.344.
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cxitragouses raunceons' in return for shelter, alleging that man

would flee the land if it persisted. Individuals also protested.

Isabel de Vernon told ha'i goods which she had lodged for safety in

Carlisle castle had been cxfiscated. Cciriplaints of this nature

were carii on the East March, at Berwick and Roxhorgh. Nicholas de

Swinburn canplained in 1319 that the ga.rrison of rworth had for

many years lived of f his land. Such petitions highlighted the

problem of cxitrol over local strongholds. s the lieges pointed

out, it was all vei:y well for the kirq to tell casteflans to give

them refuge; in practice he was not always able to enforce

obedience. The castellan had a pcwerful position, not only with

regard to the enemy, bit also with regard to his cxinpatriots, as the

rivalry between Ranul de tcre and William Engleys for Highhead

castle in 1330 suggests. (14) The inty carctunity and individual

Marcher were both concerned to see that the position was not abised.

Faced with Clifford daniriance in stnor1and and the lack of

seigneurial direction in O.imberland, the oounty ccfTlmlnity provided a

useful, protective persona. It cve a safe vantage-point fran which

to criticize authority. The nature of March society suggested by

examination of the lay subsidy rolls of 1332 gives an indication of

why such a persona might have been required. Damage to the

Westrrorlaixl roll and the likelihood of inaccurate assessments make

credence of the actual figures inadvisable. Dr Fraser has shcin

that despite the importance of lordship in Cunerland, demonstrated

by assessment by manorial centre rather than by village or hamlet,

the lord of the manor frequently escaped the invidious distinction

14) Fraser, NP, nos.122, 82; 	 AP, no.133;	 Rot.Scot., p.209;
Rot.Parl.2, p.34.
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of being its rrost heavily assessed inhabitant. (15) Taking the two

counties together, an interesting hierarchy Terges. Anthony de

Lucy of Cockernouth is at its apex, his goods valued at over £20; a

few individuals are grouped be1 ', him, their goods assessed at

£8 - £13; the majority are ranged be1c 'i this, at 1 mark - £6.

£&st of the last category are grouped intriguingly at the hottan of

the scale, under £3. Lucy clearly outflanked the rest; but then

sate figures are lost, and others, like those for the lords of

ppleby and Kendal, are not included. None the less, in terms of

local politics and leadership, the social structure suggested here

seems to contain nore than a g]±iner of truth. Whether or rot the

gentry was as inpoverished as implied, the parity of fortune - or

even the equal ability to procure misleading assessunts - raise the

possibility that the county cctiinunities in Cumberland and

Westnorland were ccninunities of peers. The corporate voice might,

then, have been necessary to discipline equals.

Qimberland' s concern with forest administration, apart fran

shcing the aiinty in an ambassadorial role, the presenter of aiiiton

local grievances, also sha' s its importance in emboldening nen to

reproach those in authority. The parliament of 1305 witnessed its

appeals for redress against the justiciar of the forest - none other

than Robert de Clifford. Clifford was distraining the nen of

Allerdale for puture of foresters in a disafforested area of

Inglewood, and had caused to be attached and impleaded nen seised of

this land by the sheriff during Clifford's absence, despite writs

15) PRO, E179/90/2, 195/lA; C.M.Fraser, 'The O.jmberland and
Westnorland Lay Subsidies for 1332', G 2, lxvi (1966), 131-58.
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ex qering the sheriff to do so. The same parliament heard John de

kbray's cxnplaint about Clifford and ixiture, and a Carlisle

petition asking the king to instruct Clifford to allcw its citizens

to take stone fran Inglewood for repairs. Other petitions, made on

a variety of occasions, make it apparent that the county's suit in

1305 s*ild have been popular. These incinde the prior of Carlisle' s

request for reduction in rent set by the justice of the forest on

the advice of 'maveis abettours et aivisours'; that by the tenants

of the manor of Scwerby in 1308 for permission to take accustai

estovers; the bishop of Carlisle' s in 1330 for tithes fran assarts

in Inglewood. (16) The justice of forests beyond Therit, whether he

wielded local seigneurial influence like Clifford or not, nvst have

been a less formidable opponent for the shire than for the

individual.

Less otroversial was another local, non-military cause served

by the county conimnity. It involved travel outside the North. The

lieges of Cumberlarid told Edward II that they should not be required

to act on assizes and juries outside the county - except for the

grand assize, explaining that they are distant fran his court at

London arid too poor to pay fines and charges'. As already

suggested, perception of distance was apt to be capricious.

Regarded objectively this particular Cumbrian pronouncerent was an

example of special pleading, for they were fleet of foot enough when

they chose. Again, however, there are indications that the petition

w.ild have found sa favour on the rth. The oicession of 1245

to Walter de Bampton, so old arid infirm that he had to be taken even

16) PID, SC8/3811899; Merto.Parl., nos.6, 111, 199; Rot.Parl.1,
pp.279, 313; 2, p.44.
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to the shire court in a cart, that his case might be beard before

justices of assize in Cumberland, rather than Westminster, and the

request by t tenants of the abbot of Th.rness that he make a fine

in the king' s oirt on their behalf - 'noluerirms ... ultra lancaster

ire', betray little inclination to travel. So too the clause of a

final concord in which the sheriff of Westnorland agreed not to

surnai the men of Kendal 'for light causes ... to riote parts of

Westnorland'. (17)

In riore axitroversial matters, where local or national politics

intruded, the county also spoke out. One such example was the

maintenance of truce on the rch. Here axinty endeavours had

diplanatic repercussions, and in the locality entailed confrontation

with the pers of military a3ministration. In !3-3 the men of

Cumberlarxi asserted that in the absence of the English wardens the

Scots infringed the truce as they pleased, praying that greater

conscientiousness be enjoined upon them. The bishop of rlisle,

they protested, spent fore time at cxx]rt than on the rch. Dubbed

hito australis' in the Lanercost Chronicle, this prelate indeed had

a marked preference for the South, and was to stand in very great

contrast to his martial successor, Kirkby. (18) In 1342 the county

cxitplained that Englishmen fran Tyrx3ale were raiding Scotland in

breach of truce, passing through Cumberland on their way, for which

reason, and because rndale was a franchise into which they could

17)Fraser, NP, no.63; (IR 1242-47, p.439; Furness 2, p.306, no.170;
PRO, Just 1/2, m.22.

18)I1O, scl/42/lq; CR0,	 rlisle, DRC 1/1, fol.130r, 131r, 137-8,
1 90d; Lanercost, pp.255-68. R.K.Pose, 'The Bishops and Diocese of
Curlisle: Church and Society in the Anglo-Scottish Border, 1290-
1395', (unpublished Ph.D.thesis, Univ. of EklLnburgh, 1983), pp.61-2.
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not be pursued, the inhabitants of Cumberland were distrained to

make redress to the Scots. Later in the century the camtns of

Ci.mber1and, Westnrrland and Northumberland cxiuplained of Scottish

disregard of the truce, in the face of which the wardens 'ount

retreatz a cause de nounpouair'. (19)

To cast aspersions on the diligence and abilities of the wardens

was to court danger; it was thus a role nore easily undertaken by

the o.inty than the individual. ?breover, even to ask to uold the

truce was to flirt with sane unpopularity. It has been suggested

that a state of war profited the gentry liore than peace. The

Lanercost thronicle makes it abundantly clear that the very poor

particularly favoured the conclusion of peace in the thirteen-

twenties. If such a dichotany of interest did prevail, the

ccmnunity' s petitions were not, perhaps, entirely self-interested.

One eai' j fourteenth-century keeper of the truce hailed the kir with

the news that the Scots 'desirent plus la gwer qe la pees' • In 1357

William Donglas' described blatant flonting of the truce by Sir

Robert de Tilliol, Thanas de tAlcy and a 'great force' of Curri.brians;

his cn att,t to acne to terma with then had been rejected by

Tilliol, a nun 'not wishing to be at truce'. (20) The county's

desire to have the truce effectively administered must therefore

have net cposition.

Canparison of the corporate and individual petition suggests that

the county reacted to a variety of local stimuli. It did to sane

extent represent its poorer, less articulate inhabitants; it was to

19)Fraser, NP, ncs.67, 113.

20) O, SC1/38/165; as 3, no.1664; Lanercost, p.242; R.C.Reid, The
King' s Council in the North (London, 1921), ch. 1. 	 -
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sane degree the benevolent, patriarchal institution delineated by

Professor Alan Everitt, queried by Clive Iblines. The nature of

iierland society, its plethora of gentry of similar status, was

its strength and its raison d' tre. The similarity in fortune and

predicament enabled the gentry to make rnon cause. Yet because

they had r chamnpicn of the ilk of a Clifford, and because, as a

result, the king - particularly Edward II - had to cast around for

men to exercise authority in tirre of war, the Ojrnberland gentxy had

to make airimon cause, for example against those corrupted by sudden

exaltation to authority.

The n5ieval guise of benevolent paternalism was od lordship;

in the absence of gocxl or over-weeni.ng lordship, the activity of the

county ccxrrnunity in Cumberland was a substitute. The petitions

reveal that the cairnunity was essentially seigneurial, a cctrinunity

of the tenurially, militarily and administratively influential.

Just as the strategic importance of rlisle enabled it to affect

county petitions, so the strategic importance of the local lord gave

him the ability to shape corporate proposals. This explains the

coincidence between corporate and individual petitions. Both

reflect the ccirni concerns of lordship. Both John de bwbray, who

petitioned in 1305 on behalf of his tenants cxi the manor of Bolton

in Allerdale, denouncing Clifford's dnand for piture, and the abbot

of blme Cultram, who asked for icessions in the assessment of his

tenants' taxation in 1321, derronstrate the similarity. (21) The

county had petitioned for exactly these things. This was the sense

in which it was a representative body, speaking for those outside

21) F<ot.Parl.1, pp.163, 410.
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the econcnic threshold of political influence.

The importance of the county reeds th be viewed in proper

perspective. McMbray and the abbot shcw that there was nothing

indispensable in its political role; the individual could act with

equal efficacy. The county was not the only channel by which

contemporaries appealed to authority. The bakers of Penrith in

1331, the rrn of the tn of Arthuret in 1335, the marl of Penrith,

Sowerby, Scotby, and Salkeld in 1363 employed a nore local corporate

persaia, indicating their self-reliance and the degree to which the

shire could be by-passed. This is further illustrated by the nost

cursory reckoning of the number of petitions by the catiinmity of the

shire alongside the mass presented by its individual inhabitants.

(22)

The individual petition a1*indantly attests the prcxnptings of self

interest, the desire of the tax collector and executor to exonerate

themselves, the over-lord to recover tennts forfeited by his

tenant, the minor to enter his inheritance. (23) Cartrn seigneurial

self interest gave itpetus to the shire - a fact tacitly recognized

by the men of Arthuret' s reminder that abandoned to their plight

they would be unable to pay rent and perform their services. But

what of manipulation of the shire for private ends? Should the hand

of the lord of Allerdale be discerned in the county petition on

behalf of the men of Allerdale in 1305? The petition was an

intrinsically political act, the cxxiinunity in petitioning was a

22) ccRl33O-33, p.206; cXR 1333-37, p.461; cER 1346-49, p.30; .
1361-64, p.414.

23) PRO, SC8/34/1653, 324/E636, 45/2208, 106/5280, 258/12869,
233/11610.
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political cxitinunity. The question of faction, alliances for the

sake of pcwer, therefore arises; with it the possibility that the

county's canposition was still rrore of a restricted affair than

hitherto suggested.

ii) A Political Gmxnin.tty

The parity of the catinunity and seigneurial nature of its

interests contained the seeds of its destruction. It was necessary

only for the halance of power to tip a little in favour of one of

the camninity to render the county's udiating, political role

eclipsed, if not redundant. By requiring deliberation cxi matters of

defence, the war ihanced the knightly elnt in the ccmnunity,

reinforcing the existing social structure. Heraldic rolls of the

period, especially cocasional rolls like those drawn up at the siege

of Carlaverock and on campaign in Galloway in 1300, in Stirling in

1304, and at Carlisle in 1334, which blazoned the arms of increasing

numbers of Cumbrians, indicated their confidence and self-

consciousness. (24) But war, attempts to bestow a clear hierarchy

of cctmiarrl, and the machinations to which this led, also threatened

the equilibrium on which the crirraunity rested.

A petition of c. 1316 unveils the problem. A bevy of past

O..nriberland sheriffs asserted that an annual render fran the forest

demanded by the exchequer was no longer due. Necessity here made

strange bed fellows. Those involved - (stre, Muncaster, Curwen,

Lucy, Bassenthwaite and Harcla - were usually found as opponents,

24) College of Arms, MS 414, fol.168-75, 269-72; Fitzwilhiam Museum,
Cambridge, MS 324, fol.105b-128b.
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not espousing catiirn cause. (25) What, then, of other camon

causes? The o*iiminity was particularly vociferous under Edward II,

particularly eloquent about the exercise of authority. TO what

extent was it the voice of faction, the ointy petition an excursion

in polemic?

What lay behind the xunty' s sudden, uncharacteristic oncern

with the shrievalty? Canpariscxi with Edward I's reign reveals a

markedly different pattern of appointments to the office. Under

Edward I nine sheriffs aocounted osier a period of thirty-six years;

the period of office of six men fell belc the mean of six years,

three above. Under Edward 11, twelve apoirititnts 'were made to nirie

appointees, the minimum period of office was one nonth, the maxiunim

three and a half years. Five periods of appointment fell belc ', the

mean of eighteen nonths, five above it, t were for approximately

that period. While the flux was pertly attributable to the dynamics

of central politics, such as the Ordinances' stipalaticai of rerroval

and reappointment in 1311, an intrusion of national events into the

local sphere noticed by Dr Saul, its repercussions on the West March

were chaotic. The years 1311-12 were particularly turbulent,

witnessing the rivalry between Andrew de Harcia and Jchn de Castre.

This was foll'ied by canpetition between Harcia and Anthony de Lucy,

which only Harcia's execution in 1323 ended. (26)

Before marriage to the of Thctnas de MiLton of Gilsland in

1298 gave him an interest in shire affairs, Castre appears to have

had no land or position of any sort in Cumberland. His landed

25) PiD, sc8/323/E573, 324/E635.

26) Saul, Knights and Esquires, p.111.
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position before this date is in fact very difficult to establish.

While he found sufficient favour at cx*irt to beccane a knight of the

household, appointed to custodies in such differing climates as

Earnard castle and Ponthieu, his material prosperity otherwise seems

to have been remarkably dependent i his wife. His inquisition post

IrvDrtem in 1329 accredited him merely with the reversion of one

Oirnberland manor - the gift of his step son, and with a

Nottinghainshire manor, acquired jointly with his wife, who

pr&Ieceased him. The Parliamentary Roll of Arms, c.1 312, classed

him asaknight of Norfolk, his name presumably deriving fran Caister.

}i,ever, as the Gilsland estates molded possessions in this

county, the ref erence does not greatly further the search for his

background. (27) Castre' s role as a Marcher lord - the Gilsiad

heir did not care of age until 1302, and died at Bannockburn,

leaving an infant heiress ad another vacuum for Castre to fill -

was readily undertaken. He receiv royal protection at Clifford's

request in 1299, served at Dumfries castle, and acted in various

diplanatic capacities, quite apart fran his vigorous participation

in the administration of Cumberlami, (28)

Castre was appointed sheriff in pril 1310, taking over fran

Alexander de Bassenthwaite. Bassenthwaite's term of office had been

fairly short, although he had also served briefly at the end of

Edward I's reign. A strenuous knight who had been at the siege of

Berwick in 1298, Bassenthwaite was also praninent in county

27)cXR 1296-1302, p.560; cPR 1307-13, p.233; cPR 1317-21 k p.501;
1PM 7, no.200; CFR 1307-19, p.267; (The ) P(arlianentary) R(oll of )
A(ims), ed. O.Barron, The Genealogist, N.S. xii (1886), 59-62.

28) PRO, SC1/45/209, 210; (IS 2, no.1059; 3, no.682; Cal.Ch.
Warrants, p.437.
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administration, officiating as camtLssioner of array, carinissicner

for scutage, sub-escheator and keeper of the castle. He served the

county outside its perimeters, as knight of the shire, on five

occasions. His position in the cmty was ackria'iledged nct only by

the shrieval appointments, hit also by such royal patronage as the

custody of the lands of the late heron of Wigton in 1314. (29) The

cztinission to Castre was thus a significant change, the introduction

of a new name to the shire. Curial pleasure and rnatrinonial good

fortune had given him precedence, hit what was he withont thEn?

Ruminations of this nature nct alpear to have troubled the men of

the shire; there is r suggestion that Castre was resented.

Except, that is, by Andrew de Harcia. His family took its r.arne

fran the village of Hartley, near Kirkby Steen, bit also had land

inCumberland, its roots on the rch going tack to the end of the

twelfth century and beyond. (30) His father had been sheriff of

Cumberlaixi fran 1285 to 1298, and in Westnorlazxi fran 1275 to 1277,

but Andrew's appOintment inQ.unberlaixi in October 1311 was the first

time he had been so elevated. Castre was ordered to cede. In fact

Harcla never accounted, and exactly two nonths later, on 15

December, Castre was reappointed. The next order went out on

25 January, axrnitting county, castle and dernesne lands to Harcla

fran Nicbaelmas, the king 'in ignorance of his former order', having

granted them to Castre. In the intervening period, between

25 January and Easter (25 March) when Harcla began to account at the

29) PRO, SC8/32/1553, 1554; CE'R 1313-17, p.50. Details of election
as knight of the shire tased on Official Return of nbers of
Parliament to 1832 (London, 1878), unless otherwise stated.

30) PRO, Just 1/131, m.13; CR0, Carlisle, D Lons L5, AB 4.
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exchequer, the sane custodial honours were granted to John de Weston

the younger. He was an iixJ.ividual crinpietely unknown to O.imbrian

society, appointed by the king 'on the information of Ednn.ind de

Mauley'. Castre was instructed accordingly. On 31 March castle and

dernesne were bestowed on Piers Gaveston; Weston was ordered to

cede. There followed a period of xxnparative cairn until March 1313,

'then the castle was caunitted to Harcla and Weston was ousted.

Gaveston had not survived long after his appointment. (31)

Further alternation between the ts rri was to cane. Castre was

appointed in February 1316, although acaiinting frau Michaelmnas;

Harcia was reappointed in June 1318, although he did not accx,unt.

This was Castre' s last spell of office; the story in future was of

Harcla and Lucy's antagonism. Castre bowed out of Combrian affairs

as suddenly as he had been introduced to therm, embarking instead for

the Continent. His abdication of interest coincided with the period

of Harcia 's greatest xer; it was also one of great alarm on the

Border. It is difficult to explain the voluntary absence of a

praninent Marcher at this tine, accordingly, perhaps, not too

fanciful to suggest that Castre had given up the fight.

The hostility spurred on by the unsettled state of affairs is

readily apparent. A petition of 1316 by otherwise anonymous Marchers

who dubbed t1nselves 'les amys Sir Andreu de Hartecla', referred to

Castre, then sheriff, bearing ill will to Harcia, and mentioned

malicious charges nede against him at ocurt. Arxlrew's brother, a

cleric, canplained that Castre had made free with goods he had

hidden frau the Scots. 	 It was possibly an over-

31) FR 1272-1307, p.552; cFR 1307-19, pp.60, 118, 120, 123, 128-9,
164.
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zealous instance of purveyance, bat Harcia' s reacticn showed that he

was quick to regard it as a vendetta. In April 1312, the king

expressed his 'astonishment' on hearing that Castre had failed to

deliver cxnty and castle to bin as directed. (32)

The rivalry between Castre and Harcia is not only to be explained

by their positions as rivals in shire administration. à3.itional

ccitplications derived fran royal patronage. Fi3ward II' s grant in

July 1312 to John Harcia, rx3rew' s brother, of the bailiwick of

Inglewood Forest forfeited by an earlier Multon of Gilsland, for

example, might have galled the family of the northern barony, whilst

his grant to Andrew of custody of the lands late of Castre' s son-in-

law in 1317 can have ±ne little to salve relations between thea;

small wonder Castre bore ill will. (33)

At national level, the years 1311-12 were particularly troubled.

They witnessed Thanas of Lancaster's succession to Lacy, earl of

Lincoln in February 1311, the oinpletion of the first set of

Ordinances in August and issue of the second set in Noverrer, the

siege at Scarborough and subsequent execution of Gaveston in 1312.

Debate and turnoil were no less characteristic of county

administration. In Cumberland they were the years in which the

lieges were noved to ask to elect their own sheriff, in all

probability a protest against Harcla, as Cumberland sheriffs had

been changed alnost annually between 1303 and 1312. Perhaps the

menory of his father' s prolonged shrievalty onted against bin. It

has been noticed above that the county ccirrnunity was apt to be

32)PED, C47/22/10, no.28; cDS 3, nos.515, 674; cPR 1307-13, p.450.

33)cPR 1307-13, p.482; CPR 1317-21, p.30.
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critical of those in authority; was its critique unbiassed, or was

it influenced by other ozsideratioris? Harcia' s friends insisted he

had been criticiz ecr '... par haytye e maliciousement et meynz

veritablement ... e entusez e vifleynenent defainez ... en la cxirt

nostre seigneur le Roi e devers les gent de son x,unsail'. In other

words, was the o*inty ocxritninity the facade of faction? Edward II' S

astonishment in pril 1312 had less justification than he imagined;

the cxnflict in which he was Involved inevitably had repercussions

in the shires. There were, for instance, irdications that Harcia's

rise was Ixiund up with the ebb and fl q of Lancastrian authority.

'The. 'Brut ., repeated in the Dictionary of National Biogray,

suggests that Harcia was knighted by Tharns of Lancaster. At the

tournament of Dunstable in 1308, hcyever, he did not figure as aie

of Lancaster' s retinue. He appears on the Dunstable Roll of Arms in

the list of names associated with the earl of Warwick, irrinediately
W(

before those associat&lARobert de Clifford. (34) This has prarpted

the speculation that Harcia should follc ., Clifford rather than

precede him. As the Roll stands, Castre' s name follas Clrd ' s.

But a connection with Warwick was not Impossible. In 1314, Robert

de Layburn, whose career had closely intertwined with Harcia's, was

the attorney of Warwick, Percy and Badlere, appointed to receive

seisin of Clifford ' s northern castles on their behalf. (35)

Harcia and Layburn' s association with the rebel cause was

indisputable. Layburn received a pardcii in 1313, following the

34) 'First Dunstable Roll',	 ed. C.E.Iing, Coil (ectanea)
Top(ographica j Gen( ealogica), iv (1837), nos. 46-8; 	 8, p.1201;
A.'Itrtpkinscii, 'Retinues at the Tournament of Dunstabie 1309', 	 ,
lxxiv (1959), 7O-89;'y , p.21q.

35) 'R 1307-19, p.212; CXR 1327-30, pp.364, 404. layburn married
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death of Gaveston, and was nciidnated to receive custody of the Isle

of n fran Edward's favourite, Henry de Beaunont, in October 1311,

as part of the curtailment of royal patronage advocated by the

Ordinances. Harcia, similarly pardoned, although not until the

aftermath of the treaty of Leaks in Novber 1318, was also

implicated, if less overtly. Significant, especially in view of the

debate alx*it baronial influence upon the oiiposition of the cc.xiions,

is the fact that Harcia' s sole return by the electors of Cumberland

occurred in 1312. Originally intended to meet in July, bat prorqued

until August, this was the parliament which discussed the judicial

consequences of Gaveston' s death. (36) Given Harcia 's unpopularity

in the shire, his election looks suspiciously manipulated. To

subvert Dr Maddicott's argument a little, if 'there is no indication

that Lancaster or any other n±le thought it wrth his while to

influence the ccitnis,' there are signs that the shires were -

either voluntarily or involuntarily - noved to select those

connected, bcMever tenuously, with men near the seat of pcMer. The

renoval of sheriffs stipulated by the Ordinances and put into

practice in Octt±er 1314 during Lancaster's post-Bannockburn

dciTlinance, left rcla secure. His first appearance in office in

1312 also raises questions. Was his rivalry with Castre, knight of

the household, the local chorus to an epic drama?

Harcia' s sister sate time after Bannockbirn, June 1314, where
Sarah's first husband, Tharns de Musgrave, is believed to have been
killed.

36) cPR 1307-13, pp.300, 411; PR 1313-17, p.21; PR 1317-21, p.229;
Cal. Ch.Warrants, pp.vii, 102; J.R.Maddicott, Thanas of Lancaster
1307-22: A Study in the Reign Edward U (Oxford, 1970), pp. 51-2.
For analysis of O..ulLbrian pardons, see belcw.
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For the rest of Harcia's career, his periods of shrieva]. office

were interspersed with those of Anthony de Lucy. Ha was appointed in

June 1318, bit did riot account. Lucy, appointed in July, accounted

fran Easter. Harcia was reappointed in April 1319 and xzitinued in

office until his fall in February 1323. Their position with regard

to custody of r1isle castle was equally irreconcilable, and

further eirlbittered by contradictory royal patronage. Reference was

made to Lucy as cxstab1e of the castle in July 1318, only ten days

after Harcia and Castre had been ordered to care to the king as

speedily as possible, each having recently teen granted custody of

the castle. (37) Other suggestions of rivalry abound, sare of which

are explored in the following thapter.

For the present purpose, however, it will suffice to examine the

county cxinrrninity' s reaction to these ren. Particularly interesting

is a petition of c.1 39., by anonymous Marchers, in which Harc].a was

not only arraigned for ca.intermanding the authority of the warden of

the March, bat was also starkly presented as the antithesis of 'the

best man of the country', on whose advice the warden had acted.

They were Fitz William, Lucy, and the lord of Kirkbride. All three

were substantially aowed with Cumberland estates; Lucy and Fitz

William were of baronial rank, while Kirkbride possessed whatever

caue of a close association with the late baron of Wigton, sealed by

marriage to his sister.

Harcia' s political unacceptability was further suggested by other

petitions. Anonymous critics stated that his ccirinission as warden

was useless. He and his brother John were accused of stealing

37) aR 1318-23. pp.1-2.
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supplies kept at Carlisle priory by the king's victualler ar

selling them, even giving them, to the Scots; a heinous offence in

a climate in which purveyance arkl the availability of food raised

strong passions. He was alleged to have protected treasonable

Englishnen frcfn trial; his thwarting of a muster ordered by Fitz

William was supposed to have forewarned the Scots of English plans.

(38)

It seems likely that these strictures were to sate degree

partisan, representing the wrath of those like the 'best iren' who

believed that their place in nty defence and ministratiofl - and

above all in the schte of royal patronage - was being usurped. The

impression is reinforced by Harcla' s inability to procure

substantial gentry support in his hour of need. Unlike his

relationship with Castre, his rivalry with Lucy does not appear to

have reflected the aligrinents of national faction, for each flirted

with opposition to the king. If anything, it suggests that the

potential for disorder unleashed by national faction was manipulated

by certain Marchers for their cn ers. The county carinunity

provided a tool in their struggle. At its rrost exclusive, the

cariposition of the orrnunity was determined by politics, patronage

and rancour.

iii) A l'bral iinunity

Just as in the country as a whole, the needs of defence and

rking of propaganda during the Anglo-Scottish war and struggle on

38) ODS 2, no.1115; 3, nos.675, 799; IP!'1 5, no.531; tIR 1343-46,
p.237.
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the Continent began to awaken national consciousness, so, in the

gave impetus to corporate organization and Identity. (39)

The influence of war on the ccinpositicn of the county cxxrrminity was

discernible nct only in gentry rivalry, bit at a nore irdefinite and

enigmatic level, on notions of allegiance. The good and loyal

ij-er, the lieges of the county xitun.inity, were to sa extent

good and loyal Englishmen. . contra, those aitsic the pale of the

county cciiinunity, for whatever reasons, were susceptible to

accusations of treachery.

When Edward I enbarked on the conquest of Scotland he was also

to subjugate the North of England, drawir it permanently into a

southern orbit. Like the Warranto proceedings, war reaffirmed

that land and jurisdiction derived fran the king. Royal ccninands

and propaganda emphasized the March counties' integration into the

realm. The subtleties of legal problems, such as March law and

other northern idiosyncracies, deliberation aver which bad hitherto

characterized much of the aimunication between king and people,

were overshadcMed. (40)

Ctberland and Westnorland's place in the realm was trumpeted

abroad. Edward I's order to Bisbq, Haltai in 1299, to join him near

Carlisle with local levies ready to fight the enemy, describes the

measure in a national context; 'ad salvatiaiem corone regiae

ariuunie magnatum et procerum ac totius populi nostri regn.i.

39) B.C.Keeney, 'Military Service and the Developtnt of Nationalism
in England 1272-1327', Speculum, xxi (1947), 534-49; E.Searle,
R.Burghart, 'The Defense of fl1and and the Peasants' Revolt',
Viator, iii (1972), 365-88.

40) PRO, Just 1/131, m. 13; the manifestation of uncertainty aver
the extent of the demesne of Carlisle, for example.
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utilitatem', a rationale used consistently during the war years.

Military appointments were irade because of invasions of 'regnum

nostrum per diversas partes', men charged to obey as they loVes

'honorem nostrum et amdum regni', and stress laid on Cuuibria 's

place in the national hierarchy. The articles to be prpounded

before the Pope against Wishart, Bishop of GlasgcM mention that on

his release fran captivity In Roxburgh, he had done homage to Edward

'a Holmcotram en Engleterre', before the a)±ot, the bishop of

r1is1e and 'autres grantz d' Engleterre'. Local sources echo the

refrain. The ILanercost Chronicle describes the lattle of Falki.rk as

a victory er 'the en9llies of air king and kingcictn'. The sack of

Hexhain, Qrbridge and 'the westein parts' in 1312, raids In Gilslaixl

and adjacent areas in 1314, in Furness and Richnond in 1316, are

described as invasions of England. (41) Lamenting that 'fines

Anglorum' were attacked and without defence, the Vita aiwardi

accepts the political and patriotic orientation of the March, as

does the Bridlington Chronicle with its description of Scottish

incursions of the 'fines Angliae boriales'. They present a

contrast with the location of the sea of (rlisle 'in limbo

Angliae et Galwalliae' by Matthew Paris. (42)

The establishment of the due direction of Cumbrian allegiance in

this way had osequences for those who sought to wield influence in

the county. War forced those who had long shared ivai interests -

41)LNR, thcxviii; Stevenson, Dcs 2, nos.489, 514; Paigrave, Docs,
p.344; Lanercost, pp.166, 199, 212, 216.

42) Vita Edwari, p.120; 'Gesta Edwardi de Carnarvan Auctore
Canonico Bridlingtoniensi', Chronicles of the Reigns of Edward I and
Edward II, ed. W.Stubbs, R.S., (2 vols, london, 1882-3), 2, p.46;
Wetheral, p.478.
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fran their upland landscape and econciny, to culture, ntdes of

tenure, ties of kinship, and estates straddling the rder - to

choose the ccmnunity with which they wculd in future identify. In

terms of personnel, it was a diliina with implications for the

ccinposition of the county ccziiminity, and was deeply to pernate

local consciousness. Disloyalty, disorder and crima marched

together; allegiance and noral rectitnde their antitheses.

Examined in this light, petitions by the lieges of a particular

shire had political. and propagandist undertones not iniriately

obvious, which both repeated the cadences of national proselytin

and made then their n.

The importance of forfeiture for edherence to the enny in the

West March counties should not be exaggerated; few forfeited

position within the shire critutunity. The nationwide ozuinand of 1296

that no adherent of John de Balliol be all to retain his English

lands, and the ensuing confiscations, were the initial winncMing of

grain a1 chaff, the tine of greatest disruption in O.imberland.

&ibray lost the manor of Bolton in Allerdale, Bonkill the tcnship

of Ousby, GevelStore the ward of Hutton John, Blount a noiety of

Blencogo, 'Ibrthorald land in Cuinrew, !travia the hamlet of Ibughton.

Not all these dtotions lasted. Mbray's allegiance and seisin

were intermittent. Bonkill, Gevelestone, Blount and Torthorald cane

to peace. vbravia's loss was Tilliol's gain. Although these were

the rrost valuable, the total of all the O..imberland forfeitures cane

only to £57 Os. 6 1 /2d. It was not necessarily the itost valuable

which was the nost fought-over. Carry's land in Kirkandrews, for

example, valued at one pourd per annum in 1296, 1.it part of Helewise
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de Levington's legacy, prcnpted nuch wrangling. (43) Forfeitures

for adherence brought no revolution in the personnel of the shire in

Curnberland or Westitorland, in contrast with Northumberland. Here,

not only, to use Dr Tuck's sords, did a 'surprisingly large number'

of landowners elect to support the Scots, bit the chronology of

disaffection differed, nmbers of 1aiightly families going over to

the eriny throughout the fourteenth century. The Percy family,

folliing its aauisition of Ainwick in 1310, was nost conspicuously

to fill the gap thus created. (44)

At a less tangible level, the necessity to draw a distinction ai
grounds of national allegiance sened to pranpt itoralistic - as well

as jingoistic - sentiment. The royal tone of outrage at first

stiin&1 fran the concept of broken faith, Balliol' s disregard for

Edwardian liege inage. As the war gathered nunentum, the flg1ish

increasingly branded their opponents as criminals and stressed their

atrocities, a tendency perhaps given new force after the nurder of

Cattyn in 1306. (45)

The theines of atrocity and brigandage, spurred by raiding,

burning and other acts of war, may be found in royal letters,

clerical arplaints and a itorary chronicles. In 1318 Bishop

Halton criticized the damnable cruelty of perfidious Scots in

killing nen and nen, young and old, orphans and widows. Royal

43) as 2, rios.736, 784, 810, 834, 1070, 1402, 1481, 1594.

44) J.A. Tuck, 'Northtrrtbrian Society in the Fourteenth Century', NH,
vi (1971), 22-39; J.M.W.BE?an, 'The Percies and their Estates in
Scotland', M, 4th ser., oocv (1 957), 91-100.

45) Palgrave, Docs, no.149; W 1, p.275. Generally, see A. Gransden,
'Propaganda in English 1ieval Historiography', J.Med.H.,i (1 975),
363-83.
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surrirons to military service invariably referred to the endeavour to

curb the malice of the ty. Archbishop Greenfield of York spoke

of the 'nefanda scelera et horrexxla facinora' perpetrated by Briis

and his man, dubbing 'publica latrocinia' what ware the accepted

practices of warfare; the birning of churches and manors,

hanicides and murders. (46)

The English forces are represented sawhat differently.

Edward I steps fran the pages of the Lanercost Chronicle as a man of

piety, frugality and 'kingly courage'. In the song 'Qi the Scottish

Wars', 'aiward, r King, is entirely devoted to Christ'; the

'English like angels are always Cxxiquerors, they are 'tore excellent

than the Scots and Welsh'. Their leaders are cxrnix1ed, like Thanas

de Multcn, 'a gentle knight and wise, according to the song '(ki the

Execution of Sir Sixton Fraser'. The Cr1averock Roll of Prms is

especially fulsare about the armigerous English, inc],nding such

Cumbrian landners as Robert de Clifford, John de Cranwell and John

de Wigton. Wigton' s campaigning 'without lord or pay', his

'resolute, unembarrassed' bearing are singled cut. The lord of

Kirkbride is praised for receiving 'many a heavy and crushing

stone'. (47)

The Scots, 'iiia gens' in the song 'On the Battle of

Bannockburn', are represented as capable of aList any depravity.

The story of tvid Brus fouling the fcxxt at his baptism, described

in a poem celebrating the battle of Neville' s Cross is typical. The

author of the nnales Paulirii want so far as to speak of Robert Brus

46)LJR, lxxxvii, cliv, clxxvi; Lanercost, p.149.

47)Lanercost, pp.150, 167-8; Wright, Political Songs, pp.162-3,
179, 217; carlaverock, pp.11-12, 31-2.
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blaspheming against the English king, a very partisan view. By

contrast, Brus is called 'hic tyrannus', with all the implications

that pa.rticular appellation bears in medieval political thc.ight.

Bound up with this rampant aorality were the issues of

exccinnuflicaticn aiil heresy. Excczriminication could be incurred for

ccirimning with the enemy; Archbishop lton in 1321 absolved a

number of men fran just this offence. Archbishop Greenfield ordered

his clergy to preach against the Scots, 'ipsosque sic excciimmicatos

denuricient in vulgari'. (48)

The paths of grace were sroothed for English sinners. In April

1306 papal pexinissicti was granted to the bishop of Carlisle and

three abbots to give absolution to the king' s lieges for of fences

citiiiitted 'according to the custcin of enemy against enemy' -

nutilatiori, beating, spoliation, rapine and the devastation of holy

places. Prayer, preaching and indulgence were all harnessed to the

war effort. So too was the 'suspicion of heretical depravity'

kim3.led against the Scots during the mission of John de Stratford,

bishop of Winchester, to the papal irt in 1323. (49)

The theme of criminality latent in these sources was scinetimes

nade nore explicit. Edward U's appointment of keepers of Scotland

in 1308 described damage caused by 'fraudulentos incursus' of the

eny. C the Scots' breach of truce in the fol1iing year, his

order to levy troops referred to their rising 'fraudulenter' against

48) Wright, Political Songs, p.265; Political Poems and Songs
relating to English History ... Edward III to ... Richard III, ed.
T.Wright (2 vols, London, 1859-61), p.46, all refs are to vol.1;
'Annales Paulini', Stubbs, thronicles 1, p.265; tLiR cxcvi, cliv.

49) aR 1302-07, p.435; Halton 2, p.59; LNR passim; Select Cases in
the Court of King' s Bench, Edward II, iv, p.125.
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the king and his people. The people took up the refrain.

?1rchbishop Greenfield in 1315 denounced the eny as 'latrones

publici'. Keepers of the West March in 1359 ordered the lieges to

keep watch for 'les larons que vendront en Erigleterre pur enblere on

mef faire'. (50) The fuxy which William Wallace inspired in EIward I

was a sentiment to which many an English breast returned an echo.

The song 'Cki the Scottish Wars', written shortly after the battle of

Falkirk, describes Sllace' s taking aims; t f a robber he beccines

a knight, just as a swan is made out of a raven, an unworthy man

when a worthy man is not by'. Langtoft's judgment cii the Scots was

that 'their deeds, attainted of felony, deserve death'. Dubbing

Wallace 'the master of thieves' and harping on his sexual

incontinence, strictures reminiscent of St ugustine's dictum that a

man ruled by passion is unable to govern, Langtoft dwelt upon the

symbolic aspects of Wallace's execution; hanged for robbery and

slaughter, drawn for treason, quartered for maintaining war, giving

protections and arrogating lordship of another' s realm. (51)

The equation of Scot with thief is further suggested by a link

between crii and faltering allegiance. In 1326, for exaile,

pardons were issued to twenty-five man received to peace by ?nthony

de Lucy in Q.imberland, for offences 'because of which' they had

adhered to the enemy. The offences recorded were nostly lrtnicides.

dam, son of John of kenbrig was pardoned for the death of John de

Plumland, dam Sweteman for the death of John Beaufrer of Bowness.

In 1343 a ccxmiission was issued to deal with disturbers of the peace

50)cR0, carlisle, DRC 1/2, fol.42r; Rot.Scot., pp.56, 67; t1IRclv.

51)Wright, Political Songs, pp.174, 321.
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in erland and Northumberla.nd, whom, it was alleged, cai frczn

the liberties of Redesdale, Hexham, and Tyndale, took captives whom

they spirited away to Scotland and 'unkrlcMri places', extorted fines

from them, took ransans and booty, 'being so adherents and

confederates of the Scots'. An inquisition of 1369 found that one

Walter Wayrieinan, having xitrnitted felonies in Cumberland and

Northumberland, 'therefore' joined the Scots. So did John Wollesty

after killing 'Iinas &'ayth of Gamblesby, and other individuals

seeking to escape the consequences of misdemeanour. (52) In 1339 an

order to take suspected persons and inquire into felonies in

Cumberland, Westrtrlarx1, and Lancashire had to be superseded, the.

king having heard that man were 'nuich aggrieved' thereby and had

withdrawn to Scotland, proposing to join the eneny.

The link between felony and adherence to the Scots was pertly a

legal one. Both incurred the penalty of forfeiture, as a nDrandum

appended to a licence to alienate land near Dalston in 1357 made

plain. The law of treason was wax being r.i1ded in this period;

Dr Bellamy believes that it was the Anglo-Scottish war which shaped

the nould. The farrous letter to Boniface in which Edward it his

case against Balliol and the rralfeasant Scots was the occasion for

the first charge of lese-majesty. Levying war against the king was

first defined as treason under Edward I. By the death of his son,

hastened by the examples of Gilbert de Middletcrx, ThcLnas of

Lancaster and Andrew de Harcia, conviction by the king's record was

emerging. Later, in the wake of the cczuons' disquiet aJx.it

increasing use of the charge of accroaching royal power, the 1352

52) PRO, SC1/45/209, 210; GI 3, ros.734, 919; PR 1324-27, p.307;
PR 1343-45, p.67; PR 1338-40, p.264.
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Statute of Theasas attempted to clarify and define. It underlined

the link with felony, bot erileavoured to differentiate. Petty

treason was to be treated as felony, as were breaches of piblic

order. It was felony or trespass to ride axTned to rth, not treason.

For the Scottish March, where to ride armed to rob frequently

involved the issue of allegiance, the distinction was perhaps over

nice. (53)

The link also depended on problems of jurisdiction. Those Harcia

protected fran trial at gaol delivery were born in England, and

joined the enemy in pillaging the land of their birth. The BDrder

provided a means of escape, as aie Alexander de Capella well

understood. Erring first by assaulting a fe1l, inhabitant of

Penrith who subsequently died, Capella attacked the RE1 taking him

to gaol in Carlisle, escaped and fled to Scotland, where he lived in

Pnnandale with Robert Br-us for a year. Had he not ventured back to

his father's 1use, he might have evaded capture ainpletely, for as

the jurors revealed in the eyre,

nunquam viderunt rque audiverunt quad aliqui
reges Anglie sectam aliquam de aliquibus
feloniis factis in regno Scocie habuerunt'.

The procedure for r3ress was haphazard and liable to be protracted.

In the early twelve-seventies, the sheriff of Cumberland wrote in

sate exasperation to the chancellor of his inability to inquire

into

'plusurs ].arcins roberies e hanicides ... fes
en le conte ... plusurs mefesurs venent
hors de Escoce e passent la Marche ... en le

53) O 1339-41, p.94; cPR 1354-58, p.638; J.G.Bellarny, The Law of
Treason in England in the later Middle Ages (Canibridge, 1970),
pp.31-2, 57, 86-7, 91.
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coats e funt hanicides seirlenent ove autres
du pals'.

He asked to be permitted to proceed

'sanz bref ke especifie de enquere. Ne par
la derein bref ke ire vint de la pees garder
ne 'volerent les pravis j urer en nule manere
pir co ke o ne fu mie especifie en le bref
de enquere'. (54)

It was an old problem. During the war it cannot bit have

contrib.ited th the perception that those ai the other side of the

Border were of dubious repute, influencing national consciousness

accordingly.

If the nthology of war thus cast the Scots as brigands, it is

also possible to glimpse a similar process, whereby Englishmen

discredited for various reasons - frequently political, ware further

vilified by association with the enemy. Harcia in particular had to

contend with such accusations, the truth of which it is not easy to

gauge. An inquisition held in 1333 which exonerated aie John le

Peyntonr of Wigtai fran the darge of disloyalty also suggests that

not all the calumny Harcia experienced was justified. The jurors

stated that Peyntour ha ge to Scotland on Harcia's orders, in

time of truce, to paint an image for William de Carlisle and do

'other necessary things in his service. They explained that at the

time 'it was lawful for anyone to pass fran England to Scotland'

with licence and letters of safe cmuct fran the keeper of the

March. Having obtained permission fran Harcia, Peyntour stayed in

Scotland for a year without joining the had returned to

England during the truce and rrained always in the king's faith.

The story highlights meny issues; carinunity of interest on the

54) PRO, C47/22/1O, no.35; Just 1/135, rnn.2,5; SC1/7/83.
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Border disrupted by war, the prohibition of ecoriamLc activity

Rmctuated by periods of leitimate dealing in time of truce.

Carlisle was a suspect recipient for Harcia's goodwill, as either he

or his son forfeited for adherence to the enemy in 1317-18. Tb of

truce or no, the relationship would have needed a panoply of

sanctified innocence for Harcia to escape censure, given his

controversial career and. many rivals. Thciias de Goldingtai,

'medicus', and John le Spicer of Carlisle did not 'scape whipping in

1342 for ministering to William de Maxwell 'without the time of

truce' • A series of irxuiries of 1369 in Cumberland lit upon the

discrepancy between royal and local interests in this matter. On

the one hand they listed a plethora of 'camon carriers', men like

Thcnas Fournaisman of Carlisle who bad carried horseshoes, horse

nails, and other ironware to the value of forty shillings and rtore,

into Scotland. John Ferour of Bootle bad operated on a larger

scale, taking saddles, flour, malt, bread, fish and horseshoes worth

over twenty pounds. 'Quamplures de cciriitatu' were found to be

quietly selling victuals and other goods to the Scots in 1336 as

they had always done. (55) On the other hand, the action of many

former sheriffs and keepers of the Soiway in licensing the

inhabitants of Cumberland and Annandale to export these ccmx5.ities

was 'contrary to prohibition ... to the grievous damage of the

country' and ' the king's prejudice'. In 1315 it bad been

pronounced that anyone carrying arms, corn or victuals to Scotland

would be punished as a traitor and public enemy, but enforcement

which vacillated with the state of hostilities rendered disloyalty

55) 1R 1333-37, pp.54-5; Rot.Scot.,1, p.491, etc; cPR 1340-43,
pp.544, 507; C{t 2, no.353; 3, no.734.
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an arbitrary concept, ill-fitting the equivocal nature of Border

society.

Administrative diligence in 1369 brought to light the existence

of a population of 'aliens of Scotch origin' living in Cumberland

who had never been troubled to enter the king' s peace or swear

allegiance. This was the reality with which definitions of

allegiance and treason had to grapple.

Against a backgrourxl of this ccxnplex.tty, it was perhaps nall

wonder that accusations of treachery became political amiumitiori.

The presentation in 1323 that William de Lochmaben had adhered to

Philip Scot, who bad adhered to Harcia, for exaxTle, begins to scxir

a little tenuous. It was based only on Lochmaben's possession of

Scot's horse. Jurors aauitted Locbmaben whilst insisting that the

other had caie under Harcia' s protection 'in subsidicx eidn ... ad

destruendam terram et regnum Anglie'.

Those higher than Harcia - if as unpopular - were reproached with

collusion. The Vita Edwardi notes the miraculous way Thanas of

Lancaster's estates were spared the ravages of the Scots In 1316,

attrib.iting it to their hopes for an alliance with him, 'ut

creditur'. The Lanercost Chronicle suggests that Edward II was

prepared to give Scotland independence, and, 'which was still

worse', to cede the northern counties in return for aid during

Isabella and 'brtimer' s Invasion. Gffrey le Haker believed that

rtiner concluded the Turpis Pax of 1328 in order to obtain an ally

interested in naintaining his per. (56) Professor Charles Ross

56) PRO, Just 1/142, nrn.ld, 5d; Vita Edward!, pp.60, 75; Eanercost,
p.253; Chronicon Gaifridi le Haker de Swynebroke, ed. E.M.ThanpSOn
(Oxford, 1889), p.41.
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described Richard III's use of proclamations as propagama, his

techniques of 'misrepresentation' arid character assassination; they

were techniques employed in the earlier period, albeit nore

obliquely. (57)

The antithesis of the renegade Scot arid his acociaplice was the

good arid loyal liege. ppointing his under-sheriff in 1327,

Clifford remarked that he was 'bon haine et suffisant pur ] proff it

le Roi et le menee'. Such were the criteria; the very idea of

notorious treachery posited the existence of the good nun. Who else

had knowledge of notoriety? Who else could repute such treachery?

Good ni were assigned to irjuire into breaches in Carlisle city

wall in 1347. Good men and loyal were appointed in a lease for life

drawn up in the same year to determine the arrount of rent to be paid

if war rendered it impossible to levy the full smi. (58) Good men

were created by service against the enemy, past criminal activity

pardoned. (59) n ordinance of 1299-1300 for the punishment of

deserters railed against their pitting good men in peril. Edward I

addressed all his good men of Annandale and the March to tell them

of a military appointment. In the local cxtrniunity the rase was

just as enotive. The nuns of rmathwaite told of their need 'qe

bones gentz les eldent', the bishop of Carlisle told of matters

kncn 'par le bon gentz de Cardoill e du pays', Richard de

ldebourne told of his needs 'can ... bones gentz pirrunt

57)C.Ross, 'Runour, Propaganda arid Popular Opinion during the Wars
of the Roses', Patronage the CrcMn arid the Provinces in Later

±Leval England, ed. R.A.Griffitbs (Gloucester, 1981), pp.15-32.

58)(]1Rp.l77, no.1150; Rot.Parl. 2, p.218; GO, Carlisle, D/Ay 41.

59) PR 1327-30, p.180; IPR 1343-45, pp.209-36.
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tesnoigner'.

The ooncept of the good uen was susceptible to 'manipulation. If

the caiuonalty of Cumber1ax an Westnorlai had visibly erred in

its loyalty, it was because the good 'ten had been deceived. Such

was the tenor of the cczmiissicn to receive into the royal fold

those of Harcla' S persuasion, to restore those 'avoeglez', to rescue

'nos bones gentz ... deceuz'. Like the theory of the king's evil

oounsellors, the acept of the good 'ten oculd accarudate ueaval;

the good 'ten did not lose their goodness, they were tiporarily

misled. Thus one Richard Bowet was received to peace, alleging that

although he had been in Harcia's household all the time the latter

was at aids with the king, he had not realized his error - 'noun

sachant sa mauvaite'. (60)

The good 'ten, the best 'ten ranged against Harcia, the lieges,

'ses feaux e leaux' as one petition expressed it, represented

alignnents within the axinty on grounds of personality, politics,

faction, allegiance. They represented machination, propagaiia. The

canposition of the shire, the a'trinimity far which it petitioned, was

no 'tore politically or socially neutral than the ccirniunity of the

realm, 'les bones gentz du Roialme, greindres et neindres, riches et

povers ', who gave j x1grnent against the younger Despenser in 1326.

(61)

60) PRO, SC1/14/46,	 35/19A;	 SC8/45/2230, 280/13965, 82/4063;
Pa.lgrave, tcs, no.114.

61) MMcKisack, The Fourteenth Century 1307-1399 (Oxford, 1959),
p.87.
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iv) caum.inities.

having esta1Diis1 that the cyjunty cx:imu.inity was not a catholic

body, but a irouthpiece for fluctuating alliances, it is tine to turn

to its nore pedestrian activities. Gentry involvnent is easily

discovered.

The election of various representatives was one such corrorate

endeavour. Robert de Harringtcn and Hugh de Multon were despatched

to parlianent in 1295 'per assensuni totius ccinitatus', and in 1307

Richard le Brun and Alexander de Bassenthwaite were elected in

O.inberland 'pro czirrrLunitate cunitatus'. The shire was the forum for

deliberations on the appointnent of local officials. Coroners were

chosen here; in Cumberland, verderers for Inglewood forest. It was,

ai occasion, the scene of machinations against incumbents. Fran it

the king received various pieces of information. In 1298 Fe was

inforned that William de Boyvill was insufficiently qjialif led as

coroner in Qer].and, and Walter de Bampton as verderer; that John

de Hibernia was too old arid infirm in 1316; that Thanas de Redman

held no lands in the axinty in 1312; arid that Michael de Tirril was

non-resident. Such news led to the order to elect new men 'in full

county'. (62)

A particularly valuable machine for self-government at the king' s

cxirrind, the shire court was the setting for many inquiries.

flward I required the sheriff of Qmiberland to ask in full county

whether it would be to his detrinent th allcivi Bisb Haltai to have

a plot of land to boild a prison for criminous clerks. The eyre

62) W 1, p.35; 2, ii, p.4; (ER 1296-1302, pp.167, 228; (ER 1307-13,
pp.422, 480; (ER 1313-18, p.281.
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under1ine1 the shire' s corporate existence and respousibilities, as

in 1278. On this occasion 'the jurors present and the whole county

cximplains' of the practices of the religious of St Bees in catching

salnon, and the cline of the fish in the Esk and Eden. 'Therefore

the whole county, knights and freeholders, unanirrxisly determined'

on a close season between Michae].mas and St Andrew. A keeper of the

waters was chosen 'by the cnsent of the whole county'.

Whether such activity shows that 'the allegiance of the

provincial gentry to the ccuinunity of the shire' was as basic a fact

of fl-lish fourteenth-century history as Professor Alan Everitt

believes it to have been in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, however, is nore dubious. (63) For not only does

participation in shire administration again suggest that the shire

ocirununity was a ciirrnunity of the politically Influential, its

cczrositim apt to change, bit the nature of tenure and society on

the West rch meant that nany cd loyalty to both CLmlberland and

Westnorland. The ccinpositicn of the shire was circumscribed on

political lines and was further divided by external coinnitments.

(64)

O.imberland and Westnorland had been associated since the days of

Ranulpii Meschin's potestas and beyond. Above all they shared their

leading inhabitants. A glance at their sheriffs between 1250 and

1377 readily donstrates this. Eight or nine who served in

Oinberland were men who held, or whose family held, land in

63)Halton 1, p.53; (1)5 2, no.146; Everitt, Local Ccitrnunity, pp.5-6.

64) Astill, 'Gentry', pp.192-3 suggests that fourteenth— century
meetings of the shire court had the 'character of an extraordinary
meeting for all those currently involved in local government,' not
of a 'social focus'.
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Westnr1and: Gilbert de Oirwen 1278-83; Michael de Harcia 1285-98;

another Gilbert de Qirwen 1308-9; Andrew de Ilarcia; Iigh e ti'ither

1325; another Lowther in the thirteen-fifties; William de Lancaster

1358-9; William ce Windsor 1367-8; Pdam de Parvyng 1368-71; Roger

de Clifford 1377. The Westmorland shrievalty was graced by Harcia

in the twelve-seventies, Lc,wther in the thirteen-twenties and a

Curwen in 1323. Otherwise it sens to have presented fewer

opportunities to men whose main interests or names were of

Ctntiberland origin: possibly Alan Armstrong 1289-90; Henry de

Threlkeld 1324-7; William de Langwathby in the thirteen-forties;

another Threlkeld in the thirteen-sixties.

Cciuiunications, patterns of trade and debt, marriage, land-

holding and patronage were by no means confined by the cnty

boundary. Much went on 'tarn infra iuitatum Cumbrie quam

Westmeriland', as a gaol delivery roll pit it. And it was probably

this oiotic characteristic of the shire which ultimately determined

that its many cmmmities were not too introspective. At the time

of Quo Warranto, for example, the lords of Rydal, Dacre, Levens, and

the lady of Keixial held land in ixxrth lancashire for which they had

to answer. The lords of Greystoke and Cockernxxith, the widci of the

lord of Rydal, the bishop and prior of (rlisle, held in

Northumberland. (65) Links between north Lancashire and Westnrland

appear in the deeds of the lords of Preston Richard, Aldinghain,

Kendal, Sockbridge, and those of Cockersand Abbey and Conishead

Priory. They point to areas of overlap between the men who made up

the cairnunity of one shire and the men who made up another.

65) PRO, Just 3/bA, m.6; 	 , pp.373, 377 etc.
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It is difficult to credit that such men thought of the county as

sciithing demanding their exclusive loyalty. It was 1t in a

hierarchy of allegiance which extended fran the rrost local patria -

the villa or hamlet, market tcn or city, manorial capit or great

estate, to the county, the March, the realm. The wider a man's

horizons, the greater his range of associations, the less the shire

confined him. Paradoxically, it was probably the knightly classes

who sre nost scious of the existence of the shire, by virtue of

their administrative duties, who were also nost conscious of the

world outside, into which the shire was absorbed.

A thirteenth-century inquisition taken in Cuinberland about the

lord of Gilsiand' s activities as forester of Ingleod, pointing out

that he always held pleas of attachnnt and petty pleas 'the day

after the Lancashire ointy court' makes this plain. Those who

ackncledged the county did not find its claims nonopolized them.

(66)

66)	 1, no.471.
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-4-

Non Est j pilum Defendit:	 II and the Shires. (1)

The price paid by Edward II and the Despensers for their

disregard of shire administration has recently been described by

Dr Nigel Saul. He emphasizes their failure to pack county

administration, or, to put it less crudely, to utilize to the full

the patronage at their disposal. In the stress this article pits on

the importance of county allegiance, it canplents Michael

Pc 'iicke' s study of the dissemination in the shires of the kncledge

of the inept organization of the 1322 expedition to Scotland, and

its part in the ccline of Edward' s per between Boroughbridge and

the autunri of 1326. (2)

This chapter will attempt to thrcM further light on the issues

raised in these t articles. What was the role of patronage in the

March, an area very iruch affected by the adroitness or otherwise of

Edwardian war strategy? 'lb what extent did patronage heedless of

the shires rt merely fail to attract support, b..it actually

antagonize men and drive them into opposition?

While the political priorities of a war-ravaged area might not

have been representative, the allegiance of the inhabitants of

1) Vita Edwardi, p.120; the cauplaint is put in the rrouth of Andrew
de Harcia.

2) N. Saul, 'The Despensers and the Downfall of Edward II', EHR, xcix
(1984), 1-33; M.Powicke, 'The English Ca'mns in Scotland in 1322
and the Deposition of Edward II', Speculum, oocv (1960), 556-62.
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counties far-distant fran King's Langley and Westminster, who

constantly alleged themselves to be in extremis has its own

interest, and displays a wide range of considerations to make and

mar loyalty. In examining the fortunes of praninent inhabitants of

O..nnberland and Westnorland during Edward II's reign and their

response during the political crises of those years, we may also

see the county catnunity at work, and form an estimate of the degree

of its isolation fran the rest of the kingdan.

The analysis falls into two parts. The first concerns the state

of the local econany and role of royal patronage. The second

examines Cumbrian allegiance and speculates ai its connections with

these enanena.

i) Patronage and the Eccnany

Edward II's reign represented rot nerely the ebb of English

fortunes in Scotland, the loss of nost of what his father had

achieved; the conccinitant of the weakened grip on Scotland was

greater vulnerability in the Border counties. Raids into England

increased fran 1311, penetrating to particularly dire effect beyond

Carlisle in 1314, 1317-19 and in 1322. In 1314 a raid was led fran

Carlisle against the enemy - who were rot in Scotland, but on

Stainnore. The Lanercost Cronicle describes Robert Brus' progress

down the coast of Cumberland. He took tribute fran the abbey of

Holme Cultrain, burial place of his father; fran the abbot of

Furness on behalf of the Furness region; and caused a trail of

destruction at Cartmel, Lancaster, and as far south as Preston in

1322. Petitions of these years reveal the quest for refuge in local
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strongholds, canplain of the Scots driving off cattle, and relate

the chaos wrought by the armies of either side. Alexander de

Bassenthwaite and his fellcw tax-collector in Cumberlath in 1314,

distrained to render account, explained that 'us r poaynt riens

faire pir la desturbaunc des enemis' • ¶E%' years later, the bishop

of Carlisle had occasion to refer to the 'special' burdens of the

church of Carlisle 'in marchia ubi degunt quotidie ergentia, ac

per concursurn et confluentia populi ad eos pro exercitibus,

concillis et aliis tractatibus suis'. (3)

Whilst war was thus uppernost in sane minds, and Powicke right to

hasize the way its conduct redounded to Edward's disadvantage,

lamentation did not entirely nonopolize the energy of the Cumbrian

ccmnunity. Even under Edward II the gentxy aspired to run its

estates as usual. Its goals were to acxjiire land, to increase the

patriniy, and amass wealth. Grants of market charters between the

start of war in 1296 and 1362 danonstrate this. (4) The pirsuit of

lath was society's nost fundamental activity, the provision of a

sufficiently stable milieu to permit it a tacit criterion of good

kingship. Prolonged focus on the cataclysmic events of Edward' s

reign threatens to overlook the pirsuit of this normality. For the

Marcher, war was a daily reality; one which he tried to ignore.

The Westnorland families of Lowther and Harcla, for instance, both

provide evidence of the endeavour to continue pre-war trends of

estate management.

Hugh de Ecwther's acquisition of land in the reign of Edward I

3) Eraser, NP, nos.82, 112, 87; (DS 3, no. 403; LNR, clxii; PRO,
SC8/34/653.

4) QhR 2, jp.288, 489; 3, pp.2, 54, 81, 130, 167 etc.
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was furthered by his legal career. It brought him into contact with

men like Robert Burnell, able to rraniulate influence on his behalf;

he acquired the manor of Newton Reigny frail this prelate. But

within the local camn.]nity it was land no less than law which

established him in a position of prestige. The ore gained fran the

other. He built up estates in Bainpton Cundal, Bampton Patrick and

Lowther, strengthenir his title, consolidatir and exchangir land.

The charters which survive are rrostly of the twelve-eighties and

nineties. (5)

While the cxithreak of war was to change the nature of sate of his

duties, it did not occupy him exclusively. His legal and

administrative career continued. As the functionary of rs, he was

to be found employed as sheriff of alinburgh, servir under Clifford

at Carlisle castle, and in a force attacking Gallcway. His lands at

Newton Reigny brought with then the obligation to

find in the king' s Scotch war a horseman on a
horse worth forty shillings, armed with a
corselet, iron cap, lance arid sword, remaining
for forty days with the king' S body'.

Rather less strenuously, in 1311 he was arrong those who took to the

kir the record of an appeal of felonies in the Isle of Man; he was

justice of oyer and terminer in Cumberland, Northumberland and

elsewhere; he supervized array in Westrrorland, and was its knight

of the shire. At his death in 1317 he was seized of lands at Newton

Reigny, Thwther and Thrimby, arid others in Yorkshire and Durham. (6)

5) CR0, Carlisle, DLons L5, BM 12-13, 16, 21, 23, 26-36;
F • H. M. Parker, 'A Calendar of the Feet of Fines for Cumberland fran
their Caritencerrent to the ccession of nry VII', C.W 2, vii (1907),
229.

6) PRO, E1O1/6/30; Cbllege of Arms, I'E 414, fol.168; 1PM 6, no.14;
cPR 1313-17, pp.54, 64, 70, 232, 234, 237.
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The career of Lowther's sal was cast in the same rru1d, although

he did it aspire to the cursus honorum of the national stage. He

served as a member of the army tesie,ging Bejrick in 1319, as sheriff

of Westuorland 1320-22 and 1322-23, and briefly as sheriff of

Cumberland in 1325. The augmentation of the family estates was not

neglected. Even during the father's life the Sal had begun to

consolidate his lands in Lowther and the adjacent village of Whale,

an ambiticn symbolized by his marriage to Margaret of Whale. (7)

The Harcia family plonghed a similar furrow. Like Hugh de

Lcwther (d. 1317), Michael de Harcia performed what may be termed a

serviential role in Westimrland, as sheriff for the lords of

Appleby, 1275-77. He received for his 'laudable service' permission

to enclose his wood in Nateby and Hartley and to hold it in

severalty at all times of the year. The Harcia star seen1 to rise

under the auspices of Clifford and Layburn, husbands of the Appleby

heiresses. On Harcia's being fined £300 for his taiierity in

marrying the heir of Gilbert le Franceys, Clifford persuadl the

king to reduce the sum, and mainperned to have Harcia coram rege at

a later date. Meanwhile, Harcia was vigorously pursuing land - a

vaccary in Mallerstang forest, land in Hartley, Kaber, Wharton,

Nateby, and in Cumberland at Dearham and Renwick. Like Lcwther he

was suniixned as a knight of Westuorland to the marriage of

Edward I's eldest daughter in 1293. (8)

His son 1ridrew, famed for his loyalty at Borougbbridge and no

7) CO, Carlisle, D Loris L5, LU 50, 56, 59, 63, etc, also EM, SIT,
AS, BR collections; F.H.M. Parker, 'The Marriage of Sir Hugh de
Louthre and Margaret de Whale', G 2, ii (1 902), 151-4.

8) C1), Crlis1e, D Ions L5, H 16, D Mus, Hl-3, 9-13, 15-17; Kendal,
WD/Ry, Box 92; PRO, Just 1/132, m.7; C47/1/4, m.23.
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less spectacular treascn in contracting peace with Brus, followed

the same end - status within the shires of Cumberland and

Westmorland. His administrative position lent itself to dramatic

means of increasing his wealth. Between y 1322 and July 1323,

£867 2s. 8d. fran his goods appeared in the accounts of the

Wardrobe. He also used his status to further family prestige; it

is conspicuous that his brother-in-law, Pobert de Layburn, rose pan.

passu with Harcia, appointed admiral when Harcia became earl.

Certainly Harcia' s brothers were attacked with as nuch venan as

Harcia himself in the years after Bannockburn. The parliament of

1327 which deposed Edward II brought to light one instance of

Harcia' s nore dubious methods, the disseisin, while earl of Carlisle

- in maxima potestate sua - of Thanas de Belbeck in Yorkshire.

?r1rew acted in concert with his brothers, on ore occasion alleged

to have imprisoned Richard de Thiriwall until he made a grant of

land to John c5e Harcia. (9) John, a younger son, concentrated his

energy on Yorkshire, Cumberland, Westn:orland and Northumberland, to

sare effect. ndrew intruded into these lands, probably intended as

interim feoffee to oznvey them to John's son and heir, bit was still

in seisin at the tine of his forfeiture. (10) The brothers' methods

were rnarkably similar.

Evidence of destruction on Harcla' s estates suggests that even

9) PRO, Just 1/1404, m.30d; 992, m.ld; CR0, (rlisle, D tons L5,
H19-20; cDS 3, no.754; CRR 1307-13, p.50; cPR 1321-24, p.263;
Rot.Panl. Inediti, p.165; J.Conway-Davies, The Baronial Opposition
to Edward its Character and Policy: A Study in ministrative
History (Cambridge, 1918), pp.188-9.

10)1PM 6, no.378; (XE 2, nos.662, 890, 909, 1072; Rot.Parl.
Inediti, p.146.
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war-torn land conferred grandeur. (11) The pursuit of land was felt

to be an attractive proposition even under Edward II. The extent to

which it was an econanically-rational ambition will be discussed

below. Althongh Lcther and Harcia ware Westmerians, their land

lying that much further fran the Scottish marauder, they were not

unusual in their acquisitive inclinations. Others ware so engaged,

fran the Lucy family at the baronial end of the social scale, to

nall families cii the a.itskirts of Carlisle. Men settled land on

their children, arranged marriages, demised parts of their estates,

and tried to live life as normal.

While there is evidence of war-damage in Carlisle, there is every

indication of attempts to surnount such difficulties. In 1317

Richard de Whitefield had his land in Tarraby, Houghton and

Ainstable settled on his wife and himself, with remainder to his son

and heir. In 1323 he acxjuired further property in Ainstáble. One

John Fleming gave to adam del &nihi1le and his wife - perhaps as

grasping a pair as their name suggests - a tenement in Botcherby

next to or they already possessed. In the sane year they obtained

another lies suage in the suburbs outside Botchergate. In 1323 John,

son of Alan, son of Walter, of Carlisle gave a toft and curtilage in

fee farm to another for three shillings per annum. The ally hint

that the times were out of joint was that Lucy, as keeper of the

castle, headed the list of witnesses. The story was the same in

Penrith. Tbcinas of 1nnan, a cleric, accurru.ilated a number of

dwellings there at this time. (12)

11) £O, C260/41, no.52.

12) CR0, Carlisle, D/Ay, nos. 16, 17, 21; D Ions L5, C 18, 20, 24,
25, 8, 12, 18, 22, 35.
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A handful of surviving charters can give only a glimpse of the

canpiexity of the past, but there seems ro sign of a panicked

market. A degree of fluidity of incciiie is suggested by the

provision of titles to beriefices. A stipend of two pounds was

caiuitt&1 by John le Spenser of Carlisle to a suixleacon in 1297-8,

five marks to a priest by John son of William in the same year.

Henry le Furbr of Carlisle, Peter Worship and John Aurifaber also

provided this sort of patronage. Studying the recruitment of clergy

in the diocese of Carlisle frau such evidence, Dr Richard Rose

concluded that 'despite the war or perhaps because of it', there was

aevel of wealth airong the mercantile popilaticn of the city until

the era of the plague later in the century. (13)

The charters of knightly families reveal the same predilections.

John de Lancaster of Ibigill, Westnorland, undertook to farm the

manor of Skirwith, just over the Eanont in Cumberland. Gilbert de

Lancaster of Sockbridge endeavoured to strengthen his 1-old on lands

in Sockbridge, Tirril and Hartsop, on the border between Curnberland

and Westrrorland. Walter de Strickland of Sizergh nopped up pieces

of land in Hincaster, Sizergh, Levens and Helsington, to the south

of Icendal, and further rx)rth, at Great Strickland. He argued about

estovers and caruri pasture in Levens, tried to prevent tithes being

taken fran his land, and augmented the Folding of his sister and

brother-in-law. Even his former bailiff, Baldwin de Sheepshead, was

engaged in a small rropping-up ceration of his aim to the rorth of

Sizergh. (14) In the barony of Appleby the Musgrave family was

13) Haltcri 1, pp.24-4, 108-9, 186-7; Rose, 'Bishops and Diocese',
pp. 226-37.
1 4) CR0, Kendal, WD/Ry, Box 92; WD/D, Dallaxn, I.e I-bwys; Carlisle,
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accused of disseisin in Crosby Garrett and Sou]by as in any other

year, arranged settlements of their land, and quarrelled axtong

themselves. Robert de Layburn, apart fran the 'tore dramatic aspects

of his career, was cast in the pedestrian role of younger son.

While his father's main interests were at Skelsmergh, near Kendal,

Robert obtained land at Elliscales, in the Furness region of

Lancashire, and in west Cumberland. (15)

There were then, many signs that Cuinbrians went about their

normal business in the reign of Ekwaxd II - marrying, giving in

marriage, begetting, disagreeing and aauiring - despite the war.

Such evidence is unsurprising, the bread and butter of the

medievalist. It is not startling to discover that 'ten grasped and

wished for 'tore. Its rehearsal. here is intended to serve three

irposes.

Firstly, in its very typicality, it is in danger of being

overlooked. Hardly histoire vneinentiefle, the now this, then

that, narrative, it approximates 'tore to Braudel 'S lonque dure, the

family and the patrinony forming the continuum, events of national

significance impinging perhaps less than we imagine. In particular,

military fiascos of the reign have been the historian's cynosure,

the abnormal drawing 'tore attention than the routine. Secondly,

therefore, tacit aims of normality are stated in order to understand

the impact of disruption. Thirdly, the persistence with which

accustat ends were pxrsued in uripropitious circumstances is itself

interesting, for, to focus a while on the abnormal, there is no

D Loris L5,	 33-8; Sizergh, fol.16, no.5, fol.18, nos.8, 9, fol.17,
nos.6, 7; cPR 1307-13, p.129.

15) flO, Just 1/992, rmi.ld, 2r; QO, Carlisle, D Mus, Soulby 15, 68-
71; Furness 1, ii, nos.133-4, 140; ccRl3l8-23, p.552.
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doubt that incomes on the West March were suffering as a result of

the war.

Historical cpinion has varied, IxDth in the extent to which it has

attrilxited long-term econanic repercussions to the Scots' raids, and

with regard to the ant,unt of cstruction caused. Edward Miller, in

1960, concluded that the 'long history of war and raiding seriously

reduced the wealth and prosperity of the north', as two years before

Jean Scairinell had opined that 'the abeyance of Edward's government

permitted the King of Scotland to wield nre rr',er in, and draw

irore revenue fran, the north of England than did the English King'.

In 1973 studies of Bolton and Durham priories ntved a little away

fran such a cataclysmic vii of events. Ian Kershaw's study of

Bolton bestowed as nuch iiortance on the effects of the famine and

rrnrrain of 1315-17 as on the raids. Professor Dobson, while finding

'a really catastrophic collapse of ... marine fran spiritualities'

in the North, also cited evidence of recovery. In 1954,

R. L. Storey' s examination of the manor of Burgh by Sands, through the

medium of the inquisition post rrortein, led him to stress its

xisiderab1e fluctuation in value throughout the fourteenth century

fran a pinnacle in 1314 - albeit that periods of truce seen to have

had quite a rapid restorative effect. Recently, however, Dr Anthony

Tuck has chosen to draw attention to wealth brought into the area by

war and its administration. It does seen clear, none the less, that

for a cxcatenation of reasons, climatic and agrarian as well as

political, Edward II' s reign was a particularly sorry era for the

inhabitants of the West rch. (16)

16) E.Miller, War in the 1&rth: The Anglo-Scottish Wars of the
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There are surprisingly few references to the disruption of war in

the charters surviving fran this period. Alexander de Capella of

Penrith gave land in Braxnery to another for a term of years,

enjoining that it be kept in as gzod condition as received, 'salvis

incendlis et destructu Scotorun vel aliorum causa guerre'. In

another charter, a widow referred to the possibility that she might

be unable to live peacefully at Thursby 'propter guerram Scotorum'.

These, however, are the cnly two such examples fran Edward II's

reign. It is interestir to caripare their paucity on the West March

with Mrs Scaimell 'S critutient that knowledge of the destruction was

catiTonpiace, causir the Peruzzi, on 1easir a Yorkshire manor in

1318, to disclaim responsibility for any damage during their tenure.

A petition of 1321-22 by the abbot of Holme Cultram is the only

hint of war forcing larger larKiowners ax to the defensive.

'Ii ne pount lour terres gaigner, ne de ewc leur
sustenance aver s'il re les lessent as tenauntz
a terne des aunz on de vie, et a ceo faire
sount ii cxnseillez'.

That the abbey should have thus experienced devastation is telling,

since its coastal position near Carlisle rendered it a likely

beneficiary - if any ware to benefit - fran the war-time ecoriany.

Indeed, the abbot in 1304 had been involved in praroting the

nvanent of its market fran Skinburness, which had been flooded, to

Kirkby John, which implies the belief that to do so was opportune

econanically. The petition is the nost explicit evidence available

Middle ges (Hull, 1960); Scaniriell, 'Robert I', 403; I. Kershaw,
Bolton Priory: The Econany of a Northern Monastery 1286-1325
(Oxford, 1973); R.B.J)bson, Durham Priory 1400-1450 (Cambridge,
1973), pp.270-9, 100-3; R.L.Storey, 'The Manor of Burgh by Sands',
CW 2, liv (1954), 119-31; J.A.TUCk, 'War and Society in the Medieval
North', NH, oci (1985), 33-52.
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of renial action, the desire for a fixed incczne, anxiety to lease

out land. (17)

Important ex silentio evidence is that of taxation. Fran 1313,

üimberland and Westnr1and ware exempt fran the lay subsidies of

Edward II. Its timing, cxmtr the year before Bannockburn, reveals

the difference in the chronology of civilian and military defeat.

In 1318 the taxation of Pope Nicholas was revised to take into

account the destruction of clerical property in the archbishopric of

York. (18) Voluble were the assertions that men could not meet

their obligations. In 1318 one explained that 'ii est destrut

nettrnt par les enemys Descoce et qe riens ne luy ount remis en le

parties de Canberlaixi', another that 'ii est si grandement enpovery

qil nad dont la ... dette payer'. M3ny echoed the pathos of a widci

in 1314,

'qe vous voyllez prendre pite de rroy e aydere a ma
sustenaunce e a mes enfauntz ... kar ieo ne ay
autre succours fors de vestre seigneurie. Pur dieu
sire, pensez de noy'.

n inquiry in Appleby in 1317 reported that the king' s dues could

not be levied as usual because of the destruction. The citizens of

Carlisle petitioned for relief fran the city farm in 1318, stressing

their ocirumitments in making watch for ambushes and incursions. The

men of Cumberland and Northumberland ware allced respite of all

debts levied by suimons of the exchequer two years later, as

17)CED, Carlisle, D Mus, Edenhall, Bramery; D Lons L5, C 20. A few
examples are to be fonnd under Edward III, ibid., cx; 10, D/Ay 41,
65; Rot.Parl. 1, p.410.

18) J.F.Willard, 'The Scotch Raids and the Fourteenth-Century
Taxation of Northern England', University of Colorado Stndies, V
(1907-8), 237-42; Wetheral, 2ppendix, no.43.
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ccinpensation for the damage they had sustained. (19)

Frcin such complaints of financial hardship it is possible to

determine four main categories of distress. Firstly, the burden of

the war effort itself. Making watch fran points of vantage,

providing for the repair of breached defences, facilitating the

passage of armies, even grinding corn to maintain the royal

household - all these took their toll. (20)

Secondly, the burning to which contemporaries made constant

reference, was responsible for the destruction of capital

installations; houses, enclosures, mills. The latter were a

particularly important source of inccite cxi the West March. Recovery

here was not an over-night enciienon, for all that Froissart

described one Scotsman saying

'if the Eiglish ao burn our houses, what consequence
is it to us? We can rebuild them cheaply enough,
for we only require three days to th so, provided we
have five or six poles and boughs to cover them'.

The accounts of Wigton church in 1328, for example, referred to

mills at Dockray and Wavertori, one burnt by the Scots and not

repaired within the year. It was a Sisyphean affair. In 1316

twenty marks were assigned for the repair of mills burnt in Penrith

and Sowerby, as in 1314 twenty py.inds had heen, along with noney for

two bakehouses and the prison 'burnt and wholly destroyed' by the

enemy.

References to destruction in the inquisitions post rrortem of

19) PRO, SC8/317/E287, 82/4085, 317/E278; G41 2, no.307; dR 1318-
., pp.38, 190.

20)4I 2, no.29; ccR 1313-18, pp.127-8, 252; cXR 1318-23, p.38;
J.R.H.Moorman, 'Edward I at tanercost Priory', EHR, lxvii (1952),
161 -74.
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Cumbrians cciie in a flood fran c. 1316; the reign of Edward I

provides few. Waste appeared in a wide radius - on lath in

Kirksanton in the extreme south west of Cumberland; on the manor of

Greystoke to the west of Penrith; at Tebay in mid-Westnorland; at

Duf ton on the Pnnine fringe; in Lonsdale, Lancashire. It appeared

on baronial estates and on the lath of obscure individuals who only

featured in the inquisitions because of the vagaries of escheat.

(21)

Thirdly, the theft of livestock and consumption of pasture by

herds in transit - even by the nounts of the campaigning English -

aimad further blcMs at the West March econczny. The nuns of

Armathwaite's pasture was ruined, the bishop's deer were lost. The

account of the keeper of Pendragon castle, Westirorland, for 1323-24,

reveals the importance of cattle on this part of the Clifford

estates; vaccaries provided the only source of incane other than

perquisites of court, £13 7s. 4d. as against 6s. 8d. on this

occasion. (22) Whereas the pastoral econany mitted of a measure

of defence - flocks could be moved, unlike grcrqing crops, counter-

raids a means of ccmpensation - the loss of livestock and

destruction of enclosures uL at the ve:ty least have negated any

attempts at organized breeding and management of herds.

If the peak period for the theft of livestock was between

Michaelmas and the New Year, as Dr Sunnerson and others have

suggested, it could have entailed the loss of ccs ready for the

21)M. Beresford, The Lost Villages of England (London, 1963), p.175;
K.M.Longley, 'The Scottish Incursions of 1327; A Glimpse of the
Aftermath (Wigton Church Accounts, 1328-9)', CW 2, lxxxiii (1983),
63-72; 1PM 6, nos.50, 88, 153, 220, 503, 550.

22)PRO, SC6/1044/6; Wetheral, p.268; CR 1318-23, p.151.
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autumn calving, - the current breeding herd and that of the future.

If it happened after the winter slaughter, it could have reitoved all

the breeding herd kept far the folling year. At whatever time of

year, the loss of a b.ill could be catastrophic. ?k)reover, as sara

livestock is particularly territorially-orientated, like Herdwicks

heft to the fell, or the sheep which graze the shore of brecainbe

Bay, instinctively retreating when the tide turns, and having

therefore, to be sold with the land, it vuld be interesting to kr,w

haq their fourteenth-century forebears were affected by the raiding.

It was perhaps not the easy tit for tat affair assumed by

historians. (23)

Fourthly, the destruction of crops had c±wious repercussions.

The men of Penrith spelt then out in 1346.

'Manors, tcns, hamlets and places in the greater
part of that county have been bjrnt and totally
destroyed, with the corn, animals and other goods
therein ... wherefore they have nothing to
cultivate their lands or maintain thezriselves'.

It meant the loss of seed corn as well as the current harvest. When

Thanas de Goldington of Colby, WestlmDrland, lost the crop of fifty

acres of deitsne arable 'noi lying waste by the Scots', the damage

wcxild be felt not only in 1320, bit in the follcMing year.

Stability is the sine gy non of agriculture, and it cannot have

been bit that the longer the war continued, the nore it disrupted

fanning activity.

The lcMest levels of Ikrch society doubtless suffered nost. The

nearer - to subsistence, the greater the loss, the less the ability to

23) PRO, SC6/824/18, m.3; H. Surrrnerscn, 'Crime and Society in
lieval Cumberland', CW 2, lxxxii (1982), 111-24; 'ibugh, Erontier,

p.47.
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draw on other sources of incctiie which might caipensate a Lucy or

Multon. Holme Oiltram' s endeavcx]r to lease demasne land has already

been cited. In this context, the many debates of the thirteenth

century about cton pasture and enclosed land which suggest

pressure on resources have additional significance, for n the

pressure irust have been nuch greater. (24)

As early as 1300-7 the flight of tenants fran the Border barony

of Liddel as reported. Dr Natalie Fryde quotes a document of the

Harcia era which refers to the flight of man fearir the Scots and

unable to bay then off. Mrs Scairuell suggested that the lesser

tenantry disappeared fran rlisle and Cockerimuth. The CockerltKxith

accounts of 1317-18 which tell of hens and egs sold with the caveat

non plus propter paupertaten tenencium', of bondage rents failing

to produce the usual sum 'quia quedain terre et tenernta iacent

frisce et inculta in menu dc*nini pro defectu tenentium per guerre',

and accounts for Fnrith revealing lands rie xild farm, certainly

point to poverty at a very basic level of society. (25) Ecamining

devastation and recovery during the Hundred Years War, Robert

Boutruche similarly noted misery anxng the poorest of the

countryside. (26)

Hardship axrcng undertenant and villager, the labores of the

24)aR 1346-49, pp.30-i; 1PM 6, no.268.

25) Pi?O, SC6/824/18, 824/31; CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/1, episcopal
rental of 1329, fol. 227r-291; N.Fryde, The Tyranny and Fall of
Edward II (Cambridge, 1979), ch.9, n.7; 1PM 3, no.597; CDS 3,
no.11.

26) R.Boutruche, 'La devastation des campagnes pendant la Guerre de
Cent Ans et la reconstruction agricole de la France', Publications
de la Facult des Lettres de L'tJniversit de Strasbourg, iii (1947),
127-63.
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medieval triad, meant that the seigneurial econany could not have

remained unscathed. Labour services seem not to have been central

to the management of baronial estates on the March, and those few

seasonal works which did exist in the first twenty years of the

fourteenth century were being canmuted. Despite this, loss of

tenants, their renders, their services, were unwanted blows. If

demigraphic patterns on the West March on the eve of the Black Death

were similar to those elsewhere, it might be expected that abandoned

tenements would be taken up readily, that the phenczrena believed to

have delayed the econcinic effects of the plague after 1348 would

have been experienced in the Bother counties before 1348. It is'

difficult to tell if this was so. The rental of the bishop's manors

in 1329 may provide a few hints, but as a solitary document, gives

no means of caiiparison. The names of previous tenants were

meticulously recorded, but with no indication when they held. Were

they recent fugitives or merely the late departed? There are

references to the fact that services should be perfonned by former

tenants, references to men holding 'de novo', and 'de veteri'. But

this is all. If it represented a tide of men anxious to acquire

deserted lands, it was one which failed th engulf all that lay

before it. The bishop was left with lands 'which used to render lOd

per acre', and his accountant noted other disturbances of war. (27)

Rents played an important part in the seigneurial econarry fran an

early date. In his study of the Percy estates, Dr Bean suggests

that fran the mid-thirteenth century 'proximity to the Bother must

have created an atnsphere which forced the lord to regard demesne

27) CR0, (r1isle, DRC 1/1, fol.227r-291; R0, El 99/7/3, 96/824/18.
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farming as an unreliable methnd of raising his revenues'. As his

evidence precedes the start of the war, and axnes fran the era of

Anglo-Scottish co-operation, the geographical dispersion of the

Albeinarle interests was xTore likely to have been responsible. The

rentier element was dcndnant in other estates. An extent of 1282 of

Baldwin Wake' s manor of Liddel and its members reveals that rents

provided the major source of incane. The total extent was

£295 1 6s. 2d., of which they contributed £147 1 7s. 7d. On the manor

of Kendal in 1274 they were also the single nost lucrative source,

£68 15s. lid, of the total of £197 17s. 3 1/2d. Accounts for the

manor of Penrith between 1286 and 1289 show similar dependence; here

a substantial anount of the demesne was leased, with capital

messuages in Scotby and Carltcn demised fran 1287. At Penrith in

1286-87, rents and farms of denesne lands rendered £40 6s. 2 1/2d.

of £70 7s. 9d., at Scotby £19 18s. id. of £26 18s. 3 1/2d., at

rlton £10 2s. 2d. of £19 3s. 2d., at Langwathby £24 is. of

£34 Os. 6d., at Salkeld £24 16s. 9d. of £34 15s. 2d. and at Sciwerby

£42 14s. 5 1/4d. of £64 4s. 5 1/4d. Not, perhaps, a surprising

phencinenczi for the estate of an absentee landlord, but although the

Penrith manors are atypical in their abundant documentation, they

appear to have reflected the econc*uic organization of other large

estates on the March. Between June and Michaelmas 1323 the keeper

of the castle and honour of Egreiront accounted for £12 1 7s. 2 1 /4d.

fran rents, out of total receipts of £34 6s. 3/4d; and between

Michaelmas and the following Easter for £14 5s. 10 1 /4d. out of

£47 7s. lid.

The impact of war cii the lesser tenantry was therefore lxund to

affect seigneurial inccine. The inquisition post rrorteni of the
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baron of Liddel in 1300 tells of diminution in the ranks in Nichol

Forest, 'where were many tenants before the war, but r few', of

Stubhill, 'where were many manses and tenants who have been slain by

the Scots and the town txirnt'. If such ravages left tenants

unwillth or unable to provide the accustai renders, how could the

lord protect his agricultural incane? Accounts for ppleby between

1323 and 1327 show the fluctuation to which rents became subject.

In 1323 the sheriff accounted for £6 15s. 3/4d. fran the rent of

free tenants, cottagers, tenants of demesne lands and hovates. In

1325-26 farn of dsne land, bovates and wastes aiTounted to

£10 11 s. 10 1 /4d., and rents of free tenants and cottagers

£5 4s. 5 1 /4d. On the Penrith manors the totals accounted for

remained relatively constant in 1328-30 but fell dramatically in

1330-31. (28)

Cornage rents foned another element of great importance in the

seigneurial econany, the tenant's ability to pay which could

seriously affect his overlord. Carnage tenure, its origins and

incidents, have perplexed historians alnost as much as they

perplexed medieval judges, exchequer clerks and Star C1iamber

sorthies. In the fourteenth century it was described as a free

tenure, involved payment of rent to the overlord, and military

service on the Border. Whether the latter was the sine non of

the tenure continues to exercise the student of March society. At

Brackenhill in the barony of Liddel in 1282, various bovates were

held by cornage. The tenants here rendered £2 1 6s. per annum to the

28) PRO, SC6/1044, 824/19, 824/31, E199746/3; cDS 2, nos.16, 208;
1PM 3, no.597; Stevenson, Docs 1, pp.1-3, 27-30 etc; J.Bean, The
Estates of the Percy Family 1 416-1537 (Oxford, 1958), pp. 12-15.
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baron, who then answered for the sum to the sheriff for the king's

use. Such responsibility on the part of the tenant in chief is

believed to have been the general custan, except in those few cases

in which the king had rnitted the payment due fran the tenant in

chief, who nona the less continued to collect the rent to add to

his n incxxne. In hoth cases the lord was vitally interested in

his tenant's ability to pay.

The importance of the render is attested by many sources - even

the miraculous. St Bega is said to have cured a man smitten by the

devil for perjury at a time when the lords of Copeland were

contesting the anount of the payment. The lord could distrain his

tenant for rkxi-paylnent, as a charter of Alice de ILicy made explicit.

n extent of fees held by the late lord of Egrront in 1334 shcMs

the prevalence and value of such payments in the fourteenth century.

It was due fran eight of the fourteen noieties of fees listed,

varying hoth in anount and instalments. Payments were made at

Easter, Michaelrras, St James, Pentecost, and the Assumption.

Ranuiph de Dacre cied £1 3s. 4d. for Sariton, Bolton, Gosforth and

Hale; Thcinas Wake 6s. 8d. for Drigg; John Fleming 5s. 6d. for five

hamlets; John de Kirkby Thore 5s. for Calder. Cornage rents fran

Westnrland villages oxnprised £17 15g . 4 1/2d. of £34 17s. 1/4d.

for which the keeper of the castle and viii of Appleby accounted in

1323.

Accounts fran the reign of Edward II sha, that the vicissitudes

of war jeopardized this source of revenue. In 1323, for example, the

village of Rookby contributed nothing 'qula canixistum erat per

Scotos'. Evidently it had not recovered three years later, when the

same excuse was tendered. Fluctuation in these receipts could only
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work to the lord's detriment. The render seema not to have been

increased between at least the late thirteenth century and the late

fifteenth century. The cornage rents assigned in dower to Maud de

Clifford in 1315 anx)unted to £9 5s. 3d. Those assigned to her

daughter-in-law in 1344 came to £9 5s. 4d. (29) On the death in

1292 of one of the co-heiresses of the barony of Appleby, her half

of the rents was given as £13 8s. 9d.,the total of £26 17s. 6d. thus

close to the totals of 1315 and 1344. Qinparison of cornage renders

fran individual tenants of the barony in 1283, 1389 and 1482 shows

their rEnarkably static nature. A study of the area at the time of

the Pilgrimage of Grace suggests that this continued into the

sixteenth century. (30)

War under Edward II forced energy and expenditure out of

accustai channels. In addition to the negative evidence fran

taxation, there is the fact that no cha±-ters were granted for

Cumbrian markets or fairs between 1310 and 1330. The direction

taken is indicated instead by licence to crenellate. Whilst it was

not sought at all under Edward I, three Cumbrians received

permission to crenellate within a nnth of his death. Two licences

were for sites near the Soiway, one for the Curnberland-Westnorland

border. In the key years of 1318 and 1322, two were granted for

locations further into Cumberland. Numerous peel towers of the

fourteenth century, sate of which no ac,ubt date fran Edward II' s

29)PRO, E199/46/3, SC6/1044/1; 1PM 3, no.70; 5, no.533; St Bees,
no. 274, pp. 514-5; Lucy Cartulary, nos.78, 239; T. Graham, 'Cornage
and Drengage', CW 2, ocviii (1928), 78-95.

30) S.M.Harrison, The Pilgrimage of Grace in the Lake Counties
1536-37 (London, 1981), p.67; Ragg, 'Feoffees', figures corroborated
by 1PM 16, no.836.
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reign, still survive where licence and other documentat.jcn do not.

(31)

Finally, npa.risai of two sets of accounts for Cockerntuth, oue

for the years 1309-10, the other 1316-18, provide ccLrntary on the

extent to which the seigneurial econany suffered fran the war, and

the extent to which the continuing allure of land was econatiic, or

social.

The first account oiitains no references to destruction. The

second abounds in them. (32) Ibreover, the auditors of the second

account appear to have debated the sums due fran. taybirn; many

figures were scored out with others substituted. His account for

£2 1 2s. rent fran the borough of Qckeruouth, for instance, as well

as the phrase 'et non plus hoc anro tam propter guerram Scotoruin

guam propter caristiam patrie', were deleted. Instead, was written

et de xiis id oner' super ccinpotum de eodem
rditum ut respons' sic fact' per canpotus
Michaelis de Harcia anro ocvii regis Edward!
avus regis nunc'.

At this stage the problem of determining the extent of war-damage

involved accountant and auditor in considerable negotiation, as, no

doubt, it had involved bergaining between tenant and accountant

earlier. No such process left its mark on Curwen' s account for

1309-10. Layburn, however, was nphatic in ascribing dire effects

to the war. Perquisites of the borough court of Cockern.ith between

31)cPR 1307-13, pp.8, 11; cE'R 1317-21, p.189; J.F.urwen, The
Castles and Fortified Towers of Cumberland, Westnorland and
Lancashire North of the Sands (Kendal, 1913), pp.1 88-90, 249-323;
M. Vale, 'Seigneurial Fortification and Private War in Later dieval
Gascony', Gentry and Lesser Nobility in Late 1teval Europe, ed.
M.Jones (Gloucester, 1986), pp.133-58.

32) PRO, El 99/7/3, account rendered by Orwen in 1309-10;
SC6/824/18, account rendered by Layburu 1316-18.
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August and Michaelmas 1316 arrounte to 1 8d. 'et rim plus ... qu.ta

nulli alii acoidebant ... propter guerram Scothrum'. In the year

running fran Michaelmas 1316 to Michaelmas 1317, the 'non plus'

refrain was repeat cxxistantly. The rent of the borough was not

'Tore 'tam propter guerram Scotorum quam propter caristiam patrie'.

A fulling mill lay derelict without a tenant. The usual render of

flour was not made because of the war. 'I%ll in the borough cane to

four pounds and no nore. Layburn did not account for the autumn

services of eight selfodi in Crosby, or for anchorage in Allerdale,

'quia nulle naves applicuerunt ... propter guerram'. There were no

receipts fran agistnent or herbage sold in the park 'qula animalia

subtracta fuerunt de prata propter guerrain'. In the year 1317-18

the noney for the sale of hens and eggs in Broughtal was riot nore

because of the poverty of the tenants, the rent of bcTu5age tenants

in Papcastle not iTore because of war. Lands and tenenents in

Broughton lay frisce et iriculta' in the lord' s band 'pro defectu

tenentium per guerram'.

The story was rot oue of unmitigated ve, at least rot for the

recipient of the revenue. In four cases out of ten the sums

accounted for in the second document were higher than those of 1309-

10. For example, whereas Qxwen accounted for £18 1 2s. 1 d. frau

Broughton, taybirn accounted in 1316-17 for £27 Os. 1 Od. (irended to

£27 19s. 6d). He accounted for £7 13s. 1 1/2d. fran Crosby as

against Laybirn' s £8 9s. 4 1 12d., for 1 6s. 7d. fran Inglewood, where

Layburn accounted for £1 1 8s. 3d., amended to £2 5s. 3d. Sane of the

increases were very high - sources in Copeland had doubled. Sane

had fallen sharply, even after the figures were altered at the
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audit. The audit adjustment could be crucial. £3 5s. 2 1 /2d. was

accounted for fran Allerdale in the first account; in 1316-17 the

sum was £2 19s. 8 1/2d., altered to £6 12s. 4 1/2d. A degree of

expansion in the period between the two accounts is suggested by the

existence of a new category in 1316, for revenue fran the hamlet of

Butternere arx 'vaccary of Gaitesgarth - £6 4s. 6d. for 1316-17.

The raids did not help the normal vicissitudes of agricultural

incane. Lay1irn' s account for 1317-18 emphasized fluctuations in

annual value, although there were again indications that exchequer

auditors attempted to maintain an earlier level of payments - those

of 1298-99. Fran the borough of Cockerntuth he accounted for

£20 15s., an increase of £1 3s. (Figure amended to £31 13s. 4d.) He

accounted for less fran the castle, for Broughton, Inglewood,

Opeland and Derwent Fells, and although the auditors altered his

figures, they also lc qered their cn. Both Layburn' s and the

auditors' figures for Bretby remained the sane. The sum for

Butternere rose by 7d., and where Layburn's figure for Papcastle

remained cxxistant, the auditors' fell.

Detailed analysis of the sources of insne making up the totals

for the various locations adds further cxwplexity. A number which

the account for 1316-18 described as suffering fran the war are in

fact the sane as in the account which has no reference to

destruction. In other cases, such as the demise of demesne lands in

Broughton, the pessimism of one year could be succeeded by a figure

far exceeding that of 1 309-10. Further to cloud the issue,

individual sources of revenue which were actually affected by the

war are not always a guide to the overall state of the seigneurial

econany. The perquisites of borough cairt, rent of the borough,
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farm of its fullir mill and flour render, all declined markedly

between 1310 and 1318, a decline uncontested at audit in 1318. By

onparison, the figure for the borough as a whole increased fran

£19 17s. 5d. in 1309-10, to £19 12s. 8d. or £31 13s. 2d. in 131 6-17,

and £20 1 5s. or £31 1 3s. 4d. in 1317-18. Although at Broughton the

sum for hens and gs fell, the total sum accounted for rose, fran

£18 12g. id. in 1309-10, to £27 Os. lOd. or £27 19s. 6d. in

1316-17., bat fell in the next year to £15 Os. lid, or £18 12s. 7d.

(33)

The general impression is one of instability engendered by war

and aggravated by natural phenarna such as nnirrain. While

D Miller has mphasized the ease with which a 'simple econany' can

recover fran devastation, it is also important to rnber that the

simpler the econany, the fewer its alternative sources of incane and

the irore debilitatir the irrinediate effects of any attack.

The operation of royal patronage was of great mnent in this

climate. The nglo-Scottish war was less enticing than overseas

campaigns, offering few lavish ransans, lacking luxuriant goods for

pillage. The March would not have encouraged the sybarite. The

threat posed by war to agricultural life and landed prosperity might

have been mitigated by royal bounty. Professor Halt's observation

that 'medieval government was concerned before all else with

managing men', has particular implications for the North of

Fward II. So too do questions which he posed of King John's

England.

33) The 1316-17 increase in borough revenues came fran an increase
in the farm of the mill, weights, brewing and toll.
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'Who is profiting fran office? Who is enjoying
the king' s favour and with what justification?

so long as this nall group did not seem
too impenetrable or unbreakable ... then the
governrrent would work and the king's choice of
officials rass with little challenge'.

Edward II could ill-afford to be divisive; the carrnunity at war

would not easily withstand being undermined politically as well as

econaiiically. (34)

Tima after time the inept way in which &Iward dealt with his

subjects becanes apparent. The example of the manor of Kirkby

orside illustrates the point. Having ordered that it be granted

to the heir of John Wake in his minority, a nonth later Edward was

caiipelled to order its resumption and delivery to Italian irerchants

to whan its previous recipient had granted it. As the entry on the

Close Roll explained, the grant to the marchants had been confirmed

by the King, Edward 'having in forgetfulness' caused it to be

bestc qed elsewhere. Such amnesia did not sit well on a king.

In Curnberland, the manors of Bolton in Allerdale and Uldale, both

forfeit on their c,iner' s adherence to the en1rI, passed anong new

ners with startling rapidity. In 1296 the seizure of the lands of

Balliol' s adherents included Alexander de Bonkill' s manor of Uldale.

Cki his death in 1300 his daughter and heir was living in Scotland,

and did not receive seisin with her husband, the loyal tvid

de Brechin, until 1304. Subsuently Bonkill' s wida 'i leased part of

the manor to Alexander Steward, who died adhering to the enemy, the

manor thus taken again into the king's hand. 3y Nay 1314 it bad

been granted to Edniind de Mauley. In January 1315 letters patent

were issued - and surrendered - granting it to Robert de Laybuim.

34) Miller, War in the North, p.8; Holt, Northerners, p.216.
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Layburn, nthony de Lucy, and Bonkill's widai all bid for it In the

follcing years, offering to match or increase the rent paid by the

others, exactly who leased it to whcin, and when, never quite

emerging into the light of day. (35) In November 1322, Edward

sought to rectify the state of affairs pertainir since 1318, when

he had granted the nanor to Bartho1cxrw de Badlere, despite an

earlier assignment to Layburn. The manor of Bolton in Allerdale

caused similar confusion, speeding between nnbers of the Mbray

family, Thanas de Ivbrham, Alexander Steward, John de Penrith and

John de Saint John, as well as those interested in it under Edward I

and Edward III. (36)

Instability of this sort appears to have fostered aggressive

rivalry within the shires, quite apart fran its pejorative

implications for Edward's authority and the maintenance of order.

The matter of appointments to the shrievalty of O.imberland,

described in the last chapter, particularly highlights this, bit

there were other, less sensational instances of rifts widened by

patronage.

The death of }èlewise de Levingtori, lady of rToieties of the

baronies of Kirklinton and Burgh by Sands, in 1272, unleashed a

spate of quarrels which dragged on in the middle years of

Edward II's reign. Under Edward I, the issue of the childless

lady's heirs was oziriplicated first by her husband, Eustace de

Balliol's, claim that he ought to hold by courtesy of England, and

35) XR 1313-18, pp.13, 22; cPR 1313-17, p.118; 1PM 3, no.607;
cDS 2, nos.736, 1594; 3, nos.685, 405, 798.

36) Rot.Parl. 1, pp.338; aDS 3, nos.794, 394, 759, 769; 2, nos.736,
1070, 1143; OThR 3, p.449; cPR 1292-1301, p.537.
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secondly by the existence of two sets of heirs. Her paternal aunts

and their offspring, were to succeed to the noiety of Kirklinton;

the heir to the iroiety of Burgh was Thcznas de Multon of Gilsiand.

Once Balliol' s claims had been settled, division anong the others

soon becaxre apparent. On Balliol ' s death in 1274 they canplained of

unf air partition of the land. Four years later the eyre accused

sane of their number of having given the sub-escheator donceurs to

increase their share of the heritage and delay taking an

inqj.iisition. (37) The onset of war whetted the appetite of the

fandly rivals. Helewise's aunts were of Scottish extraction; a

number of their descendants were to forfeit their Eaglish estates.

Eager for the pickings were, of course, their fellc co-parceners.

In 1316 Edward granted Walter de ODrry' s share to two other heirs,

one of whan, Kirkbride, inforn the King that Brus had pranised

ODrry all Kirkbride' s share of Ilewise' s inheritance. (38) It is a

Story in which a private quarrel appears to have influenced national

allegiance. Those soliciting royal favour had particularly bitter

interests; Edward needed to tread with caution.

Infelicitous inenipulation of royal patronage produced a number of

instances of alienation within the shire. The Gavestcn story, for

example, had its sequel even this far fran the scenes of Edward' S

thatching, digging and other unmajestiô frolics. Gavestai had been

given custody of land formerly held in :ier by Joan, widci'i of John

Wake of Liddel, and imarriage of the heir. Although he surrendered

then in 1309, rrarriage was regranted in 1312. His daughter and

37)1PM 1, no.811; cXR 1272-79, p.5; Q'R 1271-1307, pp.2, 26, 27;
Rot.Parl. 1, pp.10-12; cDS 2, ros.4, 35.

38) aDS 3, nos.501, 528.
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heiress, Joan, was offered in marriage to Thcinas Wake, who paid 1500

marks to refuse her, and to Thrinas de Multon of Egrennt, who

accepted her for his heir, and was to receive an advance of 500

marks out of a total of £1 000 for the match. (39) in May 1317

Thanas entered into a rexgnizance of debt of £10,000 to the King;

at the sama tine a deed witnessing the marriage agrenent was

enrolled. A writ of privy seal issued in 1322-23 finally cancelled

the recognizance. Perhaps the &'Jry palliated what 'rust have been a

politically barrassing union; it is difficult to discover either

Multon' s reaction or whether anytthing rrore compelling than

blan±Lshmants were involved. Although Multon did not transgress to

an extent requiring pardon in any of the years of crisis, he did

attend Lancaster's assnbly of northern lords at Pontefract in 1321,

and bad been one of the majores barones of 1318, which things

suggest a degree of dissatisfaction with Edward. (40)

Royal nunificence tc,.zards Gaveston included, in 1310, a grant of

the tcn of Penrith and appurtenant rnarrs. These had been in the

possession of the king of Scotland until the aithreak of war, and

formed the riost valuable forfeiture of war on the West March under

the first three Edwards. Under Ei3ward I, Penrith and the manor of

Wark in Tyndale were extended at £368 1 6s. 8d. per annum. Before

the land was assigned to Alexander II in 1242, it had forn1 part of

the royal denesne in üimberlath, an appurtenance of Carlisle castle.

Whereas under Edward I, both during the minority of the Maid of

Norway and at the tine of Balliol's forfeiture, the Northumberland

39)CCR 1313-18, p.468; CPR 1313-17, pp.2l, 253; Catp. Peerage 12,
Part 2; Fraser, NP, no.65.

40)Bridlington, p.61; 0R 1313-18, pp.468, 572.
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estates of the king of Scots had been granted to Bek of Durham and

his successors in the see, the liberty of Penrith had been granted

for life only. Edward II had carte blanche. 'breover, Henry III'S

stiiulation that the king of Scotland keep the land in dsne meant

that the only onpeting claims were regal; there was no snarled web

of subinfeudation. Given the paucity of royal dsne on the West

March, it was a real windfall, which might have been used to create

support airong the local gentry. It was a pity to squander it on

Gaveston. (41)

In June 1308 the castle, manor and honour of Cockerrtouth were

injudiciously bestced on the royal favourite - presumably part of

Edward's provision for Gaveston' s exile. Although the lands of the

heir of the earl of Albarle had been In the king's hand since

1274, and the dower of his widow since 1293, the Lucy family

regarded then jealously. Together with the other prospective heirs,

the Maltons of Egrerront, they had erxleavoured to thtain justice for

many years. Prone to litigation and tenacious of dynastic rights as

they were, it is difficult to Imagine that their reaction to

Gaveston' s custody was sanguine. Dilapidation on the Cockenronth

estates was the least of their fears, faced with Edward II' s

vacillating policy by which numerous individuals received custody of

the castle and manor. It says satthing for the strength of the

accustar1 bond of loyalty to the king that nthony de Lucy did not

rebel until 1322, when he received a pardon for opposition to the

Despensers. The fate of Cockernouth under Edward II provides

41) CPR 1281-92, p.386; CDS 2, nos.691-2; M.F.More, The Lands of
the Scottish Kings in England: The Honour of Huntinon, The
Liberty of Tyndale and the Honour of Penrith (London, 1915), pp.7-
9, 83, 129.
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further illustration of the way his patronage failed to bind its

recipients to him, fostering rivalry and ill-will instead. (42)

The patronage of Edward I ran its course. He granted castle and

honour to John de Saint John for life. On his death in 1302, it went

to John de Kirkby, foimer rennbrancer of the exchequer, for seven

years, rendering	 £125 per annum. Stability was not the hallmark

of Edward II's reign.

Gaveston's custody ended in August 1309, a uonth after the

sentence of exile was reversed. He received bark the earldan of

Cornwall. The sheriff of Curnberland then accounted for castle and

honour until 1310, durir which tiue be was instructed to pay fifty

marks cut of Cockeruouth receipts to the earl of Athol in aid of his

expenses in keepix the March. In 1310 the castle and manor were

granted to Robert de layhorn to the annual value of £130 until he

received satisfaction in £1 096 1 6s. 8 3/4d., wages for the tima he

had spent as constable of Ayr castle. The grant was osncelled, and

a similar issued in May 1314, bit the latter had to be vacated,

since Esnnmd de Mauley had also been granted the castle and honour,

knights' fees and advcsons for life in April. (43) The grant of

castle and 1xxcur to Thanas de Richnond in July 1314 for life, at

100 marks rent per annum, ushered in further confusion. An account

covering the period 8 July to 30 Novnber 1314, refers to Thanas as

warden of the castle, nineteen esquires, ten crossbc .z-man and eighty

42)PRO, SC8/313/E58, 59; Fraser, NP, nos.91-2, 95-6; Meno.Parl.,
nos.238-9; Rot.Parl.Inediti, pp.157-8; ER 1272-1307, p.35; FR
1307-19, pp.48, 76; ER 1321-24, p.20.

43)OhR 3, p.131; XR 1307-13, p.200; aS 3, no.108; PRO, E199/7/3;
PR 1313-17, pp.102, 118.
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archers serving under him; evidently the grant had taken effect.

anwhile, despite an earlier assignrrent of this revenue to John de

ibray, the King endeavour&1 to arrange an assignment cii the issues

of the manors of Penrith and Sowerby for Layburn, wham he r owed

£600 far custody of Ayr and Cockexirith.

In 1316 Richmjnd was ordered to deliver castle and honair to the

escheator; this was done cii 15 July by his son. A reference to the

castle in August reveals that it was still in the escheator' s

custody. (i 20 August however, it was again cannitted to Layb.irri,

this tine during pleasure. He accounted until Decnber 1318 when

royal mandates again began to issue - this time in favcur of Anthony

de Lucy. (44)

Despite the precarious nature of patronage under ELlward II,

Layburn - and others - clearly believed it was worthwhile to

iniportune the King for whatever prizes were available. Layburn bad

expressly asked for the issues of the manor of Cockernouth in part

satisfaction of the debt for wages. While at the castle he had a

positiou of authority which he exercised with rigour. In August 1317

he was ordered not to n3.dle further with the manors of Thllentire

and (stlerigg, whether he had taken therm into the king's hand

because they were held of the manor of QDckernouth, or by virtue of

appointment during minority to the custody of John de Derwentwater' s

lands. Derwentwater camplained that he had been ejected fran them

only fifteen days after receiving seisin. (45)

44) ER 1307-19, pp.203, 298, 386; Cvii 2, nos.283, 297; (IR 1313-
18, pp.275, 356, 505.

45) ERO, SC8/317/E288; CR0, Crlis1e, 1) tons L5, ) 3; (ER 1313-18,
p.494; 1PM 6, no.81.
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The terms varied by which castles and laixl might be held, forming

another reason to gain the royal ear, another cause for rivalry.

Layburn' s sojourn at Cockernouth represented payment in arrears for

S(x)ttish service; possibly the real bonus was the incidental ability

to wield influence, noted above. Richncnd paid rent; no such

reference was msde in the grant to uley. In 1317 an order went

out to Layburn to keep the castle safely by ministers and sufficient

men, as he ought in aordance with the annual fee received fran the

king. Qi the other hand, Lucy, in 1318, was to keep the castle at

his own oDst and answer for the issues at the exchequer. These were

also the terms on which Harcia received it in 1319. It was a sere

for negotiation and ainpetition. Just as Layburn had asked for

Ccckexnith earlier, so did Lucy. The grant of Decnber 1318 was

made 'at his request'. The grant to Harcla in the following pril

cannot have pleased him.

Harcla retained Cockernouth until his execution, after which, in

a variety of senses, Lucy came into his own. In June 1323 he was

granted the castle and honour of Cockernouth and the manor of

Papcastle; yet four years later be was still at law petitioning for

the return of the Fortibus inheritance. The prolonged royal custody

meant the loss of perquisites fran under-tenants, the need to

consult with Crown appointees about estate management, and the

chance that they would exploit Cockernouth for short-term econanic

gain. Even under flward I there was cause for ctinplaint. Thaflas ce

Lucy and John de Saint John protested that the King's desire to

assart in Allerdale was prejudicial to their interests - 'a la

desheritaunce' of Lucy. Lucy also lamented that royal workmen had
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felled his timber to b.iild a peel tc'ier at Dumfries. Potential

patronage passed by - the right to açpoint to foresterships in the

Derwent fells, to present to the church of Dean. Arxi nst obviously,

the delay in the cpportunity to absorb the Fortibs estates into the

dynastic raw must have rankled.

Although Edward had acted within his rights, his policy with

regard to Cockerrtouth was unwise. Since, on occasion, custody of

Cockentouth was granted with custody of (rlisle - to Lucy in 1318

and to Harcia in 1319 - it was, crediting the King with

uncharacteristically-military aims, conceivable that this was an

attempt to provide unified cciiinand against the enemy. (46) Whether

or not this was so, it certainly raised the stakes - a dangerous

pirsuit for Edward and the March caiuumity alike. His dealings with

the North as a whole sere to be seen writ siall in his disposal of

Cockernouth. Problems encountered there were to be met time and

ti again elsewhere, turning at the issue of the local delegation

of royal power, the latitude forced by practicality and local

expectation. The importance of war, rendering the March a special

case both econanically and administratively, was seriously

underestimated by the King. In the nadir of military fortune and

Border econaiiic life, partisan exercise of patronage needlessly

antagonized men impatient for lordship.

46) P1D, El 01/1 6/9, numbers Cockernouth anong the king's castles at
the fall of Harcla. (XR 1313-18, pp.305, 505; CER 1307-19, pp.386,
396; DS 3, no.411.
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ii) Allegiance: The Omty Ccittnunity In Action.

The war had already vexed the March with problems of allegiance,

leadership, local autonctny and econariic dislocation. Now Edward's

contentious use of patronage was to aggravate further division

within society. How ild the gentry respond when confronted by

danestic crisis? By ignoring all but military implications - thus

pitting it firmly in a local perspective? By uniting, the better to

ensure defence? Or in obedience to other considerations, in which

individualistic iotives played a part?

J.E.I'brris suggested that maladroit patronage with regard to

custody of the Westnrland castles and shrievalty of Robert de

Clifford, who died at Bannoc]thirn, his son and heir a minor, so

alienated the latter that it sp.irred him to rebellion at

Boroughbridge. Closer examination of the facts suggests that the

hypothesis requires considerable rrcdification.

The proposition that Clifford was 'sore that he was not

recognized as sheriff', resenting the office' s discharge by deputy,

overlooks t important eleirents. Firstly, it was quite norma]. for

the office to be executed by deputies. Power to appoint was what

was at issue - another case of disputed authority on the March - and

brris overestimated the number of royal appointees. Secondly,

Clifford nariinated his ami sheriffs for at least two years before

Boroughbridge, and, althcxigh still under age, had been granted the

profits of two parts of the shrievalty in 1318.

Edward' s treatment of the Clifford castles appears to have been

uncharacteristically diplanatic; it is worth noting that this
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dipkdnacy coincided with the period of Lancaster's ascendancy, fran

the parliament at York after Bannockburn, to the treaty of Leake in

August 1318. In October 1314 custody of ?ppleby, Brougham, and

Pendragon was granted to the earl of Warwick, Percy and Badlesmere,

a triumvirate with which Robert de Clifford had close connections.

Interestingly, their attorney was the ubiquitous Robert de Layburn.

Brough was assigned to the widc'z in dower, bit on her marriage

without licence to Robert de Welle, dower was resumed into the

king's hand. It was released on payment of the appropriate fine, in

October 1316. Raif Fitz William, baron of Greystoke, was ordered to

cede to these custodians.

In July 1318, still a minor, Roger de Clifford received custody

of his father' s lands and castles in Westnorland for the 'sustenance

and defence of the castles against the Scots', rendering nothing for

them; for the lands of his inheritance in other shires he was to

pay the annual extent. It was not an untactful concession by

Edward, one not noted by ibrris. It substantially qpalifies his

argument. M3reover, Clifford's relations with Welle, far fran a

Hamlet-like state of resentment, seem to have been quite cordial.

The cause of Clifford's rebellion lay elsewhere. (47)

For all that it suited the 1eadir men of the West March so to

plead fran time th time, they were not isolated fran the rest of the

kingdan. All the barons here - with the exception of the co-

parceners of Kirklinton - had estates outside the counties. Roger

47) cER 1313-18, pp.117, 203, 367; 	 FR 1307-19, pp.212, 370-1,
378-9, 404; cPR 1317-21, p.433; cal.ch.Warrants, p.506; MDrris,
'Military Le, passim, refers to Idonea as a widow r, although
Cranwell lived until 1335. He also overlooks Welle's position as
Clifford's step-father.
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de Clifford, arid his aunt's secoud husband, John de Crcnwell, held.

land on the Welsh March, as, very briefly, did andrew Harcla.

Wake of Liddel, Multcn of Egreiront, aid Maltcri of Gilsiath had East

1nglian interests. The bishops of Carlisle shied a preference for

Lincoinshire when the war was at its worst; sara of their clerics

even exchanged benef ices for a change of air - and often a change of

adversary. (48) The lord of Rydal sanetirnes styled himself

'Lancaster of Stanstead' by virtue of land acquired there by

marriage.

Regional affairs became national icerns in a variety of ways.

The dispersed nature of tenure maant that response to such poLitical

stinnlus as unpqçular patronage oild manifest itself in unexpected

quarters. A study of Bedfordshire gentry in the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries has suggested that they ware little enbroiled

in political crisis under John and Henry III; its author believes

this sttrt frau a paucity of baronial cxinections. The baronage

of the West March were small fry alongside a Warwick or Pembroke.

After the creation of the earidan of Carlisle for Harcia, rr ctnital

estate was made out of West March lands until the reign of

Richard II. But the baronial estates onprising March lands which

existed before then distinguished these shires fran one like

Bedford. All ware forces militating against insularity. (49)

48) QO, Carlisle, DRC 1/1, fol. 180d, the exchange of a Cumberlaid
living for one 'in loco tuth' in Lincolnshire; the reverse journey
made to escape Rutland malefactors, fol.150, 242r, 248r; Haltori 2,
pp.99-100, 115-7.

49)0R 1264-68, p.447; K.S.Naughton, The Gentry of Bedfordshire in
the Thirteenth arid Fourteenth Century, University of Leicester,
Dept. of English Local History Occasional Papers, 3rd ser. ,ii.
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FxIward II's patronage also militated against insularity; it bore

Household influence to the heart of the provinces. Gavestori' S

gleanings have already been described. Others close to the King -

in this sense 'national' figures - also had links with the North.

Mauley, recipient of tJldale and Cockexrith, was steward of the

Household, on whose information yments re made to the oDnstable

of Carlisle castle in 1322, anl th the garrison of an unnamed

Q.miber1ai castle. In 1317 the lands forfeited by William de

Carlisle for adherence to the Scots were granted to William de

Mz)ntagu, himself now steward. John c?e Castre's curial cxnnections

have been rrenticried above. (50)

In addition to his position during the minority of Roger de

Clifford, Badlesirere was involved in the shires in other ways; in

procuring a pardon for John de Fnrith for the escape of prisoners

frau ppleby in 1317, and the grant to Penrith of waste in

Inglewood. Like Mauley, Badlesmere bad been granted Uldale; he

duised it to Penrith. In many ways Badlesmere amply filled the

role of the heron of Ippleby, for his patronage of Penrith oontinued

Clifford's. In 1317 he supplied information which prcinpted the

assignment to Harcla of various sources of revenue in satisfaction

of past wages. He was also involved in negotiations for truce on

the Border.

Sane Marchers had direct experience of what the author of the

Scalacronica described as 'mauves governail dez ministres le roy, qi

trop asprernent lez governoient pm singuler profit'. Eleanor, widow

50) as 3, no.368; cXR 1307-13, pp.411, 419, 459; cPR 1313-17, pp.102,
118, 501-5;	 PR 1321-24, pp.14, 26, 220, 231, 340; cXhR 3, pp.361,
403.
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of Tharias de Multcn of Fgrerront, petitioned in 1327 with regard to

her right th present to a church living in Ireland. She maintained

that although she had acted as soon as she learnt of the vacancy, it

had been filled at the procurnt of irk3.ividuals 'et surrepcionsn

curie'. The abbot of the Irish daughter house of Holma Cultram, on

his way to visit the Cumberland foundation, alleged that he bad been

imprisoned and maltreated by the keeper of the Soiway. Eventually

despatched to Despenser, he had to cro1 his heels for another

eighteen nonths before the Kii made his will kncMn. Even Andrew de

Harcla, whose brief career as earl coincided with the period of

Despenser daninance, might have had cause to resent them; Io n

E}e1)ic±or\Qe3 f	 o. quarrel	 with Thigh the
The His&or-(aAngItCQfla ernpaSiZeS

elder at the York parlianent of 1322. In 1320 Harcia, the earl of
a-C(QS Lo-Stcndtng sk€ of-tf€ r-ojo(. Fctuour-ie.

ngus, Henzy de Beauiront, Ivki,bray and Clavering ackn.iledged a debt

of £6000 to Pembroke, Badlere and the younger Desperiser; the

recognizance was cancelled on payment. Whatever it represented, it

probably did rxt increase Harcia' s esteem for those close to the

King. (51)

John Crcinwell, a curialist involved in the rth, cane gravely

to resent the influence of the Despensers. The nature of his

relationship with the King was JnIicated by his position as steward

of the Household and constable of the Tcer of London. The

Bridlinqton ronicle describes E1ward's flight after the Bylaixi

incident with the earl of Kent, the younger Despenser, John de Ros

and Cranwell - 'sibi secretariis et familiarihis'. In 1316 he was

51) Scalacronica, p.140; Rot.Parl.Inediti, pp.145, 159; aR 1318-23,
p.220;	 XR 1330-33, pp.22, 55; 	 !R 1307-13, p.l95;DN8,p.ao;
Thomqe.	 Monochi ScncEi AIbcr, iS1orq F\nIiCcZfl )
ed. I-IT.	 R.s. (L u-oLs, London ) lS'-64-')	 p. t&q.
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one of E3.ward's nessengers to the Pope, aix]. served variously as

keeper of forests this side Trent, admiral of the fleet, justice of

oyer and terminer. Although he and his wife, Idonea, had ceded

their part of the barony of Appleby to Clifford in 1308, they

continued to maintain an influence in the shire, represented for

example, by Roger an John de irneside's service under Crciiwell at

Berwick in 1311-12, by Cranwell 's patronage of the Augustin.ians of

Penrith, and one William Engleys, whan he helped to establish on an

estate at Highhead in Iriglewood. (52) His asperity towards the

Despensers, leading him ultimately to abandon &Iward II's cause, was

the product not of his interests in the North, however, bit of those

on the Welsh March aM elsewhere.

These included Hope castle in Flint and a spell as custodian of

the town and castle of Ciepstow. He was renoved fran the latter in

1308 when Hugh Despenser was appointed. These interests placed him

wrong the ranks of restive Welsh Marchers concerned by the younger

Despenser' s encroachnents on parts of the forner dare lands in

Wales and by the implications of the treatrrent of the lordship of

Gower.

Cranwell did not desert his allegiance to Edward II at the tine

of the Despenser war; his defection occurred in 1326, when, having

gone to France with the Queen, he ignored repeated injunctions to

return. The order to take his lands and goods into the king's hand

referred to his 'staying there in her oinpany and urging her to

stay, and what is worse, adhering to Roger de I&rtiner of Wigitore,

52) PRO, E101/6/30, 9/23, 6/40; Bridlington, p.79; dPR 1313-17,
pp.30, 422; cPR 1317-21, p.540; cPR 1324-27, p.3; cPR 1327-30,
pp.470-i, 476; CPR 1330-34, p.469; CDS 3, Appendix 7.
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the King's enemy'. In 1327 fr his good service to Isabella,

Cranwell s to receive custody of the ¶RMer for five years; he was

clearly in favour with the ni regime. What then pratpted his

rebellion? The answer possibly lies in a number of settlnts of

Idonea 's lands, with remainder to the Despensers. These, it was

claimed on their annu]iint in 1331, had been made 'by force and

duress'.

In 1315 Edward ve Cratwell and Idonea licence to grant eleven

and a half knights' fees to Robert Baldock, then archdeacon of

Middlesex, later keeper of the privy seal and diancellar. He was to

regrant these for Idonea's life, with successive remainder to the

younger, then the elder Despenser, finally the grandson and his

heirs. In March 1321 both the younger Hugh and Cranwell appeared in

Cancery for the recitation of deeds enrolled there. One was Hugh's

grant of unspecified lands to Cranwell and Idonea, the others

recognizances by s.4xLch Crauwell was to receive the sums of £40,000

and £6,000 fran the Despensers. Hugh the younger then offered

Cranwell and Idonea the manor of Parlington, Yorkshire, and another

in Lincoinshire, on condition that if they exceeded the annual value

of 136 marks, the surplus uld cxite to him. If they failed to reach

this value, he would satisfy them elsewhere. The advsons of two

Essex churches were dealt with on similar terms. The first

recognizance had been made in the previous November and was

ultimately cancelled on payment. Payment was ackn'zledged before

the King and chancellor at York in July 1322. Cranwell's further

embroilment with Despenser is suggested by his recognizance of a

debt of £100 in December 1320. In July 1323 another settlement was

made, by which Crauwell and Idonea were to enfeoff Baldock of the
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nr of Essenden, Rutland, with regrant far Idonea's life. As in

the 1315 settlnt, remainder was to the Despensers. A week later

the younger Despenser received a quit-claim of the King' s rights in

the manor of Shaldeford, Surrey, and its advow'son, which he held for

life by demise of Eii!a, widc of Robert de Monte Alto, da .,er fran

her first husband. Part of the inheritance of Roger de Clifford, it

would have reverted to Idonea because of his rebellion at

Boroughbridge and subsequent forfeiture. The manors of Shaldeford

and Essenden were specifically irenticned in the annulnent of 1331.

(53)

Given that Cranwell 's dubious relationship with the Despensers

began well before the Welsh March coalition and the battle of

Boroughbridge, it is perhaps surprising that his discontent did rx)t

manifest itself there. What follcMs, in an endeavour to explain

this, must remain a bypothesis, bat is perhaps worth exploring for

the illumination it sheds on the way in which allegiance could be

jeDpardized by family rivalry, the desire to safeguard and acquire

land. Conversely, such concerns could preserve loyalty when

grievances wild appear to dictate dissent.

The battle of Boroughbridge has interested historians of northern

England because of its importance in thwarting a rendezvous with the

Scots, and because of the confrontation it withessed between Roger

de Clifford, baron of Appleby, and his Westurian undertenant,

Andr'z de Harcia, in his capacity as sheriff of Cumberland. It was

both tiore and less than this, a drama with a cast whose interests

53) Rot.Scot. 1, pp.120, 211; (FR 1307-19, pp.3, 17; (FR 1319-27,
pp.403, 407, 414; (FR 1327-37, p.26; PR 1313-17, p.402; '2R 1321-.
24, pp.324, 326; cIPR 1327-30, p.350; PR 1330-34, pp.63, 440; ]B'I 7,
no.559.
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were not oonfined to the North, if an insular ie in the sense that

personal whims and regional ambitions prompted it. A northern

battlefield it Is true, bt northern myopia risks obscuring that it

was also the stormy culmination of opposition to Edward and the

Despensers by Lancaster and the Welsh Marchers. The author of the

Vita Edward! stated that Clifford joined the Marchers because of the

disherison of his nother, Mand, daughter of Thanas de Clare,

procured by the younger Despenser. This, rather than the custody of

his Westnorland heritage alienated him. Lancaster's interest in the

North, it has been suggested, was minimal. Stndy of the Sherb.irn

indenture has sIxin the extent to which his support derived frcin the

North Midlands rather than the North, whilst Dr Maddicott has

nphasized that his quarrel had 'too little universal interest and

was too much concerned with specific (Welsh) Marcher grievances1.

(54) The relationship of Clifford and Crcinwell to each other at

this tine, and the influence which this had on their loyalty

donstrates that Lancaster and Clifford were riot uicarmxi in having

particularistic notives. Loyalty as nuich as rebellion might be

determined by considerations with which the king had little to do.

A nvDnth before Boroughbridge, the order went out to the sheriffs

of York, ttingham and Derby to restore to Crcell all lands which

Roger de Clifford had 'occupied in warlike manner', which had cane

to Edward by virtue of his crninand that Clifford's lands be seized.

What does this reveal about the relationship between the baron of

54) Clifford sealed the letter of the barons to the King, March
1310, and was arrong those prohibited fran attending the Sher}rn
assembly, Maddicott, Lancaster, pp. 112, 207, 297; Vita Edward!,
p.109; B.Wi]Jd,nscn, 'The Sherburn Indenture and the Attack on the
Despensers 1321', E}IR, lxiii (1948), 1-28.
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ppleby and his aunt's second husband? Although a curialist,

Crciuwell had shown sa sympathy to Edward's opponents. Clifford

could not have numbered him anng the nost die-hard evil

counsellors nor would attacking him directly further the anti-

Despenser cause. Could it have been, therefore, that the allegiance

of each was tempered by the knowledge that was one to forfeit, the

other might succeed to the other noiety of the Vipont inheritance?

The 10 appeared in cosing constellations. Whilst Cranwell was

identified, however unwillingly, with the King and Despensers,

Clifford consorted with Robert de Welle, his step-father, and

Badlesmere. During his visit to Rcire in 1320, for exanpie, he

accanpanied Badlere and left lle as his attorney in fligland.

Was it not that the closer the study of the kaleidoscopic

associations of the individuals concerned, the less the naning

attaching to any such tag, Welle might also be described as a

curialist. Ba supplied the place of the steward of the Ibusehold in

1324. In 1322 he and the younger Despenser obtained a pardon for

John de Strickland of Westrrk3rland. How are we th interpret

Clifford's cordiality toward Welle and intolerance toward Cranwefl,

both :ldentified with the King and enjoying royal favour? Or Welle' s

relationship with the truculent Clifford? Or with Badlesmere, the

uneasy ally of the rebel barons and r a little de trop as far as

Edward was concerned?

It is difficult to account for such inconsistency in terms of

politics; it is difficult to explain at all without recourse to

reasons of personality and self-interest. Was the nere presence of

Clifford on one side sufficient to ma3ce Crcznwell support the other,

whatever his misgivings about the Despensers? Did Clifford' s
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identity as a Welsh Marcher count for more with hint than his role as

a northern baron? (55) The doubts which Maddicott casts on the

allure of Lancaster's cause in the North; 'ho q stror an attraction

was this grievance likely to have for northerners like Marmion and

Fauconberg, who can never have had much influence at court or

council?' have an elent of truth, bit baronial all riance was an

affair more ad hoc, less political, and perhaps less rational than

might have been anticipated.

On the other hand, to say that rrmion and Fauconberg had little

influence in the corridors of pcer is not to say that they did not

have clear ideas about who should wield influence and the nenner of

its wielding. Es3.ward' s limitation of patronage to a select few, and

the Despensers' monopoly of administration to which Dr Maddicott

refers, have been shcin to have had repercussions in the shires. If

the baronial response was quixotic, what of their gentry tenants,

for whcxn the operation of patronage within the shires was of

particular importance?

The lists of pardons for adherence to rebel causes sh that

sctnething had caused the Cumbrian gentry to take uwbrage. FoUwi

Dr M3t.icott' s argument to its logical xiclusion vuld leave a lot

th explain in such flirtation with royal wrath - unless, perhaps,

these men were the retainers of greater rebels. It will be argued

that seigneurial influence was of great importance - even in its

least formal ntanifestations. This was not only because of the

extreme possibility of playir on gentry loyalty to produce armEd

55) Lanercost, pp.233-4; (XR 1318-23, pp.416, 519; CPR 1317-21,
p.433; cPR 1321-24, pp.127, 201, 210, 428; cDS 3, no.746; t 2, ii,
Appendix, pp.104-201.
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rebellion. It was also because the disparate nature of the great

estate provided a medium for the corrrninication of rws, information,

criticin. The means by which the Robin Hocd tales could journey

through the country were also those by which grievances could

spread. The j igsaw of seigneuria]. estates could do much to counter

isolation. Cranwell, Clifford and men of their ilk with wide

sjiieres of influence, were like conductors, through whan the

crackles and electricity of events passed fran one part of the

kingdan to another. In a sense, therefore, their influence was part

of the political education of the gentry, a formative influence for

the county caiinunity in its fourteenth-century heyday.

Hai, then, did the county think of its king? What was its

response to Edward's use of patronage? Pnd on what grounds was its

allegiance withdrawn? (56)

The March cxmnunity aitinually pit its faith in Edward, despite

his inauspicious military record and the fact that his military

patronage was as ctradictory and ephral as his other dictates.

His presence at the head of an army was frequently requested. In

1 3JL-IiI- the lieges expostulated that 'nothing t*it the King' s presence

with the whole pcer of England' would suffice to deter the Scots.

'He must himself with a strong force'. They craved lordship, a

craving which took very traditional forms. Royal protection was

sought to safeguard property, particularly in the years 1315-18 and

1322. G.L. Haskins' analysis of the presentation of petitions by

56) Maddbcott, Lancaster, p.315; 'Thanas of Lancaster and Sir Robert
Holland: A Study in ble Patronage', EHR, lxccvi (1971), 449-72;
J.C.Holt, Robin Hood (London, 1983), pp.103-6; K.Sbarpe, 'CrcYn,
Par1ianrit and Locality: Government and Ccirrnunications in Early
Stuart England', EHR, ci (1986), 321-51.
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shire cczinuriities under Edward I suggested that Cumberlaixi and

Carlisle had a marked interest in this manner of gaining the royal

ear. Continued readiness to petition and ntmrous instances of re-

election to parliament under his son further indicate the accstci

direction of loyalty. Possibly the sojourn of the organs of

government in York, together with northern venues for six of

Edward's parliaments, helped to reinforce this mentality. (57)

There were few on the West March who looked for maintenance and

confinnation of their rights to the pcer rivalling the English

king. The Lanercost Chronicle nphasizes the Scots' determination

to retain their atriniy, accusing those who joined the English of

'merely feigning, either because it was the stronger party or in

order to save the lands they possessed in England', kxit there is

little evidence of the reverse process. Walter de Cony, fairly

typical at the start of the war in having interests on either side

of the Border, was in a minority in turning to Robert Brus to

maintain then, receiving both a grant of a greater share of the

barony of Kirklinton and knighthood fran him at the siege of

Carlisle. In matters of allegiance the Marchers looked south, not

north.

Under Edward II, few Oinberland and Westnorland landholders

rebelled by adhering to the Scots. Those roused by the danestic

wrangling of the reign ware very nuch nore numerous. To suggest a

dichotany between danestic and foreign affairs in a Border area, or

57) PRO, SC1/42/18; CR0, Carlisle, rC 1/1 fol.190d; CDS 3, no.799;
CPR 1313-17, pp.220-2, 335, etc; G.L.Haskins, 'The Petitions of
Representatives in the Parliaments of Edward I', EHR, liii (1 938),
1-20; D.M.Brocine, 'Exchequer Migration to York in the Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Centuries', Essays in lieval History Presented to
T.F.Tout, ed. F.M.PcMicke et al. (Manchester, 1925), pp.291-300.
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when sare of Lancaster' s complaints involved the conduct of the war,

is to introduce an e1ennt of artificiality. None the less, study

of those imDvel to oppose Edward raises interestir qj..iestions ahout

the criteria for successful kingship, and the degree to which

foreign and internal affairs quickened the oontnporary p.ilse. (58)

The number of West .rchers pardoned for cposition to Gaveston

in 1313, to the Despensers In 1321 or for adherence to Lancaster in

1318, suggests at ae the importance they attributed to Edward' s

exercise of governxtent as nenifested in the shires, In 1313 ten

pardons were issued to prominent Westmerians, six to nen fran

Cumberland, and two to scions of Cumberland families who combined

interests here and in North Lonsdale. Including nen of baronial

rank adds to the list the barons of ?ppleby, Kendal, Wigton, and the

heir to Greystoke. Of those pardoned in 1313, two Westnerians were

also pardoned in 1321 and t Cumberlarxl nen in 1318. Otherwise

different nanes occurred in the pardons of 1318: in total there

were seven, possibly eight, fran WestnvDrland; at least four,

possibly as many as nine fran Cumberland; a fran north Lancashire.

The preponderance of Westrrerian rebels was slightly altered in 1321,

when five were pardoned, as cçposed to eight new Cumberland nanes.

The Cumberland total Included Lucy, lord of Cockernxxith, and Wake

of Liddel. Otherwise the cast since 1313 had been a non-baronial

one. (59)

n examination of two çienarena will help ascertain the

significance of this leavening of rebels. Firstly, their

58)Lanercost, p.195; CDS 2, nos.823, 1608; 3, nos.501, 528.

59)cPR 1317-21, pp.21, 229; CPR 1321-24, p.20.
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E 1. PRDaS ISStJ '10 PI)1INEN2 RIERS, 1313-21

PDorqS, 1313

Westnr1and: Nicholas and Robert de Layburn; Hugh de Lowther;
Matthew de Redman; John Engleys; John and Roger de Burneside;
John de Possgill; Richard de Musgrave; Robert de Asby.

Qimberland: John cle Harrington; Nicholas de Vipont; William and
Ranulph de Dacre; Richard de Huddleston; John de Penrith.

Climberland and North Lonsdale: Michael c3e Harrington; Edmund de
Dacre.

Barons: Robert de Clifford; Marmaduke de ¶Leng; Robert, son of
Ralf Fitz William; John de Wigton.

PRDONS-, 1318

Westrrorlaixl: Pndrew and John de Harcia; Ralf de Beetham; Richard
de Preston; Walter de Strickland; Alexander de Windsor; William
Engleys; possibly John de Lancaster - but there was irore than one
man of this name at this period.

Qimberland: John de Barrington; Walter de yrtham; Richard de
Salkeld; Richard de Kirkbride. Possibly also Henry de
Derwentwater; William de Vipont; Robert de Caldbeck; Walter de
Malnorby; John, son of Robert de Vaux, dnose names are suggestive.

Curnberland and North Lonsdale: Michael de Harringtcn.

ij
Westirorland: John de Strickland; Robert and William Engleys; Hugh
de Lowther; Roger de Burneside.

Oimberland: Robert de Barripton; John de Lamplugh; Walter de
Kirkbride; Robert and Walter de Mncaster; John de Orton.

Barons: Thcznas Wake; nthony de Lucy.

There are cb,ious prob1ns of classification in assigning man to one
shire rather than another when their geographical interests so
frequently ignored the aunty houndary. Hence the divisions made
here are sanewhat arbitrary.
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geographical interests, to suggest the extent of their exposure to

extra-ccinital influences, and thus the port these might have played

in determining Marcher allegiance. SeoDudly, their status, to

discover their prestige vis vis king and local oitiminity. Were

they malcontents excluded fran patronage, an isolated hazx3ful of

man, or did they represent a larger section of the king's lieges?

The first inquiry will exclude baronial interests as these have

already been shown to have been wide-ranging.

As regards land-holding, the interests of the rebels of 1 31 were

not all parochial. Engleys, Rossgill and possibly Roger de

Burneside bent their energy on laud in Westnvrland, Vipont his on

Cumberland. Ranuiph de Dacre appeared in the role of landless heir-

expectant, and John de Burneside as landless younger son. The

others were not as cxfined. The Iaybrns, lords of Skelsnergh rear

Kendal, showed diversity. Robert was acg iiring land in Lancashire,

and whilst arranging a marriage between his daughter and the eldest

son of Robert de la Vale of Northumberland in 1321-22, pledged his

lands in Lancashire as security. Richard de Huddleston, who held

during his father' s lifetime pert of Milla, south Cumberland, was

ultimately the heir to Huddleston land in Yorkshire and Lancashire.

Redman held land at Yealand Redniayne, north Lancashire. Lowther

held in Yorkshire as well as in Cumberland and Westitorland. Robert

de Asby held in Lincolnshire and Westarland, John de Penrith in

Northumberland, county Durham and Cumberland. (60)

The representatives of twD families deriving their names fran

60) XR 1279-88, p.127; cXR 1288-96, pp.389, 405; XR 1302-07,
p.542; XR 1318-23, pp.500-i, 552; 1PM 5, no.501; 6, no.289; PW 1,
pp.416, 420.
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Oiflberland - Dacre and Harrington - were expanding their interests

outside that area. William de Dacre's marriage to Joan, daughter

and heir of Bnedic± Cernet, had brought him lands in Lancashire and

a psition he actively sought to ccnsolidate. In 1297, for example,

he obtained custody of the manor of Aldingham for five years. His

brother, Edzmnd, held in Lancashire and Yorkshire, petitioning the

king for a market and fair on his Lancashire estates. John de

Harrington, the heir of William de ntsfield, had succeeded to

Aldingham in the Furness peninsula, and was to acquire land in the

surrounding area. In 1324 he and his brother ware loth suiruoned to

Westminster as knights of Lancashire.

Thus while seven of the eighteen rebels were men so closely

identified with the defence of the March they were ordered to stay

on their lands, there to defend thea against the Scots in 1309, ten

of the fifteen who held land in 1313 also had interests outside

Qimberland and Westnorland. (61)

Less tangible, less easy to quantify, was a host of associations

representing wider circles. Anong these, for example, was the

contracting of debt. Hugh de twther cMed ironey to Burnell, bishop

of Bath and Wells, Roger de Burneside to dam de Osgodby and

Hamilton, dean of St Peter's, York. Important also was the lordship

of Robert de Clifford and Thcimas de Lancaster, daninant figures in

the opposition to Caveston. So too was the impact of war in sending

men to serve under various leaders.

As baron of Appleby, Clifford was the cwerlord of M.isgrave, Asby,

61) LEO, SC8/275/13719, C47/1/6, rrrn.28-9; 1PM 6, no.574; 2, ro.601;
ccR 1279-88, p.403; ccR 1318-23, p.346; PW 2, ii, pp.392, 638;
Furness, 1, ii, no.294.
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Rossgill, Lc,jther, Dacre and Engleys. ?s sheriff of Wesbrorlaxd be

was in a position of authority over Layburn and the Burnesides,

whilst his military cairnands gave him power in Cumberland and

Lancashire surpassing the sheriffs'. Many served under him at

Curlisle and elsewhere an the March. Vipont, Engleys, the

Layb.1rns, Wigton, Penrith, 4isgrave, Redrnan, and Asby lost horses in

his canpany and received protections at his instigaticn. Besides

the 1xads of tenure, administration and military service, there ware

other relationships entered an a voluntary basis. Engleys received

fran him an annual pension of five pounds drawn on the manor of Hert

in the bishopric of Durham. Penrith received a pension fran

Clifford's land in O.imberland. Lowther was his attorney general.

(62)

Involvemant in Lancashire drew others within Thanas of

Lancaster's sphere of influence, notably the Harrington brothers,

Nicholas de Iaybirri and William de Dacre, whctn he retained. ]nnind

de Dacre was also connected with the earl, pillaging Leylandshire on

his orders. It is possible that Robert de Layburn, who, with his

brother, Nicholas, had been granted land in Cieshire by Lacy, earl

of Lincoln, continued this association when Thanas inherited.

Redrran, too, cama within the earl's orbit, as assessor of subsidy,

]might of the shire, coroner and oziinissioner of array in

Lancashire. Richard de Huilestan was involved in Lancashire,

supervisor of array there in 1311. Both his father and uncle had

been connected with lacy; the uncle also was pardoned in 1313.

62) PRO, Just 1/131, m.13, E101/6/30, 6/39, 6/40; CCR 1288-96,
pp.152, 317; (R 1302-07, pp.355, 542; 1PM 5, nos.533, 561.
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Rtchardwasheirtothnboth. (63)

Evidence provided by military service further nçasizes the

extent to which the rebels of 1312. had horizons broader than

Cumberlarxl and Westnrland. For instance, serving under Bek at the

battle of Falkirk in 1298, were William de tcre and Matthew de

Rman. Redman was sheriff of Dumfries and keeper of the castle

there in 1303-4, serviug under John de Botetourte. Edmund de Dacre

went to Scotland with its treasurer, Enstace de Codesbache, in 1307,

and was one of his executors in 1332. Huddleston fought under

Warenne. Edward II's military appointments brought the earl of

Angus, William Ros, Gilbert de Clare, John de Segrave and Humçbrey

de Bohun into cxtact with the st rch in the years before 1313.

(64)

The influence of Clifford and Incaster at a itore info:rmaJ. level

than the retinue, whilst impalpable, was not negligible, and no

doubt affected the withdrawal of allegiance in 1312. The constant

influx of nobles, prelates and administrators during the war,

lairnted by those who had to lxxise and feed them, also militated

against parochialism. (65)

Sciie of those pe.rdoned had received recent patronage fran Edward

- grants of markets and fairs, free warren and the like. They were

mundane enough concessions, normally the lubricant of relations

63) Thpling, Larics, pp.40, 46, 62, 132-5; (hR 1313-18, pp.262; CPR
1317-21, p.237; cal.ch.Warrants, p.367; 'Irst Dunstable Ro1T7
Coil. Top. Gen., iv (1837), p.61; G.A.Holmes, The Estates of the
Higher Nobility in Fourteenth Century England (Cambridge, 1957),
pp.140, 71.

64) as 4, nos.1796, 1802-3, Appendix 1, nos.2,4; M 2, ii, p.375,
379, 380, 391, 393.

65) 1PM 5, no.533.
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between the king and his people. Fmund de Dacre in 1309 had a

charter of free warren at Iysham, market and fair in Rotherhain.

Tweng was granted a market and fair in Kendal, Clifford a market and

fair in Severristoke, Worcestershire. However, it is noticeable that

whereas under aiward I, such grants were often ziade by the King on

campaign in the North, under aiwaxd II the place of patronage

shifted south, with fewer West rch ripients appearing on the

tharter Rolls. John de Wigton' s grant of market and fair at

1merby was dated at Pose stle, the bishop of Carlisle' s retreat;

William de Penningtcn, John de Huddleston and Nicholas de Layburn' s

grants of free warren in their various dnesne lands were dated at

Linlithgow. William de Dacre's was dated at Dunferinline, Walter de

Strickland's and Robert de Swinburn's at Carlisle. aiward I was

not inaccessible to the strenuous knight, whose military service riot

only served to defend his lands, but might bring him into contact

with his king and earn a reward to benefit his demesne.

Strickland' s charter of free warren was in token of his 'good

service' in Scotland. (66)

In status, the rebels were drawn fran a fairly hazogenous group.

Excluding bannerets, eight of those pardoned appear on the

Parlianntaxy Roll of Arms of 1312, although the Roll is not

exhaustive. Rossgill, for instance, was described as a knight in

charters of the twelve-nineties, but does riot appear on the Roll.

Four others anitted in 1312 were surmoned as knights to Westminster

in 1324. (67)

66) OhR 2, p.489; 3, pp.22-3, 42, 101, 126, 130, 134; PR 1307-13,
p.115.

67) (1O, Carlisle, D tons L5, LU 39, 43-5; W 1, pp.410-20.
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Two bad served as sheriffs, three were later to o so. A tcre

and a Burneside had held such office in the last generation. Before

1313 five of their number had been knights of the shire: Lowther

and Nicholas de Layburn for Westnrland - tayburn served twice;

Wigtcn and Robert de Layburn for Ounberland - Wigtczi twice; Redman

twice for Lancashire. They were atticularly active in 1313. In

September, the parliamant ininediately preceding the issue of

pardons, Wigton and Layburn again served for Q.ixtherland, Redman for

Lancashire. In July, Edmund de tcre had represented Lancashire,

Redman and Nicholas de Layburn, Westnorland. Nor did their interest

wane here.

Cleariy they were men of a certain standing, able to axrinand

support within their bane shires, strenuous knights. All Iit

Rossgill, Musgrave, Ashy and Vipont, were at the forefront of local

administration, prcininent representatives of their counties to the

outside rld. The issue of taronial influence anong the Ouirons in

parliament has custctnarily been approached fran the perspective of

the aristocracy. An examination of Lancaster's influence on the

election of knights of the shire in Lancashire tells of his

'apparent indifference to the aimons in parliament'. Writing in

1919, Gail].ard Lapsley found 'nc consistent attempt to secure the

return of rrenibers favourable to the particular group or party that

happened to daninate any given parliament' although 'the great

lords' occasionally tried to secure the presence of their dependents

for meetings of importance.

What the West March evidence of 1313 - returns to parliament and

pardons alike suggests, is the importance of the other half of the
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equation. The Cannons need not be packed nor the aristocracy

manipulate cwertly on a particular occasion, if the knights of the

shire, cognizant of canni interests, would spontaneously ally

themselves with the 'great lords' - a possibility to which little

attention has been paid.

Parallel with this hypothesis runs another, which attributes to

the county representative and his electors greater consciousness of

political events than that usually accorded them. Madieval politics

after all, were less issues of principle than conflicts of

personality. If their experience of the ccininant characters of the

day was perhaps not as great as that of the nobles and rrost

influential ourialists, the cx*inty gentry might xriie the less feel

that the affairs of state touching all - whether or no approved by

all - were natters which touched them directly. Pace Lapsley, who

contended that 'there is no need, there is scarcely any roan to

suppose that such men ware axicerned with questions of national

politics', there seema ample suggestion that men on the West March

were thus preoccupied. (68)

Whether the area was the exception to prove Lapsley's theory,

only further research will shcw. Given the gathering frequency with

which the Ccmmons ware sunucned fran 1311, hciever, it wuld perhaps

have been remarkable if his buzones did not feel increasingly called

upon to ponder the state of the realm. Dr Saul' S study of the

Gloucestershire gentry of the fourteenth century concluded by

emphasizing their 'increasing political self-consciousness' and the

68) E.Fox, 'The Parliamentary Representation of the County of
Lancaster in the Reign of Edward II', (unpublished M.A. thesis, Univ.
of Manchester, 1956), p. lxx; G.Lapsley, 'Knights of the Shire in the
Parliaments of Edward II', fiR, xxxiv (1919), 25, 152ff.
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interests they held in carimii with the magnates. Dr Maddicott,

despite his dismissal of Lancaster's appeal ai the ground that it

concerned matters outside the ken of the majority, has recently

written of the knowledge of national affairs in the localities, of

the shires beccining 'politically minded'. As it is ackncMledged

that the CaTrTons' acquaintance with the military inoanpetence of. the

expeditions of 1322-24 had political repercussions, it would seen

logical to accept that experience of other facets of Edward II' s

rule uotivated the county gentry. (69)

Qiiiparison of t1se pardoned in 1313 with those pardoned in 1318

and 1321 tests these hypotheses. One point to note is the

canparative infrequency of rebellion by the sane individual - only

L(yqtber, Roger de Burneside and the Harringtons rebelled twice.

Death as much as judgnt played a part here. Including the

barons, seven of the twenty-two pardoned in 1313 were dead in 1318.
partiore

The first rebels were nore elderly man; those. A1318 were younger,

several having only recently received seisin of their fathers'

lands.

In contrast again, none of baronial status in Cumberland and

Westnorland ure pkr '4 in 1318. Death and politics help to explain

this. On Wigton' s death, Alexander e ssenthwaite was appointed

keeper until 1320, when livery was given to Wigton's daughter,

Margaret. Three of her four husbands were later to try to fill the

Wigton role as defender and leader, but in 1318 the barony was

vacant. The barony of Greystoke had experienced two deaths in rapid

succession, its incumbent a minor until 1320. Thctnas de Multon of

69) G.Lapsley, 'Buzcnes', EHR, xlvii (1932), 177-94, 545-67; Saul,
Knights and Esquires, pp.259-62; Maddicott, Lancaster, p.315.
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Gilsiand, who had died in 1314, was not to be officially replaced

until October 1317, when Ranulph de Dacre and his new wife -

Multon's daughter and heiress - were given seisin of his lands.

Thciias Wake, although still a minor, was granted seisin of Liddel in

1317 at the request of his father-in-law, Henry of Lancaster.

Grants of 1318 and 1319 gave Clifford seisin of his inheritance. If

death had renoved sate who might have led opposition, It is possible

that the tinely 3znission of others into their inheritance did the

same. (70)

In 1321, when pardons were issued folling the sentence of exile

against the Despensers, men of baronial rank again swelled the ranks

of West March rebels. anthony de Lucy and Thanas Wake were included

in the pardon, whilst Multon of Egrenont, Raif of Greystoke and

Martnaduke de 'I\reng had attended the assenbly at PDntefract in May,

Dacre that at Sherbern in June. (71)

Studying only those who were definitely connected with the

counties, ccznpariscn of the landed interests of the later rebels

reveals that seven of the eleven pardoned in 1318 held ontside

Cumberland and Westuorland, Iit only t of the thirteen pardoned

in 1321 did so. The raer rebels were predaninantly fran the south

of the area, the barony of Kendal and its vicinity; those of 1321

fran west Cumberland. (72)

The influence of local intrigue and lordship cannot be dismissed.

It is possible to find links between the 5cier rebels. A charter of

70)1PM 5, no.531; (ER 1318-23, p.257; Lanercost, p.205.

71)cDS 3, no.675; IR 1313-18, p.413; FR 1307-19, pp.370, 404.

72)PRO, Just 1/1364; 1PM 6, nos.378, 313, 338, 561; 4, no.421; 1,
no.697; (ER 1307-13, p.446.
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1320, by which John de Haj] granted Walter c3e

Strickland all his lands in Hackthorpe, near Lowther, numbers

Windsor, Preston and Michael de Harrington anong its eight

witnesses. Of the eleven .j 1318, five co- .operat in this

transaction. (73) Andrew de Harcia was active on Strickland's

behalf during the latter's service under hiit on the March. He

petitione William Ainnin against William de Tieng, who was bringing

a writ to 'undo' Strickland's çwtection. Later, the little support

Harcia managed to prure for his illicit diLatic. ert

seend to have a core in the Kendal region. The constable of

Skiptcn castle in February 1323 increased his garrison fran six nn-

at-arms and four hdDelars to twenty-seven lien-at-arms and forty-four

foot soldiers 'because of the great peril that threatened when

Andrew de Harcia took the hanage of the iien of Lonsdale and

Kendale'. John de Harrington - 'a 'nan of Furness parts' - persuaded

Baldwin de Gynes to support Harcla. Roger de rrieside was on a

similar quest. The presence of t Harcia brothers and a

preponderance of sa.ith Lakeland nen anong the rebels was rot perhaps

coincidental; this was the era of Harcia' s administrative and

military pre-ninence. Olaints against him by the criirnunity of

Cumberland, as well as the controversy over shrievalty and

patronage, were at their height. (74)

- The presence of Lucy, Wake and so many Cumberland naxnas in 1321

73)cED, Carlisle, D Lons L5, 1.0 98; Kendal, WD/D, Beetham, Preston,
Windsor and Harcia's cousin later witnessed a Heversham charter;
Lucy Cartulary, no.158, undated charter by Asby, rebel of 131 L, to
Harcia, witnessed by Strickland and Windsor.

74)PRO, SC1/36/69; Tupling, Lanos, pp.15, 19; a1R, p.151, no.961.
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is not a little suggestive. The nre so as the inquisiticn de bonis

rebellium of 1323 - the goods pilfered mainly those of Andrew and

Michael de Harcia arid William le Blount - featured many of the

rebels anong the accused. Bampton, Orton, Lciwther, Strickland were

anong them. William Erigleys stood as pledge for Ither. Bampton,

accused of having taken silk, gold rings and nrsey fran Sirron le

Hunter, said in his defence that he had c:nly a robe, which Lucy had

given him. He was later to accanpany Lucy to Ireland, a of those

for whan Lucy obtained a protection in 1331. John de Lamplugh, a

tenant of ilton of Egrenont, had earlier received a protection to

go to Ireland with him, and served under him on the Border in 1310.

(75)

The relationship of the M.incaster family, tenants of the honour

of Cockernouth, with the Harcia family was sczwhat tempestuous,

their fortunes having intertwined aver at least two generations.

Isabel, widi of Robert de Muncaster, ccinplained in 1324 that lands

of her dower were in the king' s band because of the Harcias'

forfeiture, her husband having given them to individuals who

alienated them to John de Harcia. In 1331 a number of Muncasters

were at law, alleging that a demise of land for a term of years to

John had keccme disseisin. On the other hand, evidence of attacks

and quarrels over the years shows that the Muncasters were no irore

pacific than the Harclas, a warning that if any ccirinunity of

interest existed anong the rebels, it was highly fragile. John de

Orton had cause to czinplain of Robert de Muncaster in 1344, as the

75) rRO, Just 1/142, m.].d; PR 1301-07, p.337; cPR 1330-34, p.104;
1PM 6, no.381; (XR 1318-23, p.454.
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official of Carlisle had of his forebear in 1278. (76)

Of the three 'best men in the cx,untry' whcin anonynus Marchers in

1319 al1eg were thwartel by ndrec', and John de Harcia, Kirkbride

was jzuoiiét in 1318, at the same time as the Harcias, ticy: 	 - in
reJretteA

1321; Fitz Williamnot at all. It is possible that the chronology

of the rebellion was fortuitous; e oitra it may 1ply support

judiciously lent and withdrawn by local factions. The recurrence of

rebels fran the same families might represent politic atteiipts to

maintain favour with all sections of the king's lieges, lest a

revolution in the status quo cause the family estates to suffer. It

might have been instigated by rivalry rather than family loyalty,

akin to the cynically-inspired allegiance axiong the Scots described

in the Laneroost Chronicle. The jurors of an inquisition of 1306

with regard to the sale of custody of a (lunberland menor by one

Nigel Cainbel before he joined the enemy, were asked bluntly whether

it was done 'ut per pecuniam qiam pro custodia illa percipere

deberet, eo potericius parti ... adheret'. (77) Such preu.itated

rebellion is rth ratnbering when we find John Engleys rardoned in

1313 and t of his kin in 1321; Richard de Kirkbride in 1318 and

his younger son Vlter in 1321 and 1322; one 3.irneside in 1321 and

t in 1313; Roger's step-son, Windsor, in 1318. The withdrawal of

allegiance cild be a well-organized affair.

The issue of the pardons of 1321 on the testirrony of Rcger de

Clifford, the adherence of three of the rebels of 1321 to him at

Boroughbridge, again raises the question of Cliff ord-Harcia rancour.

76) PRO, Just 1/1404, m.31d; 1PM 4, no.112; CFR 1272-1307, p.501.

77) PRO, Just 1/1308, m.8; 1/1404, m.39r; 1PM 6, no.634; CPR 1343-
45, p.387; Rot.Parl. 1, p.201.
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It also reflects the problen of authority during the war; the

king's carinission to military officials ought to have sufficed as

entre to the local carrmmity, yet it clearly did not. The spectre

of regional self-determination stalked Harcia' s failure to comnand

support as much as it did his conclusion of peace with the Scots,

although, paradoxically, his failure in 1323 would have looked very

much like confrontation between outraged loyalty to Edward II and

local autonczny becane licence.

The status of those perdoned . 1318 and 1321 resenbied those pwthied

it 1313. Five of eleven of the 1318 group appear on the Parlianntary

Roll of 2rms. Five were suniivied as knights, two as man-at-arms In

1324. Only two of the 1321 group appear on the Roll, although five

were sunuoned as knights and three as man-at-arms in 1324.

Again, their fain! lies were those at the forefront of connty

administration. Lucy and Harcla had both been sheriff before they

rebelled. Significantly neither chose to rebel while in office.

Lucy was sheriff of Cumberland at the tima of Harcla' s pardon, and

vice versa. Hugh de Lowther, lmever, was in office as sheriff of

Westirorland at the tisie of his pardon. Two of those pardoned later

became sheriff. None of tlT6e: Fororti & 1318 served as knight of

the shire that year. In 1321 both the representatives for

Westmorland at the July parliamant were to receive pardons in the

following nonth. Two, possibly three, had served in parliamant

before 1318, one continued to serve later, another served de novo.

Of the 1321 rebels, as many as five might have served before their

pardon, one continued to serve after 1321, and fonr began such

activity.
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Finally, they were all militarily active, men who had experienced

war on the B3rder and occasionally elsewhere. Anong those defending

Carlisle, c. 1316, for instance, were Richard de Kirkbride, John de

Lamplugh, and John de Harcla. Robert Erigleys had been involved in

levying men fran Westnorland on a number of occasions. The

Harcias, Bampton and Laniplugh had lost horses in 1314. Not

conforming in all respects with (iaucer's ideal of the 'parf it

gentil knyght', they had certainly seen their share of sieges and

rrorta]. batailles'. (78)

Despite the prc*ninence of martial action in their lives, Harcla 'S

appeal for their support for a cause based on irely military

criteria fell on deaf ears. This belies the idea that 1ward' s

short-canings in conducting the war were the only considerations

determining Marcher allegiance. While Cuinbrian gentry were prepared

to incur royal enmity by aligning themselves behind baronial rebels

Lancaster and Clifford - who were not without taint of treasonable

collusion - they were not, it seems, prepared to dabble in Harcla's

treasonable activity.

Allegiance was volatile. Only a year separated Harcia' s resolute

display of loyalty at Boroughbridge, fear that Lancaster would ally

with the Scots apparently paranount, fran his n execution for

treason, a volte-face anticipating the way in which the bonds

between Edward and his subjects fell apart in 1326. That they did

not do so on a wider scale on the March in the first quarter of

1323, that there should have been reluctance to betray Edward

despite his manifest failings, deserves further investigation.

78) PRO, C47/22/10, no.28; E101/14/15, m.2r; 15/2, 15/13, 17/31,
17/32, 14/15, 9/23; Rot.Soot. 1, p.89.
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Harcia' s attempt to care to tern with Brus represented ccinplete

abandcrinent of faith in Edward's authority and ability to govern. Ps

the Laneroost Cronicle puts it, the 'earl of (rlisle perceived

that the King ... neither knew Ix'i to rule his realm, nor was able

to defend it'. It had taken a long tine for the idealized picture

of kingship, that which was protected by the notion of the evil

counsellor, to be tarnished by reality. Neither Banncckburn, nor

Scottish penetration deep into England had &ne it. Neither had

Edward's over-sanguine response to pleas far aid fran castellaris, or

pay fran soldiers. In 1313 the caiiminity of Cumberland had 'stated

the many evils which they have sustained fran the Scots'. Edward

replied by appointing keepers of the March and departing for

Pqu1taine, 'fully trusting in their allegiance'. Ci his return,

'which will be as soon as possible,' be pranised he sild 'take such

neasures as shall ensure the defence and tranquillity of the

country'. Neither had Edward's cxstant alterations of military

caiinand in contrast to the greater stability of Edward I' s

appointrrents - provoked inir3.iate opposition. Clifford's

appointrrent as captain and chief keeper of Scotland in August 1308,

gave way to Segrave's in March 1309, his to Clifford' s in December.

Segrave was appointed again in pril 1310, Valence in March 1313,

with other açpointrrents such as keeper. of the March, captain of the

Scottish axiny and lieutenant of Scotland elthing and flowing the

while. Writs de intendendo were constantly being sent to the

sheriffs of the northern counties. (79)

79) Laneroost, pp.198-9, 241; Vita Edward!, pp.48, 120; CPR 1307-13,
pp.590-i; Rot.Scot. 1, p.66;	 2, ii, pp.377, 380, 393, 424 etc.
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Harcia' s truce with the Scots was the cu]itiinaticzi of a number of

locally-organized acts of appeasnent. Despite an earlier petition

by the men of the March for leave to be at war or peace with the

Scots as they saw fit, with the advice of the 'officers' of those

parts, Harcia' s action on this principle received little support

fran his fellcMs, the nn who forn the backbone of shire

administration. The Lanercost ronicle excnerates him of the

charge of treason, bet few were prepared to join him, despite the

recent fiasco at Byland - the Rubicon as far as Harcia was

concerned. The 'chief men' of the earidan, meeting at Carlisle,

nore fran fear than fran any liking ... made him their oath that

they would help him faithfully'. The same plea of coercion was made

in the trial at Wigan, Baldwin de Gynes contending that he was

persuaded 'against his will' to support Harcia. The jurors of

Lancaster and Preston maintained that Robert de Iaylurn made then

take the oath of support 'unlawfully and seditiously against the

king's estate and to the king' s injury'. Walter de Strickland,

appointed to receive to the king' s peace those of Harcla' s accord,

recited the case of Richard Bowet, 'du meynage iure et assentaut

tout le tnps q4 ii fuy enairy et rebefle noun sachant sa nauvaite'.
A measure of scepticism ntist be accorded this nphasis on duress.

E1ward had, after all, heard that 'plusurs gentz de nos marches

c3evers le North' were obedient to Harcla. (80) The bloody

executions withessed after Boroughbridge were likely to encourage

80) PRO, SC1/35/19A; Tupling, Lancs, pp.15, 17, 19; Bridlingtcn,
p.81; cDS 3, no.858.
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others to protest their loyalty. (81)

Harcla 'S main support was not drawn fran the ranks of the gentry.

The evidence of both pardon and chronicle suggests that the lower in

social standing, the greater the delight with which his act was mat.

The Lanercost Chronicle records that the poor rejoiced that the King

of Scotland should possess his kingdctn a-i such terms that they could

live in peace, adding that although Harcia 'merited death according

to the laws of kingdas, his ... good intention nay yet have saved

him in the sight of God'. The poor were not able to save him fran

Edward's vengeance, prcinptly carried out by March gentxy. Lucy,

Lowther, Denton and Mresby took him at Carlisle castle on 25

February 1323.

The names of his supporters have to be searched for, unlike those

of the rebels studied above. Strickland's ccnmissiai brought only

Bowet to peace. The Lariercost Chronicle describes the flight to

Scotland of Michael de Harcia and William le Elount on hearing of

Andrew's arrest, ixit names no other adherents.

Natalie Fryde' s proposition that Harcia had ' considerable

follc,ing', had indeed supplanted the Clif fords as a result of

effective military leadership, is hased on the 1323 inquisition de

bonis rebellium. Yet cai the contrary, this emphasizes hcw few were

the men of influence whose fates were bound up with his. The rebels

mentioned here are his brother Michael, William le Blount, Nigel de

Giggleswick - Harcla's esquire, William Snaliwood, William Colpen,

Gilbert, Sinn le Hunter, Philip Scot, William de Lochrnaberi and

Gilbert de Curwen. Of these, Harcla was a cleric, for hering to

81) M.H.Keen, 'Theason Thials under the Law of Arms', TRHS, 5th
ser., xii (1962), 85-105; Rot.Parl. 2, p.91.
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whan ts individuals were later pardoned; Blount, described in the

Lanercost Chronicle as a knight of Scotland, came of a family

holding at Blencogo 'time ait of mind'. Their allegiance had

already been questioned during the war. Lochmaben was to receive

satie of the lands Blount forfeited. Only Gilbert de Curweri came of

a family of importance in local administration, one to which Harcia

was related.

Also pardoned for aThering to Andrew were Ralph le Parker, John

de Horworth, Robert le Brun and his son Richard, and Roger de

Buxton. Information in sare of these cases only came to light years

after the death of the protagonists. (82) Brun was suimoned to

Westminster in 1324 as a knight of Cumberland, his son as an

esquire. The family held in north Cumberland and also had an

interest In Westrnorland. Brun' s father had served as catinissioner

of array, knight of the shire and keeper of the March in Cumberland.

Brun was himself to serve as sheriff 1325-27, and as knight of the

shire. Burton, in 1323 the under-age heir to Burton in Keridal and

land in Yorkshire, had taken knighthood lTy his death. These men,

together with Harcla 'S brother-in-law, Layburn, and Burneside, whose

support has already been described, were the nst influential his

cause could muster. (83)

It is possible that in 1323 Harcla was the stumbling-block.

Unpopular, regarded as a parvenu, di he prevent wider support for

82) P1, Just 1/142; Lanercost, pp.242-4; CPR 1356-68, pp.161-2; CPR
1343-45, p.236; cPR 1327-30, p.114; cPR 1317-21, p.448; cPR 1321-24,
pp.130, 394; CMI 3, no.734; CFR 1354-60, p.646; Fryde, Tyranny,
p.15.

83) 1PM 4, no.92; 5, no.393;	 PR 1301-07, p.501; dR 1296-1302,
p.538.
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the cause of peace? The Scalacronica does not hesitate to attribite

his dcMnf all to pride; 'qi par orgoil voroit avoir chace le roy

davoir hu pei see ave les Escocez en autre maiier gil estoit chargee'.

Given the opposition engendered by Edward' s creation of other

earidans - Cbrnwall for Gaveston, Winchester for the elder Despenser

- Harcia' s doubtless caused resentment, bit his popilarity even

before his elevation to the peerage was rt great. The accusations

brought against Hugh the younger at Hereford in November 1326

included inducing the King to elevate Harcia - 'a manifest traitor'.

Although this was rather post hoc, the connections of sct of

Harcia ' s supporters with the Scots raise sare suspicions, as does

the Bridlington Cnronicle' s allusion to Scots daring to loot

Yorkshire after the Byland incident because they ware in league with

'certain Englishmen'; Harcia 'vituperium non vitavit'. It might

have been mere speculation; 'cormiunis ... praesumptio fuit et

vulgariter dicebatur', part of the alnost ritual blackening of the

character of a men guilty of other peccadilloes. It certainly

illustrates 'guam frequens et subita magnatum mutatio' marvelled at

by the author of the Vita Edward!. (84)

Harcia' s unscruilous wiles and presence at the forefront of

aggressive rivalries within the shire made him enemies, although his

detractors would have made as unsuitable candidates for

canonization. His failure to arouse support indicates that the

March sought scirething nire than successful military leadership, for

Harcia undoubtedly provided this - at the siege of Carlisle in 1315,

84) Scalacronica, p.149; Bridlinqton, p.82; Vita Edwaixli, p.78.
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for example.	 (85) The Marchers' petition, c.l3riq., that his

ccttiriissicn be changed, presents the ironic spectacle of appeal to a

king of no military renin against a soldier of proven vrth. It is

a petition suggesting division within the March caiinunity, to

reinforce the clusions drawn fron the pardons of 1318 arid 1321 -

arid the lack of then in 1323.

These things reveal the extent to which Hircia had not 'replaced

his old lord, Roger de Clifford'. He was not numbered anong the

best man of the cx.intry. For all that be had apparently assumed the

Clifford mantle, obtaining pardons and protections for man serving

on the March, occupying the role of warden, occupying certain

Clifford lands and castles after Boroughbridge, and routing rebels,

he had failed to win March allegiance - particularly in Qimberland.

As Gavestcii was resented anong the nobility, so Harcia, whose

position was about as auspicious as that of the despised 'humilea

quondam armigerum', was resented in the North. The elevation of the

'miles de partiths borealibis', as the Vita Fi3wardi describes him,

can only have galled his peers in the shires, given his earlier

precedence in local ministration arid royal patronage. (86)

The fluctuating allegiance of the gentry and barons of the West

March has implications for the constitutional historian. If

baronial criteria for allegiance, juxtaposing patrinony arid polity

in this era of parlianritary origins, have been scxnewhat belittled,

those of the gentry, on the evidence of the 1313 pardons in

85) Bridlington, p.84.

86) no, c260/34, no.5; au 2, no.527; Tupling, Lancs, pp.132-3; CPR
1321-24, p.130; Vita Ewardi, p.120.
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particular, have been raised to a less parochial level. Dr Waugh's

study of Gloucester and Herefordshire gentry posits that the North

must have viewed the Despenser question as a regional, a western

one. He suggests that no 'national sentiment' existed to cxinpel

knights and villagers fran distant catimmities th enter a 'foreign'

conflict. Long-dead sentiment is not easily laid bare; nore

readily revealed are the ties of iordship which cemented together

various parts of the kingdan, so that Westmerians might follow! the

baron of ppleby into battle for a cause originating hundreds of

miles fran their hone. In this way the microcosm touched the

macrocosm. (87)

Harcla's cry 'non est qui populum defetilit' expressed bit one of

the aspects of lordship sought by the county ccninunity. It was not

a rely military enanenon. Harcia gave leadership; the March

would have none of it. Even he realized that the Kim's presence

wild have rallied the rch as he ca.ild not. It was true in another

sense also. Edward had raised Harcia and divided the catinunity over

which he was established. There was no one to defend the people

because Edward's patronage had riven and alienated them.

For a curialist such as Crcxnwell, for a newly-elevated r±le such

as Harcia, for the lord of strategic frontier lands such as

Clifford, to turn his back on the King was a sorry indictment of

Edward's exercise of power. But in addition, the relations between

the King and his subjects had been soured by injudicious royal

patronage. The dislocation to the agricultural econany caused by

87) S.L.Waugh, 'The Profits of Violence: The Minor Gentry in the
Rebellion of 1321-22 in Gloucestershire and Herefordshire',
Speculurn, lii (1977), 843-69.
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war rushed back i to English soil, the lack of xxnpensatcry

cxnquests in Scotland or war-forfeited estates in England,

heightened significance to the nost rcitine bequests.	 ie

Scalacronica 's verdict ai Edward - 'ii fust znpaignable trop as sez

prives, as estrangis soleyn, et trop ainast un soul persoun

singulerennt' suggests his failure and divisiveness as much in the

shires as in Ibusehold	 Chanber. (88)

88) Scalacronica, p.152.
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-5-

Fortune: Jfl : The Profits of War

Examination of the repercussions of Edward II' s reign in Cumbria

has suggested three things. It has emphasized the slings, arrows

and cutrageous fortune accaupanying war. It has emphasized that the

rren of the county cczruiunity were politically adept and

geographically nubile. The next three chapters will give these

matters closer consideration.

It is true that war wrought damage, but this was rxt the whole

story. March petitioners put one side of the case; it was to their

advantage to draw attention to destruction. They did it tell of

the opportunities for advancement which war provided. This chapter

will focus on war-inspired gain - paid service, military office,

royal patronage and booty. The next chapters will attempt to rank

these alongside other means of social assertion, the nre

traditional paths of royal and seigneurial service.

The cctosition of the county caurrumity did rot remain static.

New names appeared in unfamiliar places in the course of the

fourteenth century. To what extent was war responsible for these

develoiints? What other factors were involved? Did the structure

of local society change, or did one family replace another to fill

essentially the same role? What was the balance between cutsiders -

'of f caners' as they are vernacularly known in Furness today - and

indigenous Cumbrian families? Did either social or geographical
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mobility subvert hierarchies within the shire? Thus did war not

only bring the crzrmunity into being, but by integrating the North

into the realm, bringing in outsiders, even by driving men fran the

area, did it also undermine orrron interests on which the ozrrnunity

was founded?

1) The Scale of Gain

Farleigh castle in Somerset, substantially rebuilt in the

fourteen-twenties by Sir Walter Hungerford from chivalric gains

provided by the Hundred Years' War, eloquently testifies on behalf

of what might be described as the 'Sir John Fastoif and the Profits

of War' school. Even Professor Thzstan, who thought in terms of the

costs of war as well as of its profits, held that wealth

'dissipated' by the Crown, bat took a 'circular tour' to reappear in

the coffers of aspiring soldiers of fortune, merchants and

officials. (1) The general acknowledgement that England fared

better than France at this time, simply by escaping the devastation

suffered by any arena of rrieval warfare, would rt suggest that

the nglo-Scottish Border, where hostility was endemic, was an

auspicious forum for the pirsuit of wealth. Recently however, Dr

nthony Tuck has put forward the idea that war in the North,

thoroughly shaking the social kaleidoscope, created its own

nouveaux-riches.

Dr Tuck argues that war did not enervate the local economy to the

extent hitherto believed. In his view, the wealth which left the

1) K.B.McFarlane, 'The Investment of Sir John Fastoif's Profits of
War', TRHS, 5th ser., vii (1957), 91-116; M.M.Postan, 'The Costs of
the Hundred Years War', P & P, ocvii (1964), 34-53.
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area in the form of greatly reduced taxation, was nore than

outweighed by that flowing in as a result of the 'militarization' of

the Border. He concludes that 'power and influence' thus cane to

lie riot with 'the old landowning families of knightly or baronial

rank', but in the manipulation of war. (2) This chapter will

distinguish between the fortunes of the East and West March, to

suggest that whereas war prcinpted social nobility in the East, this

was not the case on the other side of the Border. The fifty-seven

miles separating Carlisle and Newcastle were hane to considerable

diversity.

Contemporary sources at cnce alert us to the fact that war in the

North was a very different affair fran Continental campaigns. On

his return fran a raid into Galloway, a man told his lord that they

'haf don rycht wale' and prctnised to divide the spoils with him.

What he was gloating rer, iever, 'nowt, schepe, hors and ky',

reflected a quite different scale of expectations fran those aroused

by the Hundred Years' War. The Anonimalle Chronicle describes a

raid into Copeland 'pur praies de bestes preridre' in 1337, the Scots

seeking vengeance for similar incursions made by the English. The

'grauntz praies' taken by the men of (Imberland and Westnorland that

year, canprised cattle and provender. (3) The pickings of the

Anglo-Scottish war were essentially agrarian - as were the rewards

of theft in the North at the time. The parallel is important, for

as the story of Johnny Armstrong, a Westmerian of ballad fame, makes

plain, the cross-Border raid was but theft writ large. By either

2) Thck, 'Northumbrian Society', 22-39; 'War and Society', 33-52.

3) 'The March Laws', ed. G.N.Neilson, Stair Soc. Miscellany I
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means a man could prosper to a degree.

'He had nither lamls nor rents cxining in,
Yet he kept eight score men in his hail.'

But his profits and the world in which he held sway were altogether

rrre bucolic than Fastoif's. (4) Unlike those who fought in France,

the Northerners had to live permanently in the arena of battle,

sathing which rendered their gain precarious; a case of robbing

Peter cilly to lose to Paul. War ai the Border had this internecine

quality. It affected the permanen of gain.

Like theft, the profits of war were usually agrarian and

frequently transient, redistributing wealth rather than creatir it.

In sate cases the events of war simply nagnif led endEnic disorder.

The loss of goods to predatory fellow-countrymen suffered by those

fleeing frctn the Scots in 1322, was war-inspired opportunism little

different in kind fran the official confiscation of Andrew de

Harcla' s goods in the following year. Robert de Layburn, in his

capacity as sheriff of Lancaster, was found to have acquired a great

deal of Robert de }blland 's property which should have forfeited to

the king. His haul included sixty haketcns, thirty basinets, fifty

pole-axes, and two gns worked in fine linen. vbre of the same had

been renved fran Liverpool and Sainlesbury. They were unusually

rich pickings for the North. The list tails off into rrore

caTffDnplace goods - harrows, bridles, rope, grain - staples of

northern pillage. (5) Harcla was also swift to act under cover of

(Elinburgh, 1971), p.42; The Anoninalle Chronicle, ed. V.H.Galbraith
(repr. edn, Manchester, 1970), pp.10-li.

4) English and Scottish Popular Ballads ... fran the Collection of
F.J.Child, ed. H.C.Sargent &G.Lynian Kittredge (London, 1905),
no.169; SunTnerson, 'Crime', 116.

5) Tupling, Lancs, pp.132-3.
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his office, confiscating the Ombrian estates of Roger de Clifford's

Skipton Iailiff on the grounds that he had borne arms against Edward

at Boroughbridge. It was subsequently found that he had left

Clifford's service a year before the battle, and had not been

involved ifl it. (6)

The examples of Harcia and Layburn dennstrate that manipulation

of shire office in tine of political disturbance was as good a way

as any of accumulating spoils. Profits made at the expense of the

enemy within were as desirable as - and scinetimes nore valuable than

- those gained fran the Scots. The fate of the goods of Harcia' s

adherents bore withess to this. Bernard le Pulter was found to have

seized corn and sol belonging to William le Blount, John de Orton

to have made off with a mare and 280 sheep. William de Farlain had

sheep which had been in Andrew de Harcla's possession, although he

maintained that Harcla had distrained him for them, so that he had

merely recovered his ann. John de Flixton, presented for taking a

silver cup which had belonged to Harcia's brother, pleaded that he

received it as payment for a year's service. The cup, a book

purloined by a friar, and sate arms, were the nbost exotic items

renoved. The rest - goats, sheep, wool, grain - reflected the

nature of econcinic life in the area. (7) In tine of peace or war,

it was not the stuff to create castles like Farleigh. This is the

econcimic perspective in which war in the North should be seen. It

bad similarities with activities which, like crime and the niilcting

of danestic office, proceeded under the cover of hostilities, but

6) PRO, C260/34, no.5.

7) PRO, Just 1/142.
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did not require it.

ii) Paid Servi

It is arpropriate to thrn now to the cpportunities for organized

gain presented by military service. bst conspicuous of these was

Crown çaynnt, whether for actual service or for rrore organizational

exploits. On one level, this involved the transfer of noney fran

the royal coffers to men in the localities. Terms were specified,

camonly ts' shillings per day to knights; one shilling to esquires

and half that arrount to 1±elars; tuppence to archers; although

the anounts occasionally varied. (8)

Thus the bishop of (rlisle undertook to serve on the March with

t knights, thirty men-at-arms, twenty-seven esquires, arid twenty

archers at the custaary rate, with restore of horses, in 1342.

Anthony and Thanas de Lucy and Hugh de Luwther were anong other West

Marchers who entered into indentures with the king to

serve. (9) As keeper of the whole March, the earl of Arundel in

1316 pledged himself to retain 100 rrounted men-at-arms, with 300

nore to serve at royal expense, receiving £3000 for wages and all

costs except restore of horses. Those who served under him in

Cumberlarid arid Westnorland were William de Lcre and Anthony de Lucy

with 130 men-at-arms, 200 hobelars and further forces in their 'own'

peel towers at Naworth and Dunmallard; Badlesmere with twelve men-

at-arms arid ten hobelars to garrison Broughani castle, thirty men-at-

8) PRO, E101/6/30, 15/13, 23/12.

9) PRO, E101/68/3, nos.50-2, 58.
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arms and twenty hobelars to garrison ppleby castle; Robert de

Tilliol with ten men-at-arms and thirty hobela.rs at the peel of

Scaleby; Robert de Layburn with twelve men-at-arms and twenty

hobelars at Cockernouth castle; Robert de Welle with fifteen men-

at-arms and twenty hobelars at Brough castle. In December 1322 Lucy

agreed to garrison Appleby with six men-at-arms and thirty tk±elars

at the king' s wages, receiving four shillings per day himself, as

befitted a banneret. (10) Such payments &) indeed look like profits

of war.

Scrutinized 'rore closely, problems begin to appear. If

soldiering was truly a tantalizing prospect, why, for example,

shild Richard le Brun have had to 'induce the ... men to aine to

the king by all the means that he shall deem fit' in 1301? Should

Marchers not have rejoiced at the prospect of payment for warding

the enemy fran their land? Clearly military service was not a means

of easy capitalization on a national arrel. Pndrew de Harcla in

1314 remonstrated that all the issues of his bailiwick did not

suffice to pay his forces. Worse befell the king in 1343. Despite

his orders to certain merchants to whcin he had sold Yorkshire wool

on the understanding they would pay Edward cle Balliol, the bishop of

(rlisle, and others on the March, they 'did their will therewith

and refused to pay', with the result that the Scots found the March

undefended and invaded. (11)

Payment was tardy for all the good intentions set out in

indentures of service. At ppleby in 1322, thcy was praiiised

10) PRO, E101/68/2, nos.37-9, 68/3, no.59.

11) ccR 1302-07, p.85; 0R 1343-46, p.87; as 3, no.82.
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monthly payments, without which he was to be honourably acqjiitted of

the custody after due notice to the king. At Cockeriiouth in 1336,

Layburn was to receive wages in quarterly instalments, as was 'Thcinas

de Lucy for his custody of Carlisle in 1356. In 1379 William de

Stapleton was to receive his fee for the castle at thristmas,

Easter, the Nativity of John the Baptist and Michaelmas. His

successor's fee was to be paid at the Nativity of the Baptist, All

Saints, and the Annunciation. In 1381 the only stipulation irade in

the indenture of Richard Lescrope as warden of the West March and

keeper of the castle, was that he should be paid before the d of

his term of office. It was a nebilous underta]d.ng which reflected

reality more accurately than the spurious precision of earlier

contracts. (12)

Clauses of release if payirent was not made at the set terms ware

perhaps partly responsthle for the Crcn practice of making partial

payments of the fees due. Arundel in 1316 was to be discharged on

the fifteenth day after he had apprised the king of non-payment.

John de Segrave, warden of Annandale, was to wait for forty days in

1310, and in 1354, William de Greystoke, if not paid within a ITorith

of the terms set, could abandon custody of Berwick after 'due

notice'. That men did just that is borne out by the story of

Edward III and the Yorkshire ol in 1343, and also by an ultimatum

framed by various northern lords in 1346. This said that without

speedy payment they 'neither could nor uld stay longer'. (13)

Whether or not it was intended to obviate such ergencies, the

12) PRO, E101/68/3, no.59, 20/41, 68/4, no.74, 68/8, nos.186, 189,
1 93.

13) PRO, E101/68/2, no.37, 68/31; as 3, nos.1577, 1463.
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custan of dilatory, token payments by the Crown generally secured

continuing service.

The royal never-never did xxt altogether appease men on the

March, however. The constable of Alnwick castle petitioned for

leave to account at the Wardrobe to ascertain the arrears due to his

men in 1317, calaining that they had nostly withdrawn to the town,

endangering the castle. Debts incurred under Fdward II lingered a

lor while. In 1331 the executors of Alexander de Bassenthwaite' S

will were still waiting to receive £49 17s. 2d. due for service in

the garrison of Carlisle, Ranu1 de Dacre was still pressing for

divers sums owed for service on the March and in Gascony, and the

executor of Thcirias de Richnond for £111 5s. as wages in the garrison

of Cockeinuth. (14)

But it was rx)t cn.ly the lergth of tine which they had to wait

for payment to which men objected, it was also their piecemeal

nature. Debts were whittled away, rt paid at a stroke. Indentures

pranised advantage, but at an indefinite point in the future. In

1349 the bishop of Carlisle expostulated that after a year' s sojourn

on the March, he had only received wages for nine weeks, and two

other payments. These did 'not anount to the third penny of the

wages' due to him and his retinue of alnost 100 men. The debts

which FLlward III had hoped to meet fran the sale of wool in 1342-43

were for a quarter's service and other unspecified past service.

The sums involved were large, and could only be partially supplied.

(15) Robert de Clifford was to have £114 1 3s. for three knights and

14) Fraser, NP, nos.131, 138; CXR 1330-33, pp.362, 383, 432.

15) ccR 1349-54, p.50; Rot.Scot., pp.626-30.
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seventeen esquires, and was also to receive £30 in part payment of

other debts. Thcxnas de Rokeby was to have £72 16s. for himself,

nine men-at-arms, nine esquires, ten archers, and £100 for other

debts. Thanas Wake of Liddel was owed £100 2s. for service with his

retinue, to be recouped fran the sale of O.imbrian wool, half at the

Nativity of John the ptist, and half at Peter ad Vincula.

Payment was haphazard. If profits did accrue, they did so

scwhat irxeterminately. This was the nature of war finance, as

cawrn a characteristic of Fdward I 's reign and that of his grandson

as it was of the conflict-ridden reign of Edward II. Late in 1305

Robert de Clifford reminded the king that £180 was in arrears of his

fee for robes, wages, and recanperise for horses for three years

service in Scotland. It was not only Edward II' s soldiers, like

Robert de Layburn at Ayr castle, who had to plead poverty. Service

on the March was capable of reducing even a cadet of the royal house

to pathos. In 1412 John of Lancaster asserted that he had been

obliged to coin his own silver plate in order to maintain his men,

encumbering him in such debt that his good nair - and credit - were

in jeopardy. (16) Arrears nvunted in this nost administratively

organized and best cumented area of military finance, belying any

equivalence of war service and easy prosperity.

Delay was inherent in the practice of payment by tally and

assignment, methods which Professor J.Willard showed to have been

highly expedient for the Crown. Although military exigencies fran

1332 brought a change of policy, nore cash then being despatched for

the p.irchase of army supplies, Willard stipulated that the

16) XR 1302-07, p.359; Rot.Scot., p.60; thrimes, 'Letters', 3-27.
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distinction between payment in cash and by assignment should not be

exaggerated. Assignment was 'after all cnly a slower form of

payment'. (17)

Such slowness, however, might have been very significant to the

men of the North, their custatiary livelihocxi eroded by war. On

2 June 1342 ale Robert Baker, a merchant of Leicester, was ordered

to pay Thanas de Lucy various sums due for service in the North.

The nney was to ozne fran the sale of Rutland and Warwickshire

wool. Four days later he entered into a recognizance of debt, by

which Lucy granted him longer to pay and naller instalments.

Enforced patience of this nature meant that Cumbrians were

increasingly forced into debt themselves. A feature of their

recognizances, in the reign of fl3.ward III especially, was the

participation of a mercantile element, presumably to be attributed

to the need for victuals and arms. Ranul de Dacre acknowledged a

number of debts to Florentine merchants fran 1320 onwards. Henry de

Iinplugh acknowledged one to a Lond cordwainer in 1321, Thanas

Wake one to a London citizen and one to the £kles of HI.11 in 1327,

and another to the Bardi in 1332. (18) Citizens of York and London

were those nost frequently involved. Although the acknowledgement

by the bishq of Carlisle and Robert de Kirkoswald that they owed

£210 to two London skinners in 1338 was typical, there were also

connections with Bristol and Norfolk. The debts of members of the

17)J.F.Willard, 'The Crown and its Creditors 1327-33', EHR, xlii
(1927), 12-19; G.L.Harriss, 'Fictitious Loans', EcHR, 2nd ser., viii
(1955-6), 187-92.

18) Rot.Scot., p.628; (ER 1341-43, p.356; (ER 1318-23, pp.222, 333,
378, 482; (ER 1327-30, ç.l08, 201, 359, 368; (ER 1330-33, p.614.
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Dacre family were particularly conspicuous. (19)

Indebtedness was undoubtedly a feature of seigneurial existence,

the availability of credit a trthite to the sophistication of the

econcxny. Dr Wright's study of the gentry of Derbyshire in the

fifteenth century and Dr Saul's exaininaticn of knightly families in

Sussex denKnstrate the prevalence of debt. They also illustrate the

difficulties in interpreting recognizances. Sussex knights who

appeared to be acting as principals were in fact acting on behalf of

their lords. What purported to be sales turned out to be debts.

The evidence is enigmatic. The cause of debt is often iirossible to

determine, so too the outcxine. Failure to cancel a recognizance

does not necessarily mean the debt was never repaid; it nay only

indicate administrative inadequacy. (20)

None the less, it is difficult to reconcile the picture of

credit-seeking gentry society on the West March with the hypothesis

of war-inspired prosperity. If any were benefiting during these

years, it was perhaçs the clerics. A number of these seem to have

had the means, or at least the fluidity of inccrne, to bind ien to

them in debt. Master Michael de Harcla, to whcxn Thctnas de Richmond

(Med £30 in 1316; the parson of Brigham, to vthan Walter de ynhain

owed 100 marks in 1317; and Walter de Kirkbride owed eleven and a

half marks in 1318, exemplify the trend. It was not confined to the

early years of the century; many later examples can be found. The

names of sane clerics recur frequently. Thanas de Burgh, Robert de

EglesfieL and William de Kirkby Stephen were three such. The sums

19) ccR 1330-33, pp.304, 414, 556; cXR 1333-37, pp.81, 489; cc
1337-39, p.381; CQ 1341-43, p.111; iXR 1343-46, pp.230, 567; ccR
1346-49, p.588; XR 1349-54, p.598; cR 1360-64, p.397.

20) Wright, Derbyshire, pp.22-8; Saul, Sussex, pp.182-3.
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involved could be large. nthony de Lucy owed £500 to Eaglesfield

and another in 1339; his son aged £80 to William de Kirkby Stephen

in 1343. These individuals give an inclicaticn of the extent to

which the clergy were the &ninant creditors of the fcxirteenth-

century West March ccninunity. (21)

iii) st and West

The figures nich give the greatest eig'nt to rr cc' s argurrent

for prosperity are, as he admits, fran the last t decades of the

fourteenth century and the beginning of the next. They relate to

the office of warden of the March. Under the first three Edwards,

when the office was less developed, less lavish sums flowed north.

Whereas early fifteenth-century kings and treasurers had to find

thousands of txxinds to acccinrtdate their northern guardians, Matthew

de Redman' s annual fee in 1304 had been £60, and castles like

Skipton and Cockerinouth had actually been rented cut by the Crown in

1307 and 1314. (22) Office on the West March prcinised less than

off ice in the East, even when the figures had begun to rise. The

custody of Berwick was undertaken for 2000 marks by Neville in 1356,

and for 1000 marks by Richard Tempest in 1350, the latter granted an

additional annual payment of 200 marks if hostilities began. In

contrast, Thanas de Lucy was given custody of Carlisle castle in

1357 for the sun of £65 per annum, and was abruptly discharged later

in the year on cririnencement of a truce, 'whereby the king need not

21) 11R 1313-18, pp.429, 465, 615; IXR 1323-27, p.160; 	 R 1327-30,
p.543; XR 1339-41, p.96; (ER 1343-46, p.256; 	 R 1354-60, p.65.

22) FR 1307-19, pp.6, 49, 203; (3)5 4, no.1803.
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incur such expenses upcn the keeping of that castle'. (23) Other

fees stood in similarly sharp relief to those for Cumberland and

Westirorland. In 1352 John de Coupland was to have an annual fee of

£500 for custody of Roxburgh, while in 1365 his widow received a

lease of the castle and barony of Wark on Tweed for 200 marks per

annum. Thcanas de Ros of Kendal was due 300 marks per annum for

custody of Annandale and Lochinaben castle. (24) 'lb all appearances

the stakes had gradually risen over the years. Close scrutiny of

the fees proferred for custody of Carlisle castle, on the other

hand, dr]strates that the organized rewards of military service

fluctuated, and in the English West March at least, were sctnewhat

paltry.

Custody of the castle and demesne lands was frequently entrusted

to the sheriff in the period before the Anglo-Scottish war.

Expenses were scrutinized on the Pipe Roll, although frcxn 1246 the

duty was rewarded with a tun of wine annually, which becama a cash

payrrent of £2 in aid of costs. In 1290 castle and dresne were

annexed th the corpus ccznitatus and the sheriff obliged to find

£55 2s. lid, for then. J.L. Kirby's account of the custody before

1381 suggested that this figure left a surplus to pay for the

custody. (25) Fourteenth-century accounts, however, suggest that

the surplus was minimal, raising the possibility that custody se

was not greatly lucrative even before the onslaught of war.

23) cR 1354-60, pp.351, 379, 381.

24)Rot.Scot., p.749; 0R 1364-68, p.182; DS 3, no.170; 4, no.98.

25)J.L.Kirby, 'The Keeping of Carlisle Castle before 1381', CW 2,
liv (1954), 131-9.
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Ranuli de Dacre in 1334-35 accounted for £59 1 6s. 6d. fran the

dsne lands, pasture, fishery arid perquisites of court. In 1328-29

Peter de Tilliol accounted for £62 3s. 8 1/4d. fran the same

sources, and £54 13s. 1 Od. in the following year. (26) During the

war, custody of the county did not always coincide with custody of

its major castle. Under F1ward I, for example, Halton received

custody during the shrievalty of William de Muncaster. The

custodian was still responsible for finding £55 2s. lid, although

Halton was excused approximately £13 annually because of war damage.

Supplementary payments were made to rrison the castle. In 1308

expenses of £30 is. 4d. were claimed for the maintenance of four

men-at-arms and ten archers for 164 days.

The Crown assigned rroney fran various sources for the upkeep of

the castle. Patently the farm paid for custody had ceased to

suffice. In 1321 certain repairs were ordered, to be paid out of

funds collected fran a clerical Tenth in the diocese of York.

Between March 1336 and March 1337, Edward III instructed the keeper

to spend £84 5s. 8d. on repairs - at a time when the farm was

£63 7s. 7 1 /2d, and the keeper was granted an annual fee of ten

marks in eddition to the wages of a porter and watchman. (27) An

inquisition of 1344 estimated that repairs in stone to the towers,

battlnts, and walls would cost £200, in timber to the hail,

kitchen and other buildings 100 marks, and in lead to the roof £5,

quite apart fran those needed for the city fortifications. (28)

26) PRO, ElOi/i8/40; P.199/7/4.

27) aDS 3, ro.40; 0R 1318-23, p.305; 0R 1333-37, pp.555, 600, 610,
621; XR 1337-39, p.5.

28) GIl 2, ro.1903.
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M hoc royal payments had thus beccme the only way to finance the

garrison and support the fabric. In time of war the farm of the

deinesne oDuld not provide adequately for the keeper, let alone his

military establishment. Given their ungenerous scale, it is cpen to

doubt whether such payments enticed men into service at Carlisle,

wrought chaos in the social hierarchy of the West March, or founded

fortunes. The sanewhat derisory ten mark fee offered th Jchn de

Glanton in 1335 certainly would not have allcMed him to cultivate

many social pretensions. If it was his major source of incczne, he

would not even have been liable for distraint of knighthood.

Glanton' s appointment is significant in its implications for the

application of Dr Tuck' s hypothesis to the West March, for here

indeed war had brought an outsider to a praninent military position,

yet it suggests less the benefit to accrue fron war, than the

Crown' s desire for minimal expenditure. There survives no

indication that the Cumbrian gentry resented Glanton' s appointment,

but the experiment of entrusting the castle to an unknown off-caner

was not repeated, which is perhaps illuminating in itself. Under

Edward II sanething similar was attempted. Pendragon castle and

Mallerstang Chase in Westinorland were entrusted to one Thcinas de

Snythwait in 1323-24, after Clifford's forfeiture. Snythwait was

paid 6d diem, the usual rate for an esquire. After this hour

of glory he returned to the short and simple annals whence he must

have sprung, otherwise a ca'npletely obscure character.

Subsequent appointments to Carlisle recorded on the Fine Roll

refer to the keeper receiving the 'usual' fee and his rendering the

'usual' farm at the exchequer. (29) In 1356-57 it recorded for the

29) cFR 1337-47, pp.78-9, 363, 441; (FR 1347-56, pp.229, 408-9.
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first tiiie the existence of indentures of custody. The sums

involved were riot princely. Thanas de D.icy' s indenture of January

1356 obliged him to maintain sixty men-at-aims and eighty archers in

castle and town for half a year, in return for aistaiiary wages and

regard. In December 1357, as already mentioned, his fee in tine of

war, £65 per annum to be received fran the profits of the castle

deznesnes, was cancelled. Whilst William de Windsor contracted to

serve during his shrievalty for an annual fee of 1000 marks in 1366,

it was a peak not to be reached again for sie years. (30)

The exact number of men to be retained was rot stipilated in the

next surviving indenture. By this, William de Stapleton, esquire,

undertook custody in 1379 - tine of truce - for £40 per annum and

the wages of a porter. Possibly the lack of definition - 'son

hostel et sa mesnee' - gave him scope for manipilation and

profit, whereas arrangements earlier in the century had not.

Dr 'luck canments that herence to the terms of warden and castle

indentures would have permitted few such prospects (31); bat then

this was rot their intention. In 1380, at the start of tthew de

Redman's custody, it was arranged that he shaald receive £60 per

annum. The indenture of Richard Lescrope in 1381 again returned to

the formula of custanary wages. In 1383-84, on the other hand,

Robert Parvyng received custody for 400 marks per annum, the total

he was eventually due apportioned at a daily rate and anounting to

£57 17s. 6d. Lescrope's era, hever, marked a turning point in

30) FR 1356-68, p.25; ca 1354-60, p.380; rRO, E1O1/68/4, no.74,
29/22.

31) RO, E101/68/8, no.186; Thck, 'War and Society', 44.
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custodial history. Fran this time custody was generally accorded to

the warden of the West March. It is perhaps to this period, not

earlier, that the state of affairs in the North described by Dr Tuck

pertained in Cumberland and Westnorland. (32) Until then, military

off ice in the counties was an uncertain means to prosperity.

Service within the two counties not cnly received less reward than

service in the East, it was also expected to be at least partially

self-financing, as Robert de Welle at Brough, and John de Balthn at

Carlisle had discovered. It has also been emphasized that although

as far as the king was concerned, the cost of defending the North

decreased fran the mid-fourteenth century, he 'by no means bore the

whole burden of war' • War thus diminished resources by nore

insidious means than the devastaticn of land.

There are indications that service outside their hone counties

exercised sare attractions for (Imbrians. In 1296 Robert de Johnby

was to be found acting as the bailiff of Dumfries, John de

Huddlestcn as keeper of Galloway and neighbouring castles, Henry de

Malton as sen eschal of Annandale in 1299, (33) involvement with

southern Scotland which continued a natural Cumbrian orientation.

Participation in the military administration of Scotland assumed

that all was wall with the English war-effort. When war was pushed

back on to English soil, the king and his subjects lost a reserve of

patronage. Only Layburn, beleaguered at Ayr castle in 1309, lone

member of the Cumbrian gentry, appears to have held office in

32) MO, E101/68/8, no.193; E199/7/11, m.9.

33) cDS 2, no.1115; Rot.Scot., pp.7, 24, 46, 66; campbell, 'Englar4,
Scotland and the Hundred Years War', pp. 194-5.
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Scotland under Edward II. The reign of Edward III was nore

propitious. William Engleys was constable of Luebmaben castle in

1333, entitled to receive £100 fran the issues of its lands, Peter

de Tilliol was sheriff of Dumfries and keeper of its castle.

l½nthony de Lucy served as keeper of Berwick in 1334. Similar posts

were filled by West rchers later in the reign. Thanas de Misgrave

was keeper of Berwick, William de Dacre sheriff of Dunifries in 1347,

John de Denton keeper of Lochmaberi castle and Pnnaxiale in 1362.

The subordination of Scotland provided opportunities other than

military. Lucy was appointed as justiciar of all Edward III'S

Scottish lands, Tharias de Burgh as chamberlain of Berwick in 1335,

Thanas de M.isgrave as one of two justiciars appointed in Berwick and

Roxl*irghshire in 1347. (34)

The terms varied by which such office was held, bit on the whole

they contrasted favourably with those in Curnberlarxl and Westnorland.

In 1346 an indenture drawn up between Richard de Thirlwall and the

attorneys of the earl of Northainptcn about custody of Lochmaben

castle, prcinised Thirlwall £266 3s. 4d. per annum for all costs.

The food to be given to the earl's servants, ransan of captives,

cost of repairs, fishing and forage rights were scrupulously

elaborated. The saxre conditions were maintained in an indenture of

1364, bit the fee was reduced to £200, at which level it remained

until 1371. Stapleton's indenture in this year prcxnised only 250

marks, although it was to be &)ubled if cpen war broke cut. Thcxnas

de Rokeby's custody of Edinburgh and Stirlir castles in 1338 was to

bring him the 'accustczred wages of war'. As he cannot have

34) Rot.Scot., pp.263, 271, 274, 384, 391, 488, 684, 861.
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serv personally in both places at once, his career has a tinge of

the entrepreneurial rnilitaxy sub-contractor about it. (35) Thcinas

de Musgrave' s second teim as keeper of Berwick, which began in 1373,

brought him 400 marks per annum. This contrasts with the fee of

£500 granted to Richard Teest in 1362, and John de Coupland in

1358, or, amalgamated with custody of the East rch, £5000 in time

of war, and £2500 in tine of truce, pranised to Henry Percy in 1380.

(36)

The variety of fees, determined not only by the state of

hostilities, bit also by the status of the keeper, is another factor

which warns against the autanatic identification of paid military

service with prosperity. The organization of war militated against

capital accumulation in many ways - particularly in the delay

between service and payment. In his study of military service in

theshire in the late Middle Pges, Dr P.Mrgan suggests that payment

received fran the Crown was 'seldcin a critical determinant in the

attractiveness of war' for ecisely this reason. reover, the

fact that payment was often in victuals, kind rather than cash,

further emphasizes the extent to cdnich neither the relationship

between the Crown and its armies, nor the nature of war, was

primarily financial. ?n indenture for Stirling and Fxlinburgh

castles provided that the keeper should have 'payment for his wages

in rroney and in victuals fran quarter to quarter', while the

passions unleashed anong the civilian and military populace by the

35) P1J E101/32/27; cDS 3, no.1459; 4, nos. 109, 144, 161, 178;
CCR 1337-39, p.452.

36) RO, E101/33/7; DS 4, roe. 19, 69, 208, 296.
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issue of provisionin generally, were described earlier. (37) War

was not solely a matter of profit.

iv) Royal Patronage

If positions of military authority under the first three Edwards

in Oinberland and Westzrorland did not provide lavish rewards, what

of patronage, another nans by which the king recognized loyal

service? Again the success or fafl.ure of the war-effort e2e a

determine the scale of reward. Edward I's conquests enabled him to

be nore generous than his sai. Robert de Clifford and Adam de

Swinburn received Scottish lar1s fran him. It is also noticeable

that the everyday bread and butter of royal patronage, grants of

free warren, charters of inspeximus and the like, were issued fran

Scotland, no doubt giving Cumbrians an additional incentive to

serve. Under the unmartial Edward II, tbe place of patronage noved

south, as noted above. Fewer Border charters were issued. In the

less lean thirteen-thirties and thirteen-forties a handful of nn

came within Edward Balliol's orbit. In 1324 be granted to Ranulph

de Dacre the Scottish lands of Roger de Kirkpatrick and Humrey de

Boys. John de Orton received the lands of John de Lindsey of

Walchope, Richard de Kirkbride those of William de Sanerville, and

William de Stapleton those of two other unfortunates. (38)

37) P.J.Morgan, 'Military Service in Late dieval Cheshire 1277-
1403' (unxiblished Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of London, 1983), pp.187-B;
CQ 1337-39, p.555.

38) RO, Elol/lo/lO, 9/16; XhR 3, pp.22-3, 42, 45-6, 126, 130, 442,
etc; R.C.Reid, 'Edward de Balliol', '1DQ1HAS, 3rd ser., xcxv(1956-7),
38-63; Pot.Scot., pp.294, 710, 723, 728.
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Even this largesse poses problems for the hypothesis that war

provided cpensation ai a scale sufficient to undermine the social

structure of the North. Grants of land in Scotland were politically

adroit, ccnniitting the recipient to naintain hostilities against

rival national claimants; Ortcn and Kirkbride both found themselves

embroiled with atnpetitors against whan they had to assert English

authority. But their gain was not unequivocal; neither did it

raise thi fran the dust. Like the others patronized by Balliol,

their families had abounded on Ombrian administrative camLtssions

and in local witness lists for the last century and a half at least.

The importance of royal patronage, as the events of Edward II' S

reign denxstrated, should rot be decried. The Skipton estates

granted to Robert de Clifford for life in 1310, with regrant in fee

in 1311, cair to fonn a valuable nucleus of his lands. On his death

in 1314 he held eleven and a half fees in Yorkshire, in canparison

with four in Westnorland and three and a half in Hereford and

Worcester, although the Yorkshire fees were not, strictly speaking,

profits of war; neither were they ai the rch. Clifford also

fared well as a result of confiscations, receiving Brus lands in the

bishopric of Durham, the incane fran which he used to retain the

Westmeriari, John Engleys. (39) The interminable wrangling over the

manors of Bolton in Allerdale and Uldale suggests man' s eagerness

for patronage, but it was not such dramatic stuff that it founded

West I'rth fortunes. Rather it entrenched the position of families

already established, like the Cliffords and the Lucy family.

39) 1PM 5, no.533; cPR 1307-13, pp.220, 408; i.X!R 1318-23, p.262; FR
1307-19, p.246.
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It was patronage - as opposed to any systematic exploitation of

war - which produced sane of the greatest windfalls, as Clifford and

Harcia ' s good fortune testifies. breover, Harcia's earidan, the

reward for confounding Thanas of Lancaster, riot the Scots, is a

reminder that such royal bounty did not depend on war. Royal

patronage was always sanething to be courted and n. It brought

the Clif fords to ppleby as a result of civil war under Henry III.

It is thus not entirely appropriate to regard it as one of the

profits of war, especially given that it uld have had greater

value had it rot bad to be set against the destruction of war.

thance and derring- first attracted attention to ore Northerner

who prospered as a result of war; royal nunificence crcMned his

efforts. Thanas de Rokeby, later distinguished as 'the Uncle', to

separate him fran his brother Robert's son, was in September 1327

granted an annuity of £100 per anni.nn for life, which the young

a3.ward III had pranised to the man who xild bring him within sight

of the enemy. He was knighted there and then. Without this stroke

of good fQrtune, it is unlikely he uld have attained the positions

which he he]ñ subsequently.

The Dictionary of ätional Biography suggests that he was the son

of one Thanas de Rokeby who died in 1318, but a plea of 1327

concerning the manor of Kaber, which Thanas the Uncle cane to hold,

referred to him as the son of Alexander de Rokeby. Kirkby' s Quest

recorded that Alexander he] three caiaicates in Rokeby, and other

land in !brthani in the wapentake of Gilling West, in the North

Riding of Yorkshire. The inquisition post norten of Brian Fitz Alan

in 1317 stated that Robert de Rokeby then held this land. When
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Thanas caught the King's attenticn in 1327, he was an esquire,

probably Robert' s younger brother. Not of the meanest of

backgrounds, but his family was not eminent in Yorkshire society or

administration. (40)

FLlward III's annuity, to be thnverted into land and rent of

equivalent value, ultimately conferred on him land in Kent,

Lincxlnshire, Yorkshire, and in the West March; Carleton and

Thornhead in Cumberlath, Kaber, Nateby, Wharton, Winton, Sleagill,

Crackenthorp, and ironically, Rookby, in Westnorlath. The latter

were nostly Clifford estates, saie of which had care to the king's

hand by the forfeiture of the Harclas. In the West March, Rokeby

was far nore the parvenu than the Harcia brothers. Despite his

insertion into the lathed society of the West March, his position

there was scxnewhat ambiguous.

He was to be found in the thick of scre local activities, aixng

witnesses of charters of Richard de Musgrave in the thirteen-

thirties and thirteen-forties, and one oDncerning Lucy estates in

1348. His family had mustered sufficient reputation to be deemed

worthy of a marriage alliance with the Oberlath gentry family of

Tilliol of Scaleby. Thanas 'le Cosyn' - whichever of the two this

was - represented Cumberlath as knight of the shire in 1354.

However, suspicion is aroused that he lacked acceptance on the West

March, and the assertion this would have given him. (41) He did not

40)aDS 3, no.936; (IR 1330-33, p.402, 416; 1PM 5, no.533; 6, no.49;
LB 17, p.152; Placita de Eanco 1327-28, List and Index Soc. 32,
p.698; The Survey of the County of York, taken John de Kirkby,
crninonly known as Kirkby's Inquest, Surtees Society xlix (Durham,
1867), pp.165-7.

41)QO, Carlisle, D Mus, Soulby, S 10, 32, H 43; tRC 1/2, fol. 6d;
Lucy Cartulary, no.57.
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exercise in either county the authority of a Harcia, nor even

approximate the influence Thcinas de Musgrave wielded in the

thirteen-forties and thirteen-fifties. This cannot be explained

away simply as indifference to the cursus honorum of county

administration. He did hold such office - in Yorkshire.

It was in Yorkshire that he served as sheriff in the middle years

of the century, the first of his family to do so. He acted as

escheatcr and oirnissioner of array, and he contracted debts in the

county. The military posts with which the Crown entrusted him

reflected the same pattern. He was warden of the East March in

1346, captain of Stirling castle fran 1336 and Edinburgh fran 1338,

and was one of those ordered to nuster at Newcastle rather than

Carlisle. (42)

It is difficult to distinguish between cause and effect here.

Perhaps CrcMrl patronage prcznpted indifference to Westrrorlarid, rather

than his inability to assert himself there. Certainly Rokeby

appears to have been canpelled toward the centre of events. He

appeared on the field at Neville's Cross, as David Brus' gaoler and

escort to London, and was later justiciar of Ireland. Canpared with

these scenes of activity be perhaps found the West March less

alluring, less open to chivalric enterprise. The events of 1346-47

in Yorkshire, on the other hand, brought him an annuity of 200 marks

and the dignity of a banneret; his justiciarship also had its

rewards. (43) The suggestion that he, like Harcia, found sèst rch

42)PEE, SC1/39/52,	 .. :;; E101/68/3, no.53; Rot.Scot., pp.328,
517, 532, 653; XR 1354-60, p.231.

43)PRO, E101/242/14;	 1343-46, pp.133-4, 178.
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society - particularly Westuorland society - difficult to enter, and

the implications of his preference for other spheres of military

activity, make a significant distinction between the effects of war

on the two sides of the Scottish March. In the West, even royal

patronage, which prospered Robert de Clifford, Andr q de Harcia, and

Thaias de Rokeby, failed to upset the social hierarchy. In the

East, the Percies t grasp on Alnsqick, the baronies of Warkworth,

Rothbury, Newburn, and March, did, as Dr TUck declares, deonstrate

the arrival of a nq power in the North.

v) casual Incidents of Wer

There remains the incalculable elent - war as a game of chance,

a lottery, in which fortune might be wooed. Thanas de Rokeby'S

success in 1327 had this flavour. Thus Andrew de Harcia was

assigned 1000 marks for capturing John de ?brreve and Robert Barde

in 1315, albeit so arranged that he should receive payment within

eight years, and despite the fact that he had to employ a

'considerable sum' thereof for his own ransan in the same year. (44)

Cance brought Thctrias de Lucy 700 marks for the capture of Dougal

MacDowell and his eldest son at the peel of Estholne in Galloway in

1346. It gave Sir Roger Kirkpatrick and his son into the custody of

the bishop and mayor of carlisle in 1334. It rot only favoured

Thanas de Rokeby the Uncle in 1327, bit also - in mingled measure -

his nephew in 1337. Having captured four Scots who offered him 300

marks for their freedcxn, only to have them executed by his uncle for

44) cDS 3, nos.456, 497, 514-6, etc.
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their treason against Stirling castle, the nerew was granted the

bailiwick of Ewecross in Yorkshire by the King.

It was the nving force behind the agreement between Edward III

and Balliol in 1337 that those crining against the enemy might keep

whatever goods and chattels they could acquire in Scotland, and lay

behind similar concessions frctn which Michael de Harrington, Robert

and Richard le Brun in 1314, nthony de Lucy and his men in 1315

benefited. (45) Unlike indentures of aistady, such arrangements

were patently made in order to 'favour' the grantee, as Harrington

and the Bruns' charter pit it. They cost the Crcn nothing and

might even bring it rewards; a carefu1ly-aduirbrated hierarchy of

claims developed ocerning the division of spoils. The grant to

Lucy specified that the King should have any captive be wanted on

making aropriate reparation to the captor. Under such terms Lucy

surrendered prisoners in 1333. His son did so in 1346. (46)

Dr MDrgan suggests that ranson and hooty provided the pre-eminent

sources of war income. Although much of the evidence derives fran

details of English losses, out-goings were presumably compensated

adequately.

If the wheel of fortune rolled in favour of individual West

Marchers, it was just as capable of running against them. William

de Muncaster received a safe conduct to g to Scotland in 1315 to

negotiate the release of his son. John de Harcia followed the same

path in 1316, trying to free his brother. John de Strickland and

45)aDS 3, nos.1236, 1462;	 nonimalle, p.19; 'XR 1333-37, p.209;
cPR 1313-17, p.373; Rot.Scot., rp.133, 283.

46)Fraser, NP, no. 110; D. Hay, 'Booty in Border Warfare', ¶LDGHAS,
3rd ser., xxxi (1952-3), 148-66.
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Hugh de Lowther were also captives in this year. In 1382, Raif cle

Greystoke petitioned the King about his recent captivity and mnsan,

alleging that he could not pay it without being ruined for the rest

of his life. In 1378 ruin threatened the whole March, according to

its keepers, the Scots being about to distrain on the area because

of Thanas de Masgrave' s failure to fulfil the conditions of his

release. In 1382 John de Neville paid 1000 marks in ransau on

behalf of M.isgrave and his son, and had to secure royal assistance

to recover it fran them. (47)

The casual incidents of war appear to have offered auch greater

reward than paid servi on the West March. The battle of Neville's

Cross in particular, brought a fine haul. Response to the order of

8 December, 1 346, to bring to the Taier of London various captives

for whan cxensation would be paid, shas that a number of

Cumbrians had the gods on their side. Thcznas de Clifford had

captured lter de Hli1irton. William de Dacre, John de Harrington,

Thanas de Lucy, Robert de LcMther and Thanas de Ros were aiong

others anticipating paynnt fran the King. Raif de Beetham, ?dam

de Kendal and John de Skirwith were reluctant to relinquish their

prisoners to royal custody, and released them contrary to

prohibition, keeping the raiisan 'pro ccmdo suo proprio'. (48)

47) vbrgan, 'Military Service', pp.187-91; Pot.Scot., pp.151, 159;
cDS 4, nos.315, 264, ppendix 2, nos.2, 308.

48)Rot.Scot., pp.678-80, 685.
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vi) War and tbe Social Structure

With a few exceptions, however, these men were established

members of the gentry. If fortune smiled on them, she had not

raised them fran cbscurity.

cre had succeeded in 1339 to the Gilsiand estates which

extended over Cumberland, Westuorland, Lancashire and Lincolrishire,

although his nther' s &ier rights prevented him fran exercising

cciriplete control. His family had traditionally played a part in

local administration, a custan he continued. He served as

ccinttissioner to define the boundaries of Penrith in 1348, as justice

of oyer and. terminer in 1349 and 1360, and as otinissioner of the

peace in 1361. To judge by the string of debts bequeathed in his

will that year, however, he was sorely in need of chiva].ric gain -

or any other kind. (49)

John de Harringtoni 'le fiz' is not easily identified, as at least

three men of the name were alive at the time. One of them, fran

Thrimby, died in 1352. 1nother, who died in 1359, married the

daughter of Adam Banaster, thus endowing this cadet branch of the

lords of Aldinghain, and establishing it at Farleton. 2nother, who

died in 1363, was to succeed to the Aldingham estates. The emphasis

'le fiz' was probably to distinguish its bearer fran John, lord of

Aldingham, who was not to die until 1347. One of the name was

Dacre' s senescbal in 1347, whilst 'le flz' sought life exemption

fran juries and the like in 1335. Whichever Harringtcn gained by

Neville' s cross, it was not war which provided his pDsition locally.

49) O:xnp.Peerage 4; Test.Karl., no. xxi; 1PM 8, no.229; 11, no.60;
cPR 1348-50, pp.175, 386; cPR 1361-64, p.63, 66.
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Both the Aldingham and Farleton lines reaped the rewards of astute

matrinnial planning; the Aldingham family thus ceme to hold a

third of the barony of Egremont by 1363. (50)

Thaias de LUCY, scion of another local notable family, had

succeeded to the Cockeriiith estates in 1343. No landless ynger

son, he. Marriage played a part in the augmentation of his lands,

as it had those of the Harringtcns. His first marriage, to one of

the sisters of John de 4ilton of Egremxit, was followed by the

acquisition of a third of that barony in 1338. His seocr, to

Agnes, daughter of Ebnry de Beaunont, made at Edward III'S request,

was rewarded by a grant of the soil and herbage of Allerdale. Lucy

was particularly involved in shire administration, as justice of

oyer and terminer, sheriff, and carinissioner, which tLnence owed

little to the Anglo-Scottish war. (51)

Ralf de Beethain's family had wielded local influence far as long

as the Lucy family; one Pam de Beetham had witnessed a charter for

Gilbert Fitz Reinfrid of Kendal in the early years of King John's

reign. Their connections ware impeccable. Ralf acted as Roger de

Clifford's god-father at the request of Isabel de Clifford. Beetham

too was in rossession of his family estates, and was a stalwart of

Westnorland administration. (52)

T1-ks de Ros, lord of a noiety of the barony of Kendal, was in a

50) aO, carlisle, D Ay, 39; (D 1346-49, p.320; 1PM 11, nos.251,
503; 10, no.10; An Arnorial for Westnorland and Lonsdale, ed.
R.S.Boumphrey et al., G Ectra Ser., xxi (Kendal, 1975), p.17.

51) 1PM 12, no.17; Lucy Cartulary, no.3; CPR 1343-45, pp.62, 225;
cPR 1350-54, pp.202, 232.

52) ?theral, p.209; 1PM 10, no.202; 'R 1347-56, pp.90, 197, 335;
CPR 1334-38, p.178.
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similar position of local prestige. He served as a ccimnissicner to

inquire into breaches of the peace in Ker3al in. 1343, as

ccinuissioner of the peace in Westrrvrlard in 1345, and inquired into

the profits of the master forestership in Troutbeck in 1352. He

presided over numerous local, causes. (53)

It was not war which elevated Ros and the others to these

heights. The status of their families had been established for

generations. In so far as war prospered them, it was an altogether

haphazard affair, as iossible to forecast as gambling success, and

as dependent on chance. Unlike gambling, it required little nore

than a willing body to lay a wager. War, insatiably demanding man-

per, was in this sense a leveller, open to talents. As far as

recruitment was concerned, it perhaps mattered little that payments

were in arrears or that booty was lost as frequently as won. Such

information, :important in establishing the ways in which military

service impinged upon the population, the likelihood of war-inspired

riches prompting social change, and the extent to which they

cxxnpensated for local, destruction, does not sufficiently allcw for

the propensity to take risks heedless of economic probability. To

read too much of profit and loss in.to fourteenth-century

apprehension would be as anachronistic as to berate the chivalric

ideal for lacking opportunism.

It is thus in many ways irrelevant to speculate whether military

service as a gan of chance was the resort of men able to take

risks, or men so lacking stable income that the vagaries of chance

held few terrors. Such consideration was foreign to contemporaries.

53) cPR 1343-45, p.93; cPR 1345-48, p.30; au 3, no.102.
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Medieval prosperity meant conspicuous consurrtion, patronage of

lesser men and the Church, the p.irchase of lath regardless of its

capacity to generate incctne, debt rather than accumulation. This

heedlessness of the norr does rot chime well with the rationality

of the world after the Industrial Revolution. Froissart' s Scots,

indifferent to the destruction of their houses, rank with his

aneodote about De Mauleon;

'sanetimes I have been so thoroughly down that
I hadn't even a horse to ride, and at other
times fairly rich, as luck came and went'.

They display a itore nonchalant attitude to material wealth than that

to which we are accustomed. (54)

The image of the wheel of fortune, with its hint of Insouciance,

suggests the transien of the profits of war. Andrew de Harcia' s

meteoric career dx)nstrated it especially well, the earldan he

gained in 1322 forfeited for treason in 1323. So too did the

careers of a number of Dr Thck's East March arrivistes. John of

Coupland, fortunate in his capture of Devid Brus at Neville's Cross,

was created a banneret with an annuity of £500, given custodies at

Ioxbirgh, Berwick; even made keeper of the March. If his rewards

bore a similarity to Rokeby' s, his end bore xore resemblance to

Harcia's, for he was nn.irdered in December 1363, as a result of local

feuding. While his widcM continued to experience sate royal

munificence, the annuity fell into arrears, to be eagerly discounted

by Lyons shortly before the Good Parliament. On her death, the

54) brgan, 'Military Service', p.189; Generally, see M.Mauss, The
Gift: Forms and Functions of Exchange in Archaic Societies (London,
1969).
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plands' joint holdings reverted to Coucy, earl of Bedford. (55)

Sic transit gloria rrundi.

Rokeby, unscathed by his encounters with the knightly and

baronial classes of northern England, died in the castle of Kildea,

Kildare, In 1356. His nephew and heir maintained scxtething of

Rokeby's new consuence, retained for life by Thcinas de Musgrave in

1346, and serving alongside Qimbrians in Ireland In 1369-70. For

land, prosperity and administration, however, the family continued

to look to the East. (56)

The transient influence of such iran presented a sharp contrast

with the fortunes of the leading mnbers of O.imbrian society. To

suggest that the West March was experiencing the saira changes as the

East, where

'power and influence ... were ... crming to lie
not with the old landowning families ... but
with those individuals and families who held
the Crown offices which the militarization of
the Border bad created ... the keepers of
castles, the wardens of the Marches, and the
military captains', (57)

would be to draw a false distinction, for here it was the inveterate

landed family whose position was bolstered by war.

Ecamination of licence to crenellate granted under the first

three Edwards bears this out. That ne were granted until 1307

testifies to Edward I' s ozritrol, and the success of his campaigns.

In that year Peter de Tilliol received licence for his dwelling of

Scaleby, Richard le Brun for Drumburgh, and William de Dacre for

55) Fraser, AP, no.83; CPR 1345-48, pp.226, 370; CPR 1358-61,
pp.115, 121, 233; CDS4, no.19; 1PM 14, no.109.

56)PRO, E101/30/2; 1PM 10, no.377.

57)Tuck, 'Northurnbrian Society', 33.
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Dunmallard. In 1318 Hugh de Lowther was granted permission for

Wytthc in the Derwent Fells, and in 1322 Robert de Lay1rn for

Aykhurst. (58)

The Lllio1 family had ne th Scaleby in the wake of the Norman

Conquest. They could by no stretch of the imagiriaticri be said to

ce their position to the Anglo-Scottish war, althcxigh they did

participate vigorously in it. They were increasingly praninent in

local administration in the fourteenth oentury, as sheriffs and

knights of the shire; Peter de Tilliol represented (Imberland on

eleven occasions before 1347. The family received scare cfiscated

land during the war, b.it equally significant gains were made by

narriage, notably Robert de Tilliol's to a Yorkshire heiress before

1321. (59)

Although Dnniurgh does not aear to have descended in the

direct male line, Brun's family and position were just as old as the

Tilliolg ' . Their acceptability was signalled by the tenure of

local office, inter-marriage with such local alumni as the Tilliols

and a cadet branch of the Miltons of Gus land. Their elevation to

military catuend at the beginning of the war also reflected their

standing. The family' s subsequent failure to maintain this position

probably derived fran miscalculated adherence to Harcia in 1323,

Rubicon of many local families.

Lucre' s licence for Dunrnallard represented defence of age-old

patrirtony. Lcwther' s for Wytbop marked expansion into Lucy

territory, an indication of the extent to which the Iowthers were

58)(PR 1307-13, pp.8, 11; PR 1317-21, p.189; PR 1321-24, p.82.

59)Wetheral, rp.88-9; 1PM 1, no.115; 6, no.279; CDS3, no.501.
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indebted to local baronial connections for their prosperity. (60)

Layiurn's interest in Aykhurst was also a new departure. In sa

measure it supports Dr Tuck's Northunbrian hypothesis. Laylxixn was

undoubtedly a stalwart warniger, receiving military custodies at

Cockernouth, Carlisle, Ayr, and elsewhere, and serving as admiral of

the fleet. Unlike the other Cambrian gentry who had licence th

crenellate under Edward II, he was a younger son striking out for

himself; his family, although long-established, had not been

conspicuous in local society. But it was not war alone which

prospered him. Personal service to others bad brought tangible

benefits before the war even began. He served Nicholas de rvbresby

as an attorney, receiving land fran him in Elliscales, near Furness

Abbey; and served greater men, like Lacy, earl of Lincoln and

Thanas of Lancaster. (61) Although the nale line of the family

continued after him, no such praninence - or notoriety - attached to

it in the future.

Interesting developints n be traced fran the licences granted

in the next reign. One is their greater geographical extent.

Furness Abbey received one in 1327, John de }x3dleston one for

Millan in 1335, and Thcinas de Musgrave one for Hartley, Westnorland,

in 1353. (62) Another is their receipt 1 others than individuals.

Besides Furness, the abbey of Holme O.iltrarn obtained licence for its

merior of Wolsty in 1348, and the tcMnsmen of Penrith obtained

60)CR0, Kendal, D/Ry, Box 92; 1PM 4, no.322; 5, no.393; Wetheral,
p.97; T.H.B.Graham, 'BcMness on Solway', i31 2, ocviii (1928), 167-
78.

61)Furness 1, ii, nos.1 33, 137; Records Relating to the rony of
Kendal, William Farrer, ed. J.F.Curwen, G Record Ser., iv (Kendal,
T923), pp.391-3; Otl.Ch. Warrants, p.367.

62) I'R 1327-30, p.169; cLR 1334-38, p.167; PR 1350-54, p.493.
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licence in 1346. Unsurprisingly the namas of t, bishops and the

baron of Greysthke are to be found ariong the recipients. Equally

traditional were the objects of their concern - the episcopal manor

of Rose and the manor of Greystoke. (63) More significant were the

:Lrriplications of Ranulçh de Dacre's interest in Naworth in 1335;

flleys' in Highhead in 1342; and Thanas de Misgrave's in Hartley.

(64) All these estates were recent acquisitions, none of then the

result of war.

The Arlo-Scottish war did not have devastating effects on West

March society. In so far as it required authority, it reinforced

the existing social structure. Under the first three E1wards

neither military organization, nor the nature of the wardenship ware

such that any one family predaninated. There was not yet

'in these parts anong the people a word a
Dacre, a Dacre, and after him, a Clifford having
authority, there was a Clifford, a Clifford, and
even then a Dacre, a Dacre, a Dacre',

a state of affairs to which the dep.ity warden objected in 1537.

Even Dr Thck has recently remarked that it is 'not at all clear'

that the wardenship held much allure before the reign of Richard II.

(65)

The profits of war accrued fran chance gain and royal caprice,

rather than service or systematic exploitation of military

custodies. This was the concomitant of a certain blurring between

63)(PR 1345-48, p.69; CPR 1348-50, p.194.

64)(PR 1334-38, pp.168, 245; (PR 1338-40, p.417; cPR 1340-43,
p.536; (PR 1350-54, p.495; (PR 1354-58, p.252.

65)M.L.BUSh, 'The Problen of the r rth: A Stndy of the Crisis
of 1537 and its Consequences', NH, vi (1971), 40-65; J.A.Tuck, 'The
fltergence of a Northern Nobility, 1250-1400', NH, xxii (1986), 1-17.
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the financial and military responsibility of Crcn and subject.

The military custodies of the West March ware in any case less

pranising than those to be obtained elsewhere. The East was the

rore significant orientation, both x)1itically and econanically.

Situated on the fringe of much-desired, nn.ich-contested Lothiari, with

its lcMland arable and the rort of Beiwick - a 'second Alexarkfria'

in the opinion of the Lanercost chronicler - Northumberland was nre

vital than O.imbria to the strategy of each side. It appeared to

suffer greater disruption than the West March as a result.

Certainly its sending of representatives to parliament was nore

frequently interrupted because of war. It also experienced nore

upheaval fran allegiance and forfeiture. Their fortunes ware thus

not exactly alike. What holds good for the East March does not

necessarily so for the West.

Under the first three aiwards, neither military service against

the Scots, nor royal patronage, nor the casual incidents of war,

disturbed the social equilibrium of the West March in a lasting way.

Yet changes indubitably occurred. We shall nai examine what

pranpted them.
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!rt1 L (ii)	 fl! TITU2fliy

Important changes in the structure and ccinposition of local

society did occur in the West March of the fourteenth century. The

name of tcre was substituted for that of Milton at Gilsiand, that

of Percy far Lucy at Cockern*jth. The Nevilles laid siege to the

Greystake estates l7 repeated intermarriage and a.istody of minors.

A baronial roll-call of the late fourteenth century would sound

rather different from one of Quo Warranto date, bat the difference

was rrore apparent than real. It represented the vagaries of

dynastic succession rather than the creation of a society dependent

on war and cpen to all-corners. Not only did aie baronial family

replace another; the airlete failure of sce lines meant that the

number of baronies dwindled, leaving a different balance of power in

the counties.

Power still resided with families of knightly and baronial rank.

But it was the ascent of a long-established hierarchy by marriage,

rather than the manipulation of war, which was the key to the

fortunes of the (Imbrian gentry and social change in the West March

as a whole. There ware numerous examples of social aggrandizement

on the March, a preponderance of them due to intermarriage with

baronial and gentry stock. Mreover, those cutsiders who did appear

in the area cane to avail themselves of exactly such opportunities.

The attraction of local baronial power for Cumbrian gentry was
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obvious. Outsiders showed themselves cannily aware of the charms of

widows and heiresses whose estates spread wall outside the West

March. Study of these cases reflects the growing importance of

lordship in local society.

i) Lordship and Ccximinity: A Balance of Pr

Wordsworth's poem 'Song at the Feast of Brougham Castle' suggests

the role of lordship in local society, with its emphasis on

our rightful Lord,
A Clifford to his own restored!' (1)

Although conditions were not quite the saire as in Wordsworth's day,

the March of the thirteenth and fourteenth century still bore

witness to the iitiportan of lordship. The Q.imberland eyre of 1292

uncovered dubious dealings at an earlier ol delivery; one Richard

le Bere, forester of the countess of Albemarle in the Five Vills,

claiming to have been acquitted here. It turned out that two of the

jury were his relations, and the others were tenants of the

countess, 'fuerunt favorabiles ... eo qucxl prope balliam suam et

potuit eis valere in dando eis de bosco danine sue' • He was

acquitted 'non tamen pro aliquo quad ab ipso ceperunt sed ex

amicitia quam erga ipsum et aniicos habuerunt'. Whatever the

infraction of baronial authority suggested by the pilfering of

timber, it was clear that men thought of themselves as tenants of a

particular barony. (2)

1) Selected Poems of William Wordsworth, ed. G.Cuniberlege (Oxford,
1913), p.167.

2) ERO, Just 1/135, m.29d.
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Of the two counties, WestnorlarrI yields nore striking examples of

baronial influence. A number of families bDre differenced versions

of the arms of the Lancaster barons of Kendal, Argent two bars

Gules on a canton Gules a lion passant Or. Roger de Lancaster of

Rydal, illegitimate son of Gilbert Fitz Reinfrid, the husband of the

Lancaster heiress, figures on the Charles Roll, c. 1285, bearing

Argent two bars Gules, on a canton Gules a lion of England. Walter

de Strickland appears cii the Parliamentary Roll of Arms, C. 1312,

bearing Argent two bars and a quarter Gules. (3) The arms of Vipont

of Appleby were extensively adapted, their canting coat, Gules six

annulets j pointes) Or, influencing the Lowther, Helbeck, Vipont

of Alstcii, and M..isgrave arms. Thus on the Ga1lcay Roll of 1300,

Hugh de Lcher bears Or six annulets Sable, and Thciras de Helbeck

Gules six annulets QL a label Argent. A number of barony of

Appleby coats charged with lions perhaps reflect the influence of

Roger de tay1rn, successor of the last Vipont baron. The arms

attribeted to Robert Engleys and Robert de Asby on the Stirling

Roll, c. 1304, for example, are lx)th suggestive. (4)

Seigneurial patronage is also implicit in sate Cumberland arms.

The earl of Albeinarle's Gules a cross patonce Vair, of c. 1280, was

echoed in Robert de Lamplugh' s a cross flory Sable, c. 1282,

and lingered even after the Albemarle estates were divided aiiig

others. The Gallay Roll reveals William le Brun bearing Azure a

cross pattee Or, and William de (r1iol bearing Or a cross pattee

3) Matthew Paris vi, p.474; 'Charles Roll', ed. C. S. Perceval,
Archaeologia, xxxix (1 863); IA, p.281.

4) College of Arms, MS 414, fol.168-75, 269-72; MS Vincent 164,
fol. 11 9b-34b.
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Gules. (5) The Carlaverock Roll of 1300 gives the arms of Richard

de Kirkbride as Argent a cross engrailed Vert. All four men were of

west Cumberland families, their aims suggesting their dependence on

a daiiinant local power. The arms of Multai of Gilslarid were adapted

by two cadet branches of the family; James de &ilton of Hoff,

Westnorland, bearing thequy Or arid Sable, at the end of the

thirteenth century, arid his brother Hubert, of Isel, Cumberlath,

bearing thequy Or and Gules. (6)

The baron of Greystoke' s Gules three cushions Argent influenced

the aims of the family of Rman of Levens in Kendal. Matthew de

Riren features on the Parliamentary Roll as a knight of Cumberland

and Northumberland, bearing Gules three cushions Ermine. Although

the Kendal estates were the family's nain interest at this time, it

did have lands in Cumberland. Matthew's grandfather had performed

the baron of Greystoke's military service at Carlisle in 1300.

The Greystoke arms were also borne by the neighbourir family of

tcre, as Gules three escallops Argent. They in their turn

influenced the aims usually borne by the Stricklands, Sable three

escallops Argent, and those of the Muncaster family, Barry Argent

and Gules on a bend Azure three escallops Or. (7)

It is interestir to ccznpare the paucity of heraldic inspiration

in Westrrorlarid with the far greater abundance in Oimberland. It

5) 'Caniden Roll of Arms', ed. J.Greenstreet, The Genealogist, iii
(1879), 216-20, 260-70; 'The Segar Roll as an Ordinary', ed.
J.Greenstreet, ibid., iv (1880), 50-B, 90-7.

6) 'St George Roll', ed. C. S. Perceval, Archaeologia, xxxix (1 863),
391-8, 418-46.

7) 'Nativity Roll', Eight Thirteenth Century Rolls of Arms in French
arid Anglo-Norman Blazon, ed. J.Brault (Pennsylvania, 1973), 94-100;
Palgrave, Docs, rx.116.
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seems to bear out the hypothesis that the former was fran early days

daninated by two sources of authority, whilst power in the latter

was much 'tore fragmented. Stror pockets of local influence, like

that suggested by the Albeiiarle-derived arms, existed alongside

'tore far-reaching patterns of influence, like the Greystokes'.

Lordship in Cuinberland was rot nonapolistic. Thus the Muncaster

arms, which first appear on a heraldic roll of c. 1285, not only

show signs of a relationship with the Dacres, b.it also, in the

choice of ordinary, suggest Milton influence. Thanas de Milton's

arms appear before 1259 as Argent three bars Gules, but they are

occasionally blazoned - in the Falkirk Roll, for example - as Barry

Argent and Gules. Thanas sired both the Egrenont and Gilsiand

branches of the family; the arms were similar, but it is likely

that the Muncasters imitated the Egrenont line, their over-lords.

The aimorial evidence reinforces the idea that Cumberland to scine

extent lacked seigneurial direction. Thus the absence of influence

was as significant as its presence. The Lucy family, for instance,

found no imitators under the first three Edwards. Pcer was

dissipated - hence, perhaps, the vigour of the shire aimtunity here,

and its lethargy in Westnorland.

The size of the aunties, and size of their armigerous

population, were other factors with implications for the relative

strength of lordship and crminity. Westrrorland was much rrore open

to seigneurial daninance. Its terrain less nountainous, it knew few

of the cbstacles to cxznmunications orron in Omiberland, while its

smaller size was also reflected in its smaller gentry population.
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In 1292, asked to return the names of all suitable knights of his

bailiwick, that they might be cxmiianded to the nerriage in Bristol

of the King's eldest daughter, the sheriff of Westnorland gave the

names of thirteen men, bat warned that five of then could it be

found. Sate of tban were also land-holders in Cujuberland, like the

baron of Greystoke, who beaded the list. The Cumberland return to

an order of January 1300 to prepare all knights and forty-pound

land-holders to set cut against the Scots, gave twenty-one names.

Three of these were snen; five were barons. (8)

The Parliamentary Roll of Arms groups the knights of Westnrland

with those of Lancashire. Of the seventeen listed, only William de

1cre in fact had Westnorland interests, and these were far

outweighed by his Lancashire and Cumberland concerns. In contrast,

twenty-eight names are given for the cxiiibined counties of Cumberland

and Northumberland, although sate of those listed, like the two

Harcia brothers, also had ?strrkrland estates. The list of 'g]:._9

seignors' produces a further seven Marcher names without reference

to their origins. But only one, Walter de Strickland, was

predaninantly associated with Westnorland.

The tally struck as a result of the si.mions to Vstminster of all

knights in 1324, is particularly telling. Nine knights and nine

men-at-arms were called fran Westnrland - a figure which excluded

the sheriff. Twelve knights and forty-eight men-at--arms were

sunutoned fran Cumberland, again excluding the sheriff. Sane were

surrironed by virtue of their land elsewhere, thus dbuinishing the

Cumberland total. Rariulph and Edmund de Dacre, and the two

8) rRO, C47/1/4, m.23d, 1/6, imi.11-12.
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Harringtons, for example, were sunrroned as knights of Lancashire.

The figures for Lancashire and Northuther1ath provide useful

cc*uparisons. Lancashire vaunted sixty-five knights, Northumberland

twenty-one, in &Idition to 105 men-at-arms. (9)

To take rather different criteria for a nttiient, the lay subsidy

roll of 1332-33 cscribes five Cuinberland ladies as 'danina'; only

one in Westuorland. It dubs three Qimberland men as 'datiinus';

five in Westiiorland. If the value of these rolls is notorious, they

do at least yield an insight into the way in which contemporaries

thought about status. Not all lords of nariors were described as

dcininus', as caipariscn with Dr C.M.Fraser' s list of twenty-four

Cumberland menorial lords dezionstrates. (10) Figures for distraint

of knighthood are rather less easy to interpret. In 1316 four

(lxrnberland fifty-pound land-holders were to be distrained. The

return for WestaDriand does not survive, b.it by contrast, ten

Lancashire men were liable to take arms • In Westnorlath in 1333 at

least eleven were to be distrained; all but one had taken

knighthood by the end of the year. Unfortunately the Qimberland

return does not survive. The numbers involved here were unusually

high. They were typically rruch naller, as the return of 1356

shows, three Cumberland and four Westnor].and men being reported as

forty-pound land-holders who had not taken knighthood. (11)

These figures, and the incidence of arnorial bearing in the

9) PW 2, ii, pp.638 ff.

10) tRO, E179/90/2, 195/lA; Fraser, 'Subsidies', 137-9.

11) PRO, C47/1/8, rrrn.4, 12-13, 1/13, m.11, 1/15, nin.11-13, 1/19,
m.4, part II.
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heraldic rolls, suggest that the land-holders of Cumberland were

nxre indepeudent and fore conscious of their status than their

Westuorland neighbours. If not as daninant in the early fourteenth

century as it was in Westnor1ark, baronial authority none the less

played an important role in Cumberland. Baronial fortune was the

key to change in both the structure and canposition of local

society.

ii) ronial Fortune

Baronial lordship in both cainties had sanething of the character

of an institution. n autanatically looked to local barons,

accepting then as the dramatis personae of authority. What, then,

happened cxi the failure or forfeiture of a baronial line? What was

the impact of the substitution of one family for another?

On a national scale, historians have frequently found that such

volcanic activity as the rise and fall of dynasties failed to

disturb the tenor of the subjects' lives. A charter of privilege or

confirmation was a privilege no matter whose the seal. Studies of

allegiance arrong Gascons, Bretons, and Normans during the Hundred

Years' War, for example, have cxnfirmad this point. (12) Local

dynastic upheaval appears to have been accaruodated with similar

equanimity.

12) M.Vale, English Gascoriy 1399-1453; A Study of War, Governrrent,
and Politics during the Later Stages of the Hundred Years War
(Oxford, 1970), pp. 202-3; C.T.Allrnand, 'The Aftermath of War in
Fifteenth-Century France', History, lxi (1976), 344-57.
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At Kerx3al, no hiatus separated the service of the Redman family

of Levens to the Lancaster barons of Kerk3al, fran their service to

Gilbert Fitz Reinfrid and his successors in the twalfth and

thirteenth centuries. Men enfecf fed by William de Lancaster II

received confirmations fran Reinfrid and stood as hostages for him

in 1215. Although be s litigious and probably oppressive, the

panoply of lordship was preserved. Men flocked to witness his

charters. Others received his patronage, like Gilbert, son of

dain, son of Bernuif, to whan he granted Coniston. That Reinfrid

and his heir ware reduced to 'maxima paupertate et inpotencia' by

opposing King John seemed not to affect their prestige in Kenal and

Lonsdale. (13)

Revolution at Appleby had similarly little effect. The marriage

of Vipont's heiresses to Laybirn and Clifford - men with no local

connections - appeared not to perturb local gentry. Thcnas de

Musgrave, Vipont' s bailiff in 1256, emerged as Layhirn' s steward in

1269. Michael de Harcia's dependere on the two new barons has

already been described, as has the exemption frau knighthood granted

to Vipont's cornage tenants in 1256, and the protection of 1265

granted to the new barons' 'men of Westnrland'. The baron

traditionally provided a channel of cimunication with the court;

the local catinunity of necessity depended on him. The pardons

obtained in 1321 by Roger de Clifford for local iten who had opposed

the Despensers continued this tradition. (14) It won] appear,

13)PRO, SC1/1/92; CR0, Carlisle, D Lons L 5, BR 3, 8; I(eri-al,
WD/Ry, Box 92; CRR 3, pp.210-il, etc.

14)PRO, Just 1/979, un.4,6; cPR 1266-72, p.399; CPR 1321-24, p.20.
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therefore, that the substitution of one family for another did not

greatly affect local society. The individual incumbent was of less

importance than his role in the locality.

The events of the fourteenth century in O.imberland bear this out.

One of the nost striking changes to occur was the appearance of the

Dacres at Gilsiand. Already a long-established O.imberland family,

it was Ranulph' s marriage to Margaret, heiress of Thanas de Mu.lton,

(d. 1314) which really secured the family' s future influence and

prosperity. licence to crenellate at Naworth, which he obtained

in 1335, symbolized his new orientation, although he felt

sufficiently confident in his own pedigree to retain his own arms.

In this he differed frau his beronial predecessors, who had adopted

the arms of Vaux of Gilsland on marrying that heiress in Henry III's

reign. The alliance of Dacre and Milton was the culmination of a

number of carefully-considered Dacre matches, which included the

marriage of an earlier Ranuiph to Joan c1e Lucy, and William de

Dacre 'S marriage to Joan de Gernet of Halton. Both had brought the

family land in north Lancashire, near Heyshain and Kellet.

So far as March authority was concerned, however, the Gilsiand

marriage was of prime importance. Significantly, the Lanercost

Chronicle suggests that Cliffoth had hoped to obtain it. Although

it represented dramatic gentry aggrandiznt, the increase of Dacre

prestige did not subvert the structure of local society. The role

the family fulfilled at Gilsland was a custcinary one. Just as

Thanas de Milton had kept the March in 1313, so his successors

served against the Scots. The beronial mantle passed even to John

de Castre, who married the Gilsland widow c, 1314, and temporarily
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filial the role in all bat name. (15)

It was Dacre' s od fortune that his male progeny were hardy;

his line outlived the ?nglo-Scottish question. Thus this alteration

in the seigneurial ranks of the West March was enduring. More

radical changes took place elsewhere, with the failure of the male

line of the barons of Wigton, Liddel, Egreiront and Cockernouth.

Nowhere else was there quite the sane process of substitution of one

family for another as at Gilsland. The number of Cumberland

baronies fell. Marriage and inheritance causal their size and

powers to change. It was this which brought real alteration to the

stnicture of society, upsetting the balance which existed in

O.imberiand earlier. This, too, enhanced the position of the Dacres.

By the end of the century the tine was fast approaching when the

people would have to bear 'the ge of a Dacre as a god in their

hearts' because their choice of lord had been severely curtailed.

(16)

The death of John de Wigton in 1314, leaving cnly a daughter,

would seem to have created a baronial niche in the sane way as

Multon's death. But this was not the case. His daughter,

Margaret's, legitimacy was contested by his sisters and their

husbands, and judgeinent in her favour was not given until 1320. The

furore weakened the barony in the short term; the cost of legal

action also took its toll. The territorial settlement of 1320

continued the dissipation of Wigton influence, for John's divorced

wife had a life claim to the manor of Blackhall, and his second wife

15)a'R 1343-45, p.16; Lanercost, p.205; 1PM 2, no.601; 5, no.452;
6, no.155.

16)¶Lbugh, Frontier, p.31.
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required dower. Despite the attempts of Margaret's successive

husbands to provide authority and leadership matching the last

baron's, their ultimate failure was signalled by their inability to

produce an heir. On Margaret's death without issue in 1349, those

estates which had not already been alienated were divided further.

nthony de Lucy received the remainder of the manor of Wigtcai, while

other lands went to the heirs of Margaret's first husband, John de

Crookdayk. The fate of the barony and the conccinitant -- if slight -

advantage to the Lucy family, had implications for the status qjio on

the March, tending towards greater polarity of land-holding and

authority. (17)

Events at Liddel pointed in the sama direction. Thanas Wake

died, childless, in 1349, leaving as heir his sister, Margaret,

countess of Kent. As at Wigton, the baron's passing rerroved an

important local presence. While Crc qn recipients continued to

marshal opposition to the Scots, the elimination of another

Cumberland baron paved the way towards a society datiinateri by one or

two families. (18)

The death of John de Milton of Egreiront in 1334 had similar

effects. It rerroved one locus of authority and split the estates

between three co-heiresses. Joan, widow of Robert Fitz Walter;

Elizabeth, widow of Robert de Harringtcn of Aldingham, who was to

marry Walter de Beriningham as her second b.isband by 1337; Margaret,

wife of Thanas de Lucy - these were the beneficiaries. Dower for

Milton's widow, Alice, also had to be provided. Again the Lucy

17)Lucy Cartulary, nos. 33-5; 1PM 5, no.531; Parker, 'Calerx3ar',
234-6.

18)CDS 3, no.1633.
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shadow fell over the county. Important also was the Harringtons'

accretion of power. Their enjoyment of the Multon land was

interrupted by Bermingham, bit rectified on his death in 1350. The

westerly orientation signified by the Irish rratches of two of the

three heiresses was a continuation of family policy, but was

symptanatic of developnts in Cumbrian society as well. Of this

Itore will be said below. (19)

The position of the Lucy family in Oimberland was nurtured with

assiduity. Jndicious marriages like Thanas', and that of his son,

Anthony, who married the widow of William de Greystoke, were aids to

dctninance. The windfalls of inheritance helped to build up

authority; fran the Wigton lands, Thcnas de Lucy paid annuities to

Gilbert de Curwen and William de Lowther. Their control is nicely

illustrated by two of the &cuments preserved in the Lucy Cartulary.

One is the bond of Thanas de Ireby in which he undertook not to

p.rsue a plea of trespass against Lucy. The other is an indenture

of 1348 between Lucy and the chaplain of Brigham. A list of the

chattels left there by its founder, Thanas de Burgh, it describes a

festival towel for the altar pcidered with the arms of the King,

Percy, Clifford, Burgh, and Lucy. (20) By the time of Anthony de

Lucy's death in 1368, the family virtually Ronopolized power in west

Ctherland.

Here, hcever, fortune ceased to nile on them. Anthony left

only an under-age daughter, who died in 1369. It was his sister,

Maud, wife of Gilbert, earl of Angus, who inherited the Lucy

estates, ultimately transferring them by marriage to Henry Percy, in

19)1PM 7, no.628; (1R 1337-39, pp.366-8; CFR 1347-56, p.262.

20)aii 3, no.692; Lucy Cartulary, nos.64, 98.
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a settlement of Richard II's reign. This provided that on Maud' s

death they should go to Percy' s son by an earlier marriage, on

condition that he quarter the Lucy alma with his cn.

Thus at Coc]cernouth - and a far irore influential Cockernouth than

the barony of the early fourteenth century - one family name was

substituted for another, as a Gilsland. It was genetic chance

which led men to cry 'a Percy' rather than 'a Lucy', bit the Percy

family once having infiltrated West March society, the ccmnunal

horizon became wider. The way was open not only to greater

association between the East and West Marches, bit also to the

exercise of ziore potent lordship than the West had ever known. By

this stage the county cxxrirminity nust have been senescent indeed.

(21)

The barony of Greystoke also suffered frcin the vagaries of

nortality, experiencing a number of prolonged minorities in the

course of the century. The result of these was to have long term

consequences for the structure of local society. The Greystoke

estates stretched outside the West March, into Northumberland,

county Durham, Yorkshire, and Bedfordshire. The baron's authority

in the March was implied in a letter by John de Greystoke to the

King. John ignored the royal desire to influence presentation to

the church of Greystoke, mentioning in passing that his father had

granted an annual pension of £40 fran the church, in arrears, ncw

for twenty-four years, 'par ].a resune ke le dit clerk nen volayt mun

pere grew Clearly the baron was a force to be propitiated on the

West March, even though many of his interests lay outside it. The

21) 1PM 12, nos.233, 374; cPR 1381-85, pp.196, 313, 328, 392.
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Barons' Letter to the Pope, for instance, he sealed as lord of

brpeth.

John died without issue in 1306, bit he bad dealt with the

questicn of succession sate years before. In 1297 he had received

licence to enfeoff his cxusin, Ralf Fitz William of Grimthorpe, of a

major part of the estates, with regrant to himself for life. In the

follcdng year reversion to Fitz William was arranged. Sate other

lands passed to Greystoke's brother and sister. (22) The transition

occurred srcothly, Fitz William acting as a keeper of the rch at

Carlisle in 1315, providing authority in the same way as his

predecessors had. His rim death and that of his son and heir,

Robert, follcMed in quick succession in 1317, lessening the effects

of this forward planning. Their deaths left Robert's widci,

Elizabeth, daughter of Raif Neville, to be given dower, and left

Robert's son, Raif, under-age. Although Ralf was granted livery of

sate of his father's land in 1317, he was not seized of the rest of

his inheritance until 1320. He survived long enough to marry

Alesia, daughter of Hugh Audley, and to father a son, 1it died in

1323, his son, William, a minor aged two, unable to carry out any

role in local society. (23)

Allegations that the Greystoke lands had been devastated by the

Scots did not deter Audley fran offering 500 marks for custody

during the minority. At local level they ware entrusted to others.

Significantly, Thomas de Burgh was or such; he paid £50 per annum

to Audley for the custody of two parts of the manor of Greystoke. I

22)PRO, SC1/16/83, 84; CPR 1292-1301, pp.303, 340.

23)1PM 6, nos.50, 51, 515; ER 1313-17, p.494; XR 1318-23, p.256.
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has been encountered before, as a cleric advancing imney to numerous

West Marchers, as founder of the charitry at Brigham, and as

chamberlain of Berwick. He will be encountered again, usually in

close association with nthony de Lucy. In 1323 be was northern

escheator, responsible far the assignrrent of dower to Alesia made at

Duf ton in September. (24) The power vacuum in south-east Cumberland

created by Raif 'S death thus helped to boost Lucy influence, and

attracted the attention of cutsiders like Audley.

It was Raif Neville, however, who was the nost persistently

drawn. Not oritent with his position as Robert's father-in--law, be

prciptly married his grandson's widow, having secured custody and

marriage of the hair frcn udley as early as 1328. It turned cut to

be a sbres nove. William did not c of age until 1342; his

death in 1359 left another under-age hair, who was not to receive

seisin until 1374. Neville out-lived William; Alesia cut-lived the

pair of them. They died in 1367 and 1375 respectively. (25)

Neville was thus establishing himself as a power to be reckoned with

on the Curn.berland-Westnorland border. That ha succeeded was borne

out by his presence at the head of a list of notables who attended

William' s funeral at Greystoke church, which 'copiosa multitudine'

also included Thcinas de Lucy, Roger de Clifford, Henry Lescrope,

Thcinas de Musgrave, the prior of Cr1isle, and the abbots of Shap

arid Holme Oiltram. (26)

24) ccR 1323-27, pp.14, 130; ccR 1327-30, p.261.

25) cPR 1327-30, p.238; iXR 1341-43, p.426; IM1 10, no524; 14
no.65.

26) CR0, Cr1isle, DRC 1/1, fol. 29r.
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Greystoke nortality had favoured him and provided a means of

entry into West March society, but the role which Neville had

created by 1367 was essentially a nz one. The Greystoke line

continued; the Nevilles did not replace that family, although they

eventually eclipsed it. It was royal patronage which played a

prcininent part in the introduction of this foreign elnt to the

t counties. Coincidence it might have been, but Neville's first

advance in Omberland after the Greystoke alliance occurred in 1331,

whilst nthony de Lucy was overseas. There was little royal demesne

in the county, not the greatest scope for kingly charity.

Edward III' s grant of the king of Scots' former Penrith estates was

as nuch as he could do, unaided, to propel a man into the landed

xüirninity there. Neville was originally granted then for a ten year

term, on payment of £200 per annum. By the following year he had

been granted then for life. He thus had a power base independent of

the Greystokes, and fran this point his influence continued to

permeate the region. The King's efforts by no means went unaided.

(27)

In 1341, Henry de Harcia, nephew of ndrew, made a quit-claim to

Neville of all his rights in the manor of Hartley. TWO years later

Hugh de Lowther granted Neville the fealty and other services

pertaining to the manor; the charter explained that the King had

granted the manor to Ither and its reversion to Thanas de Rokeby,

the latter having then granted his expectation to Neville. In 1344

Neville granted the reversion to ThciMs de Misgrave, wban he was

later to describe as 'nostre cher canpaignon'. (28) His interest in

27) FR 1327-37, pp.287, 478.

28)CR0,	 rlisle, D &is, H 8, 41-2, 51.
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Westnorland at this time also found an outlet in the marriage he and

Robert de Clifford arranged between their children in 1343.

Eufemia Neville's allian with the eldest Clifford was thwarted by

his death in 1345, bit Neville's aitition in this direction did not

go unrewarded. On the death of the Clifford pare in the saire year,

Neville was given custody of the Westuorland estates and shrievalty,

with the proviso that custody sild endure for six years, even if

the heir died in the meanwhile. (29)

As was the case in Westhorland, Neville's involvnent in

Curnberland extended outside the area of the Greystoke estates. One

of his daughters was married to William c3e t)acre, and the widowed

Eufezuia was brought to the attention of Reginald de Lucy in 1347.

His fortunes caine to be onsiderably enthroiled with the Lucy

family's. As early as 1328 Anthony de Lucy recognized that he was

bound to Neville in 1000 marks. In 1347 Neville and Thcnas de Lucy

mutually bound themselves in 2000 marks, possibly in connection

with the projected marriage. Neville' S payment was acknowledged,

bit not Lucy's. (30) In 1353 payment of another debt, £340 3s. 4d.,

by Lucy, was acknowledged. Sane tine before this he had leased the

manors of Cldbeck and tlldale to Neville for a term of seven years,

with remainder to Eufernia and Reginald.

Neville's introduction to the West March meant not only an

alteration in the personnel of local society. It also represented

the establishment of a n sourca of authority. That men were

nothing loth to respond to it was suggested by the acceptability of

29) 1346-49, p.12.

30) PR 1345-48, p.248;	 1327-30, p.384; cER 1346-49, p.235.
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his stock as marriage partners, and his presence in the thick of the

cxnrnunity. He dnised land in Ingleod Forest to the parson of

Skelton church in 1337; appointed C1nt de Skeltai to represent

him at an irxuisition in 1346 as part of his duties as keeper of the

Clifford laixis; and presented to Dufton church in 1340 'in boo

baronis'. (31) Courtesy of the entree provided by the Greystokes,

and his an influence at court, Neville had thoroughly entrenched

himself, laying the foundations of a new lordship spanning both

Cumberland and Westnorland. The insistence with which he pursued

interests in both xinties was in itself a new departure. breover,

the directions in which he turned his energy were traditionally the

preserves of others - Greystoke, Lucy, Clifford. The proximity of

their new, acquisitive neighbour was alnost bound to lead to

conflict, in a society increasingly cinated by a diminishing

number of grandees of growing influence. The repercussions of the

new balance of power in the North in the fifteenth century are

notorious. (32)

iii)	 Gentry

These were the changes taking place at the top of the West rch

hierarchy. What forces were at work lcr down the social scale?

What were their effects? Did gentry fortune differ fran county to

county?

31)Lucy Cartulaxy, nos.36-7; CFR 1337-47, p.6; aii 2, no.1983; CR0,
Carlisle, DRC 1/1, fol.212r.

32) For example, R.A.Griffiths, 'The Percies, the Nevilles and the
Duke of Exeter, 1452-55', Speculum, xliii (1968), 589-632.
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The transformation of the Jcres fran gentry to baronial stock

was not a typical occurrence, although it did symbolize gentry

aspiration. A few other knightly families took this road to

influence. n Fqrront heiress prospered the Harrington family,

whilst the Redman marriage to a Greystoke wid in the thirteen-

seventies fundanntally boosted their local stan5.ing. By the end of

the century, Matthew de Redman had been entrusted with custody of

Carlisle and Roxburgh castles, had acted as Greystoke's cstable at

rpeth castle, and been appointed as warden of the March and keeper

of the truce. (33) His new Influence was largely due to his

marriage and subsequent patronage by the baron of Greystoke,

although his military service overseas, under Knolles and Gaunt,

also attracted attention. (34)

Less grand matches played an important role in the consolidation

of gentry estates and establishment of position. Marriage into the

Westnrland families of Goldington and Hastings, at the end of the

thirteenth century, helped to bring the Threlkeld family <f

Cumberland to praninence. By the thirteen-sixties they had a

considerable reputation. Henry de Threlkeld was of sufficient

consequence to receive an annuity fran Hugh de twther by 1365. His

son, William, arranged a marriage with the Huddlestons of Millan in

1345. The family habit of riding in array of war against such

neighbours as the abbot of Shap, arid Richard de Vernon, further

33)PRO, E101/68/8, no.189; aDS 4, no.306; CPR 1381-85, p.135;
Fraser, AP, no.108.

34) 'R 1370-74, pp.323, 327;	 PR 1377-81, pp.198, 391; IDS 4,
no.170; Anonimalle, pp.64, 73.
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advertized their existence. (35)

The appearance of the Stapleton family as a force in Cumberland

in the fourteenth century was assisted by good matrinonial planning.

By 1330 two Stapleton brothers, whose family estates lay in north

Cumberlard, had married the Turp heiresses of the manor of Edenhall,

near Penrith, transferring their interests to this area. Edenhall

became the family seat. William (d.1380) was buried there; it was

the place where their charters re dated, where they gave alms, and

acquired land. (36) If Turp land provided the landed basis, the

position created by the Stapletons in local society was their n.

William served as sheriff of Cumberland in 1378, and was custodian

of carlisle castle in 1379, exerting 'son loial poair de garder par

les genz de sax houstel et de sa meisnee ... sauvernent a loeps de

le Roy'. Royal and seigneurial patronage also advanced the

family. William (d. 1362) was one of Edward de Ballici' s esquires,

receiving land in sonthern Scotland from him, c. 1334. William

(d.1380) was retained by the earl of Hereford in 1370, by Richard II

in 1378, and was appointed as keeper of Lochmahen castle in 1374,

during the minority of the Bohun heir. (37)

Like the name of Stapleton, that of Leigh was new to Cumberland

administration, and like that family, Leigh authority rested on a

nucleus of existing estates obtained by marriage. William de teigh,

35)ao, carlisle, D Lone L 5, tO 95, T 19A; CPR 1364-67, p.357; R
1367-70, pp.61, 64.

36)a, Carlisle, D Mus, Edenhall, E 2, 15, 42, 53; Dst.RarL,,
no.cxlv; I14 5, no.446.

37)PIJ, E101/68/8, no.186; E364/8, m.lOd; cPR 1370-74,
1377-81, p.283.
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(d.c.1354) married Margaret, daughter and heir of John de Multon of

Isel and Blencrayk, a cadet line of the Multons of Gilsiand.

Whereas the Stapletons surpassed the influence of their predecessors

at E1enhall, the Leigbs' role in the fourteenth century was very

similar to the Multons'. Although William was appointed as sheriff,

an honour the Multons had not had, the appointment was swiftly

revoked. Isel remained the focus of the estates, as before.

William was b.ried there; in 1359 Margaret obtained permission to

have Mass said privately there. (38) The families, like the Bruns,

into which the teighs married, were traditional Multcn partners.

(39)

As was the case with the baronage, a change of name anong the

knightly pop.ilation did not always mean a change in the structure of

society. The heiress or widow who gave access to an dstirig role

of authority in the carnunity was a force for stability. The

substitution of one family for another had little impact when both

pursued the sane ends, had the sane circle of acquaintances, the

sane powers. It was those who bailt on the base provided by a good

marriage, attracting and manipilating patronage, who upset the

balance of power. Anong the barons, Neville did this; the pre-

eminent example anong the gentxy was ThaTas de Musgrave IV.

There were many similarities between Musgrave' s success and

Dacre' s. Both point to marriage as the nost fundamental means of

gentry advancement. There were many similarities in their

38)CFR 1356-68, p.77; CR0, Carlisle, tRC 1/2, fol. 2d, 31d, 3&
On the niwement of the gentry's chief residences, see C.Crt
'The Fifteenth-Century English Gentry and their Estates , _____
Lesser Nobility in Late Medieval Europe, ed. M.Jones (G1tit,
1986), pp.36-60.

39)1PM 3, no.594.
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backgrounds. The first Dacre served as sheriff of Cumberland in the

twelve-thirties; the first &isgrave of whan details survive was a

knight called Thanas who died c.1246, although the family did not

hold shrieval office until the next generation, c.1252. Thatias II

was heavily involved in local administration, as assessor of the

subsidy in 1269, and as an official for hoth Viporit and Layburn.

(40) The influence of the lords of ppleby was marked,

distinguishing the careers of Westmorland gentry fran those of

Cumberland. In this respect the Musgraves were typical. Where

Thcinas IV's path differed fran Dacr&s, in the creation of a new

role in local society, it also differed fran the path of most of his

Westnorland neighbours.

The Muegraves were related by marriage to a variety of local

families, although the radius fran which their partners were drawn

was very iruich smaller than the Dacres . Thanas I married the

daughter of William de Sandford; Thanas III married Sarah, sister

of Andrew de Harcla; Richard married the daughter and heiress of

William de Soulby; Avice, daughter and heiress of Thanas II married

Thanas de Helbeck. (41) The matches ivey an impression of a

highly in-bred, insular ociiinunity, greatly dependent on the lords of

Appleby.

Witness lists oznpound this iiression. The same names occur

repeatedly. Local lords Richard de Soulby, Alan de Kaber, John de

Sz)rvill, and Thanas de Helbeck attested many of Thanas II's

charters. Names like Staveley, Sandford, and Warccp appear in the

charters of the next generation and in those of llateral branches

40)cPR 1247-58, pp.16, 89; PR 1266-72, p.399; Cvii 1, nc. 206.

41)Onp.Peerage IX, p.433; cXR 1327-30, p.364; 1PM 3, nc.21.
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of the family. (42)

Baronial influence was strong. When Thanas de Musgrave was

accused of attacking a house ard hay in Icaber in ccinpaziy with a

number of others in 1256, he was probably acting to please Vipont,

if not with his connivance. Alan de Kaber's ccsnplaint that the

shelter had been beilt on his ci,qn territory was countered by

Musgrave' s accusation that it had been erected surreptitiously i

Vipont's land, with which view the jury concurred. 1)ring the

disturbances of Henry III's reign, Musgrave and many of the family's

associates - M,rvifl, Helbeck, Staveley, Warcop, Lailgtai and

Wharton, follcMed Vipont's lead and had to be received to peace in

1265.

Their fortunes were bound up with the Clifford barons as they had

been with the Viponts. Robert de Clifford wrote fran Brough al

Stairmore for a protection for his esquire, Richard de isgrave, in

the early years of Edward II's reign. On Musgrave' s death in 1318,

his widc married Thanas de Mnteny, a Clifford retainer in receipt

of an annual pension of twenty marks fran the manor of Brough.

Brough was traditionally of interest to the I'tisgraves, one of then

having founded a chantry there in the thirteenth century. In 1300,

however, it was Thcnas de Helbeck, Musgrave's son-in-law, who held

the advoison. He too was closely allied with the baronial line,

serving as sheriff in the twelve-nineties, and retained by Robert de

Clifford. In return for a grant of life sustenance he granted the

manor and town of Sowerby to Clifford and his heirs. (43)

42) C1O, Crlisle, D Mus, Soulby, 1-3, 8-9, 11, 23, 88.

43) PRO, Just 1/979, m.4d; CDS 3, no.161; 1PM 5, no.533; 8, in11
10, no.162; Haltai 1, p.129.
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But it was Thanas IV's marriage to Isabel, widcw of Robert de

Clifford, c. 1344, which set the seal cai the family fortunes and

permanently distinguished them from other Westirorland gentry.

During Clifford's lifetime the usual client relationship existed.

jsgrave acted as sheriff, represented the county in parliament and

participated in a settlement of land in Dorset made by his lord.

After the marriage, his pasition changed cunpietely.

Without it there seems little reason. why Thonns should have been

chosen to keep Berwick or to serve as justiciar in Scotland in 1347;

why he should have shared a ccimnissiai to Lucy and Neville to arrest

and pinish thieves on the 3rder in 1352; why he should have

appeared in a plethora of March roles, naninee of the king, local

camninity and others. He acted as cuirnissioner of the peace in

Westrrorland in 1345 in company with the lord of Kendal and Ralf de

Beetham, and again in 1351 and 1354. As the bishop of Durham and

the earl of Angus were enjoined to stay on the March for its safe

custody while the King was in France in 1359, so was Masgrave. He

was singled out after his marriage as he had never been before it.

(44)

This enabled him to exert p..ier over those who had previously

been his equals, to offer them patronage, and to consort with men

hitherto outside his ken. In 1344 Hugh de L.awther quit-clain to

him the manor of Hartley, and Neville granted him its reversion. In

1346 Musgrave granted a life annuity of ten marks from the mills at

Hartley to Thanas de Rokeby the Nephew, who conceded in return that

he uld not serve anyone else in war, apart from Rokeby the thcle,

In 1347 John de Harrington of A13.ingham and Thanas de Strickland
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ackn'iledged themselves bound to him in 100 marks 'a rnarchaunder et

a profeter a le apes (of &isgrave) et de totes les profetes de ceo

a ... leale aacinpt rendier' in due course. (45) He had arrived

at a position enabling him to dispense favour to a large circle of

prcLninent local men. Thus in 1349 justices of oyer and terminer

were ordered to proceed in a case of trespass at Haverbrack, near

Hevershain, which Raif de Beetham had brought against Thanas de Ros,

lord of Kendal, his brother, Robert de Ros, and others. It bad been

found that despite the Ros' production of letters patent alleging

their assiduous service under Masgrave in the garrison of Berwick,

which should have secured theni exanption fran pleas until Whitsun,

they had never been there. isgrave' s cctnplicity is probably to be

inferred. So too is his desire to have others in his debt, to

establish himself as a creditor in the currency of patronage. (46)

He achieved a measure of success seen, for instance, in the

marriages contracted by the family after his ingratiation with the

Clif fords. These were no longer cocfined to the barons' inndiate

sphere of influence, altbigh it should be said that even before the

Clifford match, Thcnas was looking further afield, taking Margaret,

daughter and heiress of William de Roos of Youlton, in the liberty

of Wark, as his first wife. The focus on areas outside the West

March continued after the Clifford alliance, no doubt given impetus

by it. An indenture of 1372 between 4isgrave and Alan del Strother,

keeper of Roxburgh, bound each in £400 to acccinplish the marriage of

the Masgrave son and heir to Alan' s daughter, Mary, before the

45) QD, carlisle, D Mus, H 10, 42, 43, 114.

46)ca 1349-54, p.62.
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folling Whitsun. (47) In this document, isgrave is described as

lord of Hartley.

If his new status had originally depended on marriage, and the

royal and seigneurial attention he merited as incumbent of the

Clifford niche, he had grafted on to it sathing which survived

Isabel's death in 1362. By then the lord of Hartley was an

authority in his c.wn right. The importance of Hartley, forfeited by

Ar3rew de Harcia, in establishing Musgrave' s position was revealed

at other times and in other places. Musgrave's sch of patronage,

and the arrangements to retain Rokeby reflected it. Although he was

already a leading land-holder in the county, this estate made a

significant addition. It was r coincidence that of all his

possessions, it was for Hartley that he obtained licence to

crenellate in 1353. Dr Christine Carpenter observed the gentry's

ability to identify thnse1ves whole-heartedly with their

acquisitions, and concctnitant, rather cavalier attiti.ie towards

parts of their estates which had been of paramount iiortance

before. Musgrave's loyalty to Hartley exnp1ified thts eclecticism.

The lord of Hartley's new stature, a pc 'ier courted by locals and

outsiders, represented another alteration in the structure of the

West March. Edward III, in granting him a life annuity of 100 marks

in 1370, and Richard II, confinuirig it in 1378, recognized his

achievement. The Musgraves ware no longer simply one among many

Westmorland families. Their consequence extended nnich further. The

story of 41sgrave' s capture by the Scots at the end of Edward III' s

reign makes this plain. Pledges for his release were Neville,

47) CR0, Carlisle, D Mus, H 76, 116.
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Heron, Strother, and others, whilst Neville ultimately paid the

ransan on behalf of r&isgrave and his son. According to the petition

which told of all this tribulation, the isgraves' default

threatened ruin for the whole March. They had arrived as a new and

enduring power. (48)

Their interests cxitside the West March vre significant. Like a

number of other West Marchers, Tharas de Masgrave was involved in

military affairs in the East, his custody of Berwick in 1347

repeated in 1373 and 1378. The easterly orientation appeared in the

Youlton and Strother rrarriages, and was continued in the family's

administrative concerns in Yorkshire. That they held sara land here

is proved by land settlerrnts of the thirteen-sixties and thirteen-

eighties. Their tenure of office nphasized their deliberate

extension of this influence - Thnas was sheriff of Yorkshire in

1359-60 and 1362-66. (49) O..imberland and Westitorland s integration

within the realm is thereby underlined. Musgrave cultivation of

such interests also acts as a readnder that the Anglo-Scottish war

was not the main agent of change in these counties. It prcinpts

further questions. Why this forsaking of the hate ccxriuunity? What

opportunities did Westnorland offer, or fail to offer?

Pndre1i de Harcia furthered himself in Cumberland, possibly under

Lancaster's aegis rather than Clifford's. Certainly be did not

feature praninently in Clifford's Westnorland administration.

Rokeby, given West March estates by Edward III, turned to Yorkshire,

the East March, and Ireland.	 isgrave, a member of the knightly

48)cPR 1370-74, p.23; cPR 1377-81, p.213; cDS 4, no.264, Appendix
II, nos .2, 308; Carpenter'Centry', p.55.

49)QO, rlisle, D Mus, H 136A, 140.
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class who made gocx in his n county, was not in this unusual; in

Westirorland he was virtually unique. A Clifford vacancy provided

his opportunity; did the Clifford presence in fact inhibit social

ntbility anong the Westnorland gentry?

Musgrave' s position on Roger de Clifford's majority in 1354

illuminates the issue. Traditional patterns were reasserted. In

July 1354 Musgrave served as his stepson's attorney while Roger went

to Ireland. In 1355 be was arrong four man appointed in this capacity

while Clifford was in Gascony. A suit brought by Clifford in 1357

concerning the breaking of his perks In Westnorland found Musgrave

acting as one of the justices, no doubt expected to favour him. (50)

A aitinission of 1368 to determine Clifford's allegation that

Musgrave had trespassed and poached on his land indicates mutual

resentment. Hocq did the lord of Hartley figure in the minds of

Clifford dependants? The will of the rector of Long Marton, a

Clifford living, dated in 1357, is suggestive. The Clifford family

was to receive the benefits of prayer; irore tangibly, Isabel .,

described as 4isgrave's wife, was also to have a boil. part fran

this reference to his marriage, Musgrave was simply ignored.

Clearly in sane quarters he was felt to be very imperfectly grafted

on to the Clifford tree. Were these the reasons he looked outside

the cinty?

There are indications of an increasing desire on the part of

Roger de Clifford to formalize knightly dependence. In 1368 he

received licence to grant ten marks per annum frau the manor of

Langton to James de Pickering, lord of Killington. In 1369 and 1370

similar pensions were granted to Robert de Clib.]rn and Gi]JDert de

50) cPR 1354-58, pp.89, 241, 615.

L
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Curwen. n indenture of 1379 survives by which Clifford retained

John de IQwther to be of his son's hisehold, receiving ten pounds

in time of peace, and the king's wages in time of war. Thus the

lord of Appleby channelled gentry energy, determining who was to be

nore equal than others. (51)

The pattern of appointment to high shire office in Westncrland

differed markedly frau Cumberland. The baron' s position as

hereditary sheriff had particular repercussions, diminishing the

value of the office to the gentry. ppointments at ppleby

reflected baronial, not knightly importance. Whether Clifford

control meant that the office had less scope for peculation and was

thus unattractive, or whether lesser men ware chosen deliberately,

in order to prevent the gentry profiting frau it, the shrievalty was

not the crown of the airsus honorum that it was in Cumberland. The

twelve-eighties saw a number of very minor individuals in office,

their families never again balding the position. It nay be

significant that these ware the years in which Michael de Harcia

chose to serve as sheriff of O..imberland. Even in the thirteen-

forties arid thirteen-fifties it was possible for very thscure men to

act, men like Hugh de la Boure, 1352-60, and William de Langwathby,

1348-49. Little trace of then exists other than regards their

employeent by the Clif fords; Boure as attorney in 1355, for

example.

Gentry families did not lay claim to the shrievalty in

Westnrland in the same way as in Cumberland. Individuals arid

families did not often recur in office. Hugh de Lowther's service

51) cPR 1367-70, pp.198, 160, 284, 363; 'IstJarl., no.xvii; QO,
Crlisle, D Ions L5, ID 104.
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in 1320 and 1322, Henry de Warcop's in 1314 and 1323, Thanas de

Warcop's in 1327 and 1344, and Robert de Sandford ' s in 1331, 1345,

and 1351, was notable. Each case, however, looks suspiciously like

special baronial patronage. Henry de Waroop was the seneschal of

Idonea de Layburn and John de Crcinwell in 1307. Thanas served

Matilda de Clifford as attorney in 1314, and bar son, Robert, as

interim feof fee on a nurfter of occasions. Lowther' s relationship

with the Clif fords has been discussed earlier; Sandford' s will be

examined itore closely below. (52)

Whereas in Cberland appointments were virtually annual, periods

of office in Westirorland were much longer, another dtrnstration of

Clifford ability to naintain their nauinees. A royal order of

August 1343 to renove isgrave if he had held office for longer than

a year, for instance, bad no noticeable effect. He had been sheriff

since May 1 339 and continued until May 1344. (53) Boure' s nonopoly

of office in the thirteen-fifties has been noted, and it was not

unique. Henry de Threlkeld served 1360-65, and James de Pickering

1371-76.

Although not as indicative of baronial control, the choice of

knights of the shire still appears to show seigneurial influence.

William de Langwathby was elected on eight occasions between 1334

and 1340, Thanas de Musgrave on four occasions between 1340 and

1344, and Robert de Sandford on sixteen occasions between 1316 and

1335. ( the whole, however, the shire representatives were what

the sheriffs were not - nbers of the gentry of the sort whcin the

Cliffords found it expedient to retain. The incidence of re-

52)PRO, SC1/16/85, 50/139; cPR 1334-38, p.345; ccii 1313-18, p.203.

53)0R 1343-46, p.170.

I'
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election hints that Westmerians were no less eager than men of any

other ocunty for shire office, suggesting that they might have found

the baronial hand restrictive.

Did this, then, oontribute to their turning to other ocunties for

administrative opportunities? As Rokeby and Musgrave had looked to

Yorkshire, so did James de Pickering, sheriff there in the thirteen-

eighties, and thirteen-nineties, and perhaps better known for his

role as ]c in the Ccnrons. His descendants followed his path

to Yorkshire. Sctne, like the Harcias and LcMrthers, looked to

Cumberlarid. These matters deserve further investigation.

The last t chapters have examined the opportunities for social

advancnt to be found within the March. They ranged fran the

traditional, sanetirres rather chance means - the good marriage, the

timely death - to opportunities rrre unique to the fourteenth

century, in particular those provided by military service during the

nglo-Soottish war. It has been established that the vagaries of

baronial irortality, as well as careful matrirronial planning and

royal patronage, thinned out baronial ranks, leaving the survivors

in a much strengthened position. SUCCeSS in all these spheres,

however, sened to care to those who ware already in favourable

circumstances. The new men were not that new. They tended to care

of 5uring local families; in so far as they were new at all, it

was only newness in a particular role in society. War, marriage,

and death entrenched those already a few rungs up the social ladder.

In Westirorland this was especially striking.

The importance of prosperity gained outside the West March, the

implications for the structure of local society of employment
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outside the counties, arKi of patronage fran external sources, form

the rxt subjects of consideration.
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-7-

!'bbi1ity and the Qinmity

Final proof of the integration of the West March into the realm

cats fran evidence of its inhabitants pirsuing careers elsewhere.

Law, seigneurial service, the offices of central government,

militaiy campaigns in France and Ireland; all had allure on the

Border, and offered considerable prospects to the ambitious.

During the fourteenth century great heights were scaled by such

Cumbrians as Robert Parvyng, Robert e Eglesfield, and William de

Windsor. Yet the rather grudging reception of the successful in

their native shires tends to xiifirm the picture already painted, of

a ccxtinunity in which birth and landed wealth were all-important.

These were the criteria of status within the local ccfrrnunity, no

matter what was achieved outside it.

Despite this - or because of it - successful careerists generally

maintained links with their native shires. They patronized fellcM

Oinbriaris and were patronized by them. Thus the p.ilse of national.

affairs was felt in the furthest corner of the kingdcxn, and

gecgraphical trobility had repercussions on local social structure.
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i) !	 2 Legal Education

The last chapter explored the importance of natrirronial politics

and mortality. But not everyone could step into dead men's shoes

and ready-made positions of authority. Albeit on a less spectacular

scale, seigrieurial patronage forn another means to prosperity, the

barony of Westirorland again demonstrating 1x, strong lordship might

restrict oortunity.

Although it thwarted the ambitious in scir respects, seigneurial

service brought rewards other than tangible. It produced obvious

benefits in land and cash and, more subtly, bestowed on its adepts a

rudimentary legal education. apart fran those who prospered by

marriage, it is conspicuous that the Westmerians who flourished In

the fourteenth century were clerics and lawyers; the Sandford

brothers were the prime examples. A marked characteristic of

Edward III'S reign was the presence in the Border counties of men

with such expertise. The Sandfords - and others - these were men

new to influence on the March. Their advance in the local hierarchy

was one form of change, but their very existence was itself a force

for change. By bringing the county into contact with outside

forces, they widened the horizon.

Dr R.C. Palmer has recently eiiphasized the professionalism of the

medieval county court. Rejecting the traditional view that the

legal profession originated in the king's courts, he argues that it

began in the county and local courts of the twelfth century, arrong

increasingly technically-cciupetent pleaders. His otention that

these men were frequently drawn fran seigneurial administration is
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borne out by the March evidence to be discussed below. His stresS

on the way in which they were 'the naj or forces integrating the

county court with the law practised in the king's court' has

important implications for the cxxicept of the cxinty cciaiunity. The

careers of fourteenth-century Cuinbrian lawyers distrate not

merely dissemination of legal kncledge and integration of legal

practice, het patronage and carwunications which integrated

different parts of the realm and wrought change in local society.

(1)

seigneurlal service was a medieval approximation of the career

open to talents. Many Cuinbrians embarked on such employment.

Robert e Wessington, bailiff for the heron of Kendal in the first

decade of the century, received each year for his pains forty

shillings rent and a robe suitable for an esquire. John de

Lancaster of Holgill served as bailiff of Barton and as an interim

f&,ffee for John de Lancaster of Rydal in the late thirteen-

twenties. Hugh de Lowther was a pluralist, bailiff for the lord of

Wigton in 1278; retained later by the lady of Kendal and the lord

of Rydal; employed as attorney for the lord of ppleby and for the

lady of the other noiety of Kendal; narrator for the axintess of

Albemarle; king's serj eant. (2)

The eyre rolls, on which numerous men appear 'tanquam ballivus',

enphasize that war did not diminish the attraction of seigneurial

service. Thus John de Preston appeared on behalf of' Gilbert de

1) R. C. Palmer, 'County Year Book Reports: the Professional Lawyer in
the Medieval Q.unty Court', EHR, xci (1976), 776-98; 'The Origins of
the legal Profession in England', Irish Jurist, xi (1976), 126-4G..

2) PID, Just 1/992, n,n.ld, 2r, 1/130B, m.13; Farrer, Rixsof
!dal, p.12; List and Index Soc. xxxii, p.698.
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curwen, and John de Skelton for John de Lancaster in 1308. John de

Kirkbride appeared for the prior of St Bees in 1324, william de

Sandford for Robert le Brun in 1331. (3) Again this is difficult to

reconcile with the hypothesis that war on the Border was the main

source of prosperity and mainspring of social change.

Those with estates to manage - for thnselves or for others - had

to conjure with the law. It was not an arcane affair, it was a fact

of daily life. Chaucer's Suimtner, whose Latin ran to little nore

than the phrase 'questio quid juris', posed a very pertinent

question, one many knights and esquires ware uipped to answer.

Hugh de Lowther, son of the judicially-inclined individual described

above, although not as exclusively cx:ncerned with legal process as

his father, was still able to manipulate it to his advantage. In

1335 Sir Henry Fitz Hugh cxxnplained to the King that Lowther had

been convicted of trespass, and damages adjudged, but to evade

pinishnerit LMther had 'danded cunningly' a writ of privy seal

directed to the sheriff. (4)

Such canniness did not stand alone. The charter of Robert de

Yanwath, a Westnorland knight, to his daughter and son-in-law, for

example, mantioned that his gift fulfilled 'statutum eiitum apud

Westhasterium anno rgnJ. regis Edwardi filii regis Henrici

terciodecino', presumably a reference to the second statute of

Westminster. The picture thus conveyed differs fran that painted by

Sir 1urice Powicke, 'who suggested that the 'ordinary Englishman'

knew nothing of the content of Edward I' s statutes. Yariwath, a

3) PRO, Just 1/992, nin.lr, 2d, 1/141, m.lr, 1/1404, nin.17d, 35r.

4) PRO, Sc1/49/80-81; CR 1333-37, p.531 .3oL rev,1	 pv.i ui.ti Fj 4.
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former sheriff, was not the archetypal Englishman, but he was

representative of many.

Not for the love of God alone did abbot Hugh of Furness remit

certain rent to William de tcre in 1297. It was 'pro fideli

auxiljo et consilio suo'. (5) Yanwath and Dacre' s fells were used

to the workings of the law courts. William de Greystoke in 1278

appealed to Magna Carta 'et eciam de statutis rostris' against men

who attacked land in his custody while he was on the king's service

in parliament. Pdam de Croocdayk, in a plea of 1298, 'prayed baip

of the statute' stip.ilating that on improper valuation of a debtor' s

goods and chattels, the valuers should answer to the creditor for

their valuation.

Many factors cirtbined to acqj.aint such zien with the law. Any

association with land tended to involve litigation, and courts could

be very instructive places to pass the tine. The relationship

between the lords of Appletq and their burgesses was apt to be

volatile; in 1286 the barons' desire to check their men, sate of

whctn had made an appeal of death in the borough court, led to a

lengthy statement about the correct procedure. It would no doubt

have proved highly educational for PcMicke' s legally-ignorant

ordinary Englishmen - had the defendants appeared in cxurt to hear

it. (6) CalTnon though non-appearance was, there were sufficient

occasions on which men had to attend, and many signs that they

learned fran the experience.

5) CR0, Carlisle, D Lons L5, BR 24, AD 28; Powicke, Thirteenth
Century, p.369; Furness i, ii, ccxciv.

6) Select Cases in the Court of King's Bench under Edward I, ed.
G.0.Sayles, Selden Soc., lv (1936), p.45, no.107; QR 3, no.33.
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The eyre had its didactic side. Jurors in Cumberland in 1278

presented that, 'contrary to statute', freemen were amerced without

the presence of their peers in the baron of Liddel' S court. The

Westitorland eyre of 1256 furnishes further examples of the ability

to use the law as a weapon against lords, tenants, and neighbours.

Accused of disseisin, Thanas de Hastings stated that when he erected

certain enclosures, he left sufficient pasture for his tenant 'per

provisem de rton'. The arrount of rnon pasture remaining after

land bad been brought into cultivation was a particular problem at

the time. nother accused of clisseisin expostulated that the assize

should rot stand;

ipsi sunt tenentes sui et ipse frussunt quan1am
parte bosci per provisum de Mertcn et dimisit eis
sufficientem pasturaxn quantum pertinentem ad
terinta sua. Et bene concedit eis ccnirninam in
pecia illa post blada asportata'.

Thcnas de Helbeck showed himself similarly au fait with legal

niceties. Agreeing that he had taken William Legard's tenement into

his band, he explained that William was his villein, disseisin

thus impossible. The jury agreed; 'non fuit ... Willelmus tali

cor3.icionis quod potuit disseisiri de aliquo libero tenemento'.

Parliament too left its mark. The sunirons to treat at Carlisle

in 1360 issued by the keepers of the March, with its emasis on

oiiron utility and consent - 'ad utilitatem ... Marchiarum de

corrrru.mi cousensu' - calls to mind the parliamentary surriTons. (7) It

suggests the manifold ways in which the king's sbjects were

educated in ininistrative and legal process; similarly the many

uses to which that education was pit.

7) PRO, Just 1/979, rmi.ld, 2d; CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/2, fol. 42d.
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The county petition bore the impress of legal ability, as witness

a O.imberland ciuplaint of 1305 about jurisdictional problns on the

March. Thieves caire across the Border, against whan redress was

lacking. 'Pro eo quad non possunt invenire securitatem ad

exeguendum versus eos, exciuduntur actiorie'. It was a popular

grievance, another occasion on which the a:xtrnunity spoke for many.

Sheriffs, widows - even St Bega - suffered fran this state of

affairs. (8) The county camiunity' s utterances frequently

manifested facility in recognizing and dealing with legal and

administrative issues.

Thus out of necessity came virtue. Legal education cane fran

diverse sources - suit of court, seigneurial service - and

acquainted man with skills they made their own. The county

camTluIUty was one such develoçznent.

We touch upon Dr Palmer's argument here. In stressing the

shire's expertise, he is led away frau the traditional emphasis on

the role of local gentry;

'the oz*nty ca.rt was not a drccratic assembly of
the knights of the county ... The actual
functioning of the ca.nty court was &ninated by
the barons of the county through their legal
experts, the seneschals and bailiffs.'

Certainly the seneschal played an important part in the county

court. The lord of 'èwton Reigny's inquisition post nortem of 1275

observed that the manor was held by the service of a serj eant-at-

arms in the army of Wales, and a steward doing suit at (limberland

county and pleas of the Forest. Dispute between the barons of

Apleby and Kendal about suit to the shire court in 1227 was

8)	 Merro. Pan., no.106; Fraser, NP, no. 66; St Bees,
p.509.
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resolved by the latter undertaking to perform suit

per senescallos ... vel per alium ballivum idoneum
si ipse vel heredes sul in propria persona venire

non ptuerunt vel noluerunt. Et sciendum guod
senescallus ... facient sectam pro mJ.litibus et aliis
haninibus de terris ipsius ... nisi forte trahantur
in placitis vel aforciamentis alicuius iudicii.' (9)

Q.nbrian evidence, hcMever, tends on the whole towards the

reinstatennt of the gentry; they were the seneschals and bailiffs

of their lords and neighbours. The baron of Rydal' s disp.ite with

Lowther in 1294 is a goixl exanpie. Accused of failing to give

Lowther the robe romised for his services, Lancaster explained that

the arrangement provided for a robe suitable for an esquire;

Lowther, having recently taken knighthood, ncw spurned the attire.

Near neighbours, little different in status, Lancaster and Lowther' s

relationship was typical.

The pleaders, seigneurial bailiffs and attorneys who açeared in

the shire court were men at the heart of local affairs. Although

they acted as baronial representatives, they knew other loyalties.

The careers of the three who had sued the baron of Appleby in 1280

on behalf of the barony of Kendal, for instance, demonstrate this.

They were Roger de Burton, Gilbert de Burneside, and Gilbert de

tby.

Roger de Burton, lord of Burton in Kendal, oaibined the

activities of a typical knight of the shire with activities on a

wider stage. He was sunittned as a knight of WestnDrland to the

marriage of the king' s eldest daughter in 1292, bet he had lands in

Yorkshire as well, an interest signalled by his marriage to a

9) 1PM 2, no. 151; Palmer, Courts, p. 88, 11 4.
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Yorkshire heiress. He represented Westhorlanl in parliament in

1298, and served as justice of gaol delivery in 1294 in Cumberland,

Westmorland and Lancashire. The local carnunity was perhaps trying

to harness his influence as royal appointee. Royal patronage

included, in 1293, the pardon of a debt as a reward for service in

Scotland. Burton had been appointed to hear various querelae in

that country, and had witnessed a charter of John de Balliol to the

bishop of Durham. His involvnt with gentry of the barony of

Kendal may be glimpsed in his appearance anong the witnesses of a

confirmation of a Strickland merriage settlnent in 1292, and as a

witness of the lord of Preston Richard's charters. The accusation

that he and Richard de Preston had seized Strickland possessions at

Natland is also indicative. (10)

Gilbert de Burneside, lord of that menor, bad influence in hoth

Westirorland baronies. In Kendal he served as attorney for the lord

of Rydal, witnessing charters for the lady of Kendal and others,

whilst his appointment as sheriff suggests his standing at Appleby.

Local desire to use his position appeared in the offering - and

acceptance - of gifts by criminals 'pro advocaria babenda'. (11)

Gilbert de Whitby was rot the prcLninent local land-holder that

the other t men were. His association with the baron of Kendal is

certain.	 In 1270, for example, he was anong four men who

ackncledged a debt of £40 to the Lord E5.ward on his behalf. A

local connection may be implied by a recognizance of dbt of 1290,

10)GD, Kendal, )/D Unsorted; 1PM 4, ro..1 37; Rot.Scot., pp.5-8.

11)cthR 2, p.l90;	 R 1272-79, p.237; cXR 1288-96, p.406; Halton,
Appendix.
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in which William de Strickland acmcdedged himself bonrid in £20 to

his son Walter de Strickland, arid one Henry de Sthitby. (12) Gilbert

certainly withessed the charters of Rcbert de Morvill in the twelve-

eighties. Otherwise his position in the area is difficult to

ascertain.

The careers of other lawyers display the sane acinbinatiori of

interests - local concerns and wider ones, self-interest arid

seigneurial interest. Lowther' s p.iblic duties shaz him as appointee

of both CrcMn arid cczruiunity, surrrroned as a knight of Westnx)rland to

the wedding of 1292, sunuoned to rarlianent as a judge, and

despatched thence as its representative by the shire. The patronage

by the o-inty of its nen of law was a ontinuing trend, despite the

prohibitions of Eiward III's reign. Lawyers represented not only

the 'singulers persones ayes queux us sont drorez', 1r.it also a

spectr of local influence. (13)

5am de Crookdayk, knight of Cumberland, was p1oyed in roles

similar to Lowther. Arrong his other occupations he sat as justice

of ciyer and terminer in a case of theft at Ianiplugh in 1283, and as

a ccLrrnissioner inquiring into shrieval execution of distraint of

knighthood in Westnrland in 1279. He was steward arid ultimately

executor for Robert Brus, whose wife, Christina, was the heiress of

the lord of Ireby.

A nan like Crookdayk was useful to the shire in rrny ways. Like

the well-placed baron, he provided a nans of cciiuumicaticzi with the

12) ccR 1268-72, p.288; CCR 1288-96, p.127; cR0, (rlisle, D Lons
L5, AS 6.

13) K.L.Wood-Legh, 'Sheriffs, Lawyers and Belted Knights in the
Parliaments of Fdward III', EHR, xlvi (1931), 372-88.
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ccirt; he could pass patronage fran the centre to the locality.

Crookdayk, for instance, petitioned the chancellor on behalf of

Master Walter de Lutton, askir for aid in his cause in the king's

courts. Lutton was riot a Cumbrian, but Crookdayk' s action showed

what could be done. (14)

To a greater extent than the ordinary shire representative, the

lawyer, a man of stipra-parochial knowledge and affairs, had the

ability to place the local cximiunity in contact with wider r1ds.

In the middle years of the fourteenth century O..imberland

conspicuously availed itself of the cpportunity created by the rise

of Robert Parvyng. The son of the rector of Hutton church, he

becan king's serjeant in the thirteen-thirties, treasurer in 1340,

and chancellor in 1343, weathering even Edward III'S return in

chagrin after the truce of Espl&thin in 1340. But before he

achieved this national renown he was already set to prosper in the

North. His family had not been anong the influential of the shire

before, bit Parvyng' S endeavours began to make them socially

acceptable. By his death in 1343, Parvyng's nephew and heir, Pam

Parvyng, was in a position to establish himself as one of the

shire's governors, serving as sheriff 1368-71. another Robert held

the office in the thirteen-eighties.

The advcwson of Hutton was held by the priory of Carlisle;

interestingly, Parvyng and his father originally concentrated their

acquisitive urge on the city environs ,(15) the father . playing an

14) O, Just 3/bA, nlM.1-6; SC1/26/156;	 PR 1281-92, p.95; PR
1272-81, p.342.

15) ao, Carlisle, D Ay 27; Halton, 2, p.13; 1PM 8, no.458; CPR
1338-40, pp.19, 97.
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important part in the son's settlement of lands. Fran this

initial link with rlisle, Parvyng extended his range of patrons.

Like Lowther, he found it possible to serve several masters.

His cx)nnection with Ranuiph de Dacre was marked. He and William

de Burgh, parson of Dacre, participated in a number of Ranulph's

legal nanoeuvres. In 1324 they acted as deforciants in a settlement

concerning the manor of Dacre, subsequently performing the sane role

for other parts of Dacre ' s estates. Dacre was the first witness in

a charter of quit-claim to Parvyng in 1330, and bad granted land to

him before 1329. The two man were involved in various recognizances

of debt. They ackncMledged a debt of £32 7s. 6d. to ae William de

Rednesse in 1328, and 700 marks to Enry de Croft and William de

Clifton. The latter debt was enrolled only in Parvyng's nane, bit

Dacre' s involvnent ererged al ackncledgemerit of payirent. (16)

Parvyng was similarly associated with Margaret, lady of Wigton,

and her husbands. In 1333 he participated in a settlrent of the

manor of Stainton, then partly held in daer by John de Wigton's

wido'i, which activity foresbadced his involvemant in the settlement

of the manors of Blackball and Melmerby in 1334, and others on

Margaret' s remarriage to John de Weston. The Parvyng estates were

heavily reliant on a cxination of Wigton largesse and misfortune.

The cost of Margaret' s legal battle to prove her legitimacy has

already been mantioned; Parvyng prospered as she battled. In 1334

she allcized him to Fold the manor of Blackball for the nnua1 render

of a rose during her mother's life, and forty marks per annum

16) cPR 1327-30, p.404; XR 1327-30, pp.368-9; cXR 1330-33, p.618;
Parker, t Calendar', 234-5.
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marks per annum subsequently. The manor was settle:1 on Parvyng by

his father three years later, with remainder to Parvyng' s nephez

Adam, and others. Parvyng also acquired the manor of Stainton, and

a life interest in other Wigton estates. In tribute to the family,

Parvyng's arms, on his assumption of knighthood, were derived fran

the Wigtons'.

Nor were these Parvyng's only associates. A relationship with

the lord of Rydal is suggested by Parvyng's possession of certain

lands in Northumberland, and at Waithy and Barton, in Westnrland.

(17) A number of John de Lancaster's land transactions involved

notable figures, like Barvey ce Staunton, and William de Irle, so

to find him using Parvyng' s services is not surprising. AU appear

to have benefited fran Lancaster's death without issue in 1334. (18)

Parvyng served the lords of Kirkbride, relations by marriage of the

Wigtons, in similar capacities. During Anthony de Lucy's absence

frau the kingdcxu in 1331, he was appointed as one of his two

attorneys.

The part which he played on the national stage is ohvious. His

contacts were diverse. lè was one of the pledges for the executors

of Archbishop Melton of York, and attorney for John Giffard in 1340.

Merchants like Thanas de Meicheburn, mayor of the Staple at Bruges,

were }xnd to him in various sums of noney. (19)

It is difficult to kncw whether to classify him as the client or

17) cR0, Carlisle, D Mus, F#ierthaU, Brainery, D Lons L5, CG 13; I
11, no.312; 15, no.405.

18) 1PM 7, no.621; 8, no.172.

19) cRR 1330-34, p.l04; cPR 1340-43, pp.3, 381; cXR 1339-41, p.386;
XR 1343-46, pp.230, 233.
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the patron of the men he served. Like the gentlemen-bureaucrats

studied by R.L. Storey, his position in the local ccsrrnunity was a

little anomalous. It was sufficient even by 1325 to return him as

knight of the shire for Ciinberland, though knight he was not until

1340. He represented the shire again; at Lincoln in September

1327, at York in February 1328, at Westminster in Septer 1331 and

March 1332, early influence perhaps reflecting Dacre' S prestige

rather than his cwn. In his hare cxintninity, Parvyng' s status was

only that of the average knight of the shire; even this was an

achievement. On his death, his sisters pleaded poverty and

infirmity to excuse their not going to the King to perform homage.

In consideration of Parvyng' s service and 'the smallness of the

lands of their inheritance, which do not attain to the value of

1 OOs.', it was conceded that the county escbeator should take their

homage.

None the less, Parvyng' s efforts had brought the family to gentry

standing. They had becciiie lords of manors, able to satisfy

traditional knightly aspirations, undertaking shire office, and

obtaining licence for a chaplain to celebrate privately on their

estates. (20) Parvyng was a self-made man, as far as this was

possible in the Middle Ages. His achievement was nore startling,

nore enduring - and perhaps no riore socially unacceptable - than any

in the West March dependent on the ng10-Scottish war under the

first three Ellwards.

20) CR0, Crlisle, DRC 1/2, fol. 34d; CFR 1337-47, p.346;
R. L. Storey, 'Gentlemen-bureaucrats', Prof ession L Vocation, and
Oilture: Essays dedicated to the neirory of A.R.Myers, ed. C.H.Clough
(Liverpool, 1982), pp.90-129.
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The importance of successful rnanip.ilation of patronage was

manifest throughout his career. Whilst his relationship with Lcre

helped to establish him in Cumberland, he did not rely solely on

tcre in the way in which generations of M.isgraves had relied on the

lords of Appleby. Because of his own ability and a growing

reputation, because the right man nployed him, Parvyng was able to

attract patronage. The King's favours were marked: a grant fran

the issues of the hanaper of £200 to enable him to maintain his

state as chancellor in 1341; a grant of forty marks per annum fran

the farm of the deirsne of (rlisle castle, and pert of the dsne,

rent free, for life in 1338; a grant of 100 marks per annum to

maintain his new state as a knight in 1340. (21) The rtore his

patrons, the greater his independence. Pluralism and aitside

influence allowed him to rk his way into the ranks of Border

gentry, whilst the patronage at his own disposal permitted others to

rise with him.

Westnorland vaunted no such figure of national stature, although

it fathered man who cama close to the heart of royal administration.

Denholm-Young suggested that the Kendal family, praninent in early

fourteenth-century administration, were 'presumably tenants of the

barony of Kendal', but it has proved difficult to find evidence to

substantiate this. A Cuinberland cleric acknowledged a debt to Hugh

de Kendal in 1288, but neither the Kendals' custodies, their land,

nor their employment were associated with the West M3rch. (22)

As in Cumberland, however, there were indications that

21) (ER 1341-43, p.301; CPR 1338-41, pp.19, 97, 460.

22) N. Denholm-Young, The Country Gentry in the Fourteenth Century
(Oxford, 1969), p.43.
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local lawyers played a praninent part in shire affairs, and that

they were able to increase their social importance. Perhaps nre

significant, however, was their nurture under Parvyng' s aegis. The

men in question were rrnbers of the Sandford family, their name

derived fran Sandford in Warcop.

The measure of their service locally is easily seen. Like

Parvyng, they employed their talents for all-corners. In 1327 Robert

de Sandford served as attorney for Anthony de Incy, to answer for

the issues of Carlisle castle. With his brother, William, he stood

as attorney for Thanas de Warcop, keeper of the forfeited lands in

Ornberland and Westnorland. His other duties in that year included

acting as attorney for the bishop of Carlisle, Robert de Vipont of

Aiston, and Henry de Threlkeld, late sheriff of Westmorland. (23)

The Sandfords clininated any list of attorneys drawn up at this date.

Their colours were not nailed to any one mast, although

Westmorland clients perhaps outnumbered Oinberland ones. Robert had

acted as parliamentary proxy for the bishop, prior and chapter of

Carlisle at various times. He served Henry de Warcop in 1314, in an

action against Margaret, lady of Wigton, about dower. Harcla,

during his brief elevation to the bility, was served by Robert in

the prosecution of a recnizance of debt made by the lord of

Liddel. Other lords for whan Robert rked included the lord of

Hoff, for whctn he acted in an assize of novel disseisin in 1324.

(24)

Given their Westrnzrland origins, it is rt surprising to find the

23) Q4R, p.l'78, 180-2, 188, 191.

24) EO, Just 1/994, m.lr; Haltori, Appendix; (XR 1313-18, p.190;
CQ 1318-23, p.685.
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Sandfords in Clifford service. Robert was sheriff 1331-35, the

first of the family thuz honoured. During this period Clifford was

frequently in dispite with Henry Fitz Hugh. William acted as his

attorney, whilst Robert was anong those attacking Fitz Hugh's land

at Middletat in Teesdale at Clifford' s orders. The relationship

between the Sandfords arid the lords of Appleby continued in the rxt

generation. William, and Robert's son, Thcinas, were employed as

attorneys by Roger de Clifford during his absence in Gascony in

1355. Robert II served as sheriff 1345-48, during Neville' s

custody, and again, in 1351. nother Sandford served 1382-84. (25)

But their careers ante-dated Clifford attention, and Clifford

service was fitted in with other work. Between 1331 and 1335,

William was bailiff for Robert le Brun of Cumberland, attorney for

the prior of Crlisle, arid William Engleys 'le Cosyn'. (26)

The Sandfords not only canbined service in WestmDrlarid and

Oimberland. Through their association with Parvyng, they pirsued

interests much further afield, a web of patronage similar to the

Yorkshire connections in royal administration under Edward I and

Edward II einthed by J.L. Grassi. A meitoranduiu of 1344 referred to

William as Parvyng's clerk. Other hints of Parvyng's patronage

remain. His widc used William as her attorney in 1343. In 1345,

she, Thcnias de Sandford, and two others ackncMledged various debts

to Master John de Thoresby. Parvyng and other justices of oyer and

terminer appointed Tharas to pirsue the king's affairs before them

in Southampton, and appointed William to enrol the continuation of

25) PRO, Just 1/1364, imi.6d, 9d; cPR 1354-58, p.241.

26) PRO, Just 1/1 404, riin.17d, 18r; CCR 1333-37, p.476.
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processes begun before them. (27)

Their abilities and Parvyng's influence brought them extensive

opportunities. They 1cn the benefits of royal patronage, Robert

having been granted oustody of land at Tebay and Roundthwaite by

Edward II, only to have it revoked under Isabella and brtimer.

There is a reference of 1370 to William, probably the younger, as

keeper of the rolls and writs of the Bench, proof that the family' S

administrative and judicial service continued to flourish long after

Parvyng's death. (28)

The position the Sandfords established 1 service cLitside their

1iate hate enabled them to improve their standing locally. Like

Parvyng, they arrived in the ranks of shrieval families, and began

to hold other office. Robert was the shire' s representative to

parliament on no less than seventeen occasions between 1316 and

1335. Thanas was elected as the borough' s representative in

February 1334, William in y 1335. They were both elected for

Appleby in 1339, 1340, and 1341, for the county in 1346, an

indIcation that the shire sought to nenipulate the influence of its

lawyers, to draw on the patronage they could tap. It was a

mutually-beneficial arrangement.

For their part, the Sandfords retained strong local loyalty.

Thcinas, (d.1380) irade bequests to repair bridges at Warcop, Scwerby,

Salkeld, and Tebay in his will, as well as providing for chaplains

celebrating 'infra wardain' of Westmorland. The family were not the

27) (PR 1343-46, pp.173, 297, 300; 0R 1343-46, pp.351, 561, 589;
J.L.Grassi, 'Royal Clerks frcin the rchdiocese of York in the
Fourteenth Century', NH, v (1970), 1 2-33.

28) (PR 1327-30, p.130; Brantingham, p.341.
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lords of Sandford at the begirinir of the century, the manor having

passed to the M.isgraves in the Injndred years before. In 1356 Thomas

de Sandford bought it back. Acceptance into gentry society was

further symbolized by marriages into the local families of Warcop,

Lancaster, and Engleys. So too an indenture of 1357, by which

Thomas de .1sgrave granted to Thctnas de Sandford and his wife twenty

marks per annum fran the manors of Musgrave and Soulby, heralded

their absorption into the ranks of the influential. (29) Links with

the native shire were never severed; the demands of national

undertakings did not sweep away involvement in local politics and

administration.

ii) Patronage and Office

The presence of men like Parvyng, the Sandfords, Lciwther,

Crookdayk, and Burton, militated against isolation. The patronage

which they attracted and which they oculd offer set up an osnxtic

novernent between the centre and the locality. n of the shire were

anxious to take advantage of the skills of these less parochial

neighbours, as their election as parliarnentai:y representatives, in

particular, denonstrates. In this cx)ntext it is interesting to

recall G.P. Cuttino' s suggestion that the king' s clerks in

parliament may have 'constituted me of the main continuing focal

points around which the representatives of boroughs aM shires could

group their own petitions and .' The lawyer did not

disdain such attention as he sought to insinuate himself further

29) CR0, Carlisle, D Mus, Soulby 37, D Lons L5,	 72, AS 41;
Test.Karl., rio.cli.
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into local society. The influence and patronage i outside that

catimunity were largely responsible for his local prcininence.

The continual association with the county of origin is important

- a crntrast, for instance, with the rreri of Cheshire who prospered

by military service overseas. These, Dr Mrgan contends, were

reluctant or unable to re-enter the local society fran which they

had sprung', purchasing land elsewhere, seeking roles in the local

cxinunity which they had rot occupied before. (30)

The consequences for the March were various. The existence of

men of this ilk within the county coincided with a period in which

the shires were singularly vocal and self-reliant; it seems

unlikely that this was the working of chance. The rise of their

families replenished gentry stock. Possibly irore significant,

however, was the way in which they rrediated patronage between local

men and outsiders.

A network of influence is suggested by other Parvyng

associations, many of which point to the importance of position

achieved outside the area in causing change in West rch society.

On Parvyng 's death, two Cumberland yeanen in his service were to be

discovered delivering the great seal to Bartho1czrw de Burghersh. A

link with Robert de Eaglesfield, the Cumbrian founder of the Queen's

Hall, Oxford, is implied by the gift by Parvyng' s widci 'i of 100 niarks

for his obit. Both Parvyng and Eaglesfield had a close relationship

with the lords of Qckernouth and Wigton, this rendering their

30) ?.brgan, 'Military Service', p.181.
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acquaintance a possibility. (31)

Eaglesfield' s career further denonstrates these trends. His

foundation, in 1341, of a Hall to give preference to men of

Cumberland and Westnr1and, expressed his attitude to the West

March, with its reference to 'their waste state, their uninhabited

condition, and the scarcity of letters in them'. In taking him away

fran the area, his career reflected the reality of Border poverty.

He caine of a lcng-established Cumberland family; scxre of his

einploynent, like his appointment as cc*iinissioner into the observance

of the Rule at the lbspital. of St ico1as, CiUs1, in ' 33S,

shcMed his local position. Anthony de Lucy granted him twenty

shillings and a robe each year for life in 1319, another local tie.

But it was royal patronage which really advanced him, and took him

further fran hcitie. In 1328 the King allciied Eaglesfield to exchange

land which he had given him in Middlesex, for the hamlet of Renwick

in Cumberland, forfeited by Harcia. The royal order of 1331, that

he be presented to the first vacant benefice in the royal gift worth

over twenty marks, resulted in his presentation to the church of

Brough in 1332. Eaglesfield did not reside there, Edward III having

obtained pexinission for this fran the bishop, in a letter referring

to him as 'dilectum clericum nostrum'. The living was a good one by

March standards. An inquisition of 1344 valued it at £53 16s. 7d.

per annum in 'these days', although before the war it was thought to

have been worth £100. (32) Its possession brought him into contact

31) CCR 1343-46, p.225; J.R.Magrath, The Queen's College (Oxford,
1921) 1, p.23. I am grateful to Miss E.A.Danbury of the Department
of History in the University of Liverpool for all .,ing me to consult
her notes on The Queen's College Archives, vol. I.

32) CR0, Carlisle, DRC 1/1, fol. 238, 240; St Bees, no.376; CPR
1330-34, pp.96, 251.
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with the Cliffords; he acted for Robert de Clifford against Fitz

Hugh in 1338. Brough was just one of the rewards of Eaglesfield's

service at court. Licence to enclose, to alienate in nortmain,

grants of marriage of heirs, royal intercession on his behalf -

these were others.	 a1l nder Eaglesfie]ñ put the Hall under

queenly patronage, or that its statutes demanded courtly etiquette

at table and in language. (33)

Eaglesfield's dependence on royal patronage and his pirsuit of

opportunities outside the March had been presaged by the career of

his uncle, dam de Eaglesfield. nother royal clerk, dam had seen

royal service in Bordeaux in 1310, and had similarly been a member

of a queenly entourage, as attorney for Margaret of France in 1315,

and justice of oyer and terminer in a case in which she alleged

trespass in 1316. He, too, used the influence thus provided to

acquire land on the March. It ild seen likely that his other

success was to brir his nephew to the attention of the royal court.

(34)

The examples of Parvyng, the Sandfords, and the Eaglesfields show

how prosperity gained outside the March had repercussions on its

social cxmplexion. They represented the successful manipulation of

royal patronage. In the reign of Edward III, unlike that of

Edward II, it was a means of control and otununication with the

shires. Its recipients were loyal, intent on the king's service.

The two-way flow between court and country was thus maintained.

There were other conspicuous recipients of royal favour on the

33)CcR 1337-39, p.326; cPR 1324-27, p.117; cPR 1338-40, p.94; G'R
1340-43, p.249.

34) 11R 1307-13, p.331; cPR 1313-17, pp.259, 586; cPR 1334-38, p.75.
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March. Adam de Redman, William Engleys, Richard de Thiriwall,

William de Cbucy, Richard de Kardoill, William de Milton, John de

Raghton, Adam de Urswick, and Thanas de Bassenthwaite were king's

yeonen. Anng the king' s clerks were Robert de Salkeld, Henry de

Greystoke, John Parvyng, John de Lowther, Robert de Barton, and

Robert de Warcop. These men prospered. (35)

Minificence of this sort generally made only small changes in

society. Greystoke, Parvyng, Redman, and Lowther, for instance,

were members of already-influential families. Ci the other hand, it

was possible for royal sponsorship th play a significant part in

altering the balance of power anong gentry families, as withess the

rise of a cadet branch of the Eigleys family of Westnorland.

The family was an old one. Its members appeared in charters

concerning the Asby area fron the mid-twelfth century, their name

possibly originating at a time when it became necessary to

distinguish N3rman and other Continental land-holders, fran natives.

They were goat knightly stock, quietly flourishing. William Engleys

built up his estates in return for gifts to those languishing 'in

necessitate' in the twelve-fifties. (36) His son, Robert, was given

both to strenuous and administrative pursuits, serving under

Clifford at Carlisle at the turn of the century, acting as keeper of

the peace, assessor of subsidy, ccznmissioner of array, and knight of

the shire. The rise of a junior member of the family, his

establishment at Highhead and elsewhere in Cumberland, . and in East

Anglia, was a nea departure.

35) cPR 1334-38, pp.93, 172, 460, 494.

36) aO, Curlisle, D Loris L5, AB 2, 4-8, 21-3, 47.
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William Engleys' good fortune seems to have begun under the

auspices of John de Cranwell, second hosband of aie of Vipont of

Appleby's heiresses. As keeper of forests beyond Thent, Cranwell

had evidently attracted Engleys into his service, as the latter

received a pardon for trespass of veniscri in Rockingham Forest in

1330. Even service to a local lord bad widened Engleys' horizons.

He was or of the king's yean by 1328, possibly as a result of

Cromwefl's influence. Certainly Crcimell's band was to be seen in

the grant of that year of the bailiwick of chief forester of

Inglewood for life, and the demise to hiin of land there for thirteen

years. Despite supporting Isabella against Edward II, Crcmwell

actively opposed 'brtimer, receiving patronage fran the young

Edward III for his aid in 1330.

Engleys' loyalty to the King at this juncture set the seal ai his

own prosperity and COnfirmed his ability to bring patronage to the

local caiinity. In 1330 ha received permission to grant to the

'knights and other good men of the county' a course for deer in the

circuit of Inglewood, and discretionary pers concerning deer found

wounded. At his request a pardon was issued to John de Salke].d for

hunting there. in 1329 Engleys' cousin was pardoned all trespasses

of vert and venison ccirinitted in Inglewood in the past two reigns.

(37) Like Parvyng, fligleys was in a position to niate between the

court and the March. He served as knight of the shire for

Cumberland in 1334, and for Westnrland eight times between 1332 and

1344.

Royal service took him away fran the area. He was overseas in

37) PR 1327-30, pp.260, 392, 403, 470-1, 501, 513.
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1329, at Nottingham in 1330, in Holderness in 1338. A royal charter

of 1339 referred to his 'dwelling xritinually by the King's side',

but it was on the March that he sought influence and prosperity. In

1333 Edward granted him custody of land in Skelton late of Patrick

de Sutheyk, during the minority of the heir. He also received

custody of the lands late of Adam de Crookdayk. These were bit two

such gifts. in 1336 he was given what pertained to the King of the

marriage of Alice, widci of Walter de Kirkbride. She was

subsequently married to Thanas Erigleys. (38) The list of

perquisites was endless. Particularly important, hciever, was the

grant in fee of the peel at Highhead in 1335, for the rent of a rose

per annum. This superseded earlier grants limited to Engleys' life,

signifying the appearance of another new source of authority.

Engleys had gravitated away frcin the Border in search of

prosperity. Given his similarity to the Sandfords, their

association was perhaps to be expected. In 1342 Engleys enfeof fed

William de Sandford the younger, and the parson of Dufton church,

Westnrland, of his Curribrian estates, which they then regranted to

him for life with various remainders. His lands in Huntingdon and

Cainbridgeshire were also dealt with in this way. (39) In 1344

Thanas de Sanilford mainperned Engleys' son and heir to account for

custody of the King' s manor of Brustwick in }blderness. Edmund de

Sandford was one of the son' s executors in 1369. (40) The evidence

cumulatively suggests that service cutside the area was a primary

38) cPR 1330-34, pp.8, 403, 438; cPR 1338-40, pp.70, 213; 1PM 8,
no.527.

39) cPR 1334-38, pp.111, 232; PR 1340-43, p.505.

40) cr 1343-46, p.417; 'Ièst.Karl., ro.cvi.
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means to prosperity within Cumberlath and Westnorland. When one

took the path, others follcMed.

It is certainly hard to equate such a state of affairs with the

idea that the Anglo-Scottish war • excellence provided prosperity

and social nobility on the West March in the fourteenth century.

Whilst Engleys was given the office of constable of Lochmaben castle

in 1334, he did not depend on war; he was already secure in royal

favour, and this was bit ale proof of it. Other king's clerks ware

prainent in military administration. Robert de Barton was keeper

of victuals at Crlisle and Skinborness in 1333. The position

probably had scope for gain. But like Engleys, Barton was not

entirely devoted to the war, nor to the March. He had custody of

the king of Scotland's fonr Northumbrian and (limberlard estates in

1307, custody of the bishopric of Durham in 1311, and in 1337 was

granted, for good service, the bailiwick of the HUndredS of East and

West Madina on the Isle of Wight. He frequently acted in a judicial

capacity; he and Robert Parvyng stood as sureties for the

appearance in chancery of the abbot of Grey Abbey in 1327. (41) In

view of the way their c*itsic3e activities appear to have subsidized

their West March estates, the clerical element in the recognizances

of debt, noted above, takes on further significance. The Anglo-

Scottish war was not a boon to Cumberland and Westitorlarid - although

devastation perhaps pranpted its inhabitants to look for employment

and patronage elsewhere.

Certainly not all Marchers lived sequestered lives. Recollecting

the year of birth at one Cumberlard proof of age, jurors exhibited

41) PR 1330-34, p.548; cTR 1272-1307, p.550, etc.
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considerable wanderlust. One remembered a journey to Paris, another

a trip to Santiago; six others had been about to g on pilgrimage

to Canterbiry. A proof of age taken in Westnr1ath in 1336 revealed

that one juror had been to the bly Land in 1318, and another on

business in Gascony. (42) Cki the other hand, during the eyre at

ppleby in 1256, it was stated that nothing was known about the

chattels of saneone accused of hanicide, 'quia extraneus de cctnitatu

(limberlaund', a remark suggesting infinite parochialism. Whilst

travel was riot the cai:rnon lot, the hypothesis that nbility took on

new impetus in the fourteenth century has its plausibility.

Thcsnas de Bassenthwaite, formerly porter at Windsor Castle,

appeared in the household of the King's daughter, Isabella, in 1363,

Adam de Rinan in the service of John of Eltham in 1329. (43) Adam

de Strickland was custodian of the pesage of ols in the city of

York in 1333, Robert de Musgrave a custciris collector on the East

Coast in 1342. John of Gaunt attracted John and Hugh de Dacre, John

and Thanas Ros, John de Kendal, Nicholas de Harrington, and James de

Pickering into his service later in the century. (44) Dr Saul's

study of Glcxicestershire emphasized that many gentxy were unattached

simply because the great lords could only afford to retain a certain

number. The March counties derrcnstrate how far afield, and with

what energy, the gentry were prepared to look. It cannot have been

a coincidence that they did so at a tine when war impaired the

profitability of their land, possibly also limiting the ability of

42) 1PM 3, no.618; 7, no.61.

43) PRO, Just 1/979, m.lOd; cPR 1361-64, p.390; cPR 1327-30, p.377.

44) PR 1330-34, p.413; cPR 1348-50, p.l1-l2; cFR 1337-47, p.291.
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Cumbrian lords to retain them. (45)

iii) Military Service

Ironically, it was war away fran the March which provides

examples of military service reversing traditional roles within

local society. To sa extent this was the result of changes in

military organization, sanething emphasized by A.E. Prince, and

latterly by Dr P. brgan, in his sb.xly of Cheshire. Thacing

developients in recruitnent during the era of the Black Prince' s

lordship in Aquitaine, Dr MDrgan s±serves that as the chevauche of

the fourteenth century gave way to the colonizing warfare of the

fifteenth, so a 'professional military class' came into being.

Instead of shire recruitment daninated by the nobility, garrison

captains like Huigreve, the sons of minor gentry, took aver - and

flourished. (46) Chronologically the West March fits in with this

hypothesis; in other respects it presents a contrast.

Continental campaigns held saie allure for the West Marcher.

The earl of Lancaster testified to the od service in Gascony of

dam de Blencow, Clement de Skelton, and Thomas, son of Hugh the

shepherd of Newbiggin in 1348. As a result, all three were

pardoned the king's suit of felony and trespass caiuiitted in

Cumberland. Blencc q was Greystoke's standard bearer at Crcy and

Poitiers, rewarded by the baron with a grant 'of my anns' for his

45) Saul, Knights and Esquires, pp.97-105; Gaunt, 1, pp.1, 31,33.

46) jrgan, 'Military Service', pp.154-91; A.E. Prince, 'The
Indenture System under Edward UI', Historical Essays in Ibnour of
James Thit, ed. J.G.Edwaxdz et al. (Manchester, 1933), pp.283-98.
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services. MDre tangibly, he began to acquire land at hone frctn this

date. Although war helped Blencc, the seigneurial elertent was also

vital; he was to be found as Greystoke' s attorney in 1351. The

thirteen-twenties had seen a flurry of protections in favour of

Cumbrians going to serve in Gascony. Robert de Laybirn served under

the earl of Kent, Ranulph de Dacre under the earl of Surrey. Even

Andrew de Harcia intended to leave the March in favour of exploits

abroad in 1320. (47)

The career of William de Windsor presents the rearest equivalent

to that of the Cheshire captain. His family had held the manors of

Grayrigg, Heversham, and brland, of the barony of Kendal since the

second half of the ts'elfth century. It also possessed estates in

Cumberland. It was closely aligned with other gentry houses of the

area, the widc q of William's naxresake marrying Roger de Burneside in

the thirteen-thirties, for instance. William' s father, Alexander,

had obtained a charter for a market and fair at Heversham in 1334,

suggesting a degree of cptism about the local ecoucity, and

caiiitmant to his estates. The family bad not been conspicuous in

the administration of the shire, although they traditionally

withessed barony of Kendal charters. (48) Alexander was one of

three appointed to keep the peace in Westnorland in 1335; for bin, a

rare occurrence. Until William's day the family provided neither

sheriffs nor shire representatives.

Unlike the Cheshire captains, William was an eldest son. Like

his father, he was interested in his Westnorlarxl estates, enclosing

47)cPR 1350-54, p.172; cPR 1317-21, p.455; PR 1324-27, pp.86, 116.

48)Wetheral, no.210; chR 4, p.312; 5, p.170.
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land. and procuring a market charter for 'br1arx1 in 1362. Yet at the

same time he was etharking on a military career which took him to

Ireland and Normandy, in which royal patronage was of peculiar

importance, and Scottish affairs of very little. (49)

William's first spell in Ireland came in 1362, as part of the

forces of Lionel, earl of Ulster. On 10 June he sealed an indenture

with the King, agreeir to stay for a year with sixty archers and

sixty man-at-arms, setting to sea cxi the Mativity of John the

Baptist. He was to receive the wages of war, and accustar regard

for himself and his man, paid quarterly, in arrears. On 15 June the

sheriff of Lancashire was ccimianded to array sixty foot archers

under Windsor's supervision, sending than to Liverpool by Midsununer.

His retinue included a number of West Marchers, as witness men with

the names of Lancaster, Lowther, Knipe, Threlkeld, Clibrn, and

Lamplugh, to be found in his canpany. Despite the size of retinue

stip.ilated in his indenture, numbers fluctuated; reference was made

to the payment of wages to sixteen additional archers in place of

eight esquires who left before the end of the first quarter. (50)

Windsor stayed longer than originally anticipated, returning to

England periodically to help with recruitment. He appointed

attorneys to look after affairs in his absence in June 1362,

Novanber 1363, and was still in Ireland in July 1365. (51) Already

he was able to use patronage to benefit his Westmorland neighbours;

at his request one of the lord of Killington' s servants indicted of

49) PR 1334-38, p.208; cPR 1381-85, p.447.

50) PRO, E1O1/68/4, ro.82, 28/13; XR 1360-64, p.340.

51) PRO, E101/28/21, 28/11; cPR 1361-64, pp.217, 416, 420.
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the ravishing and abduction of Thcinas de Harrington's widcii at

Sedbergh, was pardoned in 1365. His service stood him in good stead

at court. In September 1366 he was granted £100 per annum frau the

issues of Yorkshire until the King provided him with the euiva1ent

in land or rent. In 1367 he was pardoned all sums due to the King -

a reminder that military service was rot unalloyed gain. (52)

The years 1366-68 saw Windsor serve as sheriff of Camberlard;

appointed in May 1367, he accounted fran the previous Michaehras.

At 1000 marks per annum, his fee for custody was unusually

generous. Given the family's lack of influence in the county, it

would sean that appointment and fee alike were indications of royal

favour, another instance of the effects on the hierarchy of the West

March of position achieved outside it.

In 1369 he turned his attention beck to Ireland, with the

prestigious role of royal lieutenant. The indenture specified that

he was to serve for three years, retaining in the first year 200

nan-at-arms and 300 archers, in the second 120 men-at-arms and 200

archers, the numbers falling to eighty rren-at-arms and 150 archers

in the third year. The number of men, and the sums of noney

involved were a far cry from service at Carlisle, officially

tranquil since the treaty of Berwick in October 1357. The men-at--

aims of his retinue included John Engleys, Thanas de Clifford,

Thanas de Rokeby and his son, James de Pickering, Nicholas and

Michael de Harrington, Walter de Strickland, John de Redrnan, and a

host of others.

The opposition Windsor encountered in Ireland brought sane

52) cPR 1364-67, pp.95, 185, 324, 384.
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benefit to Anglo-Scottish Border society; Windsor continually

engaged irore non than envisaged in his indenture of service. The

third year found him paying the wages of fifty extra men-at-arms and

sixty archers. Obviously not all of them caine fran Cumbria, b.it the

area was well represented. Of the troops organized under eleven

knightly leaders who arrived in Ireland a few nonths before Windsor

in 1369, three bands, led by Thanas de Clifford, Thanas de Rokeby

and James de Pickering, were predaninantly Cumbrian, sane of the

subsidy later yielded by the parliament at Kilkenny to provide

a&.Iitional troops finding its way thus to the March. (53)

As the story of Ireland as a Cumbrian Eldorado, rather than the

story of Anglo-Irish administration, it is not appropriate to

describe here Windsor's political activity, the extortion of

subsidies or Irish parliamentary develoçiront. Suffice to note that

on his reappointment as governor in 1373, men with names like

Sedgwick, Lonsdale and Kendal continued to fol1c 'i him across the

Irish Sea. (54) When his Irish career finally ended in 1376, he

reappeared as keeper of Cerbourg in 1379, serving under the earl of

Buckinghani in the early years of Richard II's reign. Again West

Marchers trailed after him. (55)

The question of ha.i he rranaged to rise so far remains. The

answer hinges ai royal patronage, and his relationship with Alice

Perrers, mistress of Edward III. Richardson and Sayles attributed

53) flO, E101/29/22, 30/1, 30/2, 31/25.

54) PRO, E101/33/3, 33/34-35. Generally see M.Clarke, 'William of
Windsor in Ireland 1369-76', Fourteenth Century Studies, ed.
L. S. Sutherland & M.McKisack (Oxford, 1937), pp. 146-241.

55) PRO, E101/39/7, 40/10.
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his appointment as lieutenant to this entirely - an interpretation

dealing a severe b1 q to the hypothesis of war as the carrire

ouverte aux talents • The date of Alice' s marriage is contentious,

Richardson arid Sayles supporting a date long before 1377, despite

sate contemporary assertions that she was single in 1374.

It is interesting, therefore, that Windsor's praninence at

Carlisle coincided with the beginning of Alice' s involvement In the

county, arid the supposed date of the start of her liaison with

Edward. (56) Windsor was appointed sheriff on the death of Robert

de Tilliol, six days before Alice was granted land in Inglewood

lately held by Tilliol. She also had custody of Tilliol's lands,

and marriage of the heir. A number of Qmthrians acknowledged debts

to her in the fo1lc,wir years: Anthony de Lucy 1000 marks in 1365,

£600 in 1367; Gilbert de Curwen £500 in 1372. The Dictionary of

National Biogra*iy refers to her b.iying Egrenont castle. (57) That

the conple should both have been so suddenly involved in üimberland

may support an early date for the marriage.

Windsor benefited tangibly fran the association. The Irish

appointment of 1369 was to provide 1000 marks per annum at the

exchequer until the equivalent land or rent in Ireland became

available; descent of which bounty later marred relations between

his widow arid heir. Richard II retained William, confirming an

earlier annuity of £100. In the thirteen-eighties he was surritoned

to parliament as a baron. He had played for high stakes the

dangers corresponded. Cki his death in 1384, he had many debts to

56) DNB xv, pp.898-900; H.G.Richardson & G.O.Sayles, The
Administration of Ireland 1172-1377 (Dublin, 1963), pp.12-13.

57) cPR 1367-70, pp.183, 222, 376; ccR 1364-68, pp.198, 396; cR0,
Carlisle, D Lons L5, C43.
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the Crown, the legacy of his marriage and military career. These

apart, royal patronage and militarism had sn him status he would

not otherwise have achieved.

What of his influence in his bane ouunity? Lord of three

Westuorland manors, under whcm a Clifford fought in Ireland, his

position was ancinlous. Like Parvyng, he was a man of consequence

outside the area, and like Parvyng, he was in many respects no itore

than another 1ight of the shire inside it.

He continued to associate with the Prestons and Stricklands,

family allies over many generations. The withesses to a charter of

1362, dated at Hevershain, by which Fimund Maunsell quit-claimed to

William his right in a noiety of a Duchy of Lancaster manor, were

traditional Windsor intimates; Thanas de Strickland, Ralf de

Beethani, James and John de Pickering, and Richard de Preston. With

the Prestons, lords of Preston Richard, William had particularly

close relations. John de Preston was one of his attorneys during

his first absence in Ireland, Richard frequently served him there,

while Roger and John de Preston served in Brittany. (58)

An indenture made at Rodeston, part of the thcy estates,

concerning which Alice Perrers had received a recognizance of debt,

suggests the nature of the relationship with the Prestoris. Richard

de Preston pledged that while his son and heir lived with Windsor' s

daughter, Juliana, he wouki not alienate fran the manor of Preston

Richard, nor any other land whereby his son might be disinherited,

nor make any statute merchant leaving the son in debt on his death,

beyond the si.mi of £40. Otherwise Preston might ordain for his lands

58) GO, rlisle, D Pen 47/3a; cPR 1361-64, p.217, 219.
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as he saw fit;

'servirra al 1x)stel p.ir ordeiner pir sez terres
et pur sa canpaigne e sez autres busoignes
faire si cane par avye de son conseil lui
semble plus profitable pur lui.'

If he renined in good health, he would return to Windsor at the

Feast of the Assumpticn next, and stay, at Windsor's cost, for two

years, with me iran arx two horses. He would he allcMed to return

haie twice a year, at Easter and St Michael, to survey his lands,

settle his household, and see to other b.isiness.

Beference to the payment of Preston' s debts suggests that he had

fallen into a curious state of dependence on Windsor. Other

indentures refer to his leasing land at Preston Richard in return

for edvances of noney, and as a result of debt. Although historians

are at pains to emphasize that debt was not necessarily a reflection

of financial debility, it is perhaps worth remembering that

contemporaries did not regard it quite as benignly. One of the

qualities of the Maunciple specially noted by Chaucer was his

ability to help a lord

lyve by his propre good
In honour dettelees ...'

The fortunes of the two intertwined for sane tune, as another

indenture, of April 1369, derronstrates. This stipulated that

Preston was to stay with Windsor in Ireland, with a 'canpaignoun'

and an archer, each adequately armed and nounted. Preston was to

receive forty marks per annum, his canpanion twenty-six marks, the

archer ten pounds. Preston and canpanion were to eat 'en sale', the

archer 'appasser la mier vers les parties Dirlaunde saunz manger en

sale'. If prisoners, horses, or other booty were won, Preston was
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to account for a third to Windsor. If at any tine their standard of

equizent deteriorated, he was to pay a penalty. (59) If Windsor's

Westnorland peers were the sane men as before, he was certainly

first anong them.

In seeking to assert himself at 1ne by means of exploits abroad,

Windsor was not alone. His father had been to Ireland, one of

twenty-two men fran the West March who cbtained protections to go

there with the new j usticiar - anthony de Lucy - in pril 1331.

This was the first Cumbrian exodus aoss the Irish Sea in the

fourteenth century; by no means the last. It is tempting to think

that Irish service represented an attempt to break cut of the closed

circle of war on hare territory in the North, where royal reward and

prof it of war meant a further stake in a beleaguered area, and

which, as local defence, tended to be caruianded by those

traditionally wielding authority. That Westnorland, Clifford-

dcininated, should not only have sired Windsor, bet also James de

Pickering, who served in 1370, is particularly interesting.

r'breover, Thanas de Rokeby, given a claim to consideration in the

West March by Fward III, served as justiciar of Ireland three times

fran 1349. The occurrence of their service in tine of truce, when

the reed for defence diminished, also has its significance.

Lucy's term of office provided a number of openings for his

Cumbrian neighbours. Thanas de Burgh, founder of the chantry at

Brigham and chamberlain of Berwick, appeared in Lucy's ccinpany in

Ireland as treasurer. Robert de Salkeld, a royal clerk, like Burgh,

was appointed as second chamberlain of the exchequer in Dublin.

59) CR0, Kendal, WD/D, Unsorted.
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John de Kirkby Thore was second justice of pleas, a position in

which Thcas de Dent succeeded him in 1337. (60) Irish service

permitted these men to maintain their links with the March. Dent,

for example, was ae of Clifford's attorneys in Irelark in 1332 and

1338, and Lucy's in 1348. It also seemed to allc.i them to better

their local standing, Dent being appointed with the lords of Kendal

to inquire into breaches of the peace in Kendal in 1343. Sa].keld was

another who canbined seigneurial and royal service, as Irish

attorney for Clifford, and even for the Queen, in 1345. (61)

Pokeby' s employment in Ireland after Neville' s Cross merked the

beginning of an era of greater force in nglo-Irish administration.

Its cxnsequences for Rokeby re also important, although as noted

above, his neil prosperity exerted little influence in Westnorland.

His Irish cereer involved far fewer Cumbrians than Lucy' s. Dent

continued in office under him; Thaias the Ne*iew served under him

here as elsewhere. (62)

Service in Ireland and overseas, li'ice servIce In the Ist March,

thus appeared to exert greater attraction than service on the West

March. The hypothesis that O.imbrians gravitated away fran their

bane because it had little to offer is an awkward ae, rendered more

difficult by the fact that much of this military activity snt on in

tisre of truce. Harcia planned to leave Cumberland in 1320. Lucy

and his men disappeared during the Shameful Peace, returning on the

renewal of nglo-Scottish hostilities. Pickering, Windsor, and the

60) cPR 1330-34, pp.104, 568, 322; PR 1334-38, pp.57, 447.

61) cPR 1343-45, pp.93, 316.

62) PRO, E101/242/14.
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Gascon campaigners, all took advantage of the lull after Neville's

Cross and the treaty of Berwick.

It may have been, as already suggested, that such service

represented attempts to caiipensate for loss. The way Parvyng and

the careerists evidently continued to think of the brth as bane,

b.iilding up their land and influence there, implied deep attachment

to the locality. The preoccupation of soldiers like Windsor with

the administration of their Oimbrian estates also emphasizes that

these were of critical importance to them. It could be argued,

therefore, that their soj ourns elsewhere in peace-time require no

explanation. Special pleading would only be necessary if they

abandoned the March during hostilities.

Given the not-infrequently made assertion that Marchers found war

in the North so beneficial that they detested peace, such

pnctuations in the careers of these man cxxild be construed as the

wanderlust of insatiable warnongers. Perhaps such a stage had been

reached on the Fast March. Certainly the implications for the

Border as a whole of a stronger March ccirimission, set against a

backcloth of tx)larized local seigneurial ixwer and national unrest

in the fifteenth century, were dramatic. But the figures examined

in chapter five would not appear to suggest that this point had yet

been reached in Cumberland and Westnorland. West Marchers were riot

wholly dependent on war.

Change in West March society occurred as a result of various

factors. As described in the last chapter, nortality was a powerful

influence, capable of wreaking havoc in the social str'..icture,
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undermining the nost carefully-laid dynastic plans. Opportune

marriages and the entailing of land were intended to rob death of

its sting, but the history of Cumbrian baronies in the fourteenth

century shows that it produced fundamental changes despite man's

best endeavours.

Marriage and inheritance are essentially lound up with collective

status - that of the family. By contrast, this chapter has examined

means to prosperity nct dependent ai the family - those open to the

individual as a result of legal, administrative, and military

prowess. Fortune smiled cn sane ainpletely naw men, like Parvyng.

In other cases, like the Sandfords', she enabled gentry families to

recover earlier influence, or, as with Engleys of Highhead, to pit

out ne q roots. Scinetiires, witness Windsor's sndden praninence, she

temporarily reversed established roles in society, sending baronial

offspring th serve under a mere knight.

Patronage provides a canton denaninator in each of these

examples. Royal patronage lit the way for sane, seigneurial

patronage for others. The idea of the career cpen to talents in the

Middle Ages is an anachronism; where advance was not due to the

family, it was indebted to influence. Parvyng climbed with Dacre's

assistance, Engleys with Cromwell's. The Parvyng-Eaglesfield-

Sandford nexus was particularly far-reaching. This is nct to deny

that talent existed, nor that it might succeed, merely to suest

that it required a network of personal ccinnunication to de so - and

indeed how else?

The catinitment of these men to their chosen careers denonstrates
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that later fourteenth-century O.imbria experienced F.R.H. 1)1.1 Boulay's

'Age of Ambition' no less than other rarts of the kingd.cifl. It also

implies that apart fran the limited reward to be gleaned fran

seigneurial and military service, the West March lacked opportunity.

While ultimately returning to their hctnes, Cumbrian careerists

looked elsewhere for gain.

Thus change here resembled change in other regions. Dr Bennett

has suggested that fran Edward III's reign onwards, the men of

Cneshire and Lancashire exercised a 'wholly unprecedented importance

in the affairs of the realm', the result of their invasion of royal

administration, noble retinues, and the like • Edward 1llingridge

was a careerist in Sussex, a 'power broker regulating the flow of

royal patronage and reconciling the demands of the Crown to the

rhythme of local life.' Dr Saul concludes that

'it was the presence of these able, ambitious and
successful men that, nre than anything else,
made the Sussex of 1400 a different society fran
the SUSSeX of 1300.' (63)

The presence of Parvyng, the Saridfords, Eaglesfield, Windsor, and

Pickering in Cumbrian society was certainly an important force for

local change. Providing employment and patronage, they drew their

neighbours into closer union with the rest of the country, just as

the devastation of the Anglo-Scottish war and iow fees of the West

March also helped to militate against introspection. Resemblances

between Sussex and the March were by no means fortuitous.

Patronage, ambition, and careerism, manipulable forces, produced

changes in Border society, making its gentry akin to those of any

63) Bennett,	 Careerism,	 pp.205-6;	 Saul, Sussex, p.72;
F.R.H.Du Boulay, An	 of Ambition, English Society in the Late
Middle Ages (London, 1970).
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other county; but they were pursued despite Border warfare. The

ng10-Scottish war was rt the arbiter of change under the first

three Edwards. What made the West March of 1400 a different society

frai the West rth of 1300 was rtt a marii*ilable force, but death.

Fundamentally altering the balance of baronial power, death prepared

the way for the feuding srld of the Border ballads. The stakes

having risen, seigneurial and military service were then very

different affairs indeed.
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Coixlusion

This study began by examining the importance of the pre-shire

barony and ends with intimations of the future role of the Percy and

Neville families in a society in which pcier had becxire increasingly

polarized. It has traced various forms of corporate organization,

fran xtparative indifference to shire office and affairs under John

and Henry III, to 1vanized activity at inty level in time of

war.

As regards local organization and sense of cwnunity, war was

sinal. 'I county carinunity of Cumberland's nost proncunced, nost

political, endeavours re transient, essentially a response to the

need for leadership and defence. E contra, Westrrorland, further

fran the Border and daninated by the barons of Appleby, apparently

made little use of the caicept of the county crirrnunity.

The county carrnunity energes fran these pages as a particular

phase in ]ncal government. It was one anong a number of means of

local organization, one an meny ccmnunities. It co-existed with

calls for greater seigneurial direction in Cumberland, with March

assnblies in which it was subsumed, and with baronial franchises in

which it was fragmented.

Lordship was of particular consequence. Baronial influence

quashed disloyalty in Cumberland and praupted it in Westnorland in

the era of reform and rebellion. It catered for the ambitions of

the gentry before they seized on the higher echelons of shire

administration. In Westnx)rland it was still paranunt in the

fourteenth century, providing during the Anglo-Scottish conflict a

focus of authority which Cumberland lacked; scthing for which the

Curaberland county assenbly helped to cxxnpensate.
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Although Cumberland was without the all-pervasive baronial

influence which characterized Westnorland, here, no less than in its

southerly neighbour, status was measured in traditional terms.

Lordship; landed wealth and gentle breeding defined social worth.

The possession of land, an acceptable pedigree, were the aspirations

of the ambitious, the hallmarks of position. Ranuiph de Dacre

achieved eminence by marriage; andrew de Harcia by chicanery and

obedience to the King at a vital juncture. William de Windsor

prospered by his association with Alice Perrers; Robert Parvyng by

legal renown and patronage. Thanas de Rokeby rose by dint of good

luck in battle. Diverse as their paths were, their goals, and the

criteria by which contemporaries judged their success, were the

same.

Inestimable in fostering a sense of crznmunity, it was not war

which prcnpted social revolution on the West March. War did not

create a breed of new men. The oustodies and offices available went

to those already active in local administration; even so, military

off ice Se did not confer authority. A Clifford, later a

Neville, would canrnand respect where a Harcia could not. In the

period under review, inrtality, far nore than war, tipped the scales

of change in the upper tiers of Cumbrian society. In less exalted

circles, it was patronage and careerisn that counted - and again

these frequently owed little to hostilities on the West March.

If, under the first three aiwards, the county cciimunity was

something of a ccmmunity of peers, it was none the less a patrician

assembly, a seigneurial perspective discernible in its occasional

vigilance on behalf of those lower in the social hierarchy. The

sirnrrons of knights to local meetings emphasize that it was an
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assembly of the elite.

The ccxrrnunity meant different things at different times,

depending upon its spokesmen. Its canposition was neither static

nor a-political. Whether a mask for Outs inachinating against

recipients of Crn patronage, or the persona of other groups, it

represent alignments for the sake of xer.

This is not to deny that the ca.inty was an thject of local

patriotism, nor that behind the kaleidoscopic shifts of per there

ex.tst1 sanething irre enduring. In its way, evidence of rivalry is

a sign of vigour. The cwertly political manifestations of the

caniuinity - its asseablies and petitions - were eiiemeral phenomena.

Underlying this flurry of war-time energy, however, was yet another

ccxmiunity, made up of that tissue of gentry relationships, those

affinities of neighbourhood, marriage, and administrative co-

operation which historians are nore and nore frequently bringing to

light. War gave impetus to both these aspects of the county

caTinunity, military and pacific. Under threat fran the eneny, the

county, like the kingdom, took on a nore definite identity and made

greater demands of its inhabitants.

Yet whilst it cxntrlhited towards kcal consciousness, war also

militated against insularity, by helping to integrate the March

within the realm. Propaganda; the novement of troops and

administrators; the paucity of reward. driving the ambitious to

other arenas of conflict; these factors broadened the local

horizon, compounding the effects of tenure and royal patronage.

Ultimately, land-holding arid other ouncerns UnoOrLfIned by the county

boundary, prevented the shire fran nonopolizing local allegiance.

A man's sense of ozninunity, like his travels, were determined by
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his interests. Those of the gentry, on whcin king and government

deperid, were often wide-ranging. But there were still those for

whc*

that rrrsterious distant system of things cB].led
"Gover' merit" ... whatever it might be, was no
Ixisiness of his, any nore than the nost out-
lying nebula or the aal-sacks of the southern
hemisphere: his solar system was the parish;
the master' s tener and the casualties of
lambing-tin were his rion of storms.' (1)

1) George Eliot, Felix Holt, The Radical, ed. P. Coveney
(Harnondsworth, 1972), p.76.
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